Herbs, Flowers and Trees

A Beginners Guide to Herbalism
Advice to the Beginning Herbalism Student:
Herbalism, like midwifery skills, is one of the oldest parts of teaching within the
craft, but is also one where we have lost a huge amount of information and where
science has yet to catch up. Every pagan culture has utilized the herbalism of its
particular region, and I have found no one source or teacher who could possibly
know about every herb that grows on the Earth. Yet today we have the opportunity
to perhaps achieve this within a lifespan or two, using the electronic communications
at our fingertips. Science is now slowly beginning to learn the importance of the
natural herbs in healing, but they will take centuries to figure it all out because of the
way they go about things, unless nudged.
The first step in herbalism is to gather the tools you will need, and that is the main
point of this first message. I have found the following useful and in many cases vital
to learn and practice the use of herbs.
A Good mortar and Pestle, one of stone or metal is preferred. If wood is used you will
need two, one for inedibles and one for edibles - make sure they do not look
identical, as you do not want to accidentally poison anyone!
Containers: Although you can buy dried herbs over the counter in many places these
days, do not store them in the plastic bags they come in, as these are usually neither
reusable nor perfectly airtight. Rubbermaid style plastic containers are good, but
expensive. I have used glass coffee and spice jars/bottles to good effect, as well as some
medicine bottles. The more you recycle the better ecologically, just make sure they
have been thoroughly washed and dried before placing anything inside them.
Labels: This is vital! None of us in this day and age can possibly recognize each herb
in its various forms simply by sight. Always label your containers as you fill them,
and if possible date them when they were filled so you don't keep spoiled stock on
the shelf.
A Tea Ball: A good metal tea ball of the single cup size can be very useful in the long
run when your are experimenting, and when you are making single person doses of
teas and tonics.
Cheesecloth: Useful for straining a partially liquid mixture and occasionally for the

making of sachets.
A Good Sized Tea Kettle: preferably one that will hold at least a quart of water.
A Good Teapot: for simmering mixtures. I use one from a Chinese import store that
has done me well.
A good cutting board and a sharp cutting knife, for just herbal work.
A notebook, of some sort to record the information in as you go, both successes and
failures. Always record anything new you try that may or may not work, and also and
research information you get from various sources.
An eyedropper.
White linen-style bandages: Some ace bandages are also useful in the long run.
A metal brazier, of some sort, or a metal container that can withstand heavy usage
and heat from within or without, useful for several things including the making of
your own incenses.
Reference sources, Shortly you should see a list of books that I have read from in the
past that I consider useful, build from this as a starting point to others and to your
teachers help.
That’s it to start, you'll pick the rest up as you go. Take your time studying, take lots
of notes, compare your sources and your own personal results on each herb and on
herbal mixtures of any kind.
Herbs Indoors
Many herbs will grow well in pots on sunny windowsills, in window boxes, hanging
baskets and in tubs or barrels in a sun room or on a balcony. There should even be
enough space on one large, south-facing windowsill to grow a selection of the basic
flavoring herbs or a row of scented herbs that can be used for making tisanes. If you
have a sun room or baloney, then four tubs planted with mixed annuals and
perennials and a good proportion of evergreen herbs for winter picking could provide
most of the fresh herbs needed by a small household, as well as being decorative and
sweetly scented.
Light and Temperature

The first necessity is light. Few herbs suitable for indoor growing will thrive in the
shade. Most need sunlight for at least half the day, so set them in a south facing
window, if possible, otherwise one facing east or west. It is possible to grow herbs in a
shady room under special fluorescent tubes, which should be set about six inches
above the top of the plant.
Temperature is important. It is useless to attempt to grow herbs directly above a
radiator or stove in an airless kitchen that is often steamy and full of fumes. Ideally,
there should be warmth during the day, lower temperatures at night and some
humidity. In a centrally heated house, humidity may be lacking so keep a bowl filled
with water above the radiator or near the herbs. A direct draft may harm the plants
though fresh air is necessary.
Clay and Plastic Pots
Plastic pots are often used today, being cheaper, lighter and less likely to break than
clay. But there are some advantages in using an unglazed clay pot, the most important
being that excess water will evaporate through the clay walls so the roots are not
likely to become waterlogged. Drowning by over watering is the most common fate
of indoor herbs. Another advantage is that the moisture content in the soil can be
discovered by tapping a clay container sharply; it will give a ringing sound if the soil
is too dry and a dull thud if too wet. Whether plastic or clay, the container should
have an adequate drainage hole and be stood in a saucer or tray. A layer of gravel in
the tray will ensure that the pot never sits in stagnant water.
Boxes and Barrels
Wooden boxes or barrels make good containers if you have the space. Boxes should
be at least 10 inches deep. Saw barrels in half and use them as tubs, or cut several
holes about two inches across in their sides and grow a herb from each hole. If you
use a large barrel in this way, put a narrow tube of wire netting down the center from
top to bottom, before filling it with earth. By watering down the tube, the moisture
will spread evenly through the soil; with no tube, the lower plants may suffer from
drought. Do not creosote the insides of wooden containers to sterilize them as the
fumes may damage the plants, instead make a small fire of newspaper inside the
container, just sufficient to char and sterilize the surface of the wood.
Hanging Baskets
To make the best use of all available space and light, plant a hanging basket with
herbs, the upright species in the center and trailing mints and thymes, nasturtiums or

ground ivy round the edge. Special clay bowls or wire baskets can be bought for this
purpose or even an old kitchen colander will do. To contain moisture, line the wire
basket thickly with sphagnum moss or hay, or with a plastic sheet, before filling it
with earth.
A large, unglazed, terra-cotta bowl with six or seven two-inch holes bored in it will
make an ideal hanging onion pot, if you can buy one or have one made. Fill it with
earth, plant chives in the top and press the bulbs of Welsh onion into the holes. You
will be able to cut the hanging green shoots throughout the winter.
Soil, Water, Food, and Care
Put a layer of broken crocks or stones in the bottom of large containers before filling
them with soil and sprinkle a few spoonfuls of granulated charcoal over them to
prevent the soil souring. Then, fill with a standard potting compost bought from a
shop or good, loamy, garden earth mixed with a little coarse sand. Sterilize the garden
earth for an hour in the oven if you wish, to kill insect eggs and weed seeds.
Be careful not to over water, especially during the winter when plans are resting and
should not be stimulated into unseasonal growth. It is best to water in the morning so
that excess moisture can evaporate during the day and to use only tepid water. During
the summer, it may be necessary to syringe the leaves of broad- leafed herbs such as
sweet basil with tepid water to prevent them from flagging. The leaves of herbs in
city window boxes will also need occasional syringing to prevent their pores
becoming clogged with grime and fumes.
Each spring, spread a little well-rotted compost over the earth in the herb container
and water well. If any other food is needed, use a herbal fertilizing tea.
Although the restricted light and space will prevent herbs from growing as large
indoors as they would outside, they will need regular cropping or trimming to keep
them compact and controlled. Pinch out the center shoots to encourage bushy growth
and cut off any runners. Examine the drainage hole regularly and if root fibers are
showing, transfer the plant to a larger pot.
What to Grow
Many people will want to grow culinary herbs indoors that cannot be bought fresh
and do not dry well. Three large pots, 12 inches in diameter, filled with the annuals,
chervil, basil, and coriander, will provide a good mixture with strong, distinctive
flavors. Sow their seeds directly into the pots in the spring in moist, fairly rich soil,

and thin out the seedlings. The chervil and coriander will begin to shoot and grow
leggy soon after midsummer, but basil, especially the compact bush basil, will
continue into the winter months.
Sweet marjoram and summer savory also grow well indoors and are both annuals. For
a basic supply of perennial, evergreen culinary herbs, plant thyme species, winter
savory, a clump of Welsh onions and the prostrate rosemary. Decorative dwarf golden
sage can be included, and the biennial parsley. None of these are invasive herbs and
can be planted together, but mint needs a pot of its own and plenty of moisture. If
you have room for a deep tub or barrel on a balcony or roof, then it may be possible
to grow tall herbs such as angelica, deep-rooted caraway or horseradish; otherwise
these species are obviously unsuitable for indoor growing.
Another series of pots or a large box could be used for growing herbs for tisanes. Plant
peppermint and lemon balm (whose roots may need confining), the annual German
chamomile, the little rock hyssop, lady's mantle and trailing ground ivy.
Herbs grown for their scent might include dwarf lavender species, clove carnation,
dwarf santolina and upright and trailing pelargoniums. There are literally hundreds of
pelargonium varieties, each with leaves of a different scent and shape, and all make
admirable houseplants, being easy to grow and easy to propagate from cuttings. Use
the leaves to flavor custards, creams and gelatins and in potpourri mixtures.
Several Ways of Preparing Herbs for Use
Notes: Always keep a record of the work you do. If using herbs for healing, remember
you are not a doctor, use them only for adjuncts not replacements for medical
treatment. The traditional Herbal Craftsperson will meditate as the work is done and
after it is completed, in this way learning is continued.
The Water in the following preparations is brought to boiling then poured over the
herb, the herbs are not boiled in the water, for that would cause a breakdown of the
vitamins and minerals in the herbs that are so vital to the healing process.
Making An Infusion
This process draws the properties you want out of the herb for healing. An infusion is
basically a strong tea. The normal mixture is one pint of water to one ounce of herb.
It takes experience to learn how long each herb needs to steep, some take longer than
others, the average length of time is hour but with practice you'll learn which take
longer and which take less time.

This is the easiest method.
Making A Decoction
This is much the same as an infusion (tea) except you are working with a much more
solid herb such as thick pieces of root or bark which can't be ground up or the
remedy calls for a much stronger dose.
This is the one case where you should boil the herb.
herb In fact that's the whole process.
Make sure that no steam escapes or the vital oils will go away with it. Also never use
any metal when doing any herbal remedies.
If you will have more than one ingredient in the decoction begin by boiling the
toughest then work down. Start with cold water and after boiling for what you
consider long enough allow it to steep usually for at least 30 minutes.
Making A Poultice
This is used when you need to apply the herbs externally such as for a burn or for
acne. Yes it's messy but often essential for healing. Pour boiling water over the herbs
using just enough to dampen them or evenly cover the plant matter, you're not trying
to extract anything from the herb only to moisten it. When it is all evenly wet
remove it with a strainer and place between two pieces of gauze (cheesecloth also
works well if folded several times). You then apply the gauze with the herbs inside to
the affected part and allow the moisture with the herb essence to pass within the
person.
Making An Ointment
This method involves mixing the herb(s) with a fixative such as petroleum jelly or
vegetable fat. This is done by heating the fixative until it is quite warm and adding
the ground herbs to it. Once mixed up the mixture can be heated more than once and
allowed to cool, Once you are satisfied that all the goody has been removed from the
herb the whole mixture should be strained and put into a storage container then
allowed to cool. This is the same procedure used to make salves.
Making A Wash
Same as an infusion (tea) except you use it externally.
Making A Tincture

These are used when long term storage is required. It requires alcohol of at least a
75% grade which can be safely ingested. Place the following in a jar which can be
tightly sealed.
1-4 ounces of the herb eight ounces of alcohol (drinkable!) four ounces of water
Seal the jar and keep it safely out of the light for two weeks. Each day at least once,
check it and make sure that you loosed the mass of herb inside the jar by swirling it
about. Continue this process until at the end of the two weeks the alcohol has
extracted all the constituents without need of heat. This process is best begun on the
new moon and completed on the full.
Aromatherapy - The Art of Herbal Scents
Aromatherapy, the art of healing with aromatic plants, or with the oils of those
plants, was well known to the ancient ones. The Egyptians, the Romans and the
Greeks all practiced it as an integral part of their medicinal lore. Wise women and
men treasured the secrets of precious scents and applied them with great skill. The
Romans massaged themselves with sweet-smelling unguents before plunging into
their elaborate baths. The Greeks assigned a godlike virtue to each plant, and by
inhaling the fragrance, they believed they would assume the attributes of that god.
During the Plague of Europe's 17th Century, the perfumers who dispensed the pine,
cypress and cedar incense that was burnt in the streets and in the hospitals to mask
the dreadful odors, those perfumers were untouched by the virulent disease that
annihilated great masses of the population.
Of course, medical science has come a long way. Many treatments that were used in
the past have been supplanted by more modern, more scientific methods. But, have
they thrown out the baby with the bathwater? About a hundred years ago, the great
medical minds of the world decided that this herbal scent business was just so much
superstition, and that such old-wives’ tales had no place in Modern Medicine. Since
that time, no medical practitioner would recommend scent, with the exception of the
menthol-type scents burnt or inhaled for respiratory complaints, which were already
known to be so effective that to forbid them would place a seal of unbelieveability on
the entire edict. All other scent-medications were scorned, even though they had
proven to be a very effective means of well-keeping. And the public, believing the
medical profession to be infallible, went along with it. Today, aromatherapy is
enjoying a re- birth in the holistic spirit of New Age Medicine.
The mind plays a major role in all bodily ailments, as proven by recent research. That
is not to say that the mind can cure the body of all its ailments, but fragrances that

can alter the patient's emotional state may be able to leave the way open for a
beneficial cure, by accepted means. In other words, why leave anything to chance?
What would it hurt to smell an herb when you have a headache? Would it infringe
upon the noble Medicine Man's territory if we sniffed flowers when our tummies
hurt?
If you need medication, take medication.
medication But, be sure you need it. Are you taking
medication because it is required by your condition, or are you popping pills you
bought over the counter to self-cure a 'minor' problem? Illnesses that are stressinduced, like asthma, headache, and depression respond very well to inhalation
therapy. Skin disorders, respiratory ailments, digestive problems and backache can
respond to inhalation and massage with scented oils. The same way a lovely perfume
evokes memories, or desires, all fragrances cause the brain to respond in some way. If
the fragrance brings about a sense of relaxed wellness, who is to say that that is not
the healing element? Aromatic bathing enhances the benefits of the scents used as
inhalants or tactile medicants.
Along the same lines, the inhalation of a burning scent, if purely made, would have
the same or maybe a more readily-absorbable effect. So, take stock of the fragrances
available to you, in the forms of incense, oils, potpourris and even teas. Even if they
don't heal what ails you, they can make you feel more relaxed, more well. And isn't
that what you wanted, after all?
What follows is a list of fragrances and the ailments they have been reputed to affect.
I have tried to use only the herbs, plants and seeds you can find most easily in your
garden, in the supermarket, and at the corner fruit stand. Also, below are some guides
that will help with your plans.
An aromatic tea is to be consumed close to the nose, so as to continuously inhale the
healing aromas while you drink the beverage.
When you use oils for massage, you will need to know the areas of greatest value for
that massage. We suggest you consult a chart that shows the acupressure/acupuncture
points, used by the great Chinese practitioners for centuries of healing.
A foot soak is reputed to be nearly as beneficial to the body as a whole-body soak,
since the feet will absorb the medicating herb and propel the journey upward into the
body of the healing element.
Inhaling is done over a bowl of boiled water in which the herb or its oil are floated,
while you lean over it with a towel over your head to simulate a steam tent.

A compress is either cool or warm, but always damp, with the herb impregnated
within, and is laid gently upon the area, not rubbed or massaged or moved about in
any way. For this reason, compresses work quite well for burns, wounds and sores.
You can burn an herb in many ways.
A purchased herbal incense works well. Or you could place the dried herb on any
burning incense, or an open fire. Scented candles also provide the same scent.
Essential oils dropped judiciously upon burning coals will do. You must only decide
whether you want just the scent in the air, or if the smoke is what you feel will
benefit. Burning always gives a dry scented air, as opposed to steaming, which
provides a damp scented air.
Legend:
Legend
T - Aromatic Tea, also known as Tisane
W - Bathe (Make a tea and add it to your bath
M - Massage with a scented oil
C - Compress, wet, either warm or cool
S - Steam (Best way is with a humidifier)
B - Burn
I - Inhale, either the smoke or the steam, but also the aroma of the other methods
F = Foot Soak, with a stronger tea blend than in the bath
Scent, Product, Health, Condition, and Method of Use
Alfalfa
Water Retention (T);
Arthritis (T,C,M);
Cholesterol Reduction (T)
Almond

Infant/Child skin care (M,W);
Coughs, Colds (M,I)
Anise
Meditative frame of mind (B,T);
abates nightmares (T,M)
Baby's Breath
Healing frame of mind (B)
Barley
Skin care (W,M)
Basil
Bronchitis, Colds, Internal Cleansing (B,I);
Antiseptic (C)
Depression (M,W);
Fainting (I);
Nervousness, Insomnia (T,B);
Fever (T,M,W,S,C);
Indigestion, Nausea (T,M);
Mental fatigue, Peaceful frame of mind (B,T,M,W);
Hormone Stimulant (M,T,C);
Insect Bites (C,W);
Migraine (B,C,W,T);

Stimulant (T);
Weight Loss, Skin Care (M,W)
Bay
Antiseptic (W)
Decongestant, Colds (S,I,W,T)
Internal Cleansing (B,I)
Hair Loss (M,W)
Cajeput
Antiseptic, Acne (W,S)
Pain Relief, Neuralgia (M,C)
Insecticide, Lung Congestion (B,I)
Caraway
Calm, Healing frame of mind (T,B,M,W)
Catnip
Nervousness, Headache (T)
Hysteria, Insomnia (T,B,M)
Fever, Hives (W)
Stomach Upset, Hiccups (T,I,S)
Cayenne
Fever, Internal Disinfectant (T)

Cedar
Internal cleansing (B)
Lung congestion, Expectorant (B,M,I,W,S)
Digestion (I)
Antiseptic, Astringent, Eczema (W,C)
Sexual Response (M,B)
Sedative (B)
Chamomile
Burns (C)
Depression, Nervous Tension, Calm (T)
Nausea, Fatigue, Insomnia (T,W)
Diarrhea, Indigestion, Menstrual Cramps (T,M)
Eczema, Rheumatism, Arthritis (M,W,C)
Fainting (I)
Fever (C,T,W)
Headache, Migraine (M,I,)
Weight Loss, Cellulite (T,M,W)
Infant skin care, Inflammations (W)
Hemorrhoids (W,C)
Menopause (M,W,T,B,S)
Pain Relief, Neuralgia (C,W,M,T)

Sore or Weak Eyes, Sores, Wounds (W,C,S)
Hysteria, Relaxant, Appetite Stimulant (T,B)
Cinnamon
Healing frame of mind (M)
Bedwetting (B,S)
General Weakness (T)
Spasms, Circulatory Problems (W,F,M,C,T)
Impotence (M,B)
Infections (W)
Citrus
Weight loss, Skin care (W,M,T)
Cloves
Calm (T,B,I)
Muscle Tension, Spasms, Pain Relief (M,W,S,C)
Toothache (T,C)
Insect Repellent (B,C,W)
Stimulant (B,T,M)
Infections, Antiseptic (W)
Nervousness, General Weakness (T,W,S)
Cough, Colds, Gargle (T,W,S,B)

Cocoa
Depression, Calm, Heartache (T)
Coconut
Internal cleansing (M,W,I)
Comfrey
Water retention (T)
Cumin
Peace, Calm (B,I,S)
Cypress
Water retention, Cellulite, Menopause (W,M)
Varicose Veins, Hemorrhoids (W,C)
Coughs, Sinus, Flu, Colds (I,C)
Cramps, Muscle Tension (M)
Wounds, Sores, Cuts, Acne (W,C,M)
Rheumatism, Arthritis, Aches & Pains, Spasms (F,C,M,W,S)
Nervousness (S,B,I)
Deodorant, Astringent (W)
Dandelion
Blood weakness, Water retention (T,W)
Eczema (W)
Dill

Hiccups, Health maintenance (T,I)
Eucalyptus
Asthma, Bronchitis, Cough, Flu (I,C)
Sinus, Migraine (M,W,I)
Burns (C)
Diarrhea, Indigestion, Kidney/Urinary Infection (W,M)
Sore throat, Laryngitis (I,S,C)
Rheumatism, Aches & Pains (M,W,F)
Antiseptic, Wounds (C,W)
Insect Repellant (B,C,W)
Fever (C,M)
Fennel
Colic, Constipation, Cystitis, Flatulence, Indigestion (T,W)
Nausea, Weight loss, Reducing hunger pangs (T,W)
Health maintenance (T)
Fern
Depression (W)
Gardenia
Calm (B,I,M,W,F,S)
Garlic

Asthma, Hypertension (C)
Intestinal Worms (T)
Antiseptic, Antibiotic (W)
Toothache (M,T,C)
Insomnia (T,W)
Coughs, Colds, Congestion (T,M,C,S)
Geranium
Water Retention, Cellulite (M,W)
Insect Repellant (B,C,W)
Varicose Veins, Circulation Problems (W,C)
Astringent, Wounds, Fractures (W)
Burns (C)
Neuralgia, Pain Relief (M,W,F,C)
Hormone Stimulation (M,B)
Fatigue, Exhaustion (M,W,F)
Ginger
Health Maintenance (T)
Menstruation (T,C)
Hyacinth
Depression, Heartache, Grief (I,B,M)
the Pain of Childbirth (I,S,M)

Hyssop
Asthma, Bronchitis, Colic, Flu (I,S,F,C)
Eczema (W)
Fever (W,C)
Indigestion, Rheumatism (M,W,C)
Jasmine
Good spirits, Peace, Calm (B,S,I)
Meditative frame of mind (I,B,W,T)
Juniper
Water Retention, Hemorrhoids (W,C)
Rheumatism, Gout (C,M,F)
Stimulant, Energizer (W,B)
Antiseptic, Sores, Wounds (W)
Colic, Cough (T,S,I)
Exhaustion, Fatigue (F,M,W)
Kidney/Urinary Infections, Cellulite (M,W)
Constipation (M)
Diarrhea, Flatulence, Indigestion (T,C)
Eczema (W,C,S)
Lavender

Burns, Eczema (W,T,C)
Wounds, Spasms, Acne (C)
Hemorrhoids, Insect Repellant (W,C)
Calm (T)
Sore throat, Nausea, Diarrhea, Nervous tension (T,I,S)
Depression, Headache, Migraine (W,B,T,I)
Hair Loss, Cellulite, Weight Loss, Menopause (M,W)
Rheumatism, Fatigue, Exhaustion (M,W,F)
Fever, Pain Relief (M,C)
Lemon
Rheumatism, Gout (W,F)
Aging Skin, Acne, Antiseptic, Astringent (W)
Insect Repellant (B,C,W)
Water Retention, Gastric Distress (T,I,S)
Lemongrass
Weight loss (T)
Marjoram
Asthma, Bronchitis, Colds (I,S)
Constipation, Indigestion (M,T)
Colic, Headache, Nervous tension, Depression (M,W,T)
Health maintenance (I,B)

Insect Bites (C,W)
Menstrual Cramps (M)
Nutmeg
Meditative frame of mind (T,M,B,I)
Parsley
Rheumatism (M,C,W)
Water Retention (T)
Peppermint
Asthma, Bronchitis, Colds, Flu (T,I,S,W)
Colic, Indigestion, Nausea, Morning Sickness (T,M)
Mental Fatigue, Shock (T,W)
Toothache (W,C)
Fatigue, Weight Loss (T,C)
Headache, Migraine (M,I,W)
Insect Repellant (B,C,W)
Cooling, Fever, Nerves (M,C)
Spasms, Pain Relief (C)
Pine
Sinus, Bronchitis, Flu, Decongestant (I,C)
Hormone Stimulant (M,B)

Fatigue, Aches & Pains, Rheumatism, Gout (B,C,M)
Infection, Antiseptic (W)
Water Retention (I,W)
Rose
Calm, Peace, Depression, Insomnia, Fatigue (T)
Nausea, Heart, Liver, Uterus, Stomach (T)
Weight Loss, Infant skin care (M,W)
Sex Drive/Libido (M,B)
Headache (W,M,I,T,B,S,C)
Astringent (W)
Rosehips
Weight loss, Nervous tension (T)
Rosemary
Depression, Healing frame of mind, Stimulant (T)
Asthma, Colds, Flu, Decongestant (M,W,F)
Constipation, Diarrhea, Cellulite (T,M)
Fainting, Headache (T,M,I)
Rheumatism, Gout, Arthritis, Aches & Pains (M,F)
Weight Loss, Migraine (M,W)
Exhaustion, Fatigue (T,M,W,F)
Hormone Stimulant (M,B)

Sores, Burns (C)
Antiseptic, Skin, Astringent (W)
Fumigant (B)
Heart, Sickliness (T,M,B,I,S)
Sprains, Pain Relief (M)
Saffron
Meditative frame of mind (B,T)
Sage
Asthma, Bronchitis, Cold (T,I,S)
Burns, Eczema (W,C)
Fainting, Low Blood Pressure (T,M,B)
Flatulence, Headache, Indigestion, Diarrhea (T)
Sore throat, Cough (T,I,S,C)
Toothache, Weight loss (T,W)
Menopause, Cellulite, Aches & Pains (T,M,W)
Menstrual Cramps, Nervousness, Hair Loss, Trembling (T,M)
Fatigue (W,M)
Memory, Ability to Learn (B,T)
Spearmint
Depression, Heartache (T)

(Use Spearmint for the same reasons as Peppermint, but Spearmint is less powerful
and better for children.)
Thyme
Heartache, Depression, Calm (T)
Internal cleansing, Kidney/Urinary Infections (W,M)
Asthma, Bronchitis (I,S)
Fainting, Restore Energy, Renew Spirits (B,I,T)
Rheumatism, Weight loss (M,W,C)
Cellulite, Aches & Pains (W,F,M)
Insect Bites, Antiseptic, Inflammation, Infection (W,C)
Wounds, Sores, Cuts (C)
Constipation, Intestinal Parasites (T,M)
Fatigue (T,B,M)
Spasms, Hair Loss, Digestion (M,W,T)
Turmeric
Peace, Calm (T,B)
Herbal Cures
BruisesWitch Hazel Extract:
Soak one ounce witch hazel leaves and twigs combined in two cups of alcohol. Shake
daily. Strain. Use full strength on bruises. (You can dilute with water and use as a
mouthwash also.)
Yerba Santa Poultice:

Good for severe bruises and swelling too. Mash the leaves of a Yerba Santa, then soak
them in water, and apply while still hot to the bruise. Cover the leaves with a clean
cloth.
BurnsMari-Gilly Water for Burns and Sunburns:
An Actual Case History from the Author:
"One day while lighting the oven the book of matches took fire in my hand and stuck
there. After shaking it off, I dug into my herbal closet. I was looking for a remedy I
had made a month before. Amateurishly I had preserved it beneath a layer of oil, and
it was colorful with mold. I filtered it out and plunged the badly burned hand in the
liquid. Within two minutes the pain was gone. In 20 minutes the hand was wrapped
in cloth and no longer painful. There were no blisters of any kind, but within three
days a black, horny layer appeared where the blisters might have been. Very ugly. In
another week, this peeled off, and once again the hand was smooth, pink, soft, and
completely unscarred."
The recipe for the miracle is:
Simmer one handful of balm of Gilead buds and one handful of marigold flowers in
an enamel or glass pot with water to cover. Do not boil. After 15 minutes remove
from heat, strain and pour liquid into a clean and sterile jar. Add a layer of olive oil to
cover. Do not let the oil and liquid mix. It will keep for a few months. To use: Hold
breath (as liquid does not smell good) and pour through filter paper or paper towel.
Use directly on burns, sunburns, and other similar problems.
Marshmallow-Comfrey Oil:
Simmer one handful of crushed marshmallow root and 1 handful of Comfrey root in
one cup of white wine in an enamel pot. Cover. Simmer for 20 minutes. Strain. When
cool apply to burns and sunburns.
WartsNote: All these cures will work for pimples, zits, and corns too.
Stolen Apple Cure:

Get an apple. Cut this apple into as many pieces as you have warts. Rub one peace
onto one wart, and repeat with all warts. Wrap up the apple bits in a piece of cloth,
then bury the whole thing. When the apple bits have rotted, the warts will be gone.
Dandelion Juice:
Gather together, many dandelions, this includes stems, heads and leaves. Squeeze
them. Apply their milky fluid to the wart or corn.
Oil of Thuja:
Apply this oil to a wart. An infusion used as a wash on the warts will work too. (Note:
Thuja is also called White Cedar)
Marigold Juice for Warts:
Take a fresh marigold, squeeze out the juice and apply it directly to a wart. Let the
juice dry. Make applications until the warts fall off.
Milkweed Juice:
Take some fresh milkweed, squeeze it, and apply this milk to the warts. The Indians
say that it will entirely cure warts with just a very few applications.
BronchitisIf you use tobacco products, try this instead. Try chewing a combination of gentian
root and chamomile flowers every time you feel the need to smoke, then try these tea
recipes.
Manzanita Cider:
Crush a handful of manzanita berries and bruise a handful of the leaves, and pour
over 2 cups of boiling water. When settled, strain off the liquid and use throughout
the day as a drink.
Horehound Tea:
Take one ounce of the green herb, one ounce of honey, and 1 pint of boiling water.
Cover, and set aside until cold. Drink four ounces at a time for a cough.

Other Herbal Teas:
Try a combination of coltsfoot, mugwort, and culeb, with lemon and honey.
Try a snuff of golden seal; small pinch of the golden yellow powder snuffed into each
nostril is sometimes very efficacious in the treatment of bronchitis. If your respiratory
passages are particularly painful, slippery elm tea is an excellent demucelent.
Sinus InfectionsGolden Seal Snuff:
Take powdered golden seal and snuff a bit into each nostril whenever needed.
Herbal Inhaler:
In a small bottle add 10 drops of each of the following oils. Carry it around with you
and sniff the scent of these fine aromatics whenever you wish to clear your nasal
passages.
Eucalyptus, Lavender, Rosemary, Bay Leaf, and Cloves -or- Peppermint
Sore ThroatsDirty Sock Cure:
During the winter, when you get a sore throat, wrap your dirty wool sock around
your throat every night and the soreness will soon disappear.
Sage Tea:
Take equal parts of sage, rosemary, honeysuckle, and plantain. Boil these herbs in
sufficient water to cover. Add a small tablespoonful of honey to each pint of liquid
and use as required.
Yerba Mansa Root:
This root, chewed slowly, will ease the pain of sore throats.
Colds & Coughs-

Teas for Colds and Coughs:
To help eliminate mucus in the respiratory passage, mix together equal parts of the
following ingredients:
comfrey root
hyssop
balm of gilead
chamomile or coltsfoot
elecampane or wintergreen leaf*
For either tea steep 1 heaping teaspoon of the herbs in one cup of boiling water.
Cover the pot and steep for 10-20 minutes. Strain. Drink this tea as often as you like.
You can add lemon and honey.
(* Potentially dangerous. Can cause irritation, allergic reaction, gastric distress or
other discomfort.)
Tea for Coughs:
Mix together equal parts of pennyroyal, licorice, and horehound and make a tea by
steeping one heaping teaspoon per cup of boiling water for 10-20 minutes. Strain.
Drink with lemon and honey as often as you like.
Tea for Colds in the Chest:
Mix together equal quantities of birch leaf, horehound, and licorice. Steep one
heaping teaspoon of herbs per cup of boiling water for 10-20 minutes. Strain. Drink
with lemon and honey as often as you like.
Sleep Tea for Colds:
Mix together equal quantities of dandelion root, chamomile, and valerian. Steep one
heaping teaspoon of herbs per cup of boiling water for 10-20 minutes. Strain. Drink
with lemon and honey to relax you and help you sleep when you have a bad cold.
Tooth Aches-

Garlic:
Put a piece of a garlic clove inside the cavity. It kills the pain and seems to slow up
the infection process. At night place a peeled garlic between your teeth and your
cheek. This is also good to keep a cold from becoming severe. (Make sure you wash
out your mouth in the morning though!)Marshmallow Root
Poultice:
If you have an abscessed tooth and a swollen jaw, place pieces of dried marshmallow
root between the tooth and cheek. Renew the poultices in the morning and night.
This greatly reduces the inflammation and keeps the pain in check.
Bad BacksChamomile Oil:
This is an old Egyptian formula. Take flowers of chamomile and beat them up with
pure olive oil. Leave to stand until the virtues of the flowers have been extracted.
Then with the oil rub over the whole body, especially the back. Go to bed, cover up.
Good for over-strained muscles, cramps, strains and stitches.
Super Massage Cream:
1 ounce of coconut oil
1 ounce of turtle oil
1 dropper sweet clover oil
Mix all the ingredients together. This is an excellent cream, useful for all sore and
aching muscles. According to the therapist the author consulted, this cream is
superior to anything supplied by the hospital.
Lavender Oil:
Mix one part oil of lavender with three parts olive oil, or one part oil of lavender with
one part coconut oil, and use to massage the muscles of the lower back. Use sparingly.
Aching Joints-

Parsley Tea to Stimulate the Kidneys:
Take a handful of fresh parsley and pour over it two cups of boiling water. Steep until
cold then strain. Drink one cup of this tea before every meal and before going to bed.
Indian Tea:
The Indians drink a tea of rose petals, peppermint, lemon peel, and liden leaves for
arthritis.
Rheumatism Tea:
An excellent tea to take daily for the treatment of rheumatism and arthritis is a
mixture of cascara sagrada, poke root, cimicfuga, uva ursi leaves, chamomile and
sassafras. Take one tablespoon of this mixture and pour it over two cups of boiling
water. Let it steep for about 10 minutes and strain. Make it fresh in the evening and
drink one cup, with lemon and honey if you like. Drink the other cup, cold, in the
morning.
BitesInsect Bite Ointment:
Beat some frankincense to a powder and mix it with oil of bay. Use it to anoint the
body to ease the itch of insect bites. For the sting, a little oil of cajeput offers relief.
Dog Bites:
Four ounces rue, four ounces treacle, four ounces garlic, four large spoonfuls of
scraped pewter. Boil all of the ingredients with a bottle of strong ale. (Beer will do.)
Strain. Apply the sediment to the wound and drink the clear liquid nine spoonfuls
every day for nine days. - a seventeenth-century recipe.
Athlete's FootSoap & Powder:
Mix together one ounce powdered gum, benzoin with four ounces starch. When
washing your feet, use soap bark, a useful detergent, especially good for athlete's foot.

Apple Cider Vinegar Bath:
Steep one ounce sage and agronomy in two cups of hot apple cider vinegar for 15
minutes. Keep it covered. When cool enough put your feet in and soak for as long as
you can. Repeat two or three times a day.
HairOlive Hair Oil:
To four ounces olive oil, add one teaspoon oil of rosemary, and five drops oil of lemon
grass. Rub a tiny bit into the hair each night. This is version of an old time recipe that
helps hair grow.
Yucca Root Shampoo:
Boil four ounces yucca root or soap bark in two cups of fresh water until it is reduced
to one cup. Strain and cool. If not sudsy enough for you, add castille shampoo.
Brunettes can substitute rosemary water, and blondes chamomile water, for the two
cups of liquid-both cleanses and deodorized the scalp.
To thicken the hair, and to keep it from falling out:
Put four pounds pure organic honey into a still with 4-6 ounces grapevine tendrils
and 2-4 ounces tender rosemary tops. Distill as cool and as slowly as possible. Allow
the liquid to drop until it begins to taste sour. Rub this into the hair roots daily.
Sage Tea:
Drink sage tea daily and rub the infusion onto the roots of your hair to retain its rich,
dark color.
Table of Herbs That Repel Animals and Insects
Repellents
Flies:
Flies Clover flower, oil of sassafras, mixture of clove, bay, and eucalyptus
Insects:
Insects Oil of mint, feverfew, oil of citronella, pennyroyal, and oil of pennyroyal
Mice:
Mice peppermint pennyroyal

Body Lice:
Lice oil of bergamot, oil of pennyroyal
Fleas:
Fleas rue, chamomile, savory, and pennyroyal
Cats:
Cats rue, lavender, and ginger
Dogs:
Dogs Ginger

A Handbook of Botanical Incenses
I will type herein parts of a booklet I published called "A Handbook of Botanical
Incenses" to give you some idea of where my thinking was at that time. I had
generated the schema as something useful to my own work, it is not something
widely used. I would love to hear other schema such as astrological, deity
correspondences, seasonal, etc. I may append some of those sorts of categories to this
if I have the time.
My meaning come mostly from "traditional" sources but in my actual teaching and
working I place more emphasis on what an individual scent does to the worker. In
my beginning classes I simply passed around a collection of incenses and had each
member tell what it meant to them and then we talked about the "traditional"
meaning. If, for example, the traditional meaning for cinnamon is concentration and
you smell it and think of grandma's pumpkin pie and all you can think about is food,
it is not going to be appropriate to burn to help you study!
A Handbook of Botanical
Botanical Incenses
Introduction:
Botanical and other incense are a tool which can be tailored to the user's desire. At
their simplest they may be used to stimulate the sense of smell and bring enjoyment
to those nearby, alternatively, they can be a sublet compilation designed to create a
specific ambiance for a ritual or magical operation.
The following guide contains some botanical (and a few other substances) and their
uses when burned. The attributes have been derived from a great many sources, both
published and personal communication, and like most magical properties they are
most effective when tailored to the individual or group using them. So sit down and
burn some and see if they work for you. Try combinations. I have included some
recipes which have worked for myself and others in the hopes that you will find
them useful. Happy Censing!
A Scheme of Things:
The botanicals which I will discuss fall into several broad categories:
1) Evocative - used to get the attention of divinities or to summon spirits
2) Divinatory - used to foretell the future or to see hidden secrets
3) Purifiactory - used to purify the purpose of a rite or the action of a given object
4) Enhancing - used to intensify the purpose of a rite or the action of a given object
5) Protective - used to shield the user or area from harm
6) Banishing - used to drive out unwanted influences or spirits

7) Healing - used to promote wholeness in mind, body or spirit
8) Spell Casting - used to promote a purpose, e.g., love, fertility, money, luck, fortune,
concentration, etc.
Many botanicals fall into several categories, for example:
Wormword (Artemesia) can be used
1) to evoke Artemis and call the dead
2) to promote divination
6) when consecrated to Mars in banishing
6) & 7) it was used to banish the Black Plague fleas
8) when consecrated to Mars, in works of anger.
Some Examples:
1) Evocative
Almond
Lotus
Ash
Mandrake
Basil
Myrrh
Bay
Olive
Blessed Thistle
Patchouli
Damiana
Rowan
Dittany of Crete
Rue
Elm
Thyme
Frankincense
Verbena
Henbane
Vervain, Blue
Life Everlasting Flowers
Wormwood
Yarrow
2) Divinatory:
Ash
Linseed

Bay
Mugwort
Cinquefoil
Rowan
Clove
Thyme
Elm
Wormwood
Frankincense
Yarrow
3) Purificatory:
Angelica
Mastic gum
Bayberry
Myrrh
Burnet
Olive
Cinnamon
4) Healing
Balm of Gilead
Myrrh
Lavendar
Rosemary
Life Everlasting
Wormwood
4) Enhancing:
Anise seed
Lotus
Angelica
Mandrake
Celery seed
Mastic gum
Cinnamon
Mugwort
Cinquefoil
Orris root
Cloves
Peppermint

Damiana
Sandalwood
Dragon's Blood
Styrax
Frankincense
Uva Ursi
Henbane
5) Protective:
Alfalfa
Juniper wood
Basil
Life Everlasting flowers
Blessed Thistle
Mastic gum
Bay
Mistletoe
Camphor
Mugwort
Cinquefoil
Orris root
Elder
Rosemary
Five Finger Grass
Rowan
Frankincense
St. John's Wort
Garlic
Vervain, Blue
6) Banishing:
Agrimony
Lavendar
Ash
Pine
Camphor
Rowan
Dragon's Blood
Vervain, Blue
Juniper wood
Wormwood

8) Spell Casting:
Basil
Patchouli
Bayberry
Peppermint
Bezoin gum
Rosemary
Camphor
Rowan
Cinnamon
Rue
Damiana
Sandalwood
Dragon's Blood
Tormantil
Frankincense
Uva Ursi
Lavendar
Vervain, Blue
Lemon peel
St. John's Wort
Life Everlasting flowers
Wormwood
Mandrake
Yarrow
Mistletoe
Ylang Ylang
Orris Root

Advice to the Beginning Herbalism Student
Before I take this any further, and before I begin my posts on herbs and their
applications, I want to make it clear that my training in this is yet incomplete. Much
of what I am going to cover is taken from notes from the many teachers I have had,
some very useful reference books and experience. I will pass on what I have, in hope
that those who have more may add to the knowledge, present their own experiences
and generally share our most important community commodity - information.
information The
idea is to expand ourselves, thru free exchange of this information and by doing so
help the entire Pagan community survive in the long run. Please feel free to
distribute the information I post here in this and other message areas and in files to as
many people as might be interested!
Herbalism, like midwifery skills, is one of the oldest parts of teaching within the
craft, but is also one where we have lost a huge amount of information and where
science has yet to catch up. Every pagan culture has utilized the herbalism of its
particular region, and I have found no one source or teacher who could possibly
know about every herb that grows on the Earth. Yet today we have the opportunity
to perhaps achieve this within a lifespan or two, using the electronic communications
at our fingertips. Science is now slowly beginning to learn the importance of the
natural herbs in healing, but they will take centuries to figure it all out because of the
way they go about things, unless nudged.
The first step in herbalism is to gather the tools you will need, and that is the main
point of this first message. I have found the following useful and in many cases vital
to learn and practice the use of herbs.
1) A Good mortar and Pestle, one of stone or metal is preferred. If wood is used you
will need two, one for inedibles and one for edibles - make sure they do not look
identical, as you do not want to accidentally poison anyone!
2) Containers. Although you can buy dried herbs over the counter in many places
these days, do not store them in the plastic bags they come in, as these are usually
neither reusable nor perfectly airtight. Rubbermaid style plastic containers are good,
but expensive. I have used glass coffee and spice jars/bottles to good effect, as well as
some medicine bottles. The more you recycle the better ecologically, just make sure
they have been thoroughly washed and dried before placing anything inside them.
3) Labels. This is vital! None of us in this day and age can possibly recognize each
herb in its various forms simply by sight. Always label your containers as you fill
them, and if possible date them when they were filled so you don't keep spoiled stock
on the shelf.

4) Tea Ball. A good metal tea ball of the single cup size can be very useful in the long
run when your are experimenting, and when you are making single person doses of
teas and tonics.
5) Cheesecloth: Useful for straining a partially liquid mixture and occasionally for the
making of sachets.
6) A Good sized teakettle. Preferably one that will hold at least a quart of water.
7) A Good teapot for simmering mixtures. I use one from a Chinese import store that
has done me well.
8) A good cutting board and a sharp
sharp cutting knife for just herbal work.
9) A notebook of some sort to record the information in as you go, both successes and
failures. Always record anything new you try that may or may not work, and also and
research information you get from various sources (like this echo!)
10) An eyedropper.
11) White linen-style bandages. Some ace bandages are also useful in the long run.
12) A metal brazier of some sort, or a metal container that can withstand heavy usage
and heat from within or without, useful for several things including the making of
your own incenses.
13) Reference sources. Shortly you should see a list of books that I have read from in
the past that I consider useful, build from this as a starting point to others and to your
teachers help.
That’s it to start, you'll pick the rest up as you go. Take your time studying, take lots
of notes, compare your sources and your own personal results on each herb and on
herbal mixtures of any kind.

All About Herbs
Allspice (Pimento dioica)
To grow:
No directions to grow
Uses:
Allspice will ease flatulence and dyspeptic pain. It may be applied as a compress for
rheumatism and neuralgia. It is mainly used as a spice in the food industry.
Parts used:
The berries are the part of the plant that are used. They should be picked while still
green. When they are dried they will turn a reddish-brown.
Infusion:
The dried berries should be bruised just before use to release the oils. Pour one cup of
boiling water over 1 teaspoon of the berries and let stand for 5-10 minutes. Drink
warm to ease the symptoms of abdominal distress as needed.
Aniseed (Pimpinella anisum)
To grow:
Annual herb with bright green, toothed, basal leaves. Tiny white flowers appear in
umbrella-like clusters on two feet stems in June. Start in place when ground warms
up in spring. This plant does not transplant easily. Grow in light soil in full sun.
Water it regularly.
Uses:
Aniseed oil is the basis for its internal use to ease griping, intestinal colic, and
flatulence. It also has a marked expectorant and anti-spasmodic action and may be
used where there is persistent coughing, and in whooping cough. The oil may be used
externally in an ointment base for treating scabies. The oil by itself will help in the
control of lice.
Parts used:
The seeds of Anise are the part used. The ripe dry fruits should be picked between
mid-summer and early fall.
Infusion

The seeds should be gently crushed just before use to release the oils. Pour one cup of
boiling water over 1-2 teaspoonfuls of the seeds and let it stand for 5-10 minutes.
Take one cup three times daily. To ease flatulence the tea should be taken slowly
before meals.
Oil
One drop of the oil may be taken internally by mixing it into 1/2 teaspoonful of
honey.
Balm (Melissa officinalis)
To grow:
Perennial herb. Grows to two feet It's leaves are heavily veined, light green leaves
with a lemony scent. It's white flowers are unimportant and need to be cut
occasionally to keep compact. Spreads rapidly. Grow in rich, moist soil in sun or part
shade. Balm is very hardy and you can propagate from seed or root divisions. Self
sows.
Uses:
Balm is an excellent carminative herb that relieves spasms in the digestive tract and is
used in flatulent dyspepsia. The gently sedative oils relieve tension and stress
reactions, therefore, acting to lighten depression. It has a tonic effect on the
circulatory system and heart, thus lowering blood pressure. It can be used in feverish
conditions such as flu.
Parts used:
Dried aerial parts or fresh in season. Pick the leaves two or three times a year
between early summer and early fall. Cut off the young shoots when they are
approximately 12 in long. They should be dried in the shade at a temperature not
more than 95 degrees Fahrenheit.
Infusion:
Pour a cup of boiling water onto 2-3 teaspoons of the dried herb or 4-6 fresh leaves
and leave to infuse for 10-15 minutes, well covered. Drink a cup in the morning and
the evening or when needed.
Tincture:
Take 2-6 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Bayberry (Myrica cerifera)

To grow:
Deciduous or partly evergreen shrub. Dense, compact growth to nine feet. Leaves are
four inches long, narrowish, glossy green, dotted with resin glands, and fragrant.
Flowers are inconspicuous with tiny roundish fruit covered with wax. You can plant
Bayberry in almost any soil in full sun. Water occasionally.
Uses:
Bayberry is a valuable astringent in diarrhea and dysentery. It can be used as a douche
for leucorrhea and can be gargled for sore throats. It can also be used in the treatment
of colds.
Part used:
Bark of root. It should be dug up in spring or fall and it's bark pared off and dried.
Decoction:
Put one teaspoon of the bark in one cup of cold water and bring to a boil. Leave for
10-15 minutes. This should be drunk three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 1-3 milliliters of the tincture three times a day
Black Horehound (Ballota nigra)
To grow:
No directions to grow
Uses:
Eases nausea where it is caused by the nervous system rather than the stomach. Good
for motion sickness, vomiting of pregnancy, and nervous vomiting. A normalizer of
menstrual function and also a mild expectorant.
Part used:
Dried aerial parts. Collect just as it begins to bloom in midsummer.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water onto 1-2 teaspoon of the dried herb and leave to infuse
for 10-15 minutes. Drink three times a day or as needed.
Tincture:
Take 1-2 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.

Caraway (Carum carvi)
To grow:
Biennial herb. It has a mound of carrot-like leaves the first year and umbrella-like
clusters of white flowers above the foliage the second year. The Plant dies after it's
seeds ripen in mid-summer. Start from seed sown in place in fall or spring. Plant in
well-drained soil in full sun. Water average. Thin seedlings to 1 1/2 feet.
Uses:
A calming herb used to ease flatulent dyspepsia and intestinal colic. Stimulates the
appetite. Increases milk flow during pregnancy, relieves period pains, helps diarrhea,
as a gargle helps laryngitis, and can be used in bronchitis and bronchial asthma.
Part used:
Seeds. Collect the flowering heads in mid-summer and leave to ripen. Shake the seeds
off when ready.
Infusion:
Pour a cup of boiling water over one teaspoon of freshly crushed seeds and leave to
infuse for 10-15 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 1-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Catnip (Nepeta cataria)
To grow:
Perennial. Grows 2-3 feet high. Downy gray-green leaves and clustered lavender or
white flowers at branch tips in June. This plant is an easy grower in light soil. Water
regularly. Reseeds itself.
Uses:
Catnip is a traditional cold and flu remedy. A Powerful diaphoretic used in many
feverish conditions. It eases stomach upsets, flatulence, dyspepsia, and colic. It has a
sedative action which relaxes the nerves. Another well known use is for cats. Sprinkle
it's dried leaves over their food or sew it into a stuffed toy.
Parts used:
Leaves and flowering tops. Collect between early summer and early fall.
Infusion:

Pour a cup of boiling water over two teaspoons of dried herb and leave to infuse for
10-15 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 2-4 milliliters of the tincture 3-4 times a day.
Chamomile (Chamaemelum nobile)
To Grow:
Evergreen perennial. Has soft-textured, bright green leaves that form a mat that
spreads 3-12 inches. Most common form has summer-blooming flower heads that
resemble small yellow buttons, others have daisy-like heads. Plant one foot apart in
full sun or light shade. Water moderately.
Uses:
An excellent, gentle sedative, safe for use in children. Used in anxiety and insomnia.
Use as a gargle for sore throats, a mouth wash for mouth inflammations, or as an eye
wash for sore eyes. Use as an inhalant over a steam bath to speed recovery of nasal
catarrh. Use externally to speed wound healing and ease swelling.
Parts used:
Flowers and leaves. Gather the flowers between late spring and late summer when
they are not wet with dew or rain. Dry with care at not to high a temperature.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over two teaspoons of dried leaves and leave to infuse
for 5-10 minutes. Drink after meals for digestive problems. Make a stronger infusion
for mouthwash. Add half a cup of flowers to two liters of water for a steam bath.
Cover your head with a towel and inhale the steam.
Tincture:
Take 2-4 milliliters of tincture three times a day.
Comfrey (Symphytum officinale)
To Grow:
A Deep-rooted, clumping perennial that grows to three feet. Basal leaves are eight
inches or more in length, shorter on top, and all furry with stiff hairs. Flowers are 1/2
inch long, usually a dose rose color, sometimes white, creamy, or purple. Plant in full
sun or partial shade. Water average. To keep leaf production high cut out flowering
stalks and mulch each spring with compost. Gardeners should think hard before

putting comfrey into your gardens. Plants spread freely from roots and are difficult to
get rid of. On the other side, some herb enthusiasts claim it accumulates minerals and
enriches compost.
Uses:
A Powerful healing agent in gastric and duodenal ulcers, hiatus hernia, and ulcerative
colitis. Will help hemorrhages when they occur. It will soothe and reduce irritation
while helping expectoration in cases of bronchitis and irritable cough. May be used to
speed wound healing and help guard against scar tissue developing incorrectly.
Parts used:
Root and rhizome, leaf. Dig up the roots in spring or fall when the allantoin levels are
highest. Split the roots down the middle and dry in temperatures of about 104-140
degrees Fahrenheit.
Decoction:
Place 1-3 teaspoons of the dried herb in one cup of water and bring to a boil. simmer
for 10-15 minutes. Drink three times daily.
Tincture:
Take 2-4 milliliters of the tincture three times daily.
Caution:
The external application of Comfrey to very deep wounds may lead to scar tissue
forming over the wound before it is healed, possible leading to abscesses.
Note:
Leaves have been used as food for people and livestock-but they contain a poison,
pyrrolizidine, and should not be eaten.
Coriander (Coriandrum sativum)
To Grow:
Annual herb. Grows 12-15 inches high with delicate fern-like foliage and flat clusters
of pinkish white flowers. Plant in good, well-drained soil, in full sun. Grows quickly
and sows itself.
Uses:
Helps the digestive system get rid of wind and the spasm pain (colic) that sometimes
goes with it. Eases diarrhea. The oil acts as a stimulant to the stomach, increasing
secretion of digestive juices, therefore stimulating the appetite.

Parts used:
Ripe seeds. Collect the flowering heads in late summer and leave to ripen. Shake the
flowers then and collect the seeds will fall off easily.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water on one teaspoon of the bruised seeds and leave to
infuse for 5 minutes in a closed pot. Drink before meals.
Dill (Anethum graveolens)
To Grow:
Annual herb grows 3-4 feet. It has soft-leathery leaves and umbrella-like clusters of
small, yellow flowers. The seeds and leaves have a pungent fragrance. Sow in place in
full sun several times during the spring and summer for constant supply. Thin to 1 1/2
feet apart. Dill sprouts and grows better in the spring than in the summer.
Uses:
An excellent remedy for flatulence and colic. This is the herb of choice in colic in
small children. It stimulates the milk flow in a nursing mother and chewing the seeds
will clear up bad breath.
Part used:
Seeds. Collect the seeds when they are fully ripe (have turned brown) Spread out to
dry in natural heat.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over the gently crushed seeds and leave to infuse for
10-15 minutes. For flatulence, drink a cup before meals.
Tincture:
Take 1-2 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Echinacea (Echinacea angustifolia)
To Grow:
No directions to grow
Uses:
Echinacea is the number one remedy to help rid the body of microbial infections.
Works against both bacterial and viral attacks. It can be used for boils, septicemia, or

any other infection of that sort. If used with other herbs it can be used for infections
anywhere in the body.
Parts used:
cone flower and roots. Dig up the roots in the fall. It is said that fresh roots are more
effective than dried roots.
Decoction:
Put 1-2 teaspoons of the root into 1 cup of water and slowly bring to a boil. Let
simmer for 10-15 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 1-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare)
To Grow:
Perennial herb, usually grown as a summer annual. Similar to dill, but coarser, it
grows to 3-5 feet high. It has yellow green, finely cut leaves with flat clusters of
yellow flowers. Grow in light, well-drained soil, in full sun. Drought tolerant. Start
from seed in place. Thin seedlings to 1 feet apart.
Uses:
An excellent stomach and intestinal remedy that eases flatulence and colic while
stimulating the digestive tract and appetite. It will increase the flow of milk in
nursing mothers. It may be used to ease rheumatism and muscular pains externally.
As a compress it will treat the conjunctivitis and inflammation of the eyelids.
Part used:
Seeds. Harvest the seeds when they are ripe and split in the fall. Cut the brown umbel
off and comb the seeds to clean them. Dry slightly in the shade.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over 1-2 teaspoons of slightly crushed seeds and leave
to infuse for ten minutes. Drink three times a day. To ease flatulence drink a cup half
an hour before meals.
Tincture:
Take 2-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Garlic (Allium sativum)

To Grow:
Perennial. In areas with mild winters, plant between October and December for early
summer harvest. Where winters are cold, plant early in spring. Break bulbs up into
cloves and plant base downward 1-2 inches apart in rows one foot apart.
Uses:
One of the most effective anti-microbial plant available, acting on bacteria, viruses
and alimentary parasites. Used in respiratory infections such as chronic bronchitis,
catarrh, recurrent colds and influenza. It is helpful in the treatment of whooping
cough and asthma. Can be used as a preventive agent against most infectious
conditions. Will support the growth of the natural bacteria flora while killing
pathogenic organisms in the digestive tract. Will reduce blood pressure and blood
cholesterol levels if taken over a period of time. Externally it can be used for the
treatment of ringworm and threadworm.
Part used:
Bulb. Dig up the bulb when the leaves begin to wither and fall over. A Clove should
be eaten three times a day. If smell is a problem, then switch to garlic oil capsules.
Take three once a day as a prophylactic or take one three times a day when an
infection occurs.
Hops (Humulus lupulus)
To Grow:
Perennial vine. Grow from roots (which are not easily found in nurseries) planted in
rich soil in early spring. Place thick end up just below soil surface. Trellis's or
supports will be needed for vertical climbing. Shoots appear in May and grow quickly
to 15-25 feet by mid-summer. Water roots a lot once rapid growth starts. Light green
hops appear in August-September and have a fresh, piney fragrance. Regrowth comes
the next spring.
Uses:
Used for the treatment of insomnia. Will ease tension and anxiety. Can be used in
conditions such as mucous colitis. They may be used for the treatment of ulcers
externally.
Part used:
Flower inflorescence. Gather the cones before they are fully ripe in late summer or
early fall. Dry with care in the shade.

Infusion:
Pour 1 cup of boiling water over 1 teaspoons of the dried flowers and leave to infuse
for 10-15 minutes. Drink one cup a night to help induce sleep.
Tincture:
Take 1-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Caution:
Do not use in cases of marked depression
Horseradish (Armoracia rusticana)
To Grow:
No directions to grow.
Uses:
Can be used in influenza and fevers as a rough equivalent to cayenne pepper. It
stimulates the digestive process while easing wind and griping pains. Also, for urinary
infections, rheumatism, and as a poultice in bronchitis.
Part used:
Tap root. Collect the roots in winter and store in sand.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over one teaspoon of chopped or powdered root. Leave
to infuse for five minutes. Drink three times a day or more when used to treat
influenza or fevers.
Hyssop (Hyssopus officinalis)
To Grow:
Perennial herb. Grows to 1 1/2-2 feet high. Has narrow, dark green, pungent leaves
and a profusion of dark blue flower spikes that appear July-November. There are also
white and pink-flowered forms available. Plant in full sun or light shade. Fairly
drought resistant.
Uses:
It is used in coughs, bronchitis, and chronic catarrh. It can be used for the common
cold due top its diaphoretic state. As a Nervine it may be used in anxiety, hysteria,
and petite mal (a form of epilepsy).

Part used:
Dried aerial parts. Collect the flowering tops in late summer.
Infusion:
Pour 1 cup of boiling water over 1-2 teaspoons of the dried herb and leave to infuse
for 10-15 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 1-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Lavender (Lavandula angustifolia)
To Grow:
Classic lavender grows to 3-4 feet high and wide. Leaves are two inches long, gray,
smooth on margins, and narrow. Flowers are lavender, 1/2 inch long on 1/12 to two
feet spikes in July-August. Plant in good soil. Water regularly.
Uses:
An effective herb for headaches. Can be used in the clearing of depression, especially
when used with other remedies. It can be used to soothe and promote natural sleep. It
can help ease the pains of rheumatism when used externally as an oil.
Part used:
Flowers. Collect just before they open in early summer and early fall. Dry gently in a
room not above 95 degrees Fahrenheit.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over one teaspoon of the dried flowers and leave to
infuse for 10 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Oil:
Do not take the oil internally. It can be inhaled, rubbed on the skin, or used in baths.
Marigold (Calendula officinalis)
To Grow:
Annual. Flowers from late fall through spring in mild-winter areas and spring to
summer in colder winter areas. Plants, somewhat branching 1-2 feet high. Leaves are
long, narrow, round on the ends, sticky, and slightly aromatic. Sow seeds in place or
in flats in late summer or early fall in mild winter climates or in spring elsewhere.
Plant in full sun. Adapts to most soils with ample or little water, as long as drainage is

fast.
Uses:
Use marigold wherever there is inflammation of the skin, external bleeding, bruising,
and minor burns. Internally it can be used in the treatment of Gastric and duodenal
ulcers. It helps relieve gall bladder problems and indigestion as a cholagogue. It also
helps delayed menstruation and painful periods.
Part used:
Yellow flower petals. Collect the petals between early summer and early fall. Dry
with great care to insure there is no discoloration.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water onto 1-2 teaspoons of the petals and leave to infuse for
10-15 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 1-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Marjoram (Origanum vulgare)
To Grow:
Perennial herb. Upright growth to 2 1/2 feet. Spreads by underground stems. Leaves
are medium sized and oval. Purplish-pink blooms. Plant in sun, medium-rich soil. It
needs good drainage. Water average. Keep it trimmed to prevent flowering. Replant
every three years.
Uses:
Often used in the treatment of colds and flu. Can be used as a mouthwash for
inflammations of the mouth and throat. It can be used externally for infected wounds
and cuts. The Infusion is used in whooping coughs and coughs. As an oil rubbed on
the forehead or temples or as a tea it may be used to relieve headaches due to stress.
The oil can also be used for areas of rheumatic and muscular pain. A lotion of
marjoram will soothe stings and bites.
Part used:
Aerial parts. Gather as soon as it flowers. Do not gather the larger, thicker stalks.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water onto 1 teaspoon of the herb and let infuse for 10-15
minutes. Drink three times a day.

Mouthwash:
Pour one pint of boiling water onto two tablespoons, of the herb. Let it stand covered
for 10 minutes. Gargle for 5-10 minutes three times a day. Reheat to use again.
Tincture:
Take 1-2 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Marshmallow
Marshmallow (Althaea officinalis)
To Grow:
No directions to grow.
Uses:
The root is used primarily for digestive problems, inflammations of the digestive tract
and on the skin. The leaves are used for the lungs and urinary system. The leaf can
also be used for bronchitis, respiratory catarrh, and irritating coughs. Externally, the
root is indicated in varicose veins, ulcers, abscesses and boils.
Parts used:
Roots and leaves. Collect the leaves in summer after flowering and dig up the
root in late fall. Clean the root of root fibers and cork and dry immediately.
Decoction:
Put one teaspoon of chopped root into one cup of water and boil gently for 10-15
minutes. Drink three times a day.
Infusion:
Pour 1 cup of boiling water onto 1-2 teaspoons of the dried leaves and leave to infuse
for 10 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 1-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
This herb can be used as a compress also.
Mistletoe (Viscum alba)
To Grow:
No Directions to grow but easily bought around Christmas time. If you do not want to
wait, you can find it easily in the Rocky mountains growing on trees. You can

probably find it anywhere in the U.S. growing on trees.
Uses:
Mistletoe will quiet, tone, and soothe the nervous system. It will reduce heart rate
while strengthening the wall of the peripheral capillaries. It will ease blood pressure
and ease arteriosclerosis. It has been shown to have some anti-tumor activity.
Part used:
Leafy twigs. Collect the twigs in the spring.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over 1-2 teaspoons of the dried herb and leave to infuse
for 10-15 minutes. Drink three times a day or as needed.
Tincture:
Take 1-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Caution:
Do not use the berries.
Mustard (Brassica nigra)
To Grow:
No directions to grow.
Uses:
It can be used as a mild irritant to the skin, which when applied, stimulates
circulation to that area and relieves muscular and skeletal pain. May be taken as a tea
or ground and sprinkled into a bath to relieve fevers, colds, and influenza.
Part used:
Seeds. Collect the ripe seed pods in late summer. Tap the seeds out and dry in a thin
layer.
Poultice:
Mix four ounces of freshly ground black mustard seeds with warm water to form a
thick paste. Spread on a piece of cloth the size of the body area to be covered. Lay a
damp gauze between the poultice and the skin to prevent the paste from sticking to
the skin. Apply the cloth and remove after one minute. If the skin is reddened it can
be eased with olive oil.

Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over 1 teaspoons of mustard flour and leave to infuse
for five minutes. Drink three times a day.
This may also be used as a footbath. Make an infusion using 1 teaspoons of bruised
seeds to one liter boiling water.
Oats (Avena sativa)
To Grow:
No directions to grow.
Uses:
Oats can be used in cases of nervous debility and exhaustion when associated with
depression. It can be used with other nervines, both relaxant and stimulatory to
strengthen the whole nervous system. It can also be used as a remedy for skin
conditions.
Parts used:
Seeds and whole plant. Gather the seeds and straw in late summer at harvest time.
Cut and bound the stalks and leave to dry upright. Thresh out the fruit. The straw is
just the crushed dry stalks.
Fluid Extract:
Take 3-5 milliliters three times a day.
Bath:
Boil two liters of water and one pound of straw for half an hour. Strain the liquid and
add it to the bath.
The most common way to get oats is to eat them through porridge or oatmeal.
Parsley (Petroselinum crispum)
See Coriander.
Passion Flower (Passiflora incarnata)
To Grow:
Perennial vine. Spreads prodigiously through root runners. It dies back at the first

frost. Flowers are two inches across with white and purple with white crown. The
fruit is two inches long, yellowish green, and edible. Grow from seed in any soil with
average water.
Uses:
Passion flower aids in the transition into a restful sleep without any 'narcotic'
hangover. It may be used in Parkinson's' disease, seizures, hysteria, and asthma as an
anti-spasmodic. It can be used for nerve pain such as neuralgia or shingles.
Part used:
Leaves. Collect the foliage alone before the flowers bloom between late spring and
mid-summer. It may also be collected with the fruit after flowering. Dry the leaves in
the shade.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water onto one teaspoon of the dried leaves and leave to
infuse for 15 minutes. Drink one cup a night for sleeplessness and a cup twice a day
for other conditions.
Tincture:
Take 1-4 milliliters of the tincture and use the same way as the infusion.
Pumpkin (Cucurbita pepo)
To Grow:
For Jumbo-size, Halloween pumpkins, plant seeds in mid May or June. Plant is sunny
location. Allow a vine area of 8-12 feet in diameter. After the soil is cultivated, dig a
hole four inches deep where you will plant seeds. Put a shovelful of manure in the
hole and cover it with soil to level the ground. Plant 6-8 seeds, one inch deep, within
a circle six inches wide. If you want more than one set of vines, plant the next circle
eight feet away. Water seeds after planting. When plants are 4-6 inches high, remove
all but the two best plants in the circle. Water the pumpkins when you see the
slightest sign of wilting, being careful to not get the leaves wet. When the pumpkins
are tennis ball size, remove all but three or four on each vine for a total of no more
than eight in each circle. If you want extra large pumpkins remove all but one.
Remove the pumpkins from the ends of the vines, saving the ones closest to the main
stem. Remove all flowers that bloom after that. In late summer slide a wooden shingle
under each pumpkin if the ground is wet. If you have sandy soil you do not need to
worry about this. When pumpkins are the size you want, pick and do whatever it is
you are going to do with them. For smaller, regular pumpkins, plant in early spring in
circles of 6-8 seeds with a diameter of six inches. Water well. Pick pumpkins when

they are the size you want.
Uses:
The seeds have long been used as a remedy for worms and tapeworms.
Part used:
Seeds. Remove the seeds from the pulp inside the pumpkin.
Preparation:
Beat two ounces of the seeds with as much sugar and milk to make a pint. Take this
fasting, in three doses, one every two hours. Drink castor oil a few hours after the last
dose.
Raspberry (Rubus idaeus)
To grow:
Needs good drainage, dryish soil, and sun or light shade.
Uses:
Raspberry leaves have long been used to strengthen and tone the tissue of the womb,
assisting contractions, and checking any hemorrhage during labor. This will happen if
the herb is drunken continuously during pregnancy and taken during labor. It can
also be used in diarrhea, leucorrhea, and other loose conditions. It is used in the
easing of mouth problems such as mouth ulcers, bleeding gums and inflammation. It
will help sore throats.
Part used:
Leaves and fruit. Collect the leaves throughout the growing season. Dry slowly in a
well-ventilated area.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over two teaspoons of the dried herb. Leave to infuse
for 10-15 minutes. You may drink this freely.
Tincture:
Take 2-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Red Sage (Salvia officinalis)
To grow:
Perennial herb. Grows 1 1/2-2 feet high. Leaves are 1-2 inches long, narrow, and gray

green. It has tall spikes of violet blue flowers. Can plant in poor, but well-drained soil,
full sun. It is fairly drought resistant. Cut back after bloom and fertilize if you cut
continually. Divide every three or four years. Propagate from cuttings, layers, or
seeds.
Uses:
It is most widely used as a remedy for inflammations of the mouth, gums, tongue,
throat, and tonsils. As a gargle it will help laryngitis, pharyngitis, tonsillitis, and
quinsy. It reduces sweating when taken internally and may be used to reduce the
production of breast milk. It stimulates the muscles of the uterus and may be used as a
compress to heal wounds.
Part used:
Leaves. Collect the leaves when the plant begins to flower in late spring or early
summer. Dry in the shade at a temperature not above 95 degrees Fahrenheit.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over 1-2 teaspoons of the leaves and leave to infuse for
10 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Mouthwash:
Bring two teaspoons of the leaves and one pint of water to a boil. Let stand, covered
for 15 minutes. Gargle deeply for 5-10 minutes several times a day.
Tincture:
Take 2-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Caution:
Avoid during pregnancy
Rosehips (Rosa canina)
To grow:
Try to plant where roses will receive full sun all day. Avoid planting where other
shrubs or trees will steal water from the roses. Plant in well drained soil. Dig soil deep
and incorporate organic matter such as ground bark, peat moss, or compost. Add
complete fertilizer to soil at the same time and dig supplemental phosphorous and
potash into planting holes. Before planting bare-root roses, immerse them in water
for several hours. Be sure to make holes large enough so you will not have to bend the
roots or cut them back. Before planting cut broken canes and broken roots just below
the break. Set plant in the hole so that bud union (knob from which the canes grow)

is just above soil level. After the rose is planted and has been watered well, mound
soil or damp peat moss around the bud union and the canes. Remove gradually after
the leaves begin to expand. You must water regularly. Water deeply so that entire
root system receives water. Big, well established plants need more water than new
plants. Apply nutrients fairly regularly. Feed when a blooming cycle has just ended
and new cycle is beginning. Stop feeding about six weeks before first hard frost.
Regular pest and disease control should be followed. Begin to control aphids as soon
as they appear. To prune, use sharp pruning spears. Remove wood that is obviously
dead or wood that has no healthy growth coming from it. Also prune branches that
rub against the plants larger canes or branches that cut through the center. Each
spring, remove 1/3 - 1/2 inch of the previous season's growth. Cut flowers as a form of
pruning. Cut enough stem to allow rose to stand in a vase but do not cut to much
foliage from the plant.
Uses:
A good source of vitamin C. They help in the bodies defense against colds and flues.
They help in cases of constipation and mild gall bladder problems as well as
conditions of the bladder and kidney.
Parts used:
Fruit (hips) and seeds of the dog rose. Collect the hips in the fall.
Decoction:
Put 2 1/2 tablespoons of the cut hips in a cup of water and bring to a boil. Simmer for
10 minutes.
Tincture:
Take 2-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis)
To grow:
Evergreen shrub, herb. Rugged and picturesque, grows 2-6 feet high. Leaves are
narrow, aromatic, glossy, and dark green above, grayish white below. Flowers grow
in small clusters and are lavender blue, 1/4-1/2 inch. They bloom in winter and
spring, and occasionally in the fall. It endures hot sun and poor soil. You must have
good drainage for this plant. Once established, water it sparingly in the desert. In
other areas the plant needs little or no water. Control growth by pinching tips when
plants are small and by pruning older plants lightly.
Uses:

Rosemary is a circulatory and Nervine stimulant. Can be used for headaches,
dyspepsia, or depression associated with debility. It can be used to ease muscular pain,
sciatica, and neuralgia externally. It's oil may be used on hair follicles for premature
baldness.
Parts used:
Leaves and twigs. Gather the leaves throughout the summer. The best time to collect
them is during their flowering time.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over 1-2 teaspoons of the dried herb and leave to infuse
in a covered container for 10-15 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 1-2 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.
Rue (Ruta graveolens)
To grow:
Perennial herb. Grows 2-3 feet. It's leaves are aromatic, fern-like, and blue green.
Flowers are small and greenish yellow, with decorative brown seed capsules. Sow
seeds in flats and transplant to 1 feet apart. Grows in good soil with additions of lime
to strongly acidic soil. Plant in full sun, water average or minimal.
Uses:
It's main use is the regulation of periods, where it is used to bring on suppressed
menses. It may be used to relax smooth muscles, especially in the digestive system. It
can ease spasmodic coughs. It increases peripheral circulation and lowers elevated
blood pressure. Chew the fresh leaf to relieve headaches, ease palpitations, and other
anxiety problems.
Part used:
Dried aerial parts. Collect the leaves before the flowers open in the summer and dry
in the shade.
Infusion:
Pour 1 cup of boiling water over 1-2 teaspoons of the dried herb and leave to infuse
for 10-15 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 1-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.

Caution:
Rue's oil is a powerful abortifacient and therefore should be avoided during
pregnancy
Thyme (Thymus vulgaris)
To grow:
Shrubby perennial herb. Grows 6-12 inches high. Leaves are 1/4 inch long, narrow to
oval, fragrant, and gray green. It has tiny lilac flowers in dense patches June-July.
Uses:
Makes a good carmative for use in dyspepsia and sluggish digestion. May be used
externally as a lotion for infected wounds, but also internally for respiratory and
digestive infections. Can be used as a gargle for laryngitis, tonsillitis, easing sore
throats and irritable coughs. It can be used in bronchitis, whooping cough, and
asthma. It can also be used in childhood diarrhea and bed-wetting.
Parts used:
Leaves and flowering tops. Collect the flowering stems between early summer and
late summer on a dry sunny day. Strip the leaves off the dried stems.
Infusion:
Pour one cup of boiling water over two teaspoons of the dried herb and leave to
infuse for 10 minutes. Drink three times a day.
Tincture:
Take 2-4 milliliters of the tincture three times a day.

Aloe
Common names: Bombay aloe, turkey aloe, moka aloe, Zanzibar aloe.
Features: A genus of nearly two hundred species of mostly South African succulent
plants. The properties of this plant were known t the ancient Greeks and it has been
gathered on Socotra for more then two thousand years.
Aloe thrives in warm regions and grows wild in Florida. It is much like succulent
cactus in texture. The leaves are usually elongated, of a deep brown or olive color,
frequently pointed, blunt, or spiny-toothed, sometimes blotches or mottled. The stem
is commonly short, with a basal rosette of leaves.
Taste: Peculiar and bitter.
Powder: A bright yellow. The red or yellow tubular flowers are found on a stalk in
simple or branched clusters.
These properties change somewhat in the different varieties, some species being
treelike with forked branches. Also bainesii grows to heights of 65 feet being 15 feet
wide at the base. Other species of aloe are often cultivated in gardens of succulents,
including the miniature ones grown in homes, they requite strong light and careful
watering. The "American aloe" is not an aloe but Agave Americana.
Medicinal Part: The insipid juice of the leaves, which is a greenish, translucent,
salvelike substance.
Solvent: Water.
Bodily Influence: Tonic, purgative, emmenagogue, anthelmintic.
Uses: Aloe is one of the most sovereign agents we have among the herbal medicines,
being cleansing to the morbid matter of the stomach, liver, spleen, kidney and
bladder. Does not gripe and is very healing and soothing to all the tissue, blood and
lymph fluids it obliges.
Aloe should never be used in pregnancy or by itself when one is suffering from
hemorrhoids, as in hemorrhoids it arouses and irritates the lower bowel. Much used
in suppressed menstruation, dyspepsia, skin lesions, diseases of the liver, headaches,
etc.

Dose: In constipation, in powder form, ½ - 2 grains, depending on age and condition.
For obstructed or suppressed menstruation, 5-10 grains twice daily. To expel
threadworms, dissolve the aloe in warm water and use as an injection. The same
mixture can be taken internally for several days.
Externally: Powdered aloe made into a strong decoction and rubbed over the nipples
will help wean a nursing child, due to the disagreeable taste.
Aloe shows the same cleansing power for external application. Fresh wounds, as well
as old ones, are quickly closed when a piece of white linen or cotton saturated in aloe
water is applied.
If ulcers progress to a running stage, sprinkle aloe powder thick enough to cover the
open wound and secure with clean gauze, repeating daily. The powder will absorb the
morbid, fluid matter, at the same time encouraging healthy new replacement tissue.
The fresh juice, or solution made from dried leaves is soothing to tender sunburns,
insect bites, overexposure to X-ray or other emollient needs.
Homeopathic Clinical: Abdomen (plethora of), anus (infections of), bronchitis, colic,
constipation, hemorrhoids, hysteria, lumbago, excessive masturbation, phthsis,
procitis, prolapsed uterus, sacrum (pain in), tenesmus.
Caution: Do not give in cases of degeneration of the liver and gallbladder, during
menstruation or pregnancy, or for piles. As a rule, it is safe to use as it is established
by fold medicine, but in all complicated cases the advice of medical or trained
practitioners in the field should be sought.

Alstonia: A Male Aphrodisiac
Herb:
Herb Alstonia
Botanical Name:
Name Alstonia Scholaris
Synonyms:
Synonyms Dita, Bitter bark, devil's tree, Pale mara, chhatim (India)
Locales Found:
Found Eastern Asia, India, Philippines, Ceylon, Borneo. (Tropical rainforest)
Alstonia causes minor irritation of the genitals, in the male it prolongs erection and
delays orgasm, acting as a general tonic and mild stimulant for the nerves and
circulation. Except for use as an Aphrodisiac, it seems to have no medicinal values.
Cautions:
Cautions Chlorogenic Acid, the primary active ingredient, is a universal allergen and
acts as a bladder irritant.
Alstonia is usually prepared by crushing two grams of the seeds and soaking them in
two ounces of water overnight. The following day the Liquid is strained and drunk to
produce the desired effect within a short period of time. The body does build up a
tolerance to this herb over time, causing a need to increase the dosage over a period
of time. Caution is advised against over usage of this herb in any short period of time.

An Herb Garden for Bees
Did you know that bees are instinctive and highly skilled herbalists? Juliette de
Bairacli Levy, the Master Herbalist, has found that bees are wonderful doctors in their
own right and know how to dose themselves with herbs to maintain health within
the hive.
When I read this, I did not keep bees myself, but was very aware of the many bees
that visited my garden. There was a wonderful variety ranging from tiny wild bees, to
domestic honey bees, to great fat bumble bees.
I realized that bees were facing incredible challenges with pollution, acid rain and
especially the pesticides sprayed on crops and roadside weeds. I decided that I would
combine my love of herbs with my love for bees and plant a special medicinal garden
to help the bees cope with our present environment.
I did some research to discover which herbs were especially beneficial to bees. These
include aromatic herbs such as lavender, rosemary, thyme, sage, bee balm (bergamot),
hyssop, anise-hyssop, basil and marjoram; wild herbs such as motherwort, catnip and
purple loosestrife; bitter herbs such as southernwood, wormwood and rue; nectar rich
herbs such as clover and alfalfa; all the mints; the borage family; and the rose family. I
had already known that bees loved borage and I had planted it among my squashes,
cucumbers and melons in order to attract bees for pollination. Now, I planted patches
all over the garden, making good use of the plants that had self-seeded from the
previous year.
I also carefully noted the blooming periods of all the herbs, flowers, weeds, and
flowering shrubs and trees on our property. Over the next couple of years I planted
additional varieties to assure that there was an uninterrupted and rich banquet of
blossoms from the first crocuses in spring, all through the summer, to the crisp days
of autumn when bees are immobilized by the cold and no longer able to work.
I also increased the size of my herb garden. Generally, I harvest my herbs just before
they come into flower, or else I harvest the flowers themselves as soon as they open. I
planted extras of each variety so that I could allow a number of plants to go to full
flower and so supply the bees.
The rewards of this bit of extra effort have been enormous. The population of bees
has continued to increase over the years. It is a pleasure to go out to the garden and
hear my comfrey patch buzzing as the blossoms are visited by hoards of honey bees

and bumble bees.
My Rosa rugosa patch is a special treat for the senses - the sight of masses of pink
blossoms, the scent of the warm, sunny air, heavy with sweet rose fragrance and the
sound of droves of buzzing bees. Often I have watched bees actually rolling around
among the stamens of the rose blossoms. This may serve the utilitarian purpose of
gathering extra large amounts of pollen. But to me, it almost seems something more.
Imagine being a bee and spending your day climbing inside giant, fragrant flower
blossoms to gather golden pollen and sweet nectar. What an ecstatic life!
Juliette de Bairacli Levy praises the healing properties of honey. She says that the test
for pure, good and powerful honey is that it should burn the throat of the consumer.
Her own herbal honey was so strong that some people accused her of adding hot
pepper. However, she took honey comb straight from the hive to show them that this
was its natural flavor.
Flowers are the most vital part of the plant - a glorious expression of its moment of
perfection. This is something understood by those who make and use Flower
Essences. Imagine a rich honey, gathered on sunny summer days from the blossoms of
healing herbs - a rich nectar transformed by golden bees in the heart of their hive.
What healing qualities, what a taste and fragrance of summer herbs it can bring to
dark winter days!
One can believe that the curative properties of such honey would be great. This could
be something that practicing herbalists and interested individuals might be interested
in experimenting with.
If you don't have your own hive, you could invite a beekeeper to keep a hive on your
land in return for a share of the honey.
But even if you can't have a hive, you can still have the pleasure that comes from
watching the bees at work in your garden, and the satisfaction of knowing that you
are providing them with healthful herbs that will help them survive in a difficult
world.

An Introduction to the Doctrine of Signatures
It is unthinkable that any serious student of herbal medicine would be unaware of the
existence of a diagnostic system called, "The Doctrine of Signatures". Most people
have read of it in passing with little or no explanation. In the historical perspective, it
is one of the most important modes of medical thinking to have evolved, and it was
expounded in medical texts from the middle of the sixteen hundreds right up to the
end of the nineteenth century.
The Doctrine of Signatures is most notable in that it was not originally formulated for
the medical profession. It took shape as a spiritual philosophy that had as its base the
simple concept that God had marked everything he had created with a sign. This sign
was a clear indicator of the item's true purpose as intended by God.
There are allusions to this sort of theory in the writings of Galen A.D. 131-200. But it
was not until the publication of Jacob Boehme's Book Signatura Rerum; The Signature
of all Things was published in the first half of the seventeenth century that it took
form as a complete philosophy.
Jacob Boehme was not a learned man, he was in fact, a shoemaker from a poor family
just outside Goerlitz, Germany. In 1600, he was visited by a sudden illumination of
the mind in which was made clear to him the doctrine he espoused for the remainder
of his life. He published his revelations in the book, Aurora 1612, and was promptly
exiled from his home town by the city council on the advice of the pastor of Goerlitz.
The city council reversed the banishment the next day on the condition that he wrote
no further books. He was apparently unable to comply with the conditions and left
for Prague the next year. He died in 1624 having authored two books and several
treatises on the subject of his visions.
The first person to look on Boehme's theories as something more secularly useful than
a method for spiritual meditations was Paracelsus who was writing in the first half of
the sixteen hundreds. Paracelsus is considered by modern scholars to be the father of
modern chemistry, and he did much in his lifetime to popularize the Doctrine of
Signatures in its medical application.
(Put in its simplest terms, the Doctrine states that by careful observation one can
learn the uses of a plant from some aspect of its form or place of growing.) The level
of signature often got a little far fetched, and it would seem that this was a case of
attempting to make the known facts fit the popular theory. In a period where most of
the world was still largely illiterate, it is likely that the Doctrine of Signatures was

useful as a mnemonic aid for the apprentice who was learning by observation and
rote.
I will give here a series of examples from William Cole who was writing in the
Seventeenth Century and was greatly influenced by the teachings of Paracelsus. They
will give you some idea of the practical application of the Doctrine. These examples
are taken from notes that were intended to teach the practices of medicine. His books
are titled, The Art of Simpling and Adam in Eden. The distilled water of Hawthorn:
"It is found by good experience, that if clothes and sponges be wet in the said water
and applied to any place where into thorns, splinters etc. have entered and be there
abiding, it will notably draw forth, so that the thorn gives a medicine for its own
prickling." The signature is in the thorn itself in this case.
Lung wort, due to the spots on its leaves was related to Pulmonary complaints.
Plants with yellow flowers or roots, such as Goldenrod were believed to cure
conditions of Jaundice by the signature of color.
Plants with a red signature were used for blood disorders. John Gerard states in his
herbal when speaking of St. John's Wort, "The leaves, flowers and seeds stamped, and
put into a glass with oil olive, and set in the hot sun for certain weeks together and
then strained from those herbs, and the like quantity of new put in, and sunned in
like manner, doth make an oil of the color of blood, which is a most precious remedy
for deep wounds..." In this sort of case, the doctrine goes a little far in demanding that
the preparation be made before the signature evidences itself.
The petals of the Iris were commonly used as a poultice for bruising because of the
signature of color, the petals resembling in hue the bruise they were to alleviate.
Beyond the signature of color was that of form. If a portion of a plant resembled an
organ or other part of the Human Anatomy, it was believed to be beneficial to that
part, thus, Cole speaks of Lily of the Valley in the following terms, "It cureth
apoplexy by Signature; for as that disease is caused by the dropping of humors into
the principal ventricles of the brain: so the flowers of this Lily hanging on the plants
as if they were drops, are of wonderful use herein."
Poplar or "Quaking Aspen" leaves were used for shaking Palsy, and Byrony root,
which, with a little imagination could be said to resemble a swollen human foot, was
obviously signed for use in cases of Dropsy which caused swelling of the foot. There
are many more examples of similar types, but this will give a sort of general overview
to the theory.

The Doctrine of Signatures naturally led to the concept of Astrological influence, and
this was developed and put forward by Nicolas Culpeper in his book, Judgment of
Diseases in the mid sixteen hundreds. This was a sort of scientific version of the
Doctrine of Signatures that set itself up in opposition to the simpler folk style we have
seen previously. In fact there were a number of vituperative arguments and clashes
between Cole and Culpeper over the relative merits of the two systems.
In short, the two systems weren't that far different from each other, and their
evaluations of the uses of herbs were generally the same, the means of arriving at the
interpretation was the thing in dispute. Culpeper felt that only astrologers were fit to
study medicine, being an astrologer himself did not, I'm sure hinder him in the
formation of this bias. Cole was of the "College of Physicians in London" whom
Culpeper loudly decried as, "A company of proud, insulting, domineering doctors,
whose wits were born about 500 years before themselves." Cole was also the most
avid proponent of the Doctrine of Signatures.
They carried on a literary battle for supremacy which was effectively won in 1649 by
Culpeper, when he published, "a physical directory or a translation of the London
dispensary made by the College of Physicians in London..." In this book, he had
translated the College's main medical text from the Latin, into the vernacular so that
the common man could wean himself away from dependence on the Doctors by
delving into the mysteries that were formerly known only to the learned physicians.
He also added his own commentary on the formulas, and included a healthy dose of
his astrological theories, seeming to give them the credence of the College. The
College was not amused and proceeded to attack Culpeper in broadsides from this
time, and continued unceasingly, even after his death.
The astrological system of diagnosis and treatment was set forth in Culpeper's
Complete Herbal in the following way:
1. Consider what planet causeth the disease; that thou mayest find it in my aforesaid
Judgment of Diseases. (His other book).
2. Consider what part of the body is affected by the disease and whether it lies in the
flesh or blood or bones or ventricles.
3. Consider by what planet the afflicted part of the body is governed; that my
Judgment of Diseases will inform you also.
4. You may oppose diseases by herbs of the planet opposite to the planet that causes
them; as diseases of the luminaries by the herbs of Saturn and the contrary; diseases of

Mars by the herbs of Venus and the contrary.
5. There is a way to cure diseases sometimes by sympathy and so every planet cures
its own diseases; as the sun and moon by their herbs cure the eyes, Saturn the spleen,
Jupiter the liver, Mars the gall and diseases of the choler, and by Venus diseases in the
instruments of generation."
Astrology was consulted for diagnosis, classification of medicinal plants and bodily
functions, the preparation of medicines, and the determination of the most favorable
time to administer the remedy.
I will briefly set down the basic planetary divisions of the botanic kingdom. One will
note how similar the method is to the broader Doctrine of Signatures, in fact, there is
little deviation here from the planetary catalogue set down by Paracelsus.
Sun:
Sun
The sun was said to rule the heart, circulation, and the vertebral column. All plants
that appeared solar, such as Calendula and Sunflower fell under its influence, as did
those plants that followed the sun in their growth such as Heliotrope.
Plants that were heat producing, such as Clove and Pepper, and all those having a
tonic effect on the heart were classified under the Sun.
Moon:
Moon
The moon was held to influence growth, fertility, the breasts, stomach, womb, and
menstrual cycle. It also exerted control over the brain and the memory. All body
fluids and secretions were believed to be under the lunar sway. To some extent, the
entire plant world was subject to the Moon, as harvesting and planting was performed
in accordance with the lunar phases. Most especially lunar were those plants with a
diaphoretic action, or with juicy globular fruits. Moisturizing, cooling, or soothing
juices fell in here as well.
Mercury:
Mercury
Mercury ruled the nervous system, and the organs of speech, hearing, and respiration.
Mercuric plants bore finely divided leaves such as fennel, dill, and carrot. The smell
was usually sharp and distinctive. The most typical of Mercury's plants had a mood
elevating, slightly tonic effect.
Venus:
Venus
Venus ruled the complexion, the sexual organs, and the hidden inner workings of the
body cells. Venusian plants almost all bore heavily scented, showy blossoms such as

the Damascus Rose or the Apple Blossom. The medicinal effects were commonly
emollient, anti-nephritic, and alterative. Of course, many of the aphrodisiac plants
were included under the auspice of Venus as well.
Mars:
Mars
Mars ruled the muscles, body vitality, and the libido. It also had influence in the
combustion processes of the body and the motor nerves. Its plants generally affected
the blood, and were stimulating, and in many cases aphrodisiac. Many were hot and
acrid in their nature.
Jupiter:
Jupiter
Jupiter ruled the liver, the abdomen, the spleen, and the kidney. Digestion was
governed by this planet as was body growth. Most of Jupiter's plants are edible, many
bearing nuts or fruit such as the chestnut and the apricot. Its medicinal traits are
antispasmodic, calmative, hepatic, and anthelmintic.
Saturn:
Saturn
Saturn ruled over aging, the bone structure, teeth, and all hardening processes. Many
of its plants are poisonous such as Hemlock and Belladonna. The effects of Saturnian
plants are sedative, pain relieving, coagulant, or bone-forming.
Beyond these seven planets, the proponents of this theory had no knowledge of any
other heavenly influences.
To many of us, this method seems very arbitrary and unreliable, but one must note,
that it was more a system of catalog than a real formula for discovery. A budding
herbalist may know that Mercury has many plants with highly divided leaves like
Parsley, but he also knew, that Jupiter had the Hemlock, also with finely divided
leaves, and so he could not trust that all plants with the leaf type would act the same.
Most of the herbal apprentices could read little and write less, and the Doctrine of
Signatures came to the rescue as a slightly more dignified mnemonic key than the
doggerel verse of the village witch-wife.

Ancient Birth Control
There is a very interesting article in the latest issue of "Archaeology" about the old
ways in which women controlled their own bodies and reproduction. Apparently all
this nonsense about birth control being a miracle of modern medicine is just that.
These authors contend that the evidence was always there in the ancient writings,
but nobody ever paid much attention to it.
The best and most popular around the 7th century BCE was Silphium, a plant that
was so widely used in the Mediterranean area that it made the people of Cyrene (now
in Lybia) very rich. It became extinct by the 3rd or 4th century CE but not before
dramatically reducing the population growth of the Roman empire. The popular
myth is that infanticide is responsible for the decrease in population, but
archaeological evidence has never borne this out.
The popular substitutes and other resources, some of which have been in continuous
use up to this day are: the seeds of Queen Anne's lace (the wild carrot), pennyroyal
(often used now days but potentially more toxic than some of the others), artemisia,
pomegranate (in the story of Persephone, eating six seeds produced six months of
barrenness on the earth), myrrh, and rue. Acacia gum with other substances was used
by the Egyptians as a vaginal suppository to induce abortions. It is a modern
ingredient in spermacides, by the way.
The authors speculate that the art of effective birth control was lost in the middle
ages when medicine became a university topic and the realm of child birth and other
reproductive matters became the domain of midwives. The herbalists, midwives and
"witches" didn't lose the arts, but the medical profession did to the point of believing
that no really effective means of controlling fertility existed.

Aphrodisiacs
Aphrodisiacs! The word itself can send a tingle of anticipation down your spine.
Throughout the ages almost every culture has used various `substances', usually
herbal in origin, to put some zip into their love lives or in an attempt to cure the
impotent. The types of preparation employed as aphrodisiacs ranged from the useless
(except perhaps for their psychological effects) to the extremely dangerous, some
being toxic enough to cause death!
However, leaving those dangers behind.
There were four main types of herbal substances used as aphrodisiacs. The first and
most dangerous was the narcotic, used to intoxicate the user's object of desire,
thereby rendering them incapable of responding to an unwanted sexual advance.
These aren't real aphrodisiacs obviously, just a way of weakening another person's
will. These substances are extremely dangerous in even slight doses and are now
justifiably illegal in most parts of the world.
The second type were substances that would irritate the mucous membrane of the
genitalia, hopefully producing a warm, itching feeling similar to sexual arousal.
Unfortunately, what often happens is that the genitalia become inflamed, causing
permanent damage. The prospect of kidney problems and other unpleasant sideeffects is also high. This type of so-called aphrodisiac is best left alone.
The next group of substances used as aphrodisiacs were herbs that alleviated medical
disorders that interfered with normal sexual function. Any herb that helped to
alleviate the symptoms of a variety of genito-urinary tract infections, or that supplied
badly needed vitamins or minerals that were lacking in the diet, could be considered
as aphrodisiac, as they would allow a person with previous physical problems to
function normally.
An example is Ephedra nevadensis which has been used as a remedy for kidney,
bladder and urinary problems and as an aphrodisiac. In some parts of the world Kelp
(Macrocystis pyrifera) is considered to be aphrodisiac. Kelp is rich in many vitamins
and minerals, among them iodine, necessary for the proper function of the thyroid
gland. Lack of iodine can result in excessive physical fatigue and a lowered sex drive.
The fourth type of herbal aphrodisiac is the one that seems to have the effect of
directly increasing sexual desire and prowess, even increasing the intensity of the
sensations felt during orgasm. After some extensive research and experimentation the

two herbs that seem to produce the best results in this regard are Kava Kava root and
Damiana leaves.
Kava Kava is obtained from the shrub Piper methysticum, which is native to the
Polynesian Islands, It has been used by the Islanders as a religious and visionary herb
and aphrodisiac for most of their history. Since none of the active ingredients of Kava
Kava are water soluble, the natives would pre-chew the roots and then blend this
saliva/root mixture with coconut milk. The resulting liquid was then fermented to
produce a potent beverage that was used for important rituals. The effect of the drink
is to relax spinal activity, producing an euphoric state of relaxation but without
impairing mental activity. Some subjects also experience a tingling feeling in the
genitalia, producing all the ingredients for an interesting sexual experience.
If you would like to try this kava drink mix together in a blender; one ounce of
powdered Kava Kava root, two tablespoons of olive oil, one tablespoon of soya
lecithin granules and ten ounces of water. Blend on high for one minute. This amount
will suffice for 2-4 people.
Over use of Kava Kava will cause dangerous respiratory and skin problems.
Damiana is obtained from the shrub Turnera diffusa, which is native to the U.S.
Southwest and northern Mexico. The inhabitants of this region have used Damiana
for many years as a remedy for nervous disorders, and as a tonic and aphrodisiac.
Damiana seems to have a positive toning effect on both the nervous system and sexual
organs, especially when combined in equal parts with Saw Palmetto berries. Some
users of the combination tea (Damiana and Saw Palmetto) report that, taken an hour
or so before sexual activity, it helps produce a more satisfactory experience. The best
results seem to be obtained when Damiana is taken in moderation over a period of
time. Using the tea mentioned above (one cup per day for two weeks) seems to have
stimulating effects on sexual performance.
My favorite Damiana recipe is a delightfully strong tasting cordial. To produce this
`Damiana liqueur' soak one ounce of Damiana Leaves, two tablespoons of Saw
Palmetto berries, two tablespoons of Angelica root and a 1/2 tablespoon of vanilla
pods in 750 milliliters of whiskey. After one week, strain the mixture through a
coffee filter and save the liquid. Re-soak the herbs, etc. in 750 milliliters distilled
water for another week and then strain this second mixture. Heat the second mix to
approximately 80C and dissolve one cup of honey into the hot liquid. After the honey
has dissolved, remove from the heat, allow to cool somewhat and then add it to the
first (whiskey) mixture.

You must then age the whole thing for at least a month! One ounce of liqueur, taken
once a day for a few weeks should produce interesting results. Herbs usually work in
a gentle fashion so don't expect instantaneous results. Indeed, because of their
different metabolism, some people may not experience any effects whatever, while
others may find the results too potent. Use these herbs in a respectful manner and use
them in moderation, over-indulgence or extended use may have harmful side-effects.
Most importantly, be wise, oh and by the way, enjoy yourselves!

Asperging
African Violet
Ritual purpose: Spirituality and protection
Planetary/elemental influence: Venus/air, earth
Use when moon is in: Libra or Taurus
Aloe
Ritual purpose: Love and spirituality
Planetary/elemental influence: Moon/water
Use when moon is in: Cancer or when the moon is in your moon sign
Angelica
Ritual purpose: Banishing, protection, healing, visions
Planetary/elemental
Planetary/elemental influence: Sun/fire
Use when moon is in: Leo or when the moon is in your sun sign
Basil
Ritual purpose: Astral travel, love, banishing, wealth, protection
Planetary/elemental influence: Mars/fire, water
Use when moon is in: Aries or Scorpio
Birch
Birch
Ritual purpose: Protection, banishing, purification
Planetary/elemental influence: Venus/air, earth
Use when moon is in: Libra or Taurus
Holly
Ritual purpose: Protection, luck, and dream magick
Planetary/elemental influence: Mars/fire, water
Use when moon
moon is in: Aries or Scorpio
Honeysuckle
Ritual purpose: Money, psychic powers, and protection
Planetary/elemental influence: Jupiter/fire, water
Use when moon is in: Sagittarius or Pisces
Ivy
Ritual purpose: Protection and healing
Planetary/elemental influence:
influence: Saturn/earth, air

Use when moon is in: Capricorn or Aquarius
Lavender
Ritual purpose: Love, protection, sleep, longevity, purification, happiness
Planetary/elemental influence: Mercury/earth, air
Use when moon is in: Virgo or Gemini
Lettuce
Ritual purpose: Protection, love divination, sleep
Planetary/elemental influence: Moon/water
Use when moon is in: Cancer or when the moon is in your natal moon sign
Lilac
Ritual purpose: Banishing and protection
Planetary/elemental influence: Venus/earth, air
Use when moon is in: Taurus or Libra
Mimosa
Ritual purpose: Protection, love, prophetic dreams, and purification
Planetary/elemental influence: Saturn/earth, air
Use when moon is in: Capricorn or Aquarius
Mint
Ritual purpose: Money, healing, travel, banishing, and protection
Planetary/elemental
Planetary/elemental influence: Mercury/air, earth
Use when moon is in: Gemini or Virgo
Oak
Ritual purpose: Protection, health, money, healing, fertility and luck
Planetary/elemental influence: Sun/fire
Use when moon is in: Leo or when the moon is in your sun sign
Parsley
Ritual purpose: Protection and purification
Planetary/elemental influence: Mercury/air, earth
Use when moon is in: Gemini or Virgo
Pine
Ritual purpose: Healing, protection, banishing, and money
Planetary/elemental influence: Mars/fire, water
Use when moon is in: Aries or Scorpio

Snapdragon
Ritual purpose: Protection and purification
Planetary/elemental influence: Mars/fire, water
Use when moon is in: Aries or Scorpio
Spanish Moss
Ritual purpose: Protection and purification
Planetary/elemental influence: Mercury/air, earth
Use when
when moon is in: Gemini or Virgo
Tulip
Ritual purpose: Prosperity, love, and protection
Planetary/elemental influence: Venus/earth, air
Use when moon is in: Taurus or Libra
Willow
Ritual purpose: Love, divination, protection, and healing
Planetary/elemental
Planetary/elemental influence: Moon/water
Use when moon is in: Cancer or when the moon is in your natal moon sign

Astragalus Membranaceous and White Blood
Cell Function
Introduction
Traditional Chinese medicine as practiced today had its theoretical and philosophical
tenets first outlined in the Yellow Emperor's Inner Classic, written between 200 and
100 BC. The Inner Classic promotes the use of herbs, acupuncture, dietary
management and exercise as therapeutic modalities (Bensky, Gamble).
Centuries of careful observation and empirical study have resulted in an extremely
detailed and refined system of herbal use according to traditional Chinese medical
theory (TCM). However, very little is known about the mechanism of action or the
physiological effects of most Chinese herbs in terms of modern Western medical
thought. Recently, research has been conducted, mostly in China, in an attempt to
elucidate these areas.
Radix Astragali, the root of Astragalus membranaceous (Huang Ch'i), is a popular
tonic herb first described in the Divine Husbandman's Classic of the Materia Medica,
a text reconstructed and edited from several earlier works by Tao Hong-Jing in the
6th. Century A.D.(Bensky et al). According to TCM, Radix Astragali affects the
Spleen, Lung and Triple Warmer meridians. It specifically tonifies the exterior, or
protective energy (Wei Chi), which is understood to be the body's first defence
against the external disease factors (ie., Wind, Cold, Damp, Heat, Dryness). Huang
Ch'i also tonifies Chi, especially the Yang Chi of the Spleen and Stomach. It tonifies
Blood and regulated fluid metabolism (Bensky et al; Teeguarden).
Modern research has revealed several effects of Radix Astragali.
Of primary interest to the author is the herbs's reputed stimulatory effect on the
immune system. Teeguarden reports on Chinese studies which have shown
Astragalus to have in vitro anti-bacterial effects, as well as an inhibitory effect on Tsuppressor cells. He also cites clinical trials on cancer patients which suggest that
Astragalus enhances bone marrow activity and adrenal cortical function which had
been depleted by chemotherapy and/or radiation treatment. (The original papers
were not available for perusal.)
One study found that Radix Astragali significantly enhanced interferon production in
mice, in human cell cultures and in vitro leucocyte samples (Hou, Ma, Wu, Li, Li).
These workers also describe a clinical trial showing that a combination of human

interferon and Astragalus was more effective in preventing common cold symptoms
than either interferon alone or a flu vaccine. In one of the few Western studies
conducted, Astragalus was found to restore T-cell function in cancer patients with an
impaired immune response, and to augment T-cell function in normal donors (Sun,
Hersh, Talpaz, Lee, Wong, Loo, Mavligit).
This paper will report on the effect of Radix Astragali on white blood cell (WBC)
status in human volunteers as reflected by WBC differential count and by "Liv Cell"
analysis.
Abstract
The effect of a decoction of the Chinese tonic herb Astragalus membranaceous on
certain aspects of white blood cell (WBC) status was studied in seven healthy
volunteers. After a one week course of treatment with Astragalus decoction at a
dosage equivalent to 1.5g of dried root t.i.d. per os, the relative number of leucocytes
was significantly increased (p s 0.01). Furthermore, this effect was sustained (p s 0.05)
one week after treatment had been discontinued. A WBC differential count showed
significant changes in the proportions of individual categories of leucocytes (p s 0.05),
such that high or low percentages of leucocytes were brought into normal range, with
the exception of basophils, which remained high. This effect was also sustained one
week after treatment had been discontinued (p s 0.05). A `Liv Cell' analysis did not
yield significant (p s 0.05), but this may have been a function of the criteria chosen to
measure WBC status. This study suggests that Astragalus membranaceous may have a
regulatory effect on WBC status and therefore may be a useful treatment in
conditions of bo the deficient and excess (or disproportionate) WBC levels.
Materials and Methods
Herbal Preparation:
454 grams of grade `A' quality dried Astragalus root was obtained from Nam Pek
Hong, a reputable Chinese herb store in Toronto's Chinatown. The root was placed in
9.09 l. distilled water, brought to a boil, and then simmered to half the original
volume of water, The extractive was poured off and saved. An additional 6.82 l.
distilled water was added to the herb, brought to the boil and similarly simmered to
half the original volume. This extractive was added to the first and white vinegar was
also added to 4.5% of the final solution as a preservative. The final decoction yielded
unit doses of 42.6 ml., equivalent to 1.5 g. of dried root.
The placebo solution was prepared by boiling potato with onion skins in distilled
water to obtain the required color, and adding white vinegar in 4.5% of the final
solution.

Subjects:
Twelve healthy volunteers were recruited and randomly divided into two groups of
eight and four subjects, treatment and placebo groups respectively. Subjects were
asked to refrain from using any other treatment modalities or making any dietary or
lifestyle changes during the test period.
Experimental Design and Procedure:
A double blind format was used. Blood samples were obtained by finger prick on days
1, 8, and 15. The herbal decoction or placebo was taken for 6 days, from day 2 to 8
inclusive. The dosage was 42.6 ml. three times a day. A WBC differential count and
`Liv Cell' analysis (product information) were performed on the blood samples by a
technician blind to the experimental conditions.
For the `Liv Cell' analysis, 25 WBC's were examined for each subject. Five categories
were used to indicate WBC status, namely, the number of WBC's showing:
1. phagocytized material
2. streaming of cytoplasm/chemotaxis
3. irregular borders
4. spilling of contents/degeneration
5. no apparent activity
Categories 1 and 2 were considered indicative of positive WBC function and given a
score of +1 for each cell in either of these categories. Categories 3, 4 and 5 were
chosen as negative parameters of WBC status and cells appearing in them were given
a score of -1 each. Overlap between categories was allowed; thus a cell showing
characteristics of more than one category would be entered under each. Therefore the
maximum score possible for optimal WBC function would by 50 (ie. 25 in each of
categories 1 and 2, and 0 in categories 3, 4 and 5). The final score was used as an index
of WBC status and comparisons were made between all possible pairs of scores.
Statistical Analysis:
The number of fields examined to yield a count of 100 WBC's was taken as an
indication of the relative numbers of WBC's per sample. Statistical analysis of the
changes in the number of fields between pretreatment with Astragalus and post
treatment samples taken at one and two weeks respectively, was performed using a
right-tailed Student's t-test for paired data at p s 0.05 level of significance. Similarly,
the same test was used to analyze the change in the proportion of individual types of
leucocytes, except that a two tailed test was used. Student's t- test (right-tailed) was
also used to analyze the difference between the WBC index score obtained from the
`Liv Cell' analysis.

Results
All but one treatment subject showed a decrease in the number of fields needed to
locate 100 WBC's in the differential count, indicative of a relative increase in the
total number of WBC's after treatment with Astragalus. The one subject who showed
a slight increase in the number of fields had the lowest number of fields initially (100
as compared to the mean of 410 fields). The mean difference in numbers of fields
studied was 183.9 and the difference was significant at p s 0.01. Furthermore, the
change was maintained in sample number 3 taken one week after discontinuing the
Astragalus (p s 0.05).
Each of the five types of leucocytes showed a significant change in their proportions
of the total count immediately after treatment at p s 0.05 level of significance. The
changes appeared to be regulatory, such that relatively low proportions were
increased while high proportions were decreased. In most cases, except for the
basophils, the differential count was brought more in line with the expected normal
frequencies for adults (ie. neutrophils, 50 - 70%; lymphocytes, 20 - 40%; monocytes, 2
- 10%; eosinophils, 1 - 4%; basophils s 0.5%).
The "immune index" scores obtained using `Liv Cell' analysis did not show an effect
at the p s 0.05 level of significance. However, the mean difference (4.71) was only
0.40 units below the upper limit of acceptance for the null hypothesis (5.11).
Furthermore, a significant negative change in the immune index score was shown by
only one subject, and if this subject is omitted from the statistical analysis of results,
the mean change in scores increases significantly at the p s 0.05 level.
It was not possible to statistically compare the treatment group with the placebo
group, as only one subject in the placebo group completed the study.
Discussion
Radix Astragali has long been used in traditional Chinese medicine as an important
tonic herb. More recently, it has come under scrutiny regarding its physiological
actions as understood in Western Medical theory. Among these is the herb's reputed
positive effect on the immune system. This study has attempted to determine the
effect of Astragalus decoction on certain parameters of WBC activity.
Astragalus was seen to have a stimulatory effect on the relative numbers of leucocytes
at the p s 0.01 level of significance. The relative proportions of individual categories
of leucocytes were also significantly affected by treatment with Astragalus (p s 0.05),
such that high proportions were lowered and low proportions were raised. This effect
applied to both the variance between sample means and the variance within samples.

Specifically, four subjects had above normal baseline proportions of monocytes &/or
eosinophils, while three subjects had below normal proportions. In each case,
treatment with Astragalus brought the proportions within normal ranges. Thus
Astragalus appears to have a regulatory or amphoteric effect on individual classes of
leucocytes in the WBC differential count. Furthermore, these effects seem to be
sustained over time as the results obtained one week after discontinuing treatment
indicate. This finding corroborates observations made by Hou et al.
In addition to the WBC differential, a `Liv Cell' analysis was used in an attempt to
support findings. The Liv Cell technique allows observation of living, unstained blood
corpuscles and their activity. However, criteria for standard assessment is not well
established for this method. An attempt was made to choose and weight parameters
visible by Liv Cell analysis which would provide a measure of immune status. The
parameters chosen yielded results that were just below the p s 0.05 level of
significance and that lend support to the findings obtained using the WBC
differential, namely, that Astragalus appears to have an enhancing effect on leucocyte
function. The Liv Cell affords valuable and unique information about the dynamic
state of the blood, but more work needs to be done in setting definite criteria for both
quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Although the sample size in this study was small, the results would seem to warrant
further investigation into the area of enhancement of the immune system by
Astragalus. Specifically, a larger sample size with a placebo control group would be in
order. In addition to WBC differential count, a total WBC count should be
performed. It would also be interesting to screen subjects to recruit those with both
high and low baseline differentials for specific categories of leucocytes to test the
hypothesized regulatory effect of Astragalus suggested by this study. Furthermore, a
longer treatment time with follow-up samples taken over several months (see Hou et
al) would provide more information about the long term effects.
If Astragalus is consistently found to regulate leucocyte activity, it may be a valuable
adjunct in the treatment of both immune deficient conditions and conditions of
aberrant leucocytosis, such as leukemia.

Bee and Butterfly Herbs
Anise
Bergamot
Betony
Broom
Chicory
Chives
Comfrey
Coltsfoot
Evening Primrose
Fennel
Hyssop
Lavender
Lemon Balm
Meadowsweet
Mint
Rosemary
Sage
Self-Heal
Thyme
Valerian
Yarrow

Berberis Aquifolium
History
This is a tall shrub, Native of the western section of the United States. It grows from
Colorado to the Pacific ocean, and is specially abundant in Oregon and the northern
part of California. Berberis Aquifolium belongs to the section Mahonia of the genus
Berberis. The Berberis proper has simple leaves clustering in the axis of a simple or
three-parted spine. The petals have two glands on the inside of each, at the base. The
filaments have no teeth. Berberis Aquifolium and the other species are long in use in
domestic practice throughout the west. Mahonia section species: the western United
States by, Berberis Pinnata, a tall shrub with the general appearance of Berberis
Aquifolium, distinguished from it by the leaflets, which are glaucous underneath, and
the lower pair approximate to the base of the petiole. Berberis Repens, a small
creeping plant, with leaves often ternate, and leaflets nearly orbicular, and which has
been much confounded, and frequently described as Berberis Aquifolium. Berberis
Nervosa, a small erect shrub, with leaves often longer than the stem - it appears to be
more generally distributed than the other species. The chief characteristics of this
species are, the leaflets are three-veined from an oblique base, the common petiole is
jointed "like a bamboo stem", and the flowers are in slender racemes. The two other
species, Berberis Fendleri and Berberis Fremonti, are of rare occurrence.
Botanical Source: Berberis Aquifolium is a shrub having stems about six feet high,
erect, and rapid growth. The leaves are alternative, and consist of three or four pairs
of leafs, and an odd one. They are evergreen, bright and shining on the upper surface,
and very ornamental, so the shrub is often in cultivation, often under the improper
name "holly". The leafs are smooth, ovate, from two to three inches long, and onehalf as wide. They are acute, pinately veined, and the margin is indented with from
15 to 30 spiny teeth. The lower pair of leaflets is from one to two inches distant from
the base of a common petiole.
The flowers are numerous, small, yellowish-green in color, and appear in early
spring, with terminal racemes. The calyx has nine distinct sepals, colored like the
petals and in two rows, the outer of which has three sepals. The petals are six,
distinct, orbicular, and in rows of three each. The stamens are also six, and opposite
the petals, they have irritable filaments, and anthers, opening, each by two little
valves, hinged at a top. The fruit, which is know as "Oregon grape" is a cluster of
purple berries, each containing an acid pulp good tasting, and from three to nine
seeds.

Description
The root of the Berberis Aquifolium is from 1/2 to one inch in diameter, often
increasing to two and three inches at the base of the stem. It is woody, yellow
throughout, and very hard. The bark is deep-yellow beneath and brown upon the
surface. It has no odor and is very bitter. The roots of the other species of Mahonia
are smaller, the B. Pinnata more nearly approaching the B. Aquifolium in size, the B.
Repens is the smallest of any of the known species.
Chemical Composition
Berberis Aquifolium contains: berberine, a yellow alkaloid, berbamine, and
oxyacanthine, both white alkaloids, and phytosterin, gum and sugar. The flowers
contain, in addition to the above alkaloids, volatile oil, and the berries contain malic
acid. The presence of Berberine renders both root and bark bitter. The white alkaloid,
oxyacanthine/CL9H2LNO3, which form soluble salts with most acids, is itself
practically insoluble in water, soluble in hot alcohol and hot ether, and slightly so in
cold alcohol and cold ether. It dissolves freely in fats and volatile oils, and in
chloroform and benzol. It is alkaline, bitter and in the presence of sunlight changes
color, becoming yellowish. Iodic acid is reduces by it with the liberation of free
iodine. With nitric acid a yellow color is produced, which, when heated, changes to
purple. Cold sulfuric acid turns it brownish-red, on heating it changes to a vivid red,
and finally a brown, color. With ferric chloride, in dilute solution of potassium
ferricyanide, a blue color is produces with salts of oxyacanthine. Berbamine
(CL8HL3NO3) is a white alkaloid the salts of which dissolve slightly in solutions of
chili saltpetre (nitrate of sodium). These salts strike a blue color with ferric chloride
in a weak solution of ferricyanide of potassium. Phytosterin (C26H44OH2O) is a
neutral body (found also in calabar bean, physostigma venenosum, balfour), differing
from cholesterin, which it closely resembles, by its solution in chloroform not having
any affect on polarized light.
Action and Uses
An alternative and tonic, and has been recommended in syphilitic affections, saltrheum, pityriasis, psoriasis, and other cutaneous affections, as well as in problems
supposed to be due to some mal-condition of the blood. Excretion and secretion are
promoted by it, digestion and assimilation improved, the lymphatic glandular system
and the ductless glands are stimulated, and the renal secretions somewhat augmented.
It acts as a blood-maker, and it is a remedy to increase the body-fluids. As a tonic, it
may be employed as a synonym of hydrastis, Colombo, Berberis. Good in dyspepetic
conditions, chronic mucous conditions, in gastric functions, it is a valuable remedy

for atonic dyspepsia, and particularly if associated with hepatic torpor. A cirrhotic
liver, associated with gastro-enteritis, for chronic constipation when combined with
cascara sagrada. It is said to be effectual in stomatitis. A major field for Berberis
Aquifolium is in constitutional syphilis, if given early enough it will prevent tertiary
phases, provided the patient has not been to thoroughly mercurialized. Its use must
be prolonged in apprecable doses. It is especially adapted to long-standing cases of
syphilis, the older the better. That broken-down state so frequently following. The
various eruptions give way to it, the gastric complications are subdued, and the
mucous membranes are toned so that excessive secretions are restrained. The bone
and periosteal, as well as the muscular, pains of syphilitics, its action is slow. As it is
also in severe muscular pains, with partial paralysis, due to spinal disease. Long
standing syphilitic phagadenae and herpetic and eczematous states, syphilitic anemia.
Stubborn cases of psoriasis, in erysipelatous and chronic scrofulous affections. While
it has failed to cure carcinoma, valuable in the dyscrasiae due to a cancerous cachexia.
Certain pulmonic troubles, by controlling secretions of the mucous tract. Cases of
purpulent bronchorrhoea, pronounced incurable, have been cured by it, phthisis even
where there were extensive cavities. The appetite improved, expectoration became
lessened, the cough milder and less frequently, and flesh and strength returned. Of
some value in leucorrhoea, when a syphilitic taint exists. In gastric and intestinal
catarrh.
Dosage
The dose of Berberis Aquifolium should be relatively large. Small doses work less
affectedly. The dose of the fluid extract is from 10 to 20 drops some say to 30 drops,
every three or four hours. It must be continued for some time to have it's effect,
continue a long time. Specific indications: syphilitic dyscrasiae, constitutional
syphilis, with periosteal or muscular pains, chronic skin afections, with blood
dyscrasiae, profusely secreting, tumid mucous tissues, indigestion, with hepatitic
torpor, yellow skin, with marked weakness and emaciation.
Comparable
Carbolic acid, euonym, Berberis Vulgaris, hydrastis. Clinical uses: biliousness,
bronchorrhoea, eczema, face roughness, headache, herpes, leucorrhoea, pityriasis,
psoriasis, affections of spleen, stomatitis, syphilis, typhoid, affections of voice.
Clinical Trial
Start on Nov.17/1987 ten drops four times a day on an old case of psoriasis since 22

years, 20% improvement after three weeks. Itching less, margin of hair and neck still
flaking.
Conclusion
This seems to be an excellent remedy for those afflictions associated with liver,
gallbladder and spleen conditions. Take note that this is a slow acting remedy.

Botanic Medicine
After extensive tests your physician has determined that your immune system is
weakened, leading directly to your allergy symptoms and suggestibility to colds and
flu. However the treatment is straightforward and the physician expects you to be
fully recovered in about nine months. After a little social chit chat you receive your
prescription and directions to the nearest bio-pharmacy. What a drag, its a two hour
drive to get there! Still these are difficult times, we must all make sacrifices. You
telephone and arrange a time to visit. Excellent! They can fit you in tomorrow.
The air is crisp and clear as you pull into the pharmacy parking area. Leaving your
auto for its next occupant you spend a few minutes taking in the view and breathing
in the pure fresh air, filled with the delicate perfume of the bio-pharmacy garden.
Your grandparents still have difficulties understanding the new pharmacies. They
dispense no chemicals or synthetic drugs, their entire pharmacopeia being composed
of living plant formula. It seems so obvious now how unnecessary so many of the
chemical drugs were and with our new understanding of disease, and the awareness
of the importance of diet and food vitality, medicine has come the full circle.
The transition was not without casualties. The large drug companies survived of
course, after buying up most of the organic herb farms, in the eighties and nineties,
but many of the traditional Medical Guilds fell apart, unable, with their mostly
reductionist outlook, to accept the new healing systems.
It was during these times, during the AIDS and environment crisis, that the value of
organic Botanic Medicine became apparent. So many diseases of those times had their
origins in devitalized foods, laden with inorganic poisons. With the discovery that
wild food plants and herbs contained the vital organic elements that enabled the body
to repair itself, the bio-pharmacy was born.
The root of the bio-pharmacy was bio-dynamic farming. Here wild herbs and other
plants were permitted to grow without the effects of a polluted environment, or
synthetic fertilizers and pesticides. They were harvested at the correct astrological
times, and used and prepared in ways that ensured survival of their living force.
Plants utilized for specific treatments were bathed in Kirlian energy specific to that
function, thereby enhancing their healing effects in those directions. Rare minerals
were added to the soil for utilization by the plants and ultimately of course, by the
people who ate them.
The best example of this was the use of the wild garlic, long known as a source of

organic selenium, vital for effective immune function. After nearly 100 years of
dietary insufficiency in organic selenium, (due mostly to the leaching effects of
chemical fertilizers), the re-introduction of this element into our food supply, led to
the specific improvements in immune function that enabled us to eradicate the
specter of AIDS and establish the validity of the bio-dynamic pharmacy.
The arrival of the pharmacist brings you back to the present and you wonder why
you need to make this visit. It is not necessary of course, for the old, infirm or
otherwise immobile, but before dispensing your remedy the pharmacist must feel
your vibrations and energies. It is important to ensure that your phyto-supplements
are correctly attuned to your own bio-field and this is always best done in person.
Even though your astro-data and psychic profile have already been utilized in the
remedy formulation, this final, personal fine tuning, is always performed. The 20th.
century and its impersonal and spiritually sterile methods are a part of recent history
and for this you breathe a deep sigh of relief. The pharmacist makes you comfortable
as you prepare for psychic connection and in a matter of moments you fall
comfortably into a deep and receptive sleep.

Cautions About Herbal Medicine
There is nothing about herbs that automatically makes them non-toxic just because
they are natural. Ever hear of deadly nightshade or poisonous mushrooms? They are
drugs, like other drugs and should be approached with the same caution.
This means, for example, that pregnant women should be as careful about medicinal
herbs as they are about conventional medicines. Some medicinal herbs are clearly
linked to birth defects. People on certain medications, like anti-coagulants or
psychiatric drugs, can have serious problems from interactions between the herb and
the medicine they're taking. In the US, herb labels do not list information about side
effects, dangers and contraindications on the label (which I think they should). Many
physicians are not well informed about herbs, and so you cannot always rely on your
doctor to know about potential problems. And if you have or suspect you have a
serious illness, it is very important to be under a doctor's care. Self diagnosis is not
always accurate and self treatment doesn't always work.
I believe it is vital for any person who wishes to try herbs to be very well read before
attempting them. I strongly recommend The Honest Herbal by Varro Tyler to anyone
who is considering or using herbal medicines. It is the one herb book that I have ever
found that relies solely on scientific studies instead of anecdotes and which provides
references. Tyler himself has impressive credentials, being a tenured professor of
pharmacognosy (the branch of pharmacy that deals with herbal medicine) in the
school of pharmacy at Purdue University. The ISBN # is 1-56024-287-6 and it is
published by the Haworth Press, 10 Alice Street, Binghamton NY 13904-1580. It is in
print, costs about $20 and I got mine through a regular bookstore which special
ordered it for me.
I personally regard herbal medicine as useful primarily in two situations: when a
basically healthy person uses an herbal compound for a short, self limiting condition
such as a cold or the flu, where over-the-counter remedies would normally be
appropriate.
And in the case of serious illness, where no effective standard treatment exists and
where there is some evidence from the scientific literature that a particular herbal
compound may help.
An example of this would be the use of silymarin (an extract from milk thistle) in the
treatment of chronic viral hepatitis. In this kind of situation, I regard it as extremely
important that the person be under the close supervision of a physician well versed in

the disease in question and who has reviewed the available studies on the herb to be
used.
Herbal medicine has some very big problems. The most important is probably that
herbs often have not been subjected to thorough testing. Even when an herb has
many studies published about it, almost always the studies are on animals; human
studies are quite unusual. Studies to determine whether the compound can cause
birth defects are vanishingly rare, as are studies to determine whether the compound
can cause cancer. Relying on traditional folklore is not much help; very obvious or
dramatic adverse effects may be caught this way, but it doesn't tell us much about
either long term effects or problems caused in only a small percentage of people.
Another major problem is that the amount of pharmacologically active ingredient
available varies widely from plant to plant, so accurately regulating dosage is difficult.
The pharmacologically active ingredient may also occur in conjunction with other
toxic compounds. Examples of toxic agents often found in herbs include pyrrolizadine
alkaloids (very toxic to the liver and cause both benign and malignant liver tumors);
coumarins (which decrease the ability of the blood to clot); and allergens. The latter
can be quite important to people who are allergic to ragweed; some herbs in the
ragweed family (chamomile and yarrow are examples) can cause severe allergic
reactions in these folks.) Most companies do not list the source of their herbs or how
they were grown. Pesticide contamination is a possibility and heavy metal
contamination of some herbs has been reported in the scientific literature.
Because of the problems mentioned above, I believe it is often better to rely on an
extracted and standardized compound (conventional drugs) when possible. However,
some of the active ingredients of herbs cannot be found in this form.
Yet another problem is with herb labeling. Very few herbal medicines marketed in
the US have both the Latin name of the herb and an expiration date marked on the
bottle. Often, this is deliberate: fraud is rampant among companies marketing herbs.
One brand that does have good labeling is Nature's Way. Alternatively, if you live in
a city with a large Chinese, Japanese or Korean population, you can try the herb
sellers in that district. I've personally found the herb sellers in Chinatown here in
L.A. to be very honest and knowledgeable (although language is often a problem, alas.
Gotta learn to speak Chinese one of these days.)
If you decide, after your research, to try herbal medicines, you may wish to consult a
trained herbalist. Unfortunately, in the US anyone can hang out a shingle and call
themselves an herbalist. Lots of these people have no idea what they're doing. I have
found practitioners of traditional Chinese medicine to be the best trained. I don't

accept the model that traditional Chinese practitioners use to explain the effects of
herbs (yin/yang, hot/cold, damp/dry, etc.). I also have problems with the amount of
unsupported anecdotal info mixed in with scientific studies. But traditional Chinese
doctors treat herbs with a lot of respect and caution. They are well up on the side
effects and counter indications.
And finally, very few herb books contain dosage information. I have a lot of problems
with Michael Tierra's herb books. I don't accept the medical models he endorses
(traditional Chinese medicine and Ayurveda). I also don't like the fact that Tierra
doesn't distinguish between scientifically validated information and folklore. But
Tierra's books are among the very few herbal medicine books that discuss dosage. Just
making up a weak tea is usually not enough to get a pharmacologically effective dose.
Tierra is the author of The Way Of Herbs and Planetary Herbology.
Warning: Tierra's books should be used as supplemental sources only and never as
your primary source of information on herbs. I have spotted several places where he
has left out important information on toxicity.
Other references which may be of value:
A book which I have been told contains scientific references, but which I have not
read myself, is the Encyclopedia of Natural Medicine by Michael Murray and Joseph
Pizzorno. It's available from Prima Publishing, P.O. Box 1260MP, Rocklin, California
95677. The phone # is (916) 786-0426 and the price is $18.95.
CRC Handbook of Medicinal Herbs, written by James A Duke, published 1985. Dr
Duke was Chief of Medicinal Plant Resources Lab, USDA for 25 years. The book
covers 365 medicinal plants, one for every day of the year. The "CRC" label on the
cover ensures that the book will be thorough and exceedingly expensive to buy.
There are nearly 700 large size pages.
A nice feature is having a sketch of each plant. At the back is a 7-page summary of
each herb, toxicity score, scientific and common names, and estimated market price.
The toxicity scores are given in triplets: Duke's own, Rose's, and Tyler's, (I don't
know Rose's.) He admits that his scoring is ad hoc, all based on comparison with a
cup of coffee! 3=safer than coffee and wouldn't hesitate to drink 3 cups a day. (He
wouldn't drink anything more than 3x /day.) 2=same as coffee, 2 cups. 1=more
dangerous, would accept 1 cup a day containing 10 g of steeped herb. 0=very
dangerous, wouldn't drink anything. He considers himself less conservative than
Tyler, more conservative than Rose. The book, by the way, also has proper scientific
citations.

This book is quite expensive, but may be available in some university libraries.
Herbal Remedies: Harmful and beneficial effects, by S Talalaj & A S Czechowicz.
Publisher is Hill of Content Publishing Pty Ltd, 86 Bourke Street, Melbourne 3000,
Australia. I don't have a fax number for them, nor a price, but from memory it cost
only something like $A20 in paperback form. They were happy to accept a VISA-card
number.

Celtic Folklore Regarding Herbs and Plants
Until fairly recently, in Irish and Scottish rural society it was believed that sickness
and disease were caused by the fairies. A remedy could only be given by a 'fairy
doctor', a person gifted with some natural skill in combating fairy magic. The most
common herbs used in Gaelic fairy medicine were vervain, eyebright and yarrow
over which secret words would be uttered and a ritual performed. A potion made of
herbs by a fairy doctor must be paid for in silver. However, a charm is never paid for;
a gift may be given instead. Herbs had to be gathered in a special manner, at the
correct phase of the moon, while reciting incantations. Herbs found by the side of
sacred streams were particularly effective, and used to cure wounds, bruises and so
on.
Yarrow: A sacred herb and a very potent healer, it intensifies the medicinal action of
other herbs taken with it. Helps eliminate toxins (good for colds). It was most useful
in its ability to staunch blood flow. Also associated with weather divination.
Vervain: 'crubh-an-leoghain'(dragon's claw) A sacred herb in many different
cultures; associated with visions and prophecy; flowers used on Druidic altars. Good
for eye compresses and hair tonics. Sedative, anticoagulant.
Eyebright:
Eyebright: 'lus-nan-leac' for all manner of eye ailments; also hay fever, colds, coughs,
sore throats.
Plantain: ("slanlus" - herb of health) a very common remedy, used for many ills.
Antiseptic; expectorant. If hung around the neck of a child, would prevent abduction
by the sidhe.
Tansy: boiled, good for the heart. As a compress for bruises and strains.
Chamomile: ("athair talamh" - father of the ground) One of the finest healing herbs,
has been used for centuries. Good for stomach disorders, anti-inflammatory for
wounds, sedative for nervous disorders.
Loosestrife: ("camal buidhe") keeps all bad things away
Water Buttercup: ("fearaban") good for bones and joints
Lichen: ("dubh cosac") good for the heart

Dandelion: ("garbh lus" - rough herb) used for many ills, especially good for the
heart, for hypertension, also a good diuretic.
Ribgrass: ("slanugad") will purge the body of all lumps.
Mullein: ("lus mor" - great herb) used alot in folk magic/medicine; can bring 'back'
children abducted. If a small piece taken regularly, will ensure long life.
Wood Anemone: ("bainne bo bliatain") put leaves in a poultice on the head for
headaches.
Trailing Pearlwort: ("mothan") very effective as a protective herb when carried on
the person. When placed below the right knee of a woman in labor, it brought relief.
Given to a cow to eat, it protected both the milk and the calf. When placed above the
door lintel, prevented the fairy host from 'spiriting away' any member of the
household. Also used by women as a love charm - pluck nine roots, knot into a ring,
and place in the mouth. Then seek a kiss from the man you desire.
St. John's Wort: To ward off fever; sedative, pain reducing; also used on St. John's Eve
(midsummer) in divination.
Purple Orchids: A magical plant ("lus an Talaidh" - herb of enticement). Used in love
charms. It has two roots, one larger than the other, representing a man and a woman.
The plant is to be pulled by the roots before sunrise, facing South. Which-ever root is
used is to be immediately placed in spring water; if it sinks the person in question will
be the future husband or wife. The root can also be ground up and placed under the
pillow to bring dreams of your future partner.
Rowan: Tree of high magic, from which potent charms are procured. Normally
planted at the door of the house for protection. Also twigs placed over the byre door.
Necklaces of rowan berries with red thread worn for protection by Highland women.
Elder: Another highly protective tree, beloved of the Sidhe. It is extremely unlucky
to cut down or harm an elder (bourtree). The green sap of the bark applied to the
eyelids gives the "Second Sight". Elder is also often planted outside the house for
protection. Elder is the medicine chest of the country folk. Elder flower water used
for eye and skin complaints, burns, bruises and sprains; as an infusion both flowers
and berries are used in cold remedies.
Hazel: Used in the sacred need fires at Beltaine. Also used in water divination. Hazel
nuts associated with wisdom of the Otherworld. Children were given 'the milk of the

nut' to make them strong.
Apples: The fruit of life of the Sidhe, and passport to the Otherworld. Apples and
hazelnuts used in divination rites at Samhain.
Juniper: Berries have protective properties. Burnt by Highlanders in the house and
byre at New Year for purification.
Ivy: Used for the protection of flocks, of milk and milk products. Ivy, woodbine and
rowan woven together in a wreath and placed under the milk vessels. Other "magic
hoops" consisted of milkwort, butterwort, dandelion, marigold; or trefoil, vervain, St.
John's wort, dill.
Fairy Trees
Certain trees in particular places are said to be under the care and protection of the
Sidhe. A lone thorn bush growing in an uncultivated field is often such a tree,
especially if it is growing on a sharp hill slope. Hawthorn is the favorite, but other
important fairy trees are: hazel, blackthorn, elder, rowan, willow, also alder and ash.
The site of each tree is important to the Sidhe. It must be growing within the banks of
a rath (fort), inside a fairy ring, or in a rocky field of rough grass, especially if growing
near to a large boulder or a spring.
The sidhe will protect their special trees. If someone harms or disturbs the tree, they
will suffer, often by becoming ill. If three thorn trees grow close together, it is
dangerous to get involved with them. It is considered unlucky to bring hawthorn into
the house.

Cherokee Herbology
Agrimony (Agrimonia Gyposepala) Drink tea of burs to check bowels, and for fevers;
root tea to build up blood.
Alder, red/smooth/tag (Alnus Serrulata) For pains related to birth, ingredient in tea
for menstrual period - acts as an emetic and a true purgative.
Alder, white (Clethra Acuminata) Decoction of bark and wild cherry is drunk to
break a high fever.
Aloe, false Aloe (Agave Virginica) Chew root for obstinate problems with diarrhea.
Also good for treating animals for worms.
Alum-root, American Sanicle (Heuchera Americana) Root is an astringent; root tea
for bowel complaints or dysentery (usually made with honey to improve the taste).
Angelica (Angelica Atropurpurea) Root tonic for fevers and colds; Gargle for sore
throats and mouth pains/cold sores.
Bastard Toadflax (Comandra Umbellataa) Steep with roots of pink lady's slipper for
kidneys; put juice on open cuts or sores.
Beardtongue, hairy (Penstemon Laevigatus) Tea for cramps.
Birch, cherry/mountain/red/river/sweet (Betula Lenta) chew leaves or drink tea for
dysentery; tea for colds.
Bittersweet (Celastrus Scandens) Bark tea to settle stomach; strong tea combined with
red raspberry leaves for pains of childbirth.
Blood leather/rock tripe (Gyrophora Dillenii) Stop bleeding from open wounds.
Bluebells\lungwort\virginia cowslip (Mertensia Virginica) for whooping cough;
consumption.
Bluets (Houstonia Caerulea) Tea to stop bedwetting.
Branch lettuce/saxifrage (Saxifraga Pensylvanica) Root poultice for sore swollen
muscles.

Buckeye, red (Aesculus Pavia) Pounded nuts are poultice for swelling, sprains and
infected wounds. bark tea drank for facilitating woman's delivery in childbirth.
Buffalo nut/oil nut (Pyrularia Pubera) Salve for old sores.
Butterfly weed/Witch weed (Asclepias Tuberosa) Seeds or root are a gentle laxative;
boil seeds in new milk for diarrhea; also for pleurisy, pains in breast, stomach and
lungs.
Cinnamon tree (Cinnamomum Zeylanicum) Bark tea for flu.
Comfrey (Symphytum Officinale) roots in water for gonorrhea.
Coneflower/Black-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia Fulgida) Root ooze for earache. Wash for
snakebites and swelling caused by worms.
Fern, bracken (Pteridium Aquilinum) Root tonic used as antiseptic.
Fern, rattlesnake (Botrychium Virginianum) boil root down tyo syrup and rub on
snake bites.
Feverfew (Chrysanthemum Parthenium) Bathe swollen feet in a tea.
Geranium, wild (Geranium Maculatum) used for open wounds; astringent.
Goosegrass (Galium Aparine) Tea to move bowels.
Indian Pipe/Fit root/ice plant (Monotropa Uniflora) root pulverized and given for
epilepsy and convulsions.
Laurel, Mountain (Kalmia Latifola) Ingredient in liniments.
New jersey tea/Red root (Ceanothus Americanus) hold root tea on an aching tooth;
hot root tea for bowel complaints.

Common Kitchen Herbs that Heal
What follows is a short list of herbs commonly found in kitchens, or easily found in
most supermarkets. This list is alphabetical by herb.
Anise (Pimpinella ansium)
Anise helps expel gas, relieves nausea and stomach pain caused by gas.
To use: crush anise seeds into a powder. Put one teaspoon of the powder into one cup
of warm water. Drink up to three times a day to relieve symptoms.
Basil (Ocimum basilicum)
Basil is another anti-nauseant that also relieves gas, and promotes normal bowel
function.
To use: Make a strong tea using one teaspoon of the crushed dried herb in a half-cup
of water. Drink as needed, not to exceed three cups a day.
Capsicum or Cayenne (Capsicum frutescens)
Cayenne helps stimulate the appetite and acts as a milk stimulant. It may reduce
discomfort from the common cold.
To use: make a tea out of the dried herb, one teaspoon per cup of hot water. Two cups
per day only.
Note: Cayenne irritates hemorrhoids and should never be used by people with
stomach problems. Do not exceed recommended dosage as high doses can cause
stomach and kidney problems.
Caraway (Carum carvi)
Caraway works as an expectorant for coughs due to colds. It also improves the
appetite and may increase breast milk in nursing mothers.
To use: Chew some seeds three or four times a day.

Dill (Aniethum graveolens)
Dill eases indigestion and upset stomachs.
To use: make a strong tea by steeping two teaspoons of dill seeds in one cup of hot
water for 10 to 15 minutes. Strain and drink one half-cup two to three times daily.
Fennel (Foeniculum velgare)
Fennel is a digestive aid and is known to relieve cramps. The oil is used to relieve stiff
joints.
To use: 15 drops of extract in warm water with honey, one daily, as digestive aid. Rub
oil directly on affected area for pain alleviation.
Fenugreek (Trigonella graceum)
Fenugreek relieves sore throats and is useful for treating irritations and other
inflammations.
To use: as a gargle for sore throat – mix one tablespoon of pulverized seed in one cup
hot water. Let steep for 10 minutes and strain. Gargle three times a day, every three
to four hours. As a poultice for skin irritations – pulverize enough seed so that when
mixed with eight ounces of water, it forms a thick paste. Apply paste to affected areas
once a day.
Garlic (Allium satvum)
Garlic helps fight infections, lowers blood pressure and may be able to destroy some
cancer cells.
To use: stir-fry cloves for a few minutes to cut down garlic-breath. Eat two or three a
day for maximum effectiveness.
Ginger (Zingiber officinalis)
Ginger eases cold symptoms, soothes skin inflammations and minor burns, calms
upset stomachs, and is a natural remedy for morning sickness.
To use: for burn and inflammations – mash fresh ginger root, soak cotton ball and

then rub juice on the affected area. For all else – add ginger extract to hot water, ten
drops per cup. This can be taken up to three times daily.
Parsley (Petroselinium sativum)
Parsley settles stomachs after meals. If also helps clear congestion due to colds and is
soothing for asthma.
To use: make a strong tea using one teaspoon dried, ground parsley in one cup hot
water. Let steep 10-15 minutes. Take once a day.
Peppermint (Mentha piperita)
Mint is an anti-spasmodic and is excellent for relieving cramps and stomach pain. It
also relieves gas and aids in digestion. It can help reduce the sick feeling associated
with migraines.
To use: drink one cup as a tea. Commercial teas are available. (Make sure it is only
mint, not mint flavored.) Drink as needed.
Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis)
Rosemary is used for most head pains.
To use: as tea, to relieve nervous tension, make a strong tea. Rub rosemary essential
oil on the temples to relieve headaches. Mix essential oils or leaves with olive oil to
make a dandruff treatment.
Sage (Salvia officinalis)
Sage reduces perspiration and can be used to ease sore gums.
To use: to relieve perspiration, medium tea, one time daily. To ease gums, strong
infusion, gargled, three times daily.
Thyme (Thymus vulgaris)
Thyme is good for chronic respiratory problems, cold flu and sore throat. It is also an
anti-fungal.

To use: make a tea of the dried herb, drink daily. As an anti-fungal, rub extract on
affected areas.
Turmeric (Curcuma longa)
Turmeric promotes good liver function and helps prevent gallbladder disease. It also
may help prevent over-clotting of blood cells, and may help relieve arthritis
symptoms.
To use: take 300 milligrams up to three times daily.

Container Herb Gardening
Living in a flat, apartment or just a room need not stop you from growing green
plants for health and pleasure! The house I am currently sharing is rented and has no
garden space which we're allowed to dig up, and anyway I'm reluctant to plant stuff
in the ground when I'm going to be moving on in a few years anyway. All my plants
are contained. In fact, there are some plants which are better contained, as they will
grow to take over your garden (mint being a very pertinent example!)
Container gardening gives you the opportunity to fit your greenery in wherever you
like, inside or out. You can grow plants on your verandah, balcony, windowsill,
porch, backyard or inside the house. It's not as languor-intensive as outdoor
gardening - no digging! - and you need very few tools and little equipment. If you use
a lot of herbs, it can save you a lot of money. Most herbs are amazingly tough and
easy to grow.
Anything which can hold a reasonable amount of soil can grow herbs. You can use
buckets, barrels, tin cans with holes punched in them, old gumboots, kids' wading
pools, old baths or basins, animal watering or feeding troughs, rusty wheelbarrows,
soft drink bottles, wooden crates or tea chests, the selection is limited only by your
imagination and the space and materials available to you. (One warning: If you are
growing plants on a wooden porch or balcony, be careful since a constant water runoff from your containers can make your wooden surface rot or disfigure a polished or
finished surface. Provide trays for the water to catch in.)
Your climate should also be taken into consideration. If you live somewhere hot or
very sunny, growing things in metal containers or troughs is not a good idea as they
tend to heat up too much and burn the plants. Anything you use to grow plants in
should have drainage holes drilled, punched or gouged in it, although generally
speaking, the larger and deeper the container, the less need there will be for drainage
holes. Wooden containers (unfinished or unsealed) are also exceptions as the wood
does seem to absorb excess water.
The climate you live in should also influence your choice of what you grow and
where you grow it. I can leave my herbs outside all year round, but in colder climates
where there is frost and snow they are usually better off inside during the colder
months. Many herbs have great difficulty growing outside in a cold climate. Basil
goes yellow and sick if the temperature dips below 10 degrees Celsius (50 degrees
Fahrenheit). Rosemary and lavender dislike a wet climate, and their soil should be
allowed to dry out between waterings. Basil and the mints prefer their soil to be

constantly moist, but not over watered.
Starting the Herbs
Herbs can be grown from seeds, cuttings or roots.
Seeds
If you know someone who grows herbs from seed, see if you can beg or barter a few
seeds from them - why buy a whole packet if you can get just enough for your needs?
Seeds are easy to work with. You can start seeds growing in trays filled with potting
mix - try using egg cartons, paper cups, cut-off milk cartons, or plastic trays (try takeaway food trays, or the kind you buy cakes, etc, in). Keep the soil damp and
preferably have the trays somewhere where they will catch a great deal of light and
be kept warm. Transplant them into a larger container after the second set of leaves
has formed and the seedlings look strong.
Cuttings
If you know someone with herb plants, perhaps they would let you have a few
cuttings. Herbs that grow well from cuttings include rosemary, lavender, mint,
thyme, scented geraniums and oregano. Take the cutting in spring or (preferably)
summer, using a section of stem without flowers which is at least a few inches long.
The stem should be firm enough that it can't be merely pinched off. A side branch
growing from the main stem of the plant is best. Use shears to remove the stem, and
make a slanting cut below the lowest set of leaves. If you can take a cutting which has
a 'foot' on it, so much the better - this means that there will be more space for the
stem to suck up water and nutrients from the soil. Remove the lower sets of leaves,
leaving a reasonable section of bare stem - this is where the roots will form. However,
you should leave a few sets of leaves at the top of the cutting. Poke a hole gently into
the potting mix and insert the bare stem of the cutting, then press the rest of the
potting mix firmly around it. Water well, and after the first watering keep the soil
moist but not completely saturated. The cutting will be ready to transplant when it
has started to grow more leaves, or when it has formed enough roots that it resists
being pulled out of the ground when you tug very gently on it.
Roots
Certain herbs grow best from root pieces - comfrey and ginger being good examples.
Take a healthy-looking 'finger' of root, plant it in the soil and keep it well-watered
and in a warm sunny place. The root will grow into a healthy plant, which in turn
can have more root fingers taken from it when it's mature.
Care of Container Plants
I suggest you buy, beg or borrow a good book on caring for herbs in your own

country, as what you should do with them does vary greatly depending on
conditions.
Indoor Herbs
Indoor plants need a lot of light; most of them will prefer a good 6-8 hours of natural
sunlight per day, so try to position them near windows or under skylights. If you
can't get enough natural light for them, consider installing a grow-light. Most herbs
prefer humid surroundings, so if the air in your house is dry, keep a little mister
nearby and use it regularly. They like it warm, but keeping them right near a heater,
stove or heating duct will be far too dry for them. One of the best places for culinary
herbs is your kitchen windowsill, where they'll get some sunlight and will be near
the tap to be watered regularly.
Herbs which can be grown indoors include mint, basil, lavender, scented geranium,
sage, rosemary, chives, sage, lemon verbena, thyme, parsley, marjoram.
Recycled Pots
I make my own small pots from the bottoms of two-liter plastic soft drink bottles;
here are instructions for making them.
Wash or peel the label off, if there is one, and mark a straight line to cut along with
tape about 6-8 inches from the bottom of the bottle. Pierce the bottle initially with
pointy nail scissors, then switch to your normal craft scissors and cut along the tape
line. If the edges are sharp, you can always mask them with tape. The bottom of the
bottle makes your pot, and the top can be dumped in the recycling bin.
Now turn the pot over so the underside is facing you, and gouge some drainage holes
with your pointy nail scissors. Make the initial hole and then sink the scissors in up to
the screw and rotate to make the hole nice and round. Try to have any sharp edge bits
sticking inside the pot rather than outside it (so you don't cut yourself). You can put
the holes right on the bottom, or on the sides where they join the bottom. I use soft
drink bottles with those knobby bits at the bottom, so I gouge my holes one each side
of each Knobby bit, very close to the bottom. Turn the pot up, and voila! It's ready.

Cultures, Religions, Practices, and Their
World Trees
Alchemy
World Tree: Axis Mundi, around which the cosmos is oriented; the joining of body,
mind and spirit, the three worlds.
Buddhist
World Tree: Peepul or Bo Tree -- under which Buddha attained enlightenment.
Chinese
World Tree: Pear and mulberry, beneath which oneness flows.
Christian Mysticism
World Tree: Tree of Life (sometimes attributed to the Virgin Mary).
Druid
World Tree: Oak, the Sacred Nemeton, Bile.
Egyptian
World Tree: Sycamore fig from which the goddess Hathor extended nourishment to
the dead. Represents Nut, goddess of the heavens, and is sometimes called the Lady
Sycamore.
Hindu
World Tree: Brahman was the wood, the tree from which was shaped all heaven and
earth.
Islam
World Tree:
Tree: Has several trees, including the tree of blessing and illumination, the
tree of happiness, and the celestial tree at the center of paradise from which flows the
four rivers of water, milk, honey, and wine. Also the world tree on whose leaves the
name of every person is written.
Jewish Mysticism
World Tree: Kabbalah’s Tree of Life, the four worlds, and the ten Sefiroth.
Mayan
World
World Tree: Yaxche, which supports the layers of the sky.

Norse
World Tree: Ash, Yggdrasil, from which the nine worlds can be reached.
Sumerian
World Tree: Tammuz, vegetation god gifting the Earth through his tree of life.
Wicca
World Tree: The Magick Mill; pole star.

Damiana
The effects of Damiana are to stimulate the genito-urinary tract, acting as a mild
aphrodisiac and also produces a euphoria like that produced by the THC in Marijuana
for 1 to 1 1/2 hours.
Caution:
Caution Excessive long term use of this herb may be toxic to the liver (in a way
similar as alcohol can)
Damiana can be prepared as a tea, using two heaping tablespoons of dried leaf and
letting it seep for just under five minutes. (Adding a tablespoon of Catnip to this can
increase the euphoria effect but may detract from the Aphrodisiac stimulation).
It can also be prepared as a liquor, by mixing it with Vodka (one ounce leaf to one
pint vodka for five days before consuming), but may have a mild purgative result in
some people.
You can also place it within a brownie mix, as if marijuana, at about the same levels.
This cuts the flavor, but not the effects as far as is known.
It can also be added to a standard Meade recipe, about 1 ounce per gallon, at the start
of fermentation process.
Damiana is useful in magical work in that it aids in the breaking down of the natural
mental barriers and inhibitors, if not used in excess, and preferably not by someone
working on the opening of a gateway/portal. It can be highly useful in tantra magicks
and in such activities as Astral travel, deep meditation and spirit quests. Damiana is
legal at present in the US, but like most herbs that have mind-influencing affects
there have been attempts at legislation to prevent its sale in some states but so far it
should not be a problem. Damiana may also be useful in small quantities for stomach
ailments, and pain relief in mixes with other herbs.

Definition, Number and Types of Herbs
Available
Early herb gardens served as the major source of seasonings in the preparation of
foods. But the need for homegrown herbs declined with the advent of modem stores.
Today, many gardeners are rediscovering the joy and pleasure of producing their own
herbs.
Definition of Herb
From the botanical viewpoint, an herb is a seed plant that does not produce a woody
stem as does a tree. But an herb will live long enough to develop flowers and seeds -including annuals, biennials, and perennials.
To simplify the definition, consider an herb as a plant which, because of its particular
aromatic or healing property, is useful for scenting, flavoring, or medicinal purposes.
In addition, some herbs are grown strictly as ornamental plants.
Number of Herbs Available
A true herb connoisseur can select from a wide variety of common and not-socommon herbs. For example, the E & A Everts Ashfields Herb Nursery of Shropshire,
England, lists 57 herbs, 16 mints, 17 onion-type herbs, 20 sages, and 17 thymes in a
recent catalog.
The Brooklyn Botanic Garden Handbook on Herbs lists 73 different types of herbs.
Some herbs fit into one or more classifications according to use -- culinary, aromatic,
ornamental, and medicinal.
Culinary Herbs
Culinary herbs are probably the most useful to herb gardeners, having a wide range of
uses in cooking. These herbs, because of their strong flavors, are generally used in
small quantities to add flavor. Parsley, produced in the largest amount, is used mostly
as a garnish. Next in popularity is sage -- an important flavoring in pork sausage.
Other popular culinary herbs include chives, thyme, savory, marjoram, mint, and
basil.

Aromatic Herbs
Aromatic herbs have some novel uses and are not as popular to grow. Most have
pleasing smells from flowers or foliage. The oils from aromatic herbs can be used to
produce perfumes, toilet water, and various scents. For home use, the plant parts are
used intact, often to scent linens or clothing. When dried, many aromatic herbs will
retain their aroma for a considerable period. Some common aromatic herbs include
mint, marjoram, lovage, rosemary, and basil.
Ornamental Herbs
Ornamental herbs have brightly colored flowers and foliage. Many have whitish or
light-colored flowers. Valenian has crimson blossoms; borage and chicory are blueflowered forms. Such herbs as variegated thyme, mint, lavender, and chives produce
variegated foliage.
Medicinal Herbs
Medicinal herbs have long been thought to have curative powers. But while present
medical knowledge acknowledges some healing properties, others are highly
overrated. Medicinal herbs should be used carefully. Some herbs are harmless while
others can be dangerous if consumed.
Herb Types
Herbs can also be classified as annuals, biennials, and perennials. Annuals bloom one
season and then die. Biennials live for two seasons, blooming the second season only.
Perennials over winter and bloom each season once established.

Herbs for Beginning Gardeners
Beginning herb gardeners may have a problem deciding which herbs to plant. There
are numerous herbs from which to select. A quick check of your supermarket shelf
will give some idea of the types of herbs used in cooking and will also serve as a
planting guide. Many cookbooks also offer information on uses of various herbs as
flavorings.
Following is a good variety of flavors and uses of recommended herbs for beginners:
Strong herbs -- winter savory, rosemary, sage
Herbs strong enough for accent -- sweet basil, dill, mint, sweet marjoram, tarragon,

thyme
Herbs for blending -- chives, parsley, summer savory
As your interest and needs increase, you can add to the variety of herbs in your
garden. Herbs can be annuals, biennials, or perennials. Keep these classifications in
mind when selecting herbs to grow for the first time.
Annuals (bloom one season and die) -- anise, basil, chervil, coriander, dill, summer
savory
Biennials (live two seasons, blooming second season only) -- caraway, parsley
Perennials (over winter; bloom each season once established) -- chives, fennel,
lovage, marjoram, mint, tarragon, thyme, winter savory.
Extention News
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Mountaineer Gardener
Make Room in your Garden for Herbs
If you love the taste of fresh herbs, why not add them to your backyard vegetable
garden?
Horticulture specialists with the West Virginia University Extension Service suggest
keeping annual and perennial herbs separate. You can section off 12- by 18-inch
sections within the garden for herbs. A diagram of the area and labels for the plants
will help. You may want to grow some of the more colorful and frequently used
herbs, such as parsley and purple basil, as border plants.
When selecting a site for your herb garden, consider drainage and soil fertility.
Drainage is critical because herbs will not grow in wet soils. If the area drains poorly,
you will have to modify the soil to have any chance of success.
To improve drainage, remove the top 15 to 18 inches of soil. Place a 3-inch layer of
crushed stone or similar material on the bottom of the excavated site. Mix some
compost or sphagnum peat and sand into the soil that you remove to lighten its

texture. Then, return to the soil to the bed area, refilling the beds higher than the
original level to allow for settling.
The soil does not have to be especially fertile. Generally, highly, fertile soil tends to
produce excessive amounts of foliage that is poor in flavor. Some herbs, such as
chervil, fennel, lovage and summer savory, require moderate amounts of fertilizer.
Adding several bushels of peat or compost per 100 square feet of garden area will help
improve soil and retain needed moisture.
Nearly all herbs can be grown from seed. Very few diseases or insects attack herbs,
although rust infects mints. In hot, dry weather, red spider mites can be found on
low-growing plants. Aphids may attack anise, caraway, dill and fennel.
You need to contain a few herbs, including mints, or they will take over a garden.
Plant them in a No. 10 can or bucket; punch several holes just above the bottom him,
for drainage. You also can use a drain tile, clay pot or cement block. Sink these into
the ground; they should confine the plants for several years.
You also can grow herbs in containers, in window boxes or in hanging baskets. These
methods necessitate some extra care, especially watering.
If possible, sow seeds in shallow boxes in late winter, then transplant the seedlings
outdoors in the spring. A light, well-drained soil is best for starting the seedlings
indoors. Be careful not to cover the seeds too deeply with soil. Generally, the finer
the seed, the more shallow it is sown. Sow anise, coriander, dill and fennel directly in
the garden since they do not transplant well.
Most biennials should be sown in late spring directly into the ground. Work the soil
surface to a fine texture and wet it slightly. Sow the seeds in very shallow rows, and
firm the soil over them.
Fine seeds, such as marjoram, savory or thyme, will spread more evenly if you mix
them with sand. Cover the bed with wet burlap or paper to keep the soil moist during
germination. Water with a fine spray to prevent washing away of the soil.
You can harvest fresh leaves as soon as the plant has enough foliage to maintain
growth. To insure good oil content, pick leaves or seeds after dew has disappeared but
before the sun becomes too hot.
For dry, winter use, harvest leaves before the flower buds open. Pick seed heads as
color changes from green to brown or gray. Wash dirty leaves and seed heads in cold

water; drain them thoroughly before drying.

Growing Herbs
Home growing of herbs is gaining in popularity as more and more herbs are being
enjoyed dried in fragrant sachets and potpourris. Herbs are very easy plants to grow
and can even be grown indoors. They require little care and space, have few insect
and disease problems and require only moderate fertility levels. Thus, growing herbs
has become continuing and satisfying hobby for many home gardeners.
When beginning an herb garden, it is important to choose a proper site. An optimal
site is one where the herb garden receives at least 4 to 6 hours of sunlight a day.
Herbs will grow well under a wide range of soil conditions, with the exception of
extremely wet, poorly drained soil. Popular herbs such as sage, rosemary and thyme
require a well-drained but moderately moist soil. Poorly drained soil can be improved
by modifying or amending the soil or by use of raised beds. Although they have little
fertility requirements, herbs do better in soils of low to medium fertility.
The garden site should be prepared in the same manner as a vegetable garden: spaded
to a depth of 6 to 12 inches, leveled and raked to remove any large clods and debris.
The size of the garden depends largely upon the quantity of herbs desired; a good size
for an average kitchen herb garden is 4 by 20 feet
More common herbs, such as dill, basil and parsley are usually available from local
seed dealers, and those that are less common may be purchased from companies
specializing in herbs. Annuals usually grown from seed tend to grow, flower and
produce seed during one season and then die. Biennial herbs grow for two seasons,
flowering the second year only, and perennial herbs over winter and flower each
season.
Summer care includes weed control and provision for adequate moisture. Mulch is an
attractive and effective means of controlling weeds and maintaining constant soil
moisture and temperature for the root systems. Mulches include bark chips or
shredded bark, compost, ground corn cobs, pecan hulls or dried grass clippings and
should be applied at least 3 inches deep around the plants.
Some recommended varieties for use in planting include:
Balm, Lemon (Melissa Officinalis)
Uses: Herb and iced teas, leaves gloss and scent on wood furniture
Description: Heart shaped, light, bright green leaves, yellow or white flowers, strong
lemon scent

Culture: Started from cuttings or seed in spring or early fall, harvest just before
flowering stage, leave 2 to 3 inches of stem above ground
Basil, Sweet (Ocimum basilicum)
Uses: Small culinary uses for both leaves and seeds
Description: Blue green, feathery foliage, grows 2 to 4 feet tall, tiny yellow blossoms
Culture: Started from seed, April through July. Sow in a well-drained, sunny place,
thin the seedlings to 8 to 10 inch spacing
Lavender (Lavandula vera)
Uses: Lovely subtle fragrance, used in sachets and perfumes
Description: Somewhat woody perennial, grows from 1 1/2 to 3 feet tall, bluish
lavender flowers
Culture: Propagate by means of cuttings or layered divisions of three year old plants,
dry, well drained sunny location in alkaline soil, harvest as bloom opens
Mint: Peppermint (Mentha pipenita) and Spearming (Mentha apicata)
Uses: Many culinary uses and used as ingredients in potpourris and sachets
Description: Upright growing, reach 2 feet in height. Peppermint has dark green
leaves, reddish stem and lavender flowers. Speartmint is lighter green with pink
flowers. Both emit a warm, spicy scent.
Culture: Easily propagated by division of clumps, space at 2 foot intervals, harvest
entire plant by cutting the shoots to 1 inch above ground just before flowering.
Oregano (Origanum vulgare)
Uses: Major ingredient in Italian and Mexican main courses
Description: Sprawling stems, may reach 2 feet in height, 2 to 4 inches clusters of
small, purple-pink flowers
Culture: Grows well in poor soil and can be propagated by seed or division, flavor is
best just after the flower buds form.
Parsley (Petroselinum crispum)
Uses: Culinary and as garnish
Description: Two tubes-curled and Italian. Curled has tightly curled foliage while
Italian has broad, flat leaves and stronger flavor
Culture: Plant seeds in early spring in medium-rich soil, can be harvested as soon as
the plants are 6 inches tall. Leaves may be stored fresh in ajar in the refrigerator or
dried for later use.
Rosemary (Rosemarinus officinalis)
Uses: A cooking herb, used dried or fresh

Description: Evergreen shrub that reaches a height of 2 to 4 feet. Needle-like,
leathery, dark green leaves with a gray undersurface. Flowers are pale lavender blue
and the whole plant has a "balsamic smell" Culture: Propagation by means of cuttings 4 to 6 inches long, well drained soil
containing lime. Soil must be kept moist.
Sage (Salvia officinalis)
Uses: Culinary-aromatic and slightly bitter
Description: Shrubby with oblong, wooly, wrinkled gray green leaves; grow to a
height of 2 feet and sprawl unless kept trimmed. Lilac blue flowers.
Culture: Can be started from seeds, cuttings or from crown divisions and planted in
sunny location when they are 3 to 4 inches tall. Harvest before plants bloom or cut
the stems 6 to 8 inches long and hang to dry.
Tarragon,
Tarragon, French (Arternisia dracunculus)
Uses: One of truly "fine" herbs, adds special flavor to food.
Description: Grows 2 to 3 feet tall, with dark green, narrow, elongated leaves.
Culture: Plants best started from clump divisions in early spring and grown in sunny,
fertile, well-drained site. Harvest for fresh in early July and again in August for
drying.
Thyme (Thymus vulganis)
Uses: Culinary, oil used in medicines and perfumes
Description: Low-growing, wiry stemmed, grows 4 to 8 inches tall. Stems stiff and
woody while leaves are small, oval and gray green and flowers are purple clusters.
Culture: Light, well-drained soil, started from seed, cuttings or division. New plants
should be started every 3 or 4 years, sometimes two or more crops can be harvested in
the same season.
Some other herbs worth consideration when planting are:
Borage, Caraway, Chamomile, Chervil, Coriander, Fennel, French Sorrel, Salad
Burnet, Summer Savory, and Sweet Marjoram.

Propagation Techniques
Some suggestions for good germination
1. Use clean, disease free soil and pots. Many seedling diseases are transmitted
through using "dirty" pots, and "used" soil. They may both be "sterilized", but that's
another subject. There are many good commercial germination mixes available, but
when I have time, I use the recipe below to make my own.

5 parts of homemade or store bought compost (make sure it's very fine; may need to
run through a sieve)
4 parts sand, either lava or granite
3 parts earthworm castings
2 parts colloidal phosphate
I part greensand
Mix it all up and it's ready to use. Increasingly, there are prepackaged soils containing
some of the ingredients listed above. In a pinch, you can mix half (by volume) finely
milled peat moss, with half, either vermiculite or perlite. Throw in one teaspoon each
of ground limestone and bonemeal per quart. In a major pinch, just buy some. Before
using any mix, moisten it to the consistency of a wrung out sponge.
2. Provide constant moisture, but not saturated, soaking wet conditions. Use warm
tap water, if possible, in winter, for quicker germination. After germination, mist
seedlings with a fine spray a few, or several tines a day. They benefit from high
humidity for awhile.
3. Provide air!
air Make sure soil isn't constantly saturated with water, and start seeds in
containers with good drainage holes.
4. Let there be warmth. In general, maintaining a temperature of between 65-75
degrees is optimal for germinating most seeds. Temps below 50 degrees will result in
poor, if any, germination. There are some finicky seeds out there which require more
exacting conditions, but that's another discussion. If possible, try to provide bottom
heat by using heating cables or pads. I've had excellent luck in the past putting them
on top of the fridge, in the closet with the hot water heater, or on a warm, sunny
windowsill. A soil thermometer comes in handy here to make sure you've got them
in the right spot. Try not to let the temperature vary more than 10 degrees.
5. Lightness and grace. Some of the little tiny seeds need light to germinate. If you
have any doubts about which ones need light, ask the Bulletin Board. If you know
your seeds require light, they need to be just lightly pressed onto the surface of the
soil, and germinated in a well lit area. All seedlings need good light after germination
to avoid that leaning, leggy look. With good light, they will develop nice, stout stems
and grow straight up. Supplemental lighting may be an option here if the light isn't
adequate.
6. Don't plant seeds too deep. A good rule of thumb is to plant them at a depth of 2 to
3 times their width. Sometimes it's very hard to determine this depth exactly.
Common sense tells you to plant the smaller seeds shallower, and the larger ones

correspondingly deeper. I seldom run across a seed that needs to be planted deeper
than 1/41 feet. Be careful to keep the more shallow planted seeds soil surface moist.
7. Food and drink. The potting soils mentioned above will contain all the nutrients
necessary for a good start in life for the seedlings. After the seedlings have gotten
about 6 true leaves, I start fertilizing with a dilute solution of fish and seaweed
emulsion. This will provide everything they need till transplanted into the garden, as
well as boost their immunity to disease and insects. At this point, the amount of water
may also be reduced, although not to the point of letting the soil become completely
dry.

Growing Herbs in the Home Garden
James C. Schmidt - Department of Horticulture - VC-44-93
Little wonder that herbs have earned a place in American gardens. Freshly harvested
herbs have pungent and aromatic qualities that far exceed those of their commercially
obtained counterparts--whether fresh or dried.
Even after the outdoor growing season is over, you can still enjoy dried herbs in
fragrant potpourris and sachets. You can also grow herbs indoors in pots on sunny
windowsills, and use them for culinary purposes, either fresh, dried, or frozen.
You will enjoy growing herbs because their culture is easy. They require little care
and space, have very few insect and disease problems, and generally require only
moderate fertility levels. Above all, herbs provide you with a continuing and
satisfying hobby.

Choosing a Site
Herbs flourish under the same conditions that you provide for your flower or
vegetable garden. Although most herbs will grow in partial shade, it is better if the
herb garden receives at least 4 to 6 hours of sunlight a day. A majority of herbs will
grow well under a wide range of soil conditions, with the exception of extremely wet,
poorly drained soils. Note, however, that sage, rosemary, and thyme require a welldrained but moderately moist soil.
If the garden soil is poorly drained, you can improve the situation by modifying or
amending it. Even more effective would be the use of raised beds. To improve soil
fertility and tilth, add several bushels of compost per 100 square feet of soil before
planting. Spade it into the soil thoroughly.

In general, herbs do better in soils of low to medium fertility, so additional fertilizer
applications are not needed. Soils with high fertility tend to produce lots of foliage
that is low in flavor.
Prepare your garden site in the same manner that you would a vegetable garden,
spading it to a depth of 6 to 12 inches. Then level and rake the site to remove any
large clods and debris.

Determining the Size of Your Herb Garden
The size of your garden will depend largely upon the quantity of herbs that you need
and want to grow. A dozen annuals and/or perennials will provide you with a good
variety.

Fitting Herbs into Your Landscape
Decide on a type of garden. An herb garden can take any form. They can be planted
in a formal garden; informally with flowers, trees, and shrubs; or in theme gardens.
A formal herb garden generally is composed of a series of beds that are not identical
but appear balanced. The herbs are arranged by height, foliage color, and/or use, often
in rows. Wide walkways are used to separate the beds and give the garden a sense of
spaciousness. Formal gardens of the 16th century were designed as knot gardens. This
style used plants to create intricate, geometric designs within a square or rectangle.
The designs were often edged with low-growing hedges of lavender or boxwood that
showed off the subtle characteristics of the herbs. When choosing plants for a knot
garden, select those that are compact, low-growing, and are manageable. Some
suggested herbs are thyme, germander, rue, hyssop, rosemary, and santolina. Avoid
invasive herbs such as the mints. In addition to the herbs, statuary, topiaries, and
container-grown plants are important features to include in a formal garden.
Herbs are typically planted in a garden by themselves. Unfortunately, most herbs look
great in May and June, and then get scraggy and unattractive the rest of the season.
For this reason, they are often informally combined with annual and perennial
flowers, trees, shrubs, groundcovers, vegetables, or other plant material. This allows
you to take advantage of the various colors, textures, sizes, and shapes that other
plants have to offer. For a listing of herbs recommended for Illinois, refer to
Horticulture Fact Sheet VC-36 Culinary Herbs for Illinois Gardens, and Horticulture
Fact Sheet VC-37 Ornamental Herbs for Illinois Gardens.
Some gardeners prefer to select a specific theme for their herb garden and choose the
herbs accordingly. Some examples are a kitchen garden (including thyme, sage, basil,
tarragon, dill); a single color garden such as gray-green (including horehound,

lavender, artemesia, and wormwood); a scented garden (including mint, scented
geranium, lemon balm, silver thyme, and rosemary); or a garden with different
varieties of a specific herb (common sage, Tricolor sage, golden sage, purple sage,
clary sage, pineapple sage). The possibilities are limited only by your imagination.
Don't limit your use of herbs to specific situations. You can use them to enhance most
any garden. Of course, some grow better as groundcovers, others as edging plants; still
others are best when intermingled with different plants in a mixed border. Most,
however, are best used where their fragrance and beauty can be appreciated up close.
Put your ideas on paper. Once you have decided on the type of garden you want,
make a rough sketch or drawing on paper. This helps to visualize what the garden
will look like and will help in figuring the number of plants needed. Think about the
staging (shorter plants in front, taller towards the back) as well as succession of
flowering. Consider the specific requirements of the herb (sun vs. shade; moist vs. dry
soil). It is much easier having it on paper than trying to remember it. Consider color
schemes and combinations. Use specific plant characteristics when deciding where to
locate the plants. Color is one of the most noticeable features of a plant. By choosing a
single color scheme, you can create a garden that gives a sense of space, openness, and
brightness. For greatest effect, vary the height, shape, texture, and size of the flowers
and tones of the color. Colors can also be used in combination; some colors blend
together better than others. For example, a silver-foliated plant such as horehound is
enhances a red or pastel foliage or flowers. Yellow and blue is always a good
combination. Orange and blue, yellow and violet, and red and green are
complementary colors and create a strong effect.
Contrast is another technique to use to make your garden more interesting. By
definition, contrast is using opposing elements close together to produce an intense or
intriguing effect. You can contrast textures, darks, lights, colors, shapes, lines, flower
form, flower height .... any design element. For example, rounded plant forms look
best next to those that are upright; a plant with round flowers is complemented by a
plant with spiky flowers.
Keep the plants together. It is very important to define the garden. The plant will
look better if kept together rather than scattered through the lawn. Edging the herb
garden defines the planting area and makes the garden look as though it belongs in
the landscape. If the plants are located next to a wall, a sidewalk or path can provide
the boundary. If they are located in a lawn area, a permanent edging of brick or wood
can be useful. A defined area looks more "finished" and is easier to maintain.
Create a unified effect. In addition to the plant material, other things to consider are

benches, sculptures, and other objects that serve as focal points or enhance the
planting.

Growing Herbs in Containers
Many herbs can be grown successfully in containers on a patio, balcony or terrace.
There are many reasons why you may want to grow herbs in containers rather than
in the garden. First, many of them are small and tend to get lost in a landscape;
growing them in containers brings them closer to the viewer. This is especially true
of ornamental herbs that have unique qualities that should be viewed up close.
Container growing is especially recommended for herbs that need good drainage and
tend to rot in overly wet garden soils, or for tender herbs that need to be over
wintered indoors. Containers are easily transported and can be arranged in attractive
groupings with containers of flowering plants.
Choosing a container. Any container is suitable for growing herbs as long as it has a
drainage hole. Clay pots are often preferred because they are more porous than
plastic. Other containers that work well include window boxes, strawberry jars, and
hanging baskets.
Soil mix. The soil you use should be loose and well-drained. A recommended mix for
container grown plants can be made by mixing equal parts of potting soil, peat moss,
and perlite (or vermiculite).
Choosing the plants. Small and slow-growing herbs look best in containers. Some
examples are variegated sage, purple sage, golden sage, parsley, Greek oregano,
rosemary, prostrate rosemary, marjoram, bush basil, thyme, chives, and summer
savory. Window boxes, strawberry jars, and large pots can accommodate a
combination of several herbs and flowers.
Care of herbs in containers. Watering is the most difficult part of container
gardening. Plants growing in containers dry out faster than in the ground. On a hot,
sunny day, a container may require water once or twice daily. Of course, the water
requirements vary from plant to plant. When the top of the soil feels dry, apply
enough water to allow a small amount to come out the drainage holes in the bottom
of the container. Since most herbs do not require high fertility, you should not need
to fertilize them as much as you would other container-grown plants such as flowers
or houseplants. During the growing season, pinch the plants back to keep them bushy
and compact and remove any dead or diseased leaves to keep them healthy.
Growing herbs indoors. Herbs growing in containers can be easily moved indoors for
the winter. Before doing so, the plants should be acclimatized in early fall. Gradually

move them indoors a few hours at a time over the period of several days so they get
adjusted to the differences in temperature and light.
Herbs growing indoors should be treated differently than those out-of-doors. One of
the biggest problems is providing sufficient light to keep the plants from getting
spindly. Grow them in the sunniest location you have or under fluorescent lights.
Since the plants will not be using as much water as they did outdoors, water only
when the soil is dry; apply enough water so that some drains out the bottom of the
pot. Avoid over watering which will cause the roots to rot. Check the plants
frequently for aphids, spider mites, and whiteflies which are common pests on herbs
grown indoors.

Availability of Seeds and Plants
Plants
Seeds and plants of various herbs can be obtained from mail order companies that
specialize in herbs, or you can often find a fairly good selection at local seed and
nursery firms. The seeds of the more common herbs, such as dill, basil, and parsley
are usually available from local seed dealers, while the less common ones should be
purchased from companies specializing in herbs. For a listing of some recommended
sources of herb seeds and plants, see Fact Sheet VC-32, Sources of Herbs.

Classification of Herbs
Herbs are classified either as annuals, biennials, or perennials. Annual herbs are
usually grown from seed; they grow, flower, and produce seed during one season, and
then die. Biennial herbs grow for two seasons, flowering the second year only.
Perennial herbs, once established, over winter and flower each season. Some herbs
are tender perennials; these do not survive severe winters and are best grown as
annuals or over-wintered indoors.

Summer Care of the Herb Garden
Your herb garden will need attention throughout the growing season. Weed control
and provision for adequate moisture are two important cultural necessities. When
rainfall is less than I inch per week, provide additional moisture. The use of a mulch
is an attractive and effective means of controlling weeks and maintaining constant
soil moisture and temperature for the root systems of your herbs. Mulches that you
might consider include bark chips or shredded bark, compost, ground corncobs,
pecan hulls, or dried grass clippings. To be effective, the mulch should be applied at
least 3 inches deep around the plants.

Winter Protection
Most perennial herbs are hardy plants that are able to survive winter. However, in
Illinois, winter weather can be severe. Sometimes herb plants succumb to the extreme

temperatures but often they are killed by extreme temperature fluctuations. Here are
some suggestions to ensure plant survival.
First, start out with healthy plants and maintain vigor throughout the growing
season. Though many herbs tolerate poor or wet soils, the majority prefer to grow in
well-drained soils. Plants in overly wet soils will grow poorly and are subject to root
rots. Soils that are heavy should be amended with organic matter to loosen the clay
structure. Another method of improving drainage is to plant the herbs in raised beds.
Avoid late fertilizing and pruning. Most herbs are more flavorful when the fertility is
not too high. Pruning should be done during spring and summer; avoid excessively
cutting the plants back in the fall. The growth serves to catch leaves that help insulate
the plants. An additional mulch of evergreen branches or some other material should
be placed around the plants. Avoid a mulch that packs down and stays too wet during
the winter, which would cause the plants to rot.
Finally, plants that are marginally hardy (such as rosemary and Greek oregano)
should be dug up, potted, and over wintered indoors. They can be moved back to the
garden the following spring.

Resources
There are many resources available that have information about herb gardening and
design. Your local library and retail bookstore should have a number of excellent
books and magazines about herbs. You may also wish to contact a local herb society
for more information.

Herbs from Seed
I recently heard that some herbs do not come true to type if grown from seed. Is this
true?
Yes, there are some herbs you should avoid growing from seed because they may be
poor quality or may not germinate properly. Propagating by cuttings is faster than by
seed for some plants (rosemary) and may be the only option for getting the aromatic
varieties of other plants. For example, French tarragon is the only variety that
provides the aromatic oils that impart the anise-like flavor in recipes, but it does not
set viable seed. If you've been disappointed in the plants you started from seed or
even those purchased at a nursery, it's because they were Russian tarragon, a sad
cousin to the culinary herb.
English thyme (Thymus 'Broad-leaf English') is a female plant and produces hybrids if

grown from seed. Because characteristics differ slightly depending on the source of
the pollen, it must be propagated vegetatively.
Peppermint (Mentha x peperita) is sterile, meaning it doesn't produce viable (live)
seed. It is best to divide mints for more plants.
Lavender doesn't come true from seed, so cultivated varieties usually are propagated
vegetatively to produce named plants, such as Hidcote and Munstead. Rosemary seed
has a low germination rate and is somewhat variable. Cutting propagation is used for
named varieties.
Most of the oregano seed available from large seed houses lack enough aromatic oils
for culinary purposes. It usually is Origanum vulgare (subspecies hirtum). It comes
true from seed, but the seed may be difficult to find.
Basil, dill, fennel, coriander, sorrel, sage, and chive can be direct seeded very
successfully. When chives get too long, just cut off the tops.

Ornamental Uses of Herbs in the Landscape
Traditionally, many herbs are used for culinary, medicinal, fragrant or other
household purposes and are thus defined in a horticultural rather than a botanical
sense. They are prevailingly members of the mint and parsley families (Labiatae and
Umbelliferae) and are mostly aromatic plants. However, gardeners should not
overlook their ornamental qualities.
Herbs offer a wide variety of foliage colors that vary widely; the blue green of rue, the
silver gray of lavender, and the bright green of parsley to the reddish purple hues of
"Purple Ruffles" Basil. The foliage texture of herbs provide an ornamental contrast;
from the needle-like leaves of dill to the bold leaves of angelica. In addition, some
herbs have very decorative flowers, such as chive or lavender, while others possess
attractive plant forms, such as the compact mound form of santolina. Although many
"herbs" are herbaceous in the botanical sense, there are also woody plants that fit the
herbalists' definition; including sage, thyme, lavender and rosemary.
There are many uses for herbs in a garden setting. Herbs can be used in a variety of
garden settings 'including perennial borders, vegetable gardens, rock gardens, or as
pot plants in an urban landscape. They are suitable plants to be used in knot gardens
when plants are carefully selected to insure the appropriate materials. Exquisite
effects can be created by the combination for textural qualities of foliage; for example,
the blending of wooly greens with lacy shades of grays and blues will offer a rich
composition of subtle effects throughout the garden. Certain herb plants are

particularly well suited to this function; including Thymus, Artemisia, Santolina,
Salvia, Alchemilla, Rosmarinus, Lavandula and Stachys. A vertical accent herb like
Angelica archangelica can be used almost like a sculpture in the garden, or can be
placed in a pot or tub on the patio to highlight its bold texture and exotic appearance.
Both Artemisia aboratanum, southernwood and Artemisia pontica can be grown as a
hedge; as they spread rapidly by their roots. The true lavender, Lavandula
Augustifolia, is often used as an in frontal low hedge or edging for a garden path: its
foliage remains attractive well into the winter for added interest and its cut flowers
can be used in arrangements.
Arctostachylos uva-ursi, bearberry galium odoraturn, sweet woodruff and many of
Thymus spp. will make excellent ground-cover in the border, rock garden or for
naturalizing. For shady spots, there are beautiful herbs which thrive in moist, cool
shade like the sweet cicely, Myrrhis odorata.
Cultural requirements must be taken into consideration when using herbs
ornamentally. Most herbs do best in a sunny location, with the exception of a few
such as angelica, woodruff and sweet cicely, plants which prefer partial shade. Any
garden loam will prove satisfactory for most herbs, while a soil pH of neutral to
slightly alkaline is best. Good drainage is essential: poorly drained sites should be
avoided or improved with deep cultivation and the addition of sand and organic
matter. Once established, most herbs prefer a rather dry soil and require watering
only during a fairly severe drought. However, a few herbs such as mint, angelica, and
lovage do best in a moist soil.
There is a large variety of herbs recommended for use in the rock garden, including:
Achillea; yellow-flowers and A. decolorans, A. tomentosa "Moonlight", A. ptarmica
"Angel's Breath"
Ajuga genevensis
Alchemilla vulgaris var. mollis; A. alpina
Anemone patens
Anneria maritima
Artemisia schmidtiana
Asarum canadense; A europaeum
(pergola "final rock" foreground)
(Daffodil- a few early miniature)
Dianthus - label lost
Digitalis lutea; D. minima
Filipendula vulganis

Heuchera sanguinea
Hosta albo-marginata
Hypericum kalmianum
Lavandula officinalis "Mmistead Dwarf'
Linuin perenne
Myrrhis odorata
Nepeta mussim
Oniganum vulgare
Polygonatum biflorum
Salvia officinalis
Sanguinaria canadensis, single
Satureia montana
Sempervivum tectorum
Stachys olympica
Thymes- both bush and creeping.
Hardy creepmig favorites are T. Herbabarona and T. pseudolamiginosus
Trillium grandiflorum
Viola

Adding Herbs to Your Landscape
I really love fresh herbs. Can you give me some pointers for adding herbs to my
landscape?
As interest 'in herbs continues to escalate, gardeners are seeking more creative ways
to use these hardy, pest-resistant plants. Beyond the traditional, Williamsburg-style
herb garden is a world of possible applications for the diverse colors, textures, and
fragrances of herbs. A few suggestions include:


As a border to annual flowers, try globe basil, parsley, or thyme. For interesting
color and texture in the perennial border, include clumps of chives or one or two
fennel plants placed toward the back of the border.



As a ground cover in mass plantings to eliminate mowing or cover bare areas,
oregano, lamb's ear, pennyroyal, and many of the thymes have proven effective.



For container culture, mints do very well and provide the added benefit of
soothing aromas when you brush against them. Cultivating them in a container
eliminates the threat of complete take-over accompanying the presence of most
mints.



As specimen plants, rosemary can be trained into interesting and unusual shapes.

Between stones along pathways or at the sides of patios, use creeping thyme,
dwarf yarrow, or low-growing speedwell (Veronica officinalls).


In rock gardens and retaining walls, thyme, oregano, winter savory, and
pennyroyal can be combined with Sedum and Sempervivium for an attractive
display.

Growing Herbs Organically
Herbs have a great many more uses than those in the culinary world. Some make
excellent landscape plants. Rosemary, bay, germander, santolina make excellent
permanent plants and are all evergreen in the warmer parts of the country.
Perennial herbs make great garden additions by adding fragrance, foliage texture an
flower color. Some of the most beautiful and easiest to grow include the following:
artemisia (soft silvery gray foliage in summer), garlic and onion chives (summer
flowers of white and lavender), sweet marigold (yellow flowers late summer into fall),
mealy blue salvia (blue flowers in summer), Gregg salvia (red, pink or white flowers
in the south all summer), yarrow (lovely delicate foliage and yellow, white, pink or
red flowers in summer), purple coneflower (beautiful white or purple-pink flowers in
summer). Elderberry is a spring flowering herb with berries in late summer and fall.
Some herbs make excellent ground covers. Lamb's ear is a soft-textured, light graygreen herb good for small areas; prostrate rosemary is a very low growing version of
the regular rosemary; lanium is a silvery-leafed ground cover good for partially
shaded areas; pennyroyal is a tough, low growing evergreen ground cover that is
excellent for use between stepping stones; and creeping thyme is not only a durable
ground cover but also has flowers in a range of colors from white to lavender. Greek
oregano is a good winter hardy ground cover. Gotu kola and gill ivy are also good
ground cover herbs.
Some trees are herbs. The most noteworthy is ginkgo. It has interesting, delicate
foliage and beautiful yellow fall color.
Herbs can help with insect control and make excellent companion plants for our
vegetables and ornamentals. They are great choices for organic gardens - in act
anyone who sprays toxic pesticides on herbs is a nut. People like to pinch, small, taste
and eat herbs fresh out of the garden. Besides, pests aren't usually a problem.
Even if your herbs are only to look at, pesticides shouldn't be used on them.
The following are some of my favorite herbs:
Bay

Ginkgo
Mint
Southernwood
Basil
Elderberry
Mullein
Sweet marigold
Borage
Lamb's ear
Oregano
Thyme
Chives
Lemon balm
Purple coneflower
Yarrow
Comfirey
Lemongrass
Rosemary
Garlic
Lemon verbena
Salad bumet
Bay (Laurus noblis) A slow-growing evergreen that needs protection from hard
winters. Bay is tough, easy to grow, has a delicious flavor and is an attractive plant.
Basil (Ocimuni spp.) Plant after danger of frost in sun or partial shade. Great flower
for food or tea.
Borage (Borago officinalis) grows about three feet tall. It has gray-green leaves with
whitish bristles and blue star shaped flowers that bloom throughout the summer.
Chives (Alium schoeoprasurn) grows in clumps and look a bit like thin monkey grass.
Onion chives have narrow leaves and lavender flowers. Garlic chives (A. tuberosum)
has wider leaves and white flowers.
Comfrey (Symphytum officiale) "The healing herb" has large, ftizzy, 10-inch long
leaves, spreads to three feet high by three feet wide and wider and has lovely pink or
purple bell shaped flowers which hang gracefully from vertical stems.
Garlic (Alliurn sativum) The foliage of garlic is dark green and grass-like. The flowers
on some species are very interesting as they curve around and finally burst open in

the early summer. Elephant garlic, actually a leek, has large round decorative flower
balls.
Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba) The leaves when used in food or tea are good for your
memory. Great, although short lived, yellow fall color. Open lacy overall effect.
Elderberry (Sambucus canadensis) A large growing, graceful shrubby perennial with
edible purple-black bemies from August through September. Grows to 10 feet in most
soils and has lovely white flower clusters in the summer.
Lamb's ear (Stachys byzantina) A tough, soft, gray, fuzzy-leafed herb, that makes a
good small area plant.
Lemon balm (Melissa officinalls) An easy-to-grow lemon flavored perennial herb
with scalloped edge oval leaves.
Lemongrass (Cybopogon citratus) A grass-like herb that looks like a small scale
pampas grass. Its wonderful lemon scent makes it excellent for making tea. If it
freezes, which is often in all but tropical areas, just plant new plants each year.
Lemon verbena (Aloysia triphilla) In addition to being one of the most delicious
flavoring herbs, lemon verbena is a wonderful addition to the landscape garden as
well as the herb garden. It will freeze, so it is best treated as an annual.
Mint (Mentha spp.) Mints make good landscape ground covers but they spread
aggressively. Mentha pulegium, pennyroyal, is reported to repel fleas.
Mullein (Verbascum thapsus) Common mullein or old man's flannel is a big
wildflower that looks like a large, upright version of lamb's ear. Its flowers are yellow,
white or purple depending on the variety.
Oregano (Oreganum spp.) The strongest in flavor is Greek oregano, which is also an
excellent ground cover plant. Excellent in sauces, soups and salads.
Purple coneflower (Echinacea spp.) An absolutely terrific perennial herb that should
be used in every landscape. Bright pink or white daisy-like flowers with yellow
centers.
Rosemary (Rosmarmius officinnalis) Gray-green shrub that can grow to a height of 4
feet. It freezes in hard winters but is worth replacing every year if necessary. The
low-growing ground cover type is Rosemary prostratus.

Salad burnet (Poterium sanguisorba) A compact, rosette evergreen herb that willreach
a height of 2 feet. Lacy foliage provides a pleasant cucumber fragrance.
Southernwood (Artemisia abrotanum) My favorite artemisia. It has finely textured,
dusty-gray foliage and constant lemon scent that's stronger when crushed.
Sweet marigold (Tagetes lucida) French tarragon substitute. It flowers with yellow
blossoms in late summer and early fall. Some people call it Mexican mint marigold.
Thyme (Thymus vulgaris) I especially like the creeping thyrnes which make fragrant
ground covers. Use between stepping stones, on borders and in stone pockets.
Yarrow (Achillea millifolium) Lacy, fern-like foliage and is an evergreen perennial in
warmer climates. Colorful flowers on tall stalks which bloom in early summer.
Herb culture: Plant in any well drained soil improved with compost and rock dust.
Fertilize twice each year with mild organic fertilizer. It's that easy.

Did You Hug a Tree Today?
Now that spring is here, trees are budding into life all over the Green World. Take a
walk in your local park or woods and learn how to tune into these wonderful beings
and listen to the wisdom they may have to impart.
1. Wander through different groups of trees, quiet your mind and practice tuning into
their energy. In some parts of the forest, the trees may seem more ‘awake’ than in
others. Some may appear to exude warmth and friendliness, while others remain
aloof. Notice how different species emanate different kinds of energy.
2. Let yourself be drawn towards one tree in particular, and move closer towards it.
Observe every part of it from root to top. Every tree has an energy field, an aura. See
if you can detect where the aura begins by walking towards and away from the tree
and using the palms of your hands to sense its energy.
3. Send warm energy towards the tree from your heart and ask if it will allow you to
draw closer and spend some time with it. If it is granted, walk closer to the tree and
circle it slowly in a sun wise direction. Then put both your hands and your body
against the trunk and tune into its consciousness. Notice how the tree looks close up,
how it smells and how it feels against your skin.
4. Rub a fresh leaf or needle between your fingers and inhale the fragrance.
5. Now sit down against the trunk and open yourself to the power of the tree, and let
it take you into a deep state of meditation. You don't have to do anything other than
stay relaxed and present and let the tree calm your thoughts and gently cleanse your
mind of all the agitation of modern living. Enjoy this state of peace for as long as you
want.
6. Open up a dialogue with the tree. You can ask questions about it, about yourself,
and also for guidance on any problems. Sit in the silence and wait for a response,
which usually comes as an inner sense of ‘knowingness.’
7. When you are ready, stand up and place your hands on its trunk again, sending it
thanks from your heart.

Drying Herbs and Flowers for Magickal Use
Although you can buy prepackaged herbs and dried flowers, you may wish to dry
your own to ensure that they have been harvested at the right time. You can hang
bundled herbs with long stems from the rafters of your attic or garage, or you can
screw cup holders into the wall, balance a dowel between them, and hang the herb
bunches from the dowel. Another method is to hang the bunches from coat hangers.
Choose a place without direct sun, as sunlight will darken the leaves and evaporate
essential oils. Dry herbs also need air circulation to prevent molding. Scatter those
herbs that are too small to be tied into bundles on clean stainless-steel window
screening. Screens can be stacked on wooden blocks or bricks that leave a six-inch
space between the screens. For magickal purposes, it is unnecessary to separate stems
from leaves (though some magickal people prefer to separate them), but you do want
to remove discolored or molded leaves, and store the leaves whole. The less you
handle them, the better. Store in airtight plastic bags, plastic containers, or glass jars.
Flowers and leaves maintain their magickal properties for one year; roots and bark for
two. Remember to label all herbs with their names, harvest dates, and magickal
properties.

Echinacea
The beauty of Echinacea is equal its value medicinally. The intense purple rosy and
daisy-like flowers outshine most flowers in the herb garden. Even the Monarch
butterflies find it attractive. This perennial plant's natural habitats are the prairies and
dry plains of North America, mainly in the U.S.A., from southern Saskatchewan and
Manitoba, down into Texas.
The most common species of purple coneflowers are E. angustifolia, E. purpurea and
E. pallida. E. angustifolia is in most demand medicinally though the other two
mentioned species are just as effective when properly prepared. Below is a brief
botanical description of the three common species:
E.angustifolia - is smaller and delicate, grows to two feet. Leaves are lanceolate with
smooth margins. Flower petals do not droop but spread outward from the seed-head.
E. purpurea - grows to five fee. A robust plant with many ovate leaves. Leaf margins
are toothed. Flowers are large with petals drooping towards the stem.
E. pallida - grows to three feet. Leaves are lanceolate with smooth margins. The color
of the flowers vary from purple to white and are drooping.
The part of the plant used in herbal preparations is traditionally the root. When
eating the fresh root an unusual tingling, numbing sensation occurs in the mouth and
increases saliva flow. This anesthetic-like effect is also present in the seeds when
sprouted. It is a good indicator as to how fresh the Echinacea preparation is.
With today' attention on immune deficiency diseases, this is one herb we cannot
overlook. Research in Europe indicates that Echinacea does stimulate the immune
system. This occurs when the polysaccharides present in the plant, (complex
carbohydrates which convert into sugars), stimulate the T cell lymphocytes, which in
turn increases the production of interferon. This interferon activity protects cells
against viral and bacterial infections. One polysaccharide named echinacin B has been
isolated from E. angustifolia & E. purpurea and its' effect is healing for inflammations,
wounds and swellings.
Echinacea also contains an essential oil which has been tested in the treatment of
tumors. One case history involves a strong reaction to mosquito and black-fly bites.
Symptoms are abnormal skin swellings and swollen lymph nodes. Echinacea taken
internally reduced the swellings.

Another case history involves the Epstein-barr virus, (a herpes-like virus). Ingestion
of Echinacea over a period of time, along with dietary changes, improved the vitality
of the immune system. Energy level increased along with an improved resistance to
minor colds and flu.
The Native Indians used Echinacea for snake bites. They were aware of Echinacea's
blood cleansing properties and also used the plant for cancers and infections.
Echinacea is most effective when used in its' fresh state. If you are buying dried roots
chew a piece first, if there is no numbing sensation in the mouth then the roots are
old or improperly dried. E. angustifolia dries well, though reports indicate that this
species is sometimes substituted with E. purpurea or E. pallida and sold as E.
angustifolia. The roots are best harvested in fall. Being a native plant this is one
instance where we do not have to rely on importation and we should encourage the
local herb farming of this species, (although it does take at least 3 years for the roots
to mature and make it worthwhile digging up the plant!).
Dosage of Echinacea tincture is up to 30 drops, 3 times a day for adults depending on
the seriousness of the ailment. The tincture is usually taken for the duration of the
illness, but of course there is a saying that you can take too much of a good thing, and
this is true with Echinacea. For example if you drink coffee every day the pick me up
effect will eventually over stimulate you or will cease to work. Do not ingest
Echinacea continuously over a long period of time, give your body a periodic rest
from the immune stimulation.
The only observed side effect from ingesting Echinacea is nausea, although this is
rare. It usually indicates that the body is full of toxins, so decrease your intake of the
herb.

Fat Burning Herbs that Melt Away the Fat
You've cut the fat and sugar from your diet. You've read food labels and measured
portions. And you've exercised regularly. But don't you wish there was an easier way
to shed those excess pounds? There is, experts say: adding certain herbs to your diet
can control your appetite, cut calories and melt away fat effortlessly. They're a
dieter's secret weapon. Here's how to put them to work for you:
Garcinia cambogia
Cooks in India have long prized this small orange fruit (also known as Malabar
tamarind) as a spice that makes meals more satisfying and filling. And recently,
researchers discovered it also melts fat!
Garcinia cambogia contains a chemical compound called hydroxycitric acid (HCA),
similar to the citric acid in lemons and limes. When researchers at the Roche
Research Center in New Jersey fed HCA to mice, the mice gained less weight and loss
body fat.
HCA is said to decrease weight gain by inhabiting lipogenesis, the metabolic process
that converts the carbohydrates we eat into fat. Instead, carbohydrates are converted
into a form of glucose called glycogen, which decreases appetite. HCA also turns up
our body heat, so we burn more fat. Raw garcinia cambogia is too acidic to eat, but
you can find HCA made from garcinia in health food store diet formulas. A common
dosage is 250mg., three times daily. It works best if taken one to two hours before a
meal.
Gymnema sylvestre
If a sweet tooth is sabotaging your diet, gymnema sylvestre is for you. Another exotic
Indian herb, it helps conquer cravings by dimming the tastes of sugar, dietitians say.
Nutrition researchers report that gymnemic acid resembles glucose, a type of sugar.
Drinking a cup of gymnema tea (available at health food stores) before a meal coats
your tongue with the substance, tricking your taste buds into finding real sugar bland.
The effect last two to three hours, and dieters who have used it report that it reduced
their desire for sugary, fattening snacks like doughnuts and cake.
Dandelion
This pesky weed is a dieter's friend, aiding digestion and cutting back on snack

attacks. Dandelion leaves prompt the release of enzymes that break down
carbohydrates, so our bodies are less likely to store them as fat. Dandelion has also
been shown to help regulate blood sugar. That's good news for dieters because swings
in your blood sugar level can lead to cravings and fatigue. Dandelion tea is available
in health food stores. Experts suggest drinking three cups a day or taking the herb in
pill form.
Ginger
If you like the way ginger tastes, you'll love what it does for your waistline. Studies
show ginger turns our body heat and causes us to burn fat more readily.
Sprinkle on a teaspoon of ground ginger or add a tablespoon of fresh grated ginger to
stir-fries or soups. Or sip one to three cups of ginger tea each day (available in health
food stores). If you're pregnant, you should consult your doctor before taking these or
other herbs.

Flowers for Magickal Sachets, Dream Pillows,
and Poppets
Aster
Magickal purpose: Love
Herbal code: Beginnings
Planetary influence:
influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday
Bachelor's Button
Magickal purpose: Love
Herbal code: Hope and solitude
Planetary influence:
influence: Jupiter
Best day to empower: Thursday
Bird of Paradise
Magickal purpose: Love
Herbal code: Strange and wonderful event
Planetary
Planetary influence: Mars
Best day to empower: Tuesday
Buttercup
Magickal purpose: Love and healing
Herbal code: Childlike
Planetary
Planetary influence: Moon
Best day to empower: Monday
Chrysanthemum
Magickal purpose: Protection
Herbal code: Truth (white); slighted love (yellow)
Planetary influence: Sun
Best day to empower: Sunday
Crocus
Magickal purpose: Love and visions
Herbal code: Do not abuse
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday

Daffodil
Magickal purpose: Love and luck
Herbal code: Chivalry
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday
Daisy
Magickal
Magickal purpose: Love
Herbal code: Innocence
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday
Dogwood
Magickal purpose: Protection and wishes
Herbal code: Endurance
Planetary influence: Moon
Best day to empower: Monday
ForgetForget-MeMe-Not
Magickal purpose: Love and memory
Herbal code: Remembrance
Planetary influence: Mercury
Best day to empower: Wednesday
Gardenia
Magickal purpose:
purpose: Love, peace, healing, and spirituality
Herbal code: Grace
Planetary influence: Moon
Best day to empower: Monday
Heather
Magickal
Magickal purpose: Love, protection, rainmaking, and luck
Herbal code: Passion (red); protection from passionate acts (white)
Planetary
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday
Honeysuckle
Magickal purpose: Love, money, psychic powers, and protection
Herbal code: Captivating love
Planetary influence: Jupiter
Best day to empower: Thursday

Hyacinth
Magickal purpose: Love, protection, and happiness
Herbal code: Flirting
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower:
empower: Friday
Iris
Magickal purpose: Purification and wisdom
Herbal code: Messages
Planetary influence: Mercury
Best day to empower: Wednesday
Jasmine
Magickal purpose: Love, money, prophetic dreams
Herbal code: Good luck
Planetary influence: Moon
Best day to empower: Monday
Lavender
Magickal purpose: Love, protection, sleep, longevity, purification, happiness, and
peace
Herbal code: I don't trust you
Planetary influence: Mercury
Best day to empower: Wednesday
Lilac
Magickal purpose: Banishing and protection
Herbal code: Love's first crush
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday but use on a Saturday for banishing
Lily
Lily
Magickal purpose: Protection, breaking love spells
Herbal code: Innocence and purity
Planetary influence: Moon
Best day to empower:
empower: Monday but use on a Saturday for banishing
Magnolia
Magickal purpose: Love and fidelity
Herbal code: Dignity

Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday
Marigold
Magickal purpose: Protection, dreams, legal matters, and psychic powers
Herbal code: Success
Planetary influence: Sun
Best day to empower: Sunday
Orchid
Magickal purpose: Love
Herbal code: Ecstasy
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday
Peony
Magickal purpose: Protection and banishing
Herbal code: Secrets, shyness, and prosperous
Planetary influence: Sun
Best day to empower: Sunday but use on a Saturday for banishing
Rose
Magickal
Magickal purpose: Love, psychic powers, healing, love divination, luck, and
protection
Herbal code: Jealousy (yellow); love (red); silence (white)
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday
Rosemary
Magickal purpose: Love, protection, mental powers, banishing, purification, healing,
sleep, youth
Herbal code: Remembrance
Planetary influence: Sun
Best day to empower: Sunday but use on a Saturday for banishing
Sunflower
Magickal purpose: Wishes, health, wisdom, money magicks
Herbal code: Power
Planetary
Planetary influence: Sun
Best day to empower: Sunday

Sweet Pea
Magickal purpose: Friendship, courage, and strength
Herbal code: Impetuous
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower:
empower: Friday
Tulip
Magickal purpose: Love, prosperity, and protection
Herbal code: Declaration of love
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday
Violet
Magickal purpose: Love, luck, wishes, peace, healing, and protection
Herbal code: Faithfulness
Planetary influence: Venus
Best day to empower: Friday
Wisteria
Magickal purpose: Mental clarity
Herbal code: I cling to thee
Planetary influence: Mercury
Best day to empower: Wednesday

Fluid Extracts
Fluid extracts are used both to concentrate and preserve the active ingredients of an
herb, enabling it to be used whenever necessary, i.e. when the herb is out of season.
Fluid extracts are considered by many herbalists to be the preferred way to preserve
water soluble active ingredients. If possible always use fresh ingredients.
When properly made one fluid ounce of fluid extract equals one ounce of fresh herb.
Always use accurate measurements to ensure consistency and the effect of a given
dose.
Equipment needed - Large non metal or stainless steel pan with lid, water - not city
water, heat source, measuring jug, vegetable glycerine.
Directions to produce 4 ounces of Dandelion root fluid extract 4 ounces washed fresh Dandelion roots
3 quarts water (total amount)
2 fluid ounces vegetable glycerine
Chop Dandelion roots into approx 1/4 inch pieces. Put into pan with two quarts
water. Bring to a boil and then cover pan and allow to simmer until water is reduced
to one quart. Take off heat and strain through a cloth squeezing out all excess liquid.
Place remains of herb back into pan and add one quart water. Save fluid that was
strained and put to one side. Reheat pan to boil and simmer herbs again with the pan
covered until liquid is reduced by half to one pint. Strain through a cloth discarding
the solid remains.
Now combine the two strained liquids, return to the large pan and bring to a boil.
Cover the pan and simmer until liquid is reduced to two fluid ounces. These will take
several hours.
You have now extracted all the water soluble ingredients from four ounces of
Dandelion roots and concentrated them into two ounces of fluid. Remove this liquid
from heat and allow to cool. Add two ounces of vegetable glycerine and mix well.
Pour into a dark glass bottle, stopper tightly and store in a cool place. Treated with
care this fluid extract will last at least one year.

N.B. - Glycerine is an essential fatty acid and is generally a by product of soap
manufacturing. It is used as a preservative and stabilizing agent. Never add glycerine
to hot liquids as it is temperature sensitive and will coagulate. Always mix with cold
or warm liquids.

Function of the Liver
The most important factors involved in dealing with all diseases of the human
organism are liver and gall bladder congestion. In fact medical doctors have found
that in all serious diseases, particularly cancer, the liver was in extremely poor
condition.
If the liver is 100% clean, (virtually impossible these days) and functioning correctly,
we would be practically free of disease and even the aging process would slow down
considerably. Of course, as herbalists we know that when an organ is full of mucus or
pus and not functioning correctly herbs can be a definite aid, but the body has to heal
itself and that requires energy and time.
This will come through detoxification, with correct diet, fasting, poultices,
compresses, exercise, water therapy, patience, etc. Only then, after this has been
achieved, will herbs help correct any functional disorder. That is not to say that herbs
do not work in congestive or inflammatory disorders, but through experience the
results are more effective when the herbs are used in conjunction with dietary
changes and detoxification. It is important then to realize that regardless of the area
of the body diseased, without liver cleansing results will be minimal.
The liver, is the largest and most complex organ in the body. It cleanses 600 liters of
blood daily, processing all matter, food or otherwise, that finds itself in the system.
All toxic material ingested through the portal vein system (via the stomach and
intestines) will be acted upon by the liver and neutralized, thus preventing absorption
into the main bloodstream. This includes chemicals, preservatives, nicotine, alcohol,
artificial substances, etc, (This is why prescription drugs have to be of a high enough
dose to overcome and bypass the detoxification and neutralization process of the
liver). Even the most natural and purest of foods can be poisonous to the body if the
liver is not functioning properly. Sugar will be changed into glycogen for storage for
example, but excess amounts will pass on into the general blood stream affecting
other organs such as the kidneys.
Fats can also accumulate in the liver from over consumption of foods such as meat,
milk, cheese, white flour and even brown rice if eaten to excess. The ducts of the
liver and gall bladder become obstructed with thickened bile and stones due to the
excess cholesterol and bile caused by the over-consumption of foods and fats. These
conditions are the direct or indirect cause of most disease today.
Among the liver's many functions is the processing of bile from blood,

(approximately one pint daily in a normally functioning liver). This liquid (next to
the blood), is the most important in the body. Other functions of the liver are the
processing of glucose, hemoglobin, transformation of protein and fat, vitamin and
enzyme production, regulating levels of iron and body temperature, cholesterol levels
and lipid metabolism, detoxification and the production of substances to prevent
infection. Nearly all of the compounds used by the body are produced in the liver.
When this organ is overloaded toxins remain and eventually the kidneys are left to
deal with this. Then, with both organs unable to operate correctly, the liver becomes
enlarged. It is at this point that it ceases to function appropriately and toxic waste
finds itself into the general bloodstream. Overeating, as well as too much of any food,
can also cause an enlarged liver.
Chills and fevers are the liver's response to congestion, an overactive liver suffering
from heat in the summer and an insufficient liver not tolerating cold in the winter.
The bile, which is stored in the gallbladder in a more concentrated form, is of
extreme importance in all areas of the body. The gallbladder actually draws the bile
into itself from the liver duct. Many back problems in fact are the direct result of
inadequate bile flow. The synovial fluid around all joints will decrease if bile flow is
low, sometimes causing terrible pain. Many people will take cortisone injections for
relief believing it, mistakenly, to be arthritis or some other inflammatory disease. The
cure of course comes with liver cleansing.
Another area of the body that can suffer from lack of bile are the sinuses. This
soothing lubricant (bile) keeps mucus membranes moist, otherwise they become dry
and inflamed. Most allergy conditions can be traced to liver congestion. Avoiding
foods that create a reaction bring relief but will not cure the allergy. Allergies and
sinus conditions will often disappear after the liver has been cleansed.
Some of the many herbs that can be used to relieve liver congestion are: Dandelion,
Cascara, Oregon Grape root, Gentian root, Culvers root, Poke root, Black root, St.
Benedict, Sage, Agrimony, Myrrh, Tormentilla, Celandine, Artichoke, Woodruff,
Barberry...etc. These are herbs that promote bile flow. (Many of these herbs if taken
indiscriminately, can cause severe reaction. Always seek the advice of a qualified
Herbalist).
Signs and symptoms
There are many signs or symptoms that indicate the liver or gallbladder are
congested. Insomnia and waking between 1 and 3 a.m., or sleeping all night and
waking up feeling that you haven't slept at all along with weakness, sluggishness and
tiredness. When there is no bile in the stomach there can be nervousness and

migraine headaches and digestion is seriously impaired.
Emotional upsets such as sudden anger and depression are sure signs. No bile can also
cause gas in the stomach producing pain around the heart and sternum area and water
may develop around the heart and in the lungs. Visual problems may develop, neck
and shoulder pain, low back pain or pain in the joints especially the knees, weakness
and pain in upper front leg muscles and calves, pain in the arms and top of the right
hand. There is likely to be dry or oily skin, itchy ears, muscle pain after working,
heartburn, diarrhea, constipation, frequent urination, pain between the shoulder
blades, colitis, ulcers, hiatus hernia and digestive problems, (especially after eating),
too much sleep, nausea, vomiting, certain foods repeating, (such as radish, green
peppers, cucumber and onions), pain in the right side radiating to the back, colic,
mental problems, pain in the liver or gallbladder area, headaches and a bitter taste in
the mouth.
External signs
Reddish blue coloring under the eyes and over the forehead and other areas of the
body. Two vertical lines between the eyebrows, yellow eyes or skin, a red nose etc.
Other problems caused directly by liver congestion are spastic colon, worms,
infections, chills, anal itching, anemia, diabetes, obesity, underweight, appendicitis
and heart palpitations. Liver congestion can also lead to ear problems, swollen legs
(edema), skin diseases, rheumatism, arthritis, glandular imbalances, menstrual
problems, nervous disorders, muscle weakness, bronchitis, sclerosis, T.B., cancer,
sterility, impotence, thyroid conditions, etc. etc. There are many other related
conditions but they could fill a book. Obviously it is important to keep the liver clean
by eating properly, walking in the fresh air, breathing deeply and taking proper rest
and meditation.
It can readily be seen then, when dealing with any disorder of the body, that the liver
must be taken into proper consideration to enable any treatment (herbal or
otherwise) to be effective. In the next issue of the Newsletter I shall look at the
specific applications of the herbs and their various benefits.

Funeral Herbs
Since ancient times herbs have played a part in funerals. They've been used to scent
graves and cremation fires, to fill amulet bags and in making wreaths to decorate
burial places.
Basil: Protection, Love
Bay Laure: Communication with the dead, protection, triumph, used in funeral
wreaths.
Birch: Rebirth.
Cedar: Prosperity, Purification.
Comfrey: Healing.
Cypress: Endings.
Elder: Transformation
Frankincense: Purification, Spiritual Transformation.
Garlic: Protection.
Holly: Renewal, Resurrection.
Ivy: Rebirth, Celebration.
Lavender: Memories, Peace.
Lemon Balm: Immortality, happiness; used in a tea for emotional cleansing and
uplifting.
Lily: Resurrection.
Mint: Joy, a stewing herb.
Mistletoe: Protection.
Mugwort: Inner Sight
Mullen: Cleansing.
Myrrh: Healing, Purification, Protection, Used in Mummifying.
Oak: Strength.
Parsley: Good luck in here after; decorating tombs.
Periwinkle: Immortality, "Flower of the Dead", Placed on graves.
Pomegranate: Rebirth.
Poppy: Restfulness.
Rosemary: Friendship, purification, happiness; thrown into graves "for
remembrance", burned as incense, sprigs carried in funeral processions.
Roses: Love Purification.
Rowan Wood and Berries: Protection.
Rue: Karmic Completion.
Sage: Wisdom, Purification.
Sandalwood: Purification.
Thyme: Purification.

Willow: Releases, Cleansing.
Wormwood: Transformation.
Yarrow: Protection, Healing.
Yew: Immortality, endings; once planted in graveyards to protect bodies of the
departed.

Gardening by the Moon
Let’s begin by listing what type of energy you’re dealing with (when discussing
gardening) when the moon enters the various signs. They are barren, productive,
semi-fruitful, and fruitful.
Below is a short list that tells you how the astrological signs fit into these categories:
Moon in Aries: Barren
Moon in Taurus: Productive
Moon in Gemini: Barren
Moon in Cancer: Fruitful
Moon in Leo: Barren
Moon in Virgo: Barren
Moon in Libra: Semi-Fruitful
Moon in Scorpio: Fruitful
Moon in Sagittarius:
Sagittarius: Barren
Moon in Capricorn: Productive
Moon in Aquarius: Barren
Moon in Pisces: Fruitful
You might think that you can’t plant anything in the barren signs, but there is an
exception to the rule: Virgo, as you can see here. This is a handy gardening table to
help you with your astrological timing when growing herbs, planting a moon garden,
or harvesting the backyard garden. The information even works for window box
gardens and other indoor plants.

Garlic
Allium sativum - Garlic (Liliaceae)
Parts used - bulb. Fresh juice is most effective.
Constituents - contains volatile oil which is composed of allicin and sulphur related
compounds plus citral, geraniol, etc. Allicin is the major odor principle and taste of
garlic, it is generated by action of the enzyme alliinase on alliin. Under normal
conditions alliinase and alliin are separated from each other inside the garlic bulb.
However when the bulb is cut or crushed, the two are brought together and allinase
turns alliin (a non volatile odorless sulfur amino acid) into allicin (a pungent volatile
sulfur compound.)
Also contains enzymes, mucilage, protein and lipids.
Also contains selenium-best known source, has antioxidant activity.
Properties- alterative, stimulant, diaphoretic, expectorant, antiseptic, antibiotic,
antispasmodic, cholagogue, vulnerary, vermifuge.











Has antibacterial and antifungal properties.
The ingredient allicin inhibits growth of various bacteria, fungi, amoebas.
Inhibits production of harmful bacteria in the colon, for influenza, common cold
and any types of viral infections.
Is natural penicillin - it has only 1% of the impact of penicillin but it is more
effective with gram negative bacteria than penicillin.
Lowers blood pressure and blood cholesterol- use garlic oil for earaches.
For prevention and elimination of heavy metal poisoning from the body on a
daily basis-due to sulfur content.
Is rubefacient and use as poultice in acute pectoral and abdominal inflammation
and for drawing pustules and boils to a head- for canker sores
Use in cookery as an aid to digestion
Commonly used in formulas to help strengthen immunity to disease.
Onions are similar but not as strong.

Overdose- induces blisters, irritations or dermatitis in some people.
Try this Recipe
Garlic Syrup





½ pound peeled garlic buds equal amounts vinegar and distilled water(enough to
cover garlic buds)
½ pint glycerine
1 ½ pounds honey

Peel the garlic. Add equal amounts of vinegar and distilled water to cover the garlic.
Use wide mouth jar, close tightly and shake well. Stand it in a cool place for four
days. Shake it once or twice a day. Add glycerine. Shake the jar and let it stand
another day. Strain the liquid with pressure through a sieve. Blend in the honey and
place liquid in a labeled jar. Store in a cool place.
Optional: Simmer three ounces of fennel seeds and/or caraway seeds for half an hour
and add it to the mixture while it is steeping and before it is strained. Regular dose is
one teaspoon three times a day.

Garlic: Not Just for Vampire Protection
Garlic, known by its Latin name of Allium sativum, a part of the Lily family, may
very well be one of Mother Nature's great gifts to man. While it is legendary for
warding off those odd little human-like vampires of legend and myth, it has many
great practical and proven uses in natural medicine.
Garlic is mentioned in ancient medical papyri from Egypt as being utilized as
medicine. It is written that workers building the pyramids were given garlic each day
to help increase their vitality.
It is mentioned in ancient Greek and Roman medical texts for a variety of afflictions,
including uterine tumors, and wild garlic was used in the United States by various
Native American tribes to treat many different ailments. Chinese medicine also shows
a long history of use of this powerful herb. Ayurvedic medicine has a place for garlic
as a healer as well, dating back at least to ancient Indian manuscripts, for a variety of
uses including abdominal tumors.
Medicinal Uses of Garlic
Garlic
Garlic is a powerful natural antibiotic. It has been shown to stimulate cell growth and
activity. It reduces blood pressure in hypertension, and is useful in lowering
cholesterol, while at the same time raising the beneficial cholesterol, HDL.
A main advantage to using garlic for its antibiotic properties is that it does not destroy
the body's natural intestinal bacteria. It is excellent for use in all colds and infections
of the body. It is being studied as a possible cancer prevention agent.
Garlic protects the liver, kills worms and parasites internally and externally, reduces
blood clotting, and provides antioxidant protection to cells. When ingesting the raw
cloves, a sprig of parsley chewed immediately after will freshen the breath.
Garlic oil is often used to treat earaches and ear infections, especially for infants and
children, and topically will clear up various skin problems and infections. It was used
as a field wound dressing in World War I. Garlic has also been shown to be an
effective treatment for candida and other fungal infections, such as athlete's foot.
The main active constituent in garlic, allicin, is destroyed when heated, and is only
released from the clove when crushed or bruised. So for most treatments, garlic needs
to be consumed raw and crushed. The cooked form is useful also, as it provides the
body with a source of sulphur that is much needed for a healthy body, as well as for

healthy hair. Garlic is also an important source of selenium. There are at least nine
anti-coagulative constituents within a bulb of this treasure.
Garlic has been shown to protect the liver from the actions of acetaminophen, as well
as other liver-affecting drugs. It has also been shown to be able to rid the body of
heavy metal concentrations, such as mercury from fish consumption.
Its cousins, the various onions, have many of these same medicinal properties, but not
as concentrated, and are not as powerful nor as wide in scope as garlic.
Parts used: bulb
Actions: antibiotic, antiviral, parasiticide, expectorant, carminative, digestant,
alterative, diuretic, stimulant, tonic, anti-microbial, diaphoretic, cholagogue,
hypotensive, anti-spasmodic, anti-oxidant, anti-fungal
Those using blood-thinning drugs should consult with their doctor before utilizing
therapeutic sized dosages of garlic, as garlic may compound the effects of these types
of drugs. It is safe to use garlic medicinally while pregnant and while nursing, in
moderate amounts.
Spiritual Uses of Garlic
Peeled garlic cloves placed in each room is said to ward off disease. The whole bulb is
hung in new homes to dispel negativity and evil and evil spirits. It is a strong
protective herb. A clove of garlic placed under the pillow of sleeping children is
believed to protect them. Roman soldiers believed that garlic gave them courage.
Dreams of eating garlic means that you will uncover secrets. Dreams of garlic in the
house brings luck. It is often associated with the goddess Hecate.
Garlic is mentioned in the Bible as being used by the Hebrews following Moses, and
it was reportedly used by those same peoples to increase and maintain virility.
Dioscordes, the Greek doctor who worked with the Roman army, notated garlic as a
holy herb, and it was used in purification ceremonies in the temples of that time.
Other Uses of Garlic
Early travelers across the Rocky Mountains in the United States put garlic into the
nostrils of their horses and mules to prevent them from collapsing due to lack of
oxygen. Explorers in the mountains of South America chewed wild garlic to relieve
altitude sickness.
Growing Garlic

Garlic is a perennial herb that likes moderate soil and lots of sun and warmth. The
plant grows to two feet tall. The bulb is the most common used portion, although the
greens are often used in salads. Plant it along with your roses to deter pests from the
roots. The bulbs are usually dug in the fall in most climates, allowed to dry, and
stored. Individual cloves can be used to start new garlic plants.
Information within this article is for informational and educational purposes only,
and is not meant to diagnose nor treat. Seek guidance from a health care professional.

Garlic vs. Evil
Garlic (Allium Sativum) has been used as a charm against evil and dates back to
Ancient times. The ancient Egyptians believed in a Vampire-like ghost that killed
sleeping children by sucking up their breath. The protection that was used against the
attacks of this murderous monster was a wreath of garlic.
The use of garlic is known all over the world, not only as a tasty accent to foods, but
also as a charm against evil spirits. Even in places such as China or Malaysia, people
smear the forehead of their children to protect them from Vampires, and in the West
Indies too, garlic is used as a means of protection against the evil practices and
Magical Spells of Witches and Sorcerers.
In Romania, garlic is also a weapon of importance in the everlasting battle against
Vampires. Romanians used to make certain that they ate garlic every day for their
protection. They also smeared garlic on the windows and the doors of their houses,
on the gates to their farmyards, and even on the horns of their cattle. They believed
that these Vampires had a great fear of garlic. If a deceased person was thought to be
in danger of becoming a Vampire, one common protective measure was stuffing some
pieces of garlic into the orifices of the corpse, especially the mouth. This was done in
order to prevent evil spirits from entering the dead body. At the same times it served
the purpose of preventing the soul of the deceased from re-entering its body. Another
anti-Vampire practice that we can find in Romania is the anointing of the corpse,
especially the heels, with a mixture of oil, fat, incense, gunpowder and garlic.
In some cultures people would simply wear a necklace of garlic cloves for protection
against evil. Any way you look at it garlic is believed to be a major source of
protection from evil.
Now I am going to tell you about my experiences with garlic. For me I take odor free
Garlic tablets every night before I go to bed. I take two 1,000mg tablets at a time. Also
the reason I take it at night is so I do not worry about burping up garlic during the
day. Garlic has boosted my immune system immensely to where I never ever get sick
any more never. To hell with vitamin C Tablets they just don't compare. Also my
cholesterol has dropped big time. Plus the bad spirits stay away from me.
Garlic has some extremely great health benefits. It will lower your cholesterol and
unclog your arteries. It will shrink cancerous tumors and keep cancer out of your
body. It will also boost your immune system greatly. Now don't wait till you get sick
or have cancer to start taking it start now! And see you life improve.

Here are the benefits that are shown from studies:
 Garlic lowers blood pressure a little.
 Garlic lowers LDL Cholesterol a little.
 Garlic helps reduce atherosclerotic buildup (plaque) within the arterial system.
One recent study shows this effect to be greater in women than men.
 Garlic lowers or helps to regulate blood sugar.
 Garlic helps to prevent blood clots from forming, thus reducing the possibility of
strokes and thromboses (It may not be good for hemophiliacs).
 Garlic helps to prevent cancer, especially of the digestive system, prevents certain
tumors from growing larger and reduces the size of certain tumors.
 Garlic helps to remove heavy metals such as lead and mercury from the body.
 Raw Garlic is a potent natural antibiotic and, while far less strong than modern
antibiotics, can still kill some strains of bacteria that have become immune or
resistant to modern antibiotics.
 Garlic has anti-fungal and anti-viral properties.
 Garlic dramatically reduces yeast infections due to Candida species.
 Garlic has anti-oxidant properties and is a source of selenium.
 Garlic probably has many other benefits as well.
I hope that you will all use this information to help you live a happier, healthier life!
Many Blessing be upon you.

Gathering Flowers, Herbs and Plants
Before cutting with the Boline, attune with the plant through visualization. Feel its
energies. As you cut, say these or similar words:

"O little plant of (name, such as hyssop, etc.) I ask that you give of your
bounty that it may aid me in my work. Grow stronger by my stroke, stronger and
more powerful, O plant of (name)!"
If it is a tree, substitute the appropriate word (tree of oak). Gently cut only what you
need, and never from very young plants or more than twenty-five percent of the
growth. At the base of the plant leave an offering: a silver coin, a bright jewel, a bit of
wine or milk, grain, a quartz crystal and so on. Cover the offering and it is done.

General Herbal Empowerments
Roots
Type of elemental magick to use: Earth/air
Associated planet: Saturn
Empower when the moon is
is in: Capricorn or Aquarius
Sap
Type of elemental magick to use: Fire
Associated planet: Sun
Empower when the moon is in: Aries or Leo; or when the moon is in your sun sign
Bark
Type of elemental magick to use: Air/earth
Associated planet: Mercury
Empower
Empower when the moon is in: Gemini or Virgo
Leaves
Type of elemental magick to use: Water
Associated planet: Moon
Empower when the moon
moon is in: Cancer or when the moon is in your natal moon sign
Flowers
Type of elemental magick to use: Air/earth
Associated planet:
planet: Venus
Empower when the moon is in: Taurus or Libra
Fruit
Type of elemental magick to use: Fire/water
Associated planet: Jupiter
Empower when the moon is in: Sagittarius or Pisces
Seeds and Peels
Type of elemental magick to use: Air/earth
Associated planet: Mercury
Empower when the moon is in: Gemini or Virgo

General Magickal Gardening Rules
AboveAbove-ground plants: Plants that will produce crops above ground should be sown
the day after the new moon up until the day before the first quarter. Try to stay in a
fertile or semi-fertile astrological sign.
Annuals: Begin planting the day after the new moon up until the day before the first
quarter. Try to stay in a fertile or semi-fertile astrological sign.
BelowBelow-ground plants: Plants that produce their crop underground should be planted
during the day after the full moon. Try to stay in a fertile or semi-fertile astrological
sign. This ensures a strong root system.
Biennials and perennials (including trees and shrubs): Begin planting the day after
the full moon and stop on the day before the last quarter. Try to stay in a fertile or
semi-fertile astrological sign. This ensures a strong root system.
Collecting seeds: Best done at the full moon or when the moon is in a fire or air sign - Aries, Leo, Sagittarius, Libra, Gemini, or Aquarius.
Harvesting: Small harvests and fresh flowers for ritual circle and immediate magickal
use can be done in early evening, when the plants have maximum food reserves.
Flowers and herbs intended for drying and storage should be cut midmorning when
the dew has evaporated. Harvest fruit and vegetables during the waning moon (full to
new) and when the moon is in the barren or semi-barren fire or air signs of Aries,
Leo, Sagittarius, Libra, Gemini, or Aquarius. Always try to cut any stems on a slant if
you plant to place flowers in water for ritual. This helps the plant to continue to
absorb water and nutrients.

Ginseng
Herb:
Herb Ginseng
Botanical Name:
Name Panax Quinquefolium L.
Synonyms:
Synonyms American Ginseng, San, Redberry, five fingers, man root, divine root,
Root of life
Locales:
Locales Maine to Minnesota, N. Georgia, Arkansas and China.
Ginseng stimulates and increases endocrine activity in the body. Promotes a mild
increase in metabolic activity and relaxes heart and artery movements. Stimulates the
mdeulla centers and relaxes the central nervous system.
Caution:
Caution Don't take Ginseng and Ginseng mixtures with Coffee as it will accelerate
the caffeine effects on the body and can cause diarrhea.
There are several way to prepare and use Ginseng. The ones I am familiar with
follow:
1. Chewed as a root, raw, about a pencil's thickness and one foot long is best.
2. As a Tea, one teaspoon of root filaments in a pint of boiling water for ten minutes
(chew & swallow the pulp). Sip tea very slowly.
3. KaoLiang: this is a very expensive Chinese wine, aged at least three years. It has a
strength level of vodka in alcohol content. Makes an excellent nightcap.
4. French Love Wine: two parts chablis, crush in an ounce of vanilla bean, ounce of
cinnamon chips, one dried Rhubarb and one of ginseng. Leave stand two weeks
and stir it daily. Strain through cheesecloth and add amber for color (if wanted).
Japanese Ginseng should be avoided, as most of it is of poor quality. Korea exports
ginseng 'tea' which is pleasant, but is heavily cut with other herbs so that some of the
effects are lost.
Ginseng is said to be highly good for the metabolism, and promotes general well
being. It has a reputation as an aphrodisiac, but this seems to be totally based on the
fact that it relaxes the overly tense person a bit. If you suffer from back pain or TMJ
adding this to a tea of Catnip and slippery elm may help. It is also presumably usable
as an ingredient in a meade or magewine.

Gotu Kola
Gotu Kola (Centella asiatica, Hydrocotyle asiatica) is an herb often confused with
another plant, the dried cotyledon (seed leaf) of Cola nitida, commonly known as
kola nuts, a well-known ingredient of Coca-Cola containing 3.5% caffeine.[1] Gotu
Kola is not a stimulant, but rather a very nutritious herb indigenous to hot, humid
climates.
Dr. John Heinerman, Medical Anthropologist, presented an address on Gotu Kola to
the Second International Congress for the Study of Traditional Asian Medicine, held
at Airlanggu University in Surabaya, Indonesia, September 2-7, 1984. He stated that
Gotu Kola is used as a nourishing food and a valuable medicine in many cultures. The
Hosa and the Mfengu tribes in East Africa have used it for both purposes. In the
Philippines, the leaves are either consumed raw in salads or as a tea for tonic and
stimulant benefits to the body. The leaves have been employed medicinally in the
French West Indies, and Brazil to cure uterine cancer, leprosy and elephantiasis. In
the People's Republic of China, gotu kola is used for fevers, common cold influenza,
sore throat and liver ailments such as cirrhosis and jaundice.[2]
Folk and traditional medicine have deemed this plant to be a brain food, beneficial for
memory and senility. Pharmacist Varro E. Tryler states that there is currently no
evidence to support the use of Gotu Kola as a longevity promoter or to substantiate
the extravagant claims made for it as a revitalizing and healing herb. Substantial data
on its safety and efficacy are, in his opinion, simply non-existent.[3]
However, separate clinical studies to substantiate folk claims for its alleged memory
enhancing properties have been done in the United States and India.[4]
In India, Gotu Kola, an Ayurvedic herb, is called Mandookaparni. There, an
impressive study dealt with the effect of gotu kola on general mental ability of
mentally retarded children. Whole plants were dried in the shade, powdered, and
made into 1/2 gram tablets. Half of the thirty children studied were given one gotu
kola tablet and half a placebo tablet daily. Apart from nutritional deficiencies, the
children had no major illnesses. A Binet-Kamat test was administered and the
children's Intelligence Quotients were recorded. Separate tests were also
administered to record any changes in the children's co-operation, memory,
concentration, attention, vocabulary and overall adjustment. After three months, the
tests were repeated.
The findings showed there was a very youngsters taking gotu kola had increased their

powers of concentration and attention.[5]
Another Indian study showed that gotu kola extracts administered over a period of 42
months to normal healthy adults in the 45-50 age group had several benefits:
hemoglobin increased by a significant percent, and the mean levels of blood urea and
serum acid phosphates were decreased. Subsequent examinations have revealed that
this herb has brought about a steady increase in blood sugar level (statistically
significant).[6] A relationship between hypoglycemia, or low blood sugar levels, and
mood swings, mental illness, fatigue, depression, confusion and schizophrenic
tendencies is well documented. Dr. Heinerman feels that perhaps the 'memory
enhancing' attributes of gotu kola may be attributed to the herb's ability to elevate
blood sugar levels markedly.
Gotu kola is higher in the B-complex vitamin group than any other plant previously
examined. This again may account for its effects on the brain.[7] It is especially high
in thiamine (B1), riboflavin (B2), and pyridoxin (B6). B complex is necessary in
providing energy for the body, by converting carbohydrates into glucose, a usable
form of sugar for the body to burn. The B complex is responsible for the normal
functioning of the nervous system as well.[8] A healthy nervous system allows for a
better functioning and organized brain.
(Other nutrients include numerous free amino acids, especially aspartate, glutamate,
serine, threonine, alanine, lysine, histidine, and aminobutyrate found in greater
quantities in the roots, but also present in leaves.[9] The leaves also contain
measurable amounts of pro-vitamin A or carotene.)
Isolated constituents of gotu kola were applied locally on wounds in laboratory rats.
This resulted in healthy new connective skin tissue and increased the tensile strength
of the flesh, as well as decreased the size of the would area.[10] Asaticoside, a
constituent of gotu kola was injected intra-muscularly or implanted directly into
mice, rats, guinea pigs, and rabbits. It produced a rapid thickening of the skin, an
increased production of white blood cells, increased growth of new blood vessels of
the connective tissue, and an increased growth of hair and nails.[11] Lupus
erythematosus was helped by extracts of gotu kola.
Other studies have indicated gotu kola to be effective for gastric ulcers, phlebitis and
varicose veins. It has been used for leprosy and related skin disorders, eye lesions, and
muscular atrophy.
One investigation of gotu kola was conducted in Provo Utah at Brigham Young
University by a research psychologist who wanted to demonstrate gotu kola's

amazing ability to overcome the negative effects of fatigue and stress when used in
conjunction with cayenne pepper (Capsicum frutescens) and Siberian ginseng
(Eleutherococcus).
Rodents were fed the three herbs by means of a surgical technique in which tubing
was inserted under the skin, a couple of centimeters below the junction of the
esophagus and stomach. Fatigue and stress situations were set up. One involved
swimming in a bucket of cold water, and another was to jump a barrier in order to
avoid a mild foot shock. Within 24 hours of administration of the three herbs, the
animals could successfully clear the barrier after being dried off from the cold water
treatment. Without the herbs, they required up to 72 hours to recuperate in order to
jump the barrier. Dr. Mowrey concluded that a combination of capsicum, ginseng and
gotu kola did have a beneficial effect on behavior of stressed or fatigued animals
whose metabolism are similar in many respects to that of man.[12]
From this research carried out in 1975, several large American herbal companies
developed an "energy and stamina" formula utilizing gotu kola. Some of these can be
obtained at your local health food store.

Guarana
Herb:
Herb Guarana
Botanical Name:
Name Paullinia Cupana
Synonyms:
Synonyms Panela Supana, uabano.
Locales Found:
Found South America, Brazil & Venezuela
Primarily this herb is a stimulant. It quickens your perceptions and wakefulness,
slows the pulse, impairs the appetite, and can be used to allow for long drives,
extended work hours, endurance based athletics, and delaying sleep.
Caution:
Caution Long term use of Guarana alters the blood sugar, which can cause
nervousness, insomnia and possible psychic habituation. Use vitamin B supplements
to counteract this possibility.
To prepare, powder guarana seed with a mortar and pestle or coffee grinder. Prepared
like coffee the grounds can be used several times. Two nuts are recommended per
cup. The powder can also be placed inside of medical capsules, useful if you don't like
the taste.

Harmful Herbs
Remember, just because something is natural, it doesn't make it safe. The following
herbs have the potential to be very harmful or even deadly if ingested. I suggest
avoiding them. However, if you choose to used them, please do your research first.
And if you are taking any medication, consult your doctor before using any herb.
Aloe vera

Can be a powerful laxative

Borage

Harmful in large doses, may cause liver damage and cancer

Broom

Toxic; diuretic

Chaparral

Banned in the United States

Coltsfoot

May cause cancer

Comfrey

May cause liver damage and cancer

Ephedra

Should not be used by people with heard conditions, blood pressure,
diabetes or thyroid disease

Foxglove

Potent heart toxin

Juniper

Shouldn't be used by women who are pregnant or have kidney disease

Licorice

Excessive amounts may cause fluid retention and high blood pressure

Pennyroyal

The essential oil may cause convulsions in large doses

Pokeweed

May cause respiratory paralysis and convulsion

Rue

May make skin more susceptible to sun damage

Sassafras

May cause cancer

Yohimbe

Side effects include nausea, vomiting, high blood pressure,
palpitations, insomnia and tremors

Never ingest the following:
following:
 Aconite
 Balm of Gilead
 Belladonna
 Black Hellebore
 Black Nightshade
 Byrony
 Calamus
 Camphor
 Carnation
 Comfrey



























Deadly Nightshade
Deerstongue
Eucalyptus
Euphorbium
Fern
Geranium
Heliotrope
Hemlock
Henbane
Hyacinth
Ivy
Mandrake
Mistletoe
Mums
Narcissus
Nightshade
Pine
Ranunculus
Tonka
Trefoil
Water Parsnip
Wisteria
Wolfbane
Woodwarm
Yew

Use the following with caution
caution as they may have ill effects on people with
preexisting medical conditions or sensitivity:
 Acorn
 Angelica
 Bladderwack
 Clover
 Flax
 Hemp
 Hops
 Juniper
 Licorice
 Mace
 Nutmeg
 Periwinkle
 Red Sandalwood








Rhubarb
Sandalwood
Stephontis
Sweet Flag
Tobacco
Woodruff

Harvest Those Herbs
You can check out any book on herbs and look up a section on drying herbs, and you
will find maybe a page or two or three! That is because there is not to much "to-do"
about herb drying, although it is different from plant to plant. You want to choose
your herbs when they are just about to flower, when buds have formed but not
opened. Gather them in the morning before the sun hits them, but yet after the dew
has dried. Pick only the tips of the plant (about 2-3 feet is good) keeping your plant is
good shape, and thus producing more branches for later harvesting.
The old-fashioned way of drying herbs is to just hang bunches of each different type
in a warm spot, or near a heat source (like the pot-bellied stove or in a window).
Although this is a cute way of displaying herbs (and flowers), it is not the best way for
they become dusty and may loose their flavor over a period of time. If you choose to
hang your herbs to dry, make small bunches and rubber band them at the top and
place them in a brown paper bag and secure at top. Hang until herbs are dry. Herbs
are dry when they crumble off the stem. After crumbling off stem, place in a lidded
dark colored jar for up to one year. You want to use a dark jar because light causes the
herbs to fade and loose flavor.
Oven drying is one of the more efficient way to dry your herbs. Place your herbs on a
cookie sheet in a thin layer and place in a very low setting oven. If your herbs are
turning brown, then the oven temp is still to high. If you are drying your herbs in a
humid condition, then stir your herbs a bit until they are dry and for the first few
hours of the drying process, have the temp up a tad bit.
Freezing herbs is my own favorite way of keeping my herbs. It seems to retain the
flavor better and I never have had any herbs turn moldy on me! I take and place the
herbs on a cookie sheet and place in freezer just long enough for the plants to freeze.
Then I place them into plastic storage bags until further use. By freezing them flat an
then placing into bags, the herbs are "separated", so I can just use the amount I need
at the time. If the herbs were just placed in a bag together, they would freeze together
making it harder for separation. Some herbs that keep better by freezing are the
basils, chervil, dill leaves, chopped chives, lemon verbena leaves, scented geranium
leaves, tarragon, rose petals, and spearmint. Another way to freeze your herbs for
cooking is by making herb butters. These butters can be a mixer of herbs or one herb.
You can also make herb ice cubes to be added to your cooking later.
Microwave preserving is one that I would not recommend for it has a tendency to
burn the leaves and "cook" the flavor from the herbs. Some would say it is because I

don't do it right- and the are most likely to be right! I think that the watts of my
microwave are to high and I can't get them lower! The way I have done it is placing
them herbs on the turntable and setting the microwave on the lowest setting possible
for your own machine. Let it go for about 3-4 minutes. This will vary according to
each microwave and by how much you are drying at a time. So, keep checking, and
when they are dry, process storing like mentioned above.
Remember to check your stock over the year for freshness of your herbs. If they smell
moldy or look moldy, pitch them. And remember that you will have a new stock
source in a year, so get rid of the old and put in the new! Good luck with your herb
preserving! It is really very easy!

Healing Herbs for Magickal Purposes
Abscess
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Dandelion (Jupiter, fire),
Echinacea (Jupiter, fire), Yellow dock (Jupiter, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Sagittarius
Anemia
Herbal mixture (planetary
(planetary influence, associated element): Dandelion (Jupiter, fire),
Nettle (Mars, fire), Yellow dock (Jupiter, fire)
Empower when the
the moon is in: Sagittarius or Aries
Angina
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Garlic (Mars, fire/water),
Ginger (Mars, fire/water), Hawthorn (Mars, fire/water)
Empower when the moon is in: Scorpio
Anxiety (1)
Herbal mixture (planetary
(planetary influence, associated element): Hops (Mars, fire), Rue
(Mars, fire), St. John's Wort (sun, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Aries or Leo, or when the moon is in your sun sign
Anxiety (2)
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Oats (Venus, air),
Passionflower (Venus, air), Skullcap (Saturn, air), Valerian (Venus, air), Vervain
(Venus, air)
Empower when the moon
moon is in: Libra
Arthritis (1)
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Burdock (Venus, air),
Celery seed (Mercury, air), Evening primrose (Venus, air), Feverfew (Venus, air),
Turmeric (Mercury, air), Willow (moon, water)
Empower when the moon is in: Libra or Gemini
Arthritis (2)
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Cayenne pepper (Mars,
fire), Ginger (Mars, fire), Nettle (Mars, fire), Pineapple (sun, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Aries or the sun, or when the moon is in your sun
sign

Asthma
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Coffee (Mars, fire), Garlic
(Mars, fire), Rosemary (sun, fire), Tea (sun, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Aries or the sun, or when the moon is in your sun
sign
Back Pain
Herbal mixture (planetary
(planetary influence, associated element): Cayenne pepper (Mars,
fire), Chamomile (sun, fire), Cinnamon (sun, fire), Ginger (Mars, fire), Rosemary (sun,
fire), St. John's Wort (sun, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Aries or the sun, or when the moon is in your sun
sign
Bladder Infection
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Corn silk (Venus, air),
Cranberry (Jupiter, water), Dandelion (Jupiter, water), Echinacea (Jupiter, water),
Goldenrod (Venus, air), Uva ursi (Jupiter, water)
Empower
Empower when the moon is in: Libra or Pisces
Burns
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Comfrey (Saturn, earth),
Lavender (Mercury, earth)
Empower when the moon is in: Capricorn or Virgo
Cholesterol (High)
Herbal mixture (planetary influence,
influence, associated element): Fenugreek (Mercury, air),
Garlic (Mars, fire), Ginger (Mars, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Mars or Gemini
Cold or Bronchitis
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Cayenne pepper (Mars,
fire), Echinacea (Jupiter, fire), Eyebright (sun, fire), Garlic (Mars, fire), Horehound
(Mercury, air), Hyssop (Jupiter, fire), Peppermint (Mercury, air), Thyme (Venus, air),
Yarrow (Venus, air)
Empower when the moon is in: Aries, Leo, Sagittarius, Gemini, or Libra
Depression
Depression
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Ginseng (sun, fire),
Lavender (Mercury, air), Oats (Venus, air), St. John's Wort (sun, fire), Vervain
(Venus, air)
Empower when the moon is in: Leo, Gemini, Libra, or when the moon is in your sun

sign
Gallstones
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Dandelion (Jupiter,
water), Milk thistle (moon, water), Peppermint (Mercury, air), Turmeric (Mercury,
air)
Empower when the moon is in: Cancer or Gemini
Heartburn
Herbal mixture (planetary
(planetary influence, associated element): Aloe (moon, water),
Cabbage (moon, water), Peppermint (Mercury, air)
Empower when the moon
moon is in: Cancer or Gemini
High Blood Pressure
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Dandelion (Jupiter, fire),
Garlic (Mars, fire), Hawthorn (Mars, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Pisces or Scorpio
Infection, General
Herbal mixture
mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Garlic (Mars, fire), Ginger
(Mars, fire), Lemon balm (moon, water), Orange peel (sun, fire), Olive (sun, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, or Leo
Insomnia
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Catnip (Venus, air),
Chamomile (sun, fire), Lavender (Mercury, air), Lemon balm (moon, water), Skullcap
(Saturn, air), Valverian (Venus, air)
Empower when the moon is in: Libra, Gemini, or Cancer
Multiple Sclerosis
Herbal mixture (planetary
(planetary influence, associated element): Evening primrose (Venus,
air), Purslane (moon, water)
Empower when the moon is in: Libra
Pneumonia
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Echinacea (Jupiter, fire),
Goldenseal (sun, fire), Licorice (Venus, air)
Empower when the moon is in: Leo, Sagittarius, or Libra
Osteoporosis
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated
associated element): Alfalfa (Venus, air),

Horsetail (Saturn, air), Red clover (Mercury, air)
Empower when the moon is in: Libra or Aquarius
Sprain
Herbal mixture (planetary
(planetary influence, associated element): Chestnuts (Jupiter, fire),
St. John's Wort (sun, fire), Witch hazel (sun, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Leo
Stress
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Chamomile (sun, fire),
Hops (Mars, fire), Linden (Jupiter, fire), Passionflower (Venus, air), Valerian (Venus,
air)
Empower when the moon is in: Sagittarius, Leo, or Libra
Stroke
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Alfalfa (Venus, air), Garlic
(Mars, fire), Ginger (Mars, fire), Hawthorn (Mars, fire)
Empower when the moon is in: Aries
Warts
Herbal mixture (planetary influence, associated element): Banana peel (Venus, air),
Bloodroot (Mars, fire), Cedar (sun, fire), Dandelion (Jupiter, fire), Pineapple (sun, fire)
Empower when
when the moon is in: Libra or Leo

Herb Lore
Ok -- I'll start with the standard warning. This page reflects only my own
experiments using herbs on myself, family and friends. It is not an official medical
study -- the sample size isn't large enough and I used no controls. Because the only
experimental subjects have been eager participants, you should also count
psychological factors into the success of these experiments. My favorite herbal
reference books are The Herb Book by John Lust and Menopausal Years by Susan
Weed. I also use David L. Hoffman's CD-ROM The Herbalist. Now that you know I
am not an authority, here is what I've found:

To Brew Tea from Herbs
Some herbs are stronger than tasting than others, and some batches of the same herb
are more powerful than others, so you will have to experiment. As a general
guideline, put one tablespoon dried herb (cut and sifted) or four tablespoons fresh
herb into a teapot. Add 1 quart boiling or very hot water. Let steep for twenty
minutes. This is long enough to extract the medicinal properties of the herbs and long
enough to let the tea cool-off enough to drink.

Growing Herbs
Most herbs are weeds. You may already have them in your yard. And once you do
plant herbs, most will come back year after year, either by sending up new shoots, or
by reseeding themselves. Many will spread uncontrollably -- soon you'll be able to
give mint, raspberries, comfrey and other spreaders to your neighbors. Most herbs
don't require the same high quality soil that vegetables demand. I throw my old steel
cans into my raspberry patch because the rust keeps down the bindweed. Most herbs
don't require much care. Be sure to cut down dead or diseased canes in the raspberry
patch. Cut off the flowers on the basil if you want to prolong the leafing season. My
mother has kept a basil plant alive and leafing for over a year by cutting off every
flower before it can go to seed. In my experience, herbs require very little care. You
can pick up to 10% of the leaves off a plant without harming it. Raspberry leaves
continue to taste good after frost, but basil doesn't. Some herbs will simply refuse to
grow in your yard. Angelica won't even sprout for me in potting soil, but alpine
strawberries do. Growing herbs is much like herb medicine -you have to experiment
with what works for you.
The diseases people bring to me fit into four categories:
 Mucous Membranes
 Female Reproductive Tract
 Wounds and Infections




Digestion and Nervousness
Index

Mucous Membranes
Mucous membrane diseases include colds, flu, vaginal and uterine infections, thrush,
sore throats, and eye infections
Golden Seal Root Powder
This is a very powerful herb. It tastes terrible (unless you have a bad cold). It
promotes healing throughout the body, anywhere there is a mucous membrane. If
taken in overdose, it can cause blisters in the mouth and on other mucous
membranes. I recommend taking one 00 capsule three times a day, with meals, no
more frequently than at 4 hour intervals. If you have a beastly cold, you won't taste it
anyway, so you could put a 1/2 teaspoonful into a teacup of hot water and drink it.
Fenugreek Seeds
Brew like cut and sifted herb tea above. This tea helps clear stuffed sinus. It also tastes
good. You can also add a tablespoon of these seeds to 1 cup of rice before boiling -- I
even do that when I'm not sick because I like the flavor.
Garlic
Eating this herb will help clear sinuses. that's why you feel better after eating spicy
Asian foods when you have a cold. The cayenne helps, too. You can eat it raw or
cooked. You can slice it into pill-sized wedges and swallow them with juice or tea as
if they were pills. Garlic is also excellent for clearing up itchy vaginal infections.
Depending on how sore you are, you can peel one (be sure not to nick it) and use it
directly as a suppository, or you can wrap it in cheese cloth to prevent direct contact
with sore tissues. Or if the infection has just gotten started and not done much tissue
damage yet, you can put the garlic into a blender with plain yogurt and blend until
smooth. Then apply the garlic/yogurt mix with a baser or spoon. A garlic suppository
placed against the uterus will help fight uterine infections. (This is the only thing that
worked to clear up an IUD caused infection -- after prescribed medicines failed.) The
garlic suppository works especially well in combination with golden seal capsules
taken by mouth.
Yogurt
Yogurts not an herb, but it belongs here as a folk remedy. Yogurt contains the same
bacteria as a normal vagina. You can use yogurt to increase the population of the good
bacteria and help them compete against the bad bacteria (bad here being defined as
the ones that make women sore and itchy). You can use a blender or egg beater to
make the yogurt smooth enough to apply to the walls of the vagina with a baser. Be

sure to wear a sanitary pad with this -- it will leak out and a tampon won't work.
(Note: when you take penicillin or other antibiotic, the medicine kills your normal
intestinal flora (many of which are also the yogurt bacteria.) If you eat yogurt while
you take penicillin, you will have fewer digestive problems.)
Peppermint
This herb can be added to any other tea. It tastes good and it helps fight fever. It also
helps many herbs, such as catnip and fenugreek, get to work faster. I particularly
recommend mixing it with raspberry leaves to reduce menstrual flow and mitigate
cramps. The only caution I have here is for those people who have mint allergies.
Hyssop
This herb makes a pleasant tasting tea that helps clear sinuses.
Slippery Elm Bark
Tea made from this herb feels great on a sore throat and helps it heal.
Red Root or Jersey Tea
Tea from this herb doesn't feel good right away on a sore throat, but it does help it
heal faster. You'll notice the results about eight hours after you drink it.
Comfrey (root
(root or leaves)
Before using this tea, or any tea, for an eye bath be sure to strain it through a folded
handkerchief or several layers of paper towel. If you are using a handkerchief, it is a
good idea to boil or even pressure cook it before pouring tea through it. Comfrey is
soothing for inflamed eyes and conjunctivitis. The easiest way I've found to apply
herbs is to dip a washcloth in the strained herb and lay the cloth over closed eyes,
while you lie on your back. Enough of the tea will seep into the eyes to be effective.
Put a towel under your head to catch the drips. This herb also promotes skin growth
on scrapes, cuts, burns and bruises. Do not let the leaves contact any part of the body
for any extended period of time -- the leaves promote skin growth, and skin will
grow right to the leaf in a matter of hours.
Eyebright
Some people find this herb more effective than comfrey for relief of bloodshot eyes.
Also, there are some people who believe that the use of herbs to improve the eyes will
also improve clairvoyance.

Female Reproductive Tract
Treatments of the female reproductive tract includes infertility, pregnancy, menstrual
distress, excessive uterine bleeding, and unpleasant menopausal symptoms

Red Raspberry Leaves
Tea from this herb helps the uterus reabsorb, rather than slough the monthly lining.
Thus it reduces bleeding and cramping. It contains calcium. Whenever muscle
contracts or relaxes, it uses calcium. This herb is useful to strengthen the uterus
during pregnancy, to relieve the Braxton-Hicks contractions of late pregnancy, and to
make early labor more comfortable. Several American Indian tribes claim that the use
of this herb starting at the third month of pregnancy will give a short labor. The
flavor blends well with peppermint and catnip.
Chamomile Flowers
Tea from this herb will often start a late period if no pregnancy has occurred. It is not
an abortifacient. It relieves menstrual cramps, but increases menstrual flow. It also
helps many women who have menstrual related insomnia. If you are going to drink
this tea during your menstrual period be sure to wear a maxi pad even if you are
wearing a tampon. Some women react very powerfully to this herb.
Blue Cohosh Root
This is a multipurpose herb. Fair warning -- it is an abortifacient in the first trimester.
(It doesn't always cause miscarriage, but enough books warn of this that the warning
must be passed on.) This herb is a powerful laxative, and it will work during labor so
you won't have to endure an enema. It will start labor if the bag of water has broken.
This herb softens the cervix, so most books don't recommend drinking the tea during
pregnancy unless you are trying to induce labor. It also shortens labor. The tea tastes a
bit like mud. Then again, I used it with my second pregnancy and had a one-hour
labor.
False Unicorn Root (Helonius Root)
Everybody asks, so I'll answer up front -- I've never seen a true unicorn root. I've
only had occasion to give this herb to three women. Two of them got pregnant
(which was what they wanted). This herb is the one the books recommend most
often for infertility. The books also recommend that both partners eat lots of raw
wheat germ sprinkled on all their meals. And they recommend that men who want to
father children wear boxer shorts to keep their testicles cool. Sperm swim best when
they are three degrees below body temperature.
Sheppard’s Purse Leaves
Tea brewed from this herb substantially reduces uterine bleeding, either during the
menstrual period or postpartum. It tastes good with a mixture of raspberry leaves and
peppermint leaves. It also relieves some of the discomfort of menopause. This tea can
also be applied to wounds to speed clotting and reduce external bleeding.

Nettles
Nettles are high in iron. Nettle tea simply makes periods more comfortable.
Remember, having a period is work. You can make it less work by eating correctly for
your body, and by taking herbs that benefit you. Still, don't expect to feel like you do
the rest of the month. Kelp pills are also a good source of iron. Both kelp and nettles
help during menopause, too.
Burdock
This herb as a reputation as a male aphrodisiac. Obviously, I can't try it on myself,
and none of the men I know are comfortable talking about whether it worked for
them. So I'll have to say that use is still speculative and experimental. More
documented uses include the secretory and excretory systems. It helps the liver and
kidneys, which have extra strain during pregnancy.
Addenda
Addenda
Comfrey will heal vaginal tearing or cesarean stitches. I used it to heal the stitches in
my belly button and pubic region after I got my tubes cut. Catnip will help take the
edge off the tension that goes with the hormonal changes that occur with the
menstrual period, pregnancy, and post parturition. Catnip tea (with a little cinnamon)
is good for babies who won't sleep. So is vacuuming under their cribs or putting them
on a running dryer. Vitamin E and olive oil will soothe stretched skin. Do not eat
sage or drink sage tea when you are nursing. It will reduce the milk production. But if
you are trying to dry up, sage is great. Anise, basil, dill, fennel, hops, and parsley will
increase milk production. Nursing will cause cramps, but it reduces uterine bleeding.
I recommend drinking raspberry and peppermint leaf tea before or during nursing.
Other herbs for menopause are balm, rosemary, hops, chervil and lady's mantle.

Wounds and Infections
Yellow Dock Root
This herb is not normally used internally. It is a drawing herb. It will help draw an
infection to the surface and will stimulate blood flow to an infected area. This herb
tea is best used as hot as you can stand it, paired with ice water. The technique is to
alternate soaking the affected part alternately in the hot yellow dock tea and then in
the ice water. This can be done in tea cups or small bowls for small body parts like ear
lobes, fingers and toes. For larger parts, apply the hot tea and ice water with wash
cloths.
Aloe Vera
I don't recommend internal use of this herb. The useful part is the juice of the cactuslike leaf. You can have a plant, or buy the bottled juice. The juice speeds healing of

burns and bruises, and makes them more comfortable. If you have a wound, it will
help pull the edges of the skin together. Don't worry -- your skin will still fit when
you are healed. Apply the juice freely to the affected area. (Note: fluoride toothpaste
is also good to put on burns -- it stops the pain instantly and speeds healing.)
Lobelia Herb
This herb is not recommended for internal use -- it can cause vomiting. Externally it's
great to relieve swelling and itching from bee stings. You can use either the tea, or a
warm oil extract. Put a few spoonfuls of salad oil in a small pan. Add a spoonful of
dried lobelia herb and heat until warm. The warm oil will feel soothing, and it will
stick to the bee sting better than tea. If you strain the oil, it can also be used to relieve
ear aches.
Onion
Onion is good to lower blood pressure, and reduce fever. But a little known use is
treatment of ear aches. Steam an onion. Cut it in half. As soon as it is cool enough to
handle, place the steamy onion against an achy ear. It stimulates blood circulation to
the area and brings relief.
Lemon
The active form of this herb is the fresh squeezed juice. You can use bottled juice if
necessary. Often an ear aches because the eustachian tube is blocked with mucous.
Drinking even a few spoonfuls of lemon juice will often unblock the eustachian tubes
and let the ear drain, thus relieving the pressure that caused the pain. Use this herb
sparingly because in quantity, it can damage tooth enamel. Lemon juice is also useful
to stop itching hemorrhoids and help them shrink. (Warning -- it can sting when first
applied, but it's worth it.)
Cubeb Berries
This herb is also called Java Pepper and is a member of the black pepper family. It is a
diuretic, and as such is very useful in fighting bladder infections. It is even more
effective when used in conjunction with peach leaves. I use 1 part cubeb berries to 4
parts peach leaves. If you have a bladder infection, it helps to drink a quart a day of
this tea. Also, try to reduce your sugar intake during a bladder infection, because your
body will excrete the sugar and the bacteria that are causing the infection will eat the
sugar and their population will increase. Some people like to drink cranberry juice
cocktail during a bladder infection, too.
Addenda
Comfrey leaf and golden seal root, powdered fine, can be sprinkled into a wound (like
kitchen accidents) to stop the bleeding and promote healing. Sheppard’s purse also

helps stop bleeding for internal and external wounds. Comfrey will promote healing
of all cuts, tears, scrapes, bruises and burns.

Digestion and Nervousness
Catnip
This herb does the opposite to people as it does to cats. Mixed with chamomile it will
enable a sufferer of D.T.s to get some sleep. Mixed with peppermint it is a pleasant
tasting tea to serve to a guest whom you don't know very well. This tea will also stop
diarrhea -- even tourista! It is a handy tea to drink when you are going to a job
interview or after a hectic day. It calms the digestive tract, relieves colic in babies,
and takes the edge off anxiety.
Babies often prefer it mixed with cinnamon.
Cinnamon
This herb promotes digestion. Children often like to chew a stick of cinnamon when
they have upset stomachs. Cinnamon cookies are good to end a meal.
Addenda
The following herbs also help digestion: anise, chamomile, caraway, carrot, cayenne,
comfrey, coriander, cubeb berries, dandelion, dill, fennel, garlic, hops, hyssop,
parsley, peppermint, rosemary (which also makes a good hair rinse and helps promote
hair growth after radiation treatment -- mix with sage for best results), sage,
marjoram, and rhubarb.

More Information
95% of all diseases go away by themselves. In most cases, when you use herbs, you are
only speeding that recovery. Most herbs work more slowly than prescribed
medicines. So if you are in pain or have an emergency, you don't have time to play
with herbs. Herbs are pleasant and inexpensive and fun to play with when you have
time. If your disease is not an emergency, or if it is not responding to standard
medical treatment, or if you just want to help other medical treatments along, the
above is enough to help you get started. Please -- don't use the above as a replacement
for regular medical care. I don't want you to be sick!

Herbal/Animal Associations
Blue jay: Bay laurel
Cat: Catnip
Cuckoo: Orchids or plantain
Dog: Crouchgrass
Frog: Cinquefoil
Hawk:
Hawk: Hawkweed
Lamb: Lamb’s lettuce
Linnets: Eyebright
Nightingale: Hops
Rat: Valerian
Sheep: Dandelion
Snake: Fennel or bistort
Toad:
Toad: Sage
Weasel: Rue
Woodpeckers: Peony

Herbal Amulets and Talismans
Acorn (from oak)
Purpose: Health, money, healing, protection, and luck
Planetary influence: Sun
Day to empower: Sunday
Quarter to empower: First and second or when the moon is in your sun sign
Almond
Purpose: Prosperity, money, and wisdom
Planetary influence: Mercury
Day to empower: Wednesday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Apricot Pit
Purpose: Love
Planetary influence: Venus
Day to empower: Friday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Avocado Pit
Purpose: Beauty
Planetary
Planetary influence: Venus
Day to empower: Friday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Bamboo
Purpose: Protection, luck, repelling negative energy, wishes
Planetary influence 1: Sun -- luck, wishes, and protection
Day to empower: Sunday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Planetary influence 2: Saturn -- banish negative energy
Day to empower: Saturday
Quarter to empower: Third or fourth
Brazil Nut
Purpose: Love
Planetary influence: Venus
Day to empower: Friday
Quarter to empower: First and second

Cashew
Purpose: Money
Planetary influence: Sun
Day to empower: Sunday or Thursday
Quarter to empower: First and second, or when the moon is in your sun sign
Cedar
Purpose: Healing, money and protection
Planetary influence: Sun
Day to empower: Healing -- Sunday; money -- Thursday; protection -- Saturday
Quarter to empower: First and second, or when the moon is in your sun sign
Chestnut
Chestnut
Purpose: Love, money
Planetary influence: Jupiter
Day to empower: Love -- Friday; money -- Thursday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Cinnamon Stick
Purpose: Spirituality, success, healing, psychic powers, protection, love and money
Planetary influence:
influence: Sun
Day to empower: Sunday
Quarter to empower: First and second, or when the moon is in your sun sign
Cloves
Purpose: Protection, exorcism, love, money
Planetary influence: Jupiter
Day to empower: Protection -- Monday; love -- Friday; money -- Thursday; exorcism
-- Saturday
Quarter to empower: Protection -- first and second; love, money, exorcism -- third or
fourth
Cotton
Cotton
Purpose: Luck, healing, protection, rain
Planetary influence: Moon
Day to empower: Monday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Fig
Purpose: Divination, love

Planetary influence: Jupiter
Day to empower: Thursday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Ginger Root
Purpose: Love, money, success, power
Planetary influence: Mars
Day to empower: Tuesday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Ginseng
Purpose: Love, wishes, healing, beauty, protection and lust
Planetary influence: Sun
Day to empower: Sunday
Quarter to empower: First and second, or when the moon is in your sun sign
High John the Conqueror Root
Purpose: Money, love, success, happiness
Planetary influence: Mars
Day to empower: Tuesday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Holly Leaf
Purpose: Protection, luck, dream magick
Planetary influence: Mars
Day to empower: Tuesday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Horse Chestnut
Purpose: Money and healing
Planetary
Planetary influence: Jupiter
Day to empower: Thursday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Mint Sprig
Purpose: Money, healing, travel, protection, banishing
Planetary influence: Mercury
Day to empower: Wednesday; Saturday (banishing)
Quarter to empower: First and second except banishing, which is third or fourth
Moss

Purpose: Luck and money
Planetary influence: Moon
Day to empower: Monday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Mustard Seed
Purpose:
Purpose: Protection, mental powers, faith
Planetary influence: Mars
Day to empower: Tuesday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Peach
Peach Pit
Purpose: Love, longevity, wishes, banishing
Planetary influence: Venus
Day to empower: Friday; Saturday (banishing)
Quarter
Quarter to empower: First and second except banishing, which is third or fourth
Pine Cone
Purpose: Healing, protection, money, banishing
Planetary influence: Mars
Day to empower: Tuesday
Quarter to empower: First and second except banishing, which is third or fourth
Pistachio Nut
Purpose: Break a love spell
Planetary influence: Mercury
Day to empower: Wednesday
Quarter to empower: Third and fourth quarter
Radish
Purpose: Protection
Planetary influence: Mars
Day to empower: Tuesday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Sunflower Seeds
Purpose: Wishes, health, wisdom
Planetary influence: Sun
Day to empower: Sunday
Quarter to empower: First and second, or when the moon is in your sun sign

Vanilla Beans
Purpose: Love and mental powers
Planetary influence: Venus
Day to empower: Friday
Quarter to empower: First and second
Walnut
Purpose: Health, mental powers, wishes
Planetary influence: Sun
Day to empower: Sunday
Quarter to empower: First and second, or when the moon is in your sun sign

Herbal Basics
In Herbalism, the definition of herb is not the dictionary definition. Herb refers to all
parts of the plant, whether it is the leaves (dictionary definition), stems, seeds, roots,
flowers or fruit, and each are prepared differently.
Unless noted otherwise, the rule of thumb for herbal teas are as follows:
One teaspoon of herb per cup of water. Most recipes call for two cups of water (one
pint) per person or dose. This would need two teaspoons, total, of the herb. If three or
more herbs are used, mix the herbs in proportion in a container then measure out two
teaspoons. Please note that some powdered herbs are too concentrated to be used at
this strength, for example cayenne pepper and capsicum.
For regular teas (hot infusions):
Leaves and flowers are steeped. Boiling water is poured over the herb and allowed to
steep for five to ten minutes. Sometimes it is good to allow them to steep longer to
increase the strength, but herbs like Chamomile should be steeped no longer then
five minutes or they will become bitter.
Seeds should be bruised and steeped in hot water for five to ten minutes.
Stems, bark, roots should be chopped and simmered for a minimum of five minutes.
Fruit coatings such as citrus can be "zested" and added to hot water to steep. Do not
boil or the volatile oils will go off in the vapor. Fruit juices can be added while
steeping or just before drinking.
Teas may also be made by cold infusion,
infusion commonly known as "Sun Tea". Please note
that the Sun is not necessary. Just place the herb in cold water, in the proper
proportion as above, and let stand, in the shade, in the Sun or wherever, for at least
two hours. This is an excellent method to extract the essence from very fragile hers,
such as flowers. This way the essence will not be "boiled off".
Another method is called maceration. This means to soak in a liquid to get the
essence of the herb. It us usually done in one of two ways. The first is soaking in oil,
the result is an "oil", the second is soaking in alcohol, and called a tincture.
Oils are made by filling a bottle with the herb, pouring oil over the herb to fill the
bottle. Let it stand for a week or two, shaking daily, then strain the used herbs out. If

the oil is not strong enough, add more herb to the bottle or jar and pour the same oil
over it. Repeat as often as necessary.
The same method is used for tinctures and is an excellent way to extract certain oils
that can be damaged by boiling. Place the herb in a jar or bottle, pour alcohol over
the herb. Note: do not use rubbing alcohol, or wood alcohol. These are very
poisonous. Wood alcohol is made from just that and can cause blindness and brain
damage. Rubbing alcohol or other "denatured" alcohols are denatured by adding
things such as acetone. Use alcohol which is manufactured to drink. I use Vodka, and
I buy the plain label brands or the cheapest brand.
To make salves, put a large amount of herb in a bowl. Add one pound of lard or other
semi-solid fat, plus two to three ounces of bees wax (for firmness). Place in a lowmedium oven, 250-300 degrees for three hours. Strain, bottle and cool.
There are many more types of herbal preparations that are not listed here, they may
be found in many herbal books. I would suggest a good herbal book, such as "The
Herb Book" by John Lust. In regard to Herbal Books, some books have very valuable
information, but others have information that can be harmful. Be cautious, check
several sources. Some Herbal Books such as "Culpeppers Herbal" base their
information on planetary considerations, or the "doctrine of signatures". Planetary
ruler ship of herbs is useful for magical purposes, but may get you into trouble when
used for other purposes. The "doctrine of signatures" in essence says that Herbs heal
parts of the body that they look like, such as: Broad Leaf Plantain looks like the sole
of the foot, therefore is for healing feet, or Toothwort and Dandelion (Dent = tooth,
of the Lion) is for teeth because they look like teeth, or Boneset for setting bones
because the opposing leaves are joined at the stalk.
I hope that the above information will be of some help, and happy Wortcunning.

Herbal Baths
This is a bath for sharing! Anise is an herbal aroma that is enjoyed by men and
women both! So why not share! Licorice root can be used instead of anise seeds. I also
recommend using anise hyssop in addition to this recipe I've acquired:
A quarter cup each of: jasmine tea, anise seeds, rose petals, and mint leaves. Place this
into bath sachets and steep into two cups of boiling water for 10-15 minutes. Then
add to your hot water bath! Place a few candles around tub, and fill a couple of
champagne glasses with a favorite wine or juice! And enjoy!

A Twilight Bath
Sachet for this "blessed" bath is made by combining one ounce of rose petals, 1/2
ounce dried mint, and a pinch of crushed cloves together in a bath sachet bag. Let this
steep under the hot water that's pouring into your tub, and then let soak in
bathwater. Have a favorite towel ready for when you get out! Enjoy!

Herbal Bath Balls
Well, you are trying to use up all those "left over" herbs so you can replenish your
stock this coming summer. So use them up in a soothing warm bath. Take one cup
each of dried mint, rosemary, lavender flowers, rose petals, comfrey leaves, and
lovage and mix well. Cut four five inch squares of cotton fabric, and place 1 1/2
teaspoons of mix into each square. Pull four corners together and tie with ribbon or
yarn. Use one herbal bath ball per bath. (Two if you would prefer!) Add a couple of
candles and a cup of your favorite tea for one relaxing evening!

Herbal Baths
For tired muscles:
 pine
 juniper
 thyme
 lavender
 rosemary
For relief of depression:
 rose
 geranium
 lavender
 patchouli
For stress relief:
 lemon balm
 rose
 jasmine
 sage
 lavender

Herbal Blends
Almond Musk - with Natural Almond Slices. A sensuous, herbal musk, lightly
brightened with almond.
Coco Rose - with Red Rose Petals. Blended oils of Coconut and Rose, fluent and
sweet.
Honey Rose - with Red Rose Petals. A lively floral combination of Honeysuckle and
Rose.
Jasmine Rose - with Jasmine Blossoms. A classic and elegant blend of Jasmine and
Rose.
Lavender Bouquet - with French Lavender Buds, Lavender and Gardenia. Luxurious
and fresh.
Lotus and Tulips - with sliced Lotus Root. A sweet and exotic blend.
Patchouli Musk - with Patchouli Leaf. Full bodied, earthy and sensuous.
Spicy Musk - with Cinnamon Bark. A bright, woody combination.
Sweet Patchouli - with Patchouli Leaf. Warm, rich patchouli with a pleasing vanilla
overtone.
Vanilla Orange - with Orange Blossom Petals. Joyful and fresh with a subdued and
comforting sweetness.

Herbal Etiquette
When studying herbology within witchcraft, it is important to learn about how
plants work and the best ways to gather our stores, whether they come from wild
plants or plants in our garden. There is more to herbs and trees than meets the eye.
All things have a soul: rocks, trees, animals and people. The soul is the energy of an
object that exists in the same place and time as the physical body. Things that exist on
the physical plane can be seen on the astral plane because of their energy. When you
remove part of a plant, it is customary and proper to ask before you take any part of it
and thank the plant once you have finished.
Plants that you grow and raise in your garden do not need to be asked for their
permission to take leaves and flowers. Because they depend on you for protection and
sustenance, you can remove what you need when you need it. It is an understood
relationship between the grower and the plants. They give their leave and fruit in
exchange for protection and care. Prayers and spells should be said over the crop at
significant times such as planting, watering, pruning, and harvesting.
Wild plants are a little different. these plants are dependent on themselves for their
health and survival. When you remove part of a plant, you must first ask the plant.
Do this by closing your eyes and imagine just for a moment what you want from the
tree. Normally, you will get no answer in return or a feeling of acceptance, in which
case, you may remove what you need. Occasionally, however, you will receive a
feeling of mistrust or an uncomfortable feeling telling you that you may not remove
any part of the plant, in which case, you must move on.
When gathering wild herbs:
 Never remove the bark from a tree. Bark covers a tree to keep out disease and
fungus just the way our skin does for us. Removing the bark can result in
infection and the death of the tree. If you need bark for a recipe, remove twigs
instead and strip the bark from the removed twigs with a knife.
 Try not to remove the entire plant. If possible, take only a few leaves or flowers
and move on.
 Always ask a plant before you remove any part of it.
 Always thank plants after you have taken from them.
Plants are very sacred to witches. All plants should be given homage when we take
something from them. There are many different ways of giving thanks. Any act of
devotion is acceptable. Traditionally, gifts of apple cider, milk, honey, tobacco, or

prayer are given. You can also give shiny coins or fertilizer as a gift. If you have
nothing to give, a prayer for the health and well-being of the plant is more than
sufficient. Leaving gifts for the tree spirits is also a good thank-you idea. Fairies enjoy
music. Performing a song and dance for them is also a good thing to do if you have
not brought any gifts with you.

Herbal First Aid Kit


Calendula Ointment: Use for minor cuts and grazes, red rashes and any minor
skin rash.



Comfrey Ointment: Suitable for all bruises and minor damage to external blood
vessels and veins.



St. John’s Wort Oil: Beneficial for itchy skin and irritable psoriasis. Also good for
sunburn when applied at night.



Liver Mixture: Has mild laxative properties and helps with the digestion of rich
food. Take one teaspoon at night or thirty minutes before your main meal.



Parasite Mixture: Effective against some common internal parasites. If infestation
is suspected abstain from all food for twenty-four hours. Then take one tablespoon
of the mixture in a little water and repeat this dose after four hours and then once
again after another four hours. Your parasites should by then have died. You
should be able to recommence eating four hours after the last dose. May also be
used as a skin wash for external parasites.



Nervine and Sedative Mixture: Take twenty-five drops three times daily on an
empty stomach as a general sedative. If you have trouble sleeping at night take
one teaspoon in a little water thirty minutes before bed-time.



Astringent Mix.: Good for internal bleeding and also as an effective remedy for
occasional diarrhea. If you are stricken with "the runs" take one teaspoonful in a
little water every two hours until symptoms subside. Follow up with Echinacea
and Goldenseal tincture.



Echinacea and Goldenseal: Similar in effect to an anti-biotic. Use only in the
event of serious infection etc. Take twenty-five drops in a little water four times
daily half an hour before meals. Continue for at least two weeks. May be used
externally as an antiseptic and anesthetic lotion.



Echinacea Tincture: Similar to the previous mixture but more suitable for use over
a long period when taken internally. May be taken for up to one month in order
to boost the overall effectiveness of the immune system.

Important: These remedies are in no way intended as a substitute for proper medical

care and attention. If your symptoms persist please consult with a reputable health
care practitioner.

Herbal Formulas and Recipes
Echinacea Teas
Reminder: Always try new herbs in tiny amounts to see if they agree with you. I take
only one teaspoon or so, in 1/2 cup of water, and wait a 1/2 hour, to test. Better to be
safe than miserable. Even safe herbs can disagree with your particular system. This is
especially true if you have plant allergies. Like any natural energy source, Some herbs
can be highly dangerous just like other medicines. Use caution.
Upper RespResp-Infection Tea
I always make a quart of this at a time, and sip it in very, very small portions
throughout the day...say a tablespoon every half hour sort of like a slow drip.
Normal usage is about 1/2 cup three times a day. Keep refrigerated or cool.
Remains effective in refrigerator from 48 to 72 hours.
My measurements would be considered highly conservative. They equal about one
teaspoon of herbs per cup of tea beverage. Many herbalists would recommend
doubling the herb amounts to the same amount of water.
 1 teaspoon dried chunks Echinacea root
 1/2 teaspoon dried chunks Slippery Elm bark-soothes throat and digestive tract.
 1/2 teaspoon dried chunks Wild Cherry bark-expectorant for coughs
 1 teaspoon dried Thyme leaves
 1/2 teaspoon Dried Sage leaves
 1/2 teaspoon dried Honeysuckle flowers pinch of Cayenne to taste
 4 cups of pure water, with enough extra to account for evaporation during
preparation.
1. Place Echinacea, Slippery Elm and Wild Cherry in non-aluminum pot and cover
with water. Bring to boil and lower to slow simmer, covered, for ten to twenty
minutes (the longer, the stronger). Strain herbs out.
2. Place the other herbs in a one quart container that has a cover, pour the simmered
tea over them. Cover and steep for ten to twenty minutes.
3. Strain and drink in above recommended doses. Adding cayenne helps clear mucus
and empower the medicinal activity of the other herbs. Other additions might
include cinnamon, fresh lemon, fresh ginger slice, honey.

CandidiasisCandidiasis-Fighting Tea
 1/2 ounce dried Echinacea root
 1/4 ounce dried Calendula petals
 1/4 ounce dried Agrimony leaves
 1 Pint of water, plus extra for evaporation.
1. In a non-aluminum sauce pan, place the Echinacea in the water, bring to a boil,
lower to a simmer, and gently simmer, covered, for ten minutes.
2. Place the Calendula and Agrimony in a teapot, and strain the Echinacea broth over
it. Cover and steep for ten minutes.
3. Strain the herbs out of the tea, and cover. Effective, refrigerated, for 48 hours.
Dosage:
Dosage Reminder: Always try new herbs in tiny amounts to see if they agree with
you. I take only one teaspoon, in 1/2 cup of water, and wait a 1/2 hour, to test. Better
to be safe than miserable. Even safe herbs can disagree with your particular system.
This is especially true if you have plant allergies.
Drink about 1/4 cup, three times a day, before meals. Add fresh lemon juice,
spearmint, or peppermint, cinnamon, ginger. or cayenne, to enhance flavor if desired.
Do not add sugar or honey.
*This may also be applied topically, with a soft pad.
Tinctures
An Herbal Tincture is a liquid solution that has drawn out and preserved much, if not
all, of the medicinal ability of an herb. Information on Tinctures is available in a host
of Herbal books. The "drawing" liquid, or "menstruum" is most often a high proof
alcohol, such as a 80 proof vodka, although vinegar or glycerin are also effective, to a
lesser extent. The following "Rule-of-Thumb" recipe, used by many herbalists, is the
one I find easiest to follow and very effective. There are recipes with more "scientific"
and exacting measurements, if you are so inclined. Tinctures may be used internally
and externally. If you want to avoid taking the alcoholic content, add the
recommended dosage (usually between five and forty drops) to boiled water or tea,
and the alcohol will evaporate.
Basic Formula
 4 ounces dried cut herbs (by weight) or 8 ounces fresh cut herbs (by weight)
 1 pint (2 cups) 80 proof vodka

1. Macerate or bruise the herbs in a bowl or with mortar and pestle.
2. Place herbs in an immaculately clean or sterilized jar.
3. Add the vodka, making sure there is at least an inch or two of vodka above the
level of herbs. If not, add enough vodka to accomplish that.
4. Gently turn jar upside down and back each day, for at least two weeks. I let mine
steep for four weeks.
5. For me, the easiest way to strain the herbs out of the tincture is to tightly tie a
double layer of clean cheesecloth around the top of the jar and allow the tincture to
drain through into another immaculately clean container. Afterwards, remove
cheesecloth, and squeeze vodka out of the remaining herbs. (The herbs that are left
make excellent compost).
6. I remove some of the tincture to a dark dropper jar, and place the larger container,
preferably of dark glass, covered, in a cool, dark place.
Because of the anti-bacterial property of the alcohol, tinctures should be medicinally
effective for 7 to 10 years!
Dosages for children should be in the percentage ration of the child's weight to one
hundred and fifty pounds, as a general rule. In other words, if a child is fifty pounds,
he should receive no more than 1/3 the adult dose.
Please use extra caution when introducing new herbs
herbs to children. Check reliable
guides for herbs considered safe for children.
I use only one herb per tincture. However, it is all right to add several drops of
different herbal tinctures to 1/2 cup of water when taking as medicine. I would
suggest, however, that the total number of drops combined, stay within the maximum
limit suggested. Remember caution first. Pregnant women and people with chronic
diseases must follow instructions of their professional health advisors.

Herbal Glossary
Attunement/Enchantment
Physically infusing the herbal mixture with a mental picture of your need.
Bath (spiritual/herbal)
(spiritual/herbal)
Used to cleanse body, mind, and spirit by empowering the properties of the
herbs and placing in bath water through means of a sachet or infusion.
Chaplet
Flowers and leaves woven to create a crown for handfastings and High Holy
Days.
Conjuration
Conjuration
Cleansing and consecration that involves removing all negativity from the
herb, and then attuning that herb to the service of the divine.
Decoction
Much like an infusion except that it is made from roots and barks. Boil for up
to twenty minutes to activate the chemical, rather than steep.
Incense:
A combination of plant materials (and sometimes essential oils) and a base
material that’s mixed, then burned or smoldered on a charcoal briquette designed
specifically for incense.
Infusion
The process of soaking herbs in hot water. Use one teaspoon dried herb to
every cup of water. Heat the water until just boiling. Pour over herb. Cover. Steep ten
to twenty minutes. Strain and cool before using. Infusions, considered the original
witch’s potion, are drunk as teas, added to baths, rubbed into furniture and floors, or
uses to anoint the body.
Ointment
Herbs mixed with a lard or beeswax base. More modern practitioners use one
teaspoon of an herbal tincture with one once of commercial skin lotion.
Powders
Herbs ground to a fine powder and added to colored tak or fine-colored sand.
Used to place under carpets, around doorsteps, in gris-gris bags, stuffed in poppets,
loaded in candles, ect.
Sachet
Attuned herbs placed in a small bag or piece of cloth that is tied or sewn shut.
Sachets can be worn or placed under pillows or other areas of the house for all
manner of magickal workings. Sometimes called mojo bags, charm bags, or gris-gris
bags.
Tincture
Extract made with alcohol rather than a water base. More concentrated in

form and a longer shelf life. Standard formula for a tincture is five ounces of vodka,
brandy, or apple cider vinegar and once ounce of the herb left to sit for six weeks in a
sealable container. Shake the mixture every few days and, as with all herbals, keep
out of direct sunlight. Tinctures are not to be taken internally.

Herbal Lore: Myths and Ceremonies
The Rite of Ceremony
Disclaimer:
Disclaimer These facts and interpretations regarding Ceremonies are meant only for
information and entertainment. I am not involved with and do not endorse any
Ceremonies done with negative intent or using unhealthy, unwholesome, or illegal
practices. I make no claims about or take any responsibility for the effects of
participating in any Ceremony.
In preparing Ceremonies for present-day needs, I respectfully research and borrow
from various traditions. I adapt these concepts in a spirit of peace and love, and with
the hope and intention that reading about them will prove beneficial. Because
Ceremonial information is so diverse, actual historical practices and data may differ,
according to time, please, and observer.
Check out a Spring Equinox Ceremony
About Ceremonies
Before we discuss Herbs and Ceremony, let's discuss Ceremony itself. To me,
Ceremony means Taking Notice of Life with the Wonder of Innocence, no matter
how old we are. It means releasing the child within us so that we can see through his
or her eyes the wonder of it all.
I heard a line in a movie once that said something like, "Normal is extraordinary." My
goal is to celebrate the normal, the ordinary, the every day events with ceremony,
because, in fact, your whole life is one magnificent ceremony, one long dramatic
myth with you as its central character. We are all accustomed to celebrating our
birthdays, yet we frequently do it without and Reverence. Awe and Reverence are
part of ceremony. Birth Day is the day that Spirit came to earth in Your Name, to take
up its earth form in Your Body and depend on Your Wisdom, Faith, Courage and
Guardianship. It's the day Spirit came to earth so you could take your earth walk this
time, and grow yet once again. It is the commemoration of your Spirit's Birth Day on
this planet, under your name, in your shape. Do you remember? Do not wait. What
can you do to commemorate the Divine grandeur of your Birth Day today even if,
especially if, today is not the anniversary of the day you were born. Do not wait! You
are Here, now. You are Now, here. Celebrate!
The Need for Ceremony
Ceremony
Spiritual peoples tend to be more likely to remember to acknowledge, in ceremony,

or prayer, if you like, the most ordinary daily events, like breathing, waking up,
drinking water, eating, arriving, departing, because they recognize the immensity of
these acts. Many tribal people the world over celebrate the rising of the sun every
day, not for the sun's benefit, but for their own, for the connection, for the reminder.
Some pay homage to the marvel of Dreams, for who can really explain the mystery of
Dream Messages? After all, what is a miracle, but something beyond our limited
"scientific" understanding or something that happens with such great infrequency
and unexpectedness that we forget from generation to generation, and therefore
remember to be awed. But look, is there no greater mystery, or miracle, than your
breathing in and out every hour of every day for your entire life? Is that not cause for
ceremony?
But most of us forgot, and as the world became busier and noisier and faster and more
sophisticated, we started to think that ceremony was something that ancient peoples
did or tribal peoples did because it was long ago, or they were strange, or they had
other needs. We envisioned colorful costumes, exotic symbols, foreign tongues,
awkward movements, and we shook our heads and said, "That's not me." Or we
remembered the negative aspects of negative rituals and worked to put lots of space
between them and us.
But then the yearning starts within us again because it is all going by so fast. The
milestones and benchmarks pass with barely any notice, or none at all. Families are
often far away, or estranged. Friends are strangers and we can't find our place in
something called community. Time, that old gypsy, as one poem says, keeps ticking,
ticking, ticking, and age and change wrap us in that ancient shawl. When will come
the right time for ceremony to mark your progress on this earth walk? It is time here.
It is time now. Every milestone in our lives needs acknowledgment, needs a
ceremony, to center us, to connect us to the universe and to each other and to every
other life form and non-life form with whom we share this planet. Ceremony makes
the connection between the internal and external, the spirit and the body, the
individual and the cosmos, the life form and the life form. Ceremony makes the
connection, so each path joins the other, and together we commune and become
Community.
Ceremony for Surviving
So, what can you acknowledge with a ceremony? You can acknowledge any aspect of
life, from the tiniest seedling growing to the most cataclysmic tragedy. The fact is, we
all know about celebrating the big joys: the births, the promotions, the graduations,
the weddings, the house-movings. We know about commemorating the greatest loss
of all, as a beloved life energy passes from here to there, out of our realm. But what
about the other passages, the ones that allow you to grow because they force you to

confront painful truths or difficult experiences the ones that you often suffer through
all by yourself the ones that occurred too early in life for you to have acknowledged
when they happened the ones that are locked somewhere inside you because they are
so sad the tiny ones like a favorite vase breaking the gasp-for-air ones like an earthshattering betrayal. With every trial we walk through, we make passage to our truest
nature, to our greater selves. We survive with every grief. And survival demands
notice! Alone or with friends, we have to satisfy the need to apply dignity to the
events in our lives, big or small, easy or difficult, happy or sad to transmit and receive
love, to draw the sacred shield, to make Ceremony.
Ceremonies to Honor the World We Live In
I believe that regardless of the immediate predicament you may find yourself in, you
are always a nurtured and integral part of the Universe, and therefore, in ways we
may never fully understand, we are always safely home, no matter when or where we
are. A Zen Roshi was on his death bed, and his followers begged him not to go. "Go?"
he asked. "Where would I go. There is nowhere else to go." All is here, and here is
everywhere.
Perhaps this is the reason that we perform Ceremonies not only to honor ourselves
and our lives, but also to honor the Earth and her cycles. For in doing so, we
empower and stabilize ourselves. There is not a place in the world, for instance,
where the Seasons have not been commemorated in some way. If each of us is a
microcosm of the Universe, then we celebrate our own birth when we celebrate
Spring...our own active adult years when we celebrate Summer...our own letting-go
of children, illusions, unproductive habits when we celebrate Autumn and our own
wisdom and faith in the rebirth hidden seeds and hidden potential when we celebrate
Winter. So teaches the Medicine Wheel of the Native Americans and similar concepts
among human beings the world over.
We know that our cycles are enmeshed with the ebb and flow of the oceans and the
lunar rotations of the moon. That we draw power from the sun and nourishment
from the earth. Doesn't it make sense, then, that in honoring them in Ceremony, we
are honoring the Sacred connection that immortalizes us? Whenever you stop the feel
the wind blowing out of the west, you perform a Ceremony by hearing his voice, his
movement, his direction, his energy. Ceremony means stopping the world long
enough to take notice.
How to Design a Ceremony
How do you create a ceremony that's right for you? Ritual is the name for ceremonies
that have been done over and over again through the ages in exactly the same way.
But for many, the old rituals no longer feel right. For others, there are so many

rituals, from so many corners of the earth and so many settings of the time span that
feel right, that you want to borrow, improvise, adapt, personalize, modernize. But
some things never change. All Ceremonies use some or all of these:
1. A location made special for the occasion.
2. Words, original or traditional, said aloud or silently, in speech, or poetry, or chant,
or song.
3. Sound and rhythm, music, drumming, horns, woodwinds, clapping, tapping,
rattling.
4. Lighting, often flames from candles.
5. Movement designed for the occasion.
6. Symbols: rocks, shells, semi-precious stones or crystals; totem animals.
7. Aromas or scents.
8. Herbs, flowers or plants.
9. Food and drink
10. An appropriate place to put these things. Some call this special place an Altar.
Some place them directly on the ground, believing that Mother Earth is our primary
and most sacred altar.
Step lightly on her face. Every step upon her is a Ceremony.
Where
Ceremonies can be held in huge arenas with thousands of people attending, and not
just for religious purposes. Even a parade is a magnificent public Ceremony! They can
be held in small quarters with just a few close kindred spirits. Or you can hold a
ceremony by yourself, and make it exquisitely meaningful.
Herbs and Ceremonies
And then, there are ceremonies that are focus on or incorporate specific herbs. Every
herb has its own personality, appearance, and unique energy. People all over the
earth, have combined the power of herbs with ceremony. From horseradish at the
Passover Seder to the Palm leaves at Easter to Sage for a Vision Quest to Mistletoe at
Christmas to Frankincense at the Winter Solstice of the ancient Druids, to cardamom
the Scandinavian Yuletide to St. John's Wort at the Summer Solstice, to the spiritual
yam in Africa to of seaweed in the list as endless as the peoples on the face of the
earth and the variety of herbs and foodstuffs that grow in their vicinity. The tie
between the Green Standing People and us, the two-leggeds, is without controversy.
The connection is essential to our life force. The connection is tangible and mystical
at the same time. To understand the energy of herbs in our ceremonies, you need to
first understand the herb.

Being Close Being Still Just Being
How do we learn to understand something. Look at the word "understand". Take it
apart. Under. Stand. We learn to really know something by Standing Under it.
By being silent, and drawing in its energy.
By listening for its song.
By connecting with the rhythm of its vibrations.
By bringing to it the essence of who, of what, we are.
By combining energies.
By not talking.
By not asking.
By not wanting.
By not taking.
By Being.
By being, together.
Try it. Today.
Find the lowliest of herbs growing near you, which, oftentimes is the most useful,
and in some areas, the most sacred. Find a Dandelion. A Plantain leaf. Some
Chickweed. The Parsley growing on your window sill. The Queen Anne's Lace down
the street. The light blue Chicory in the lot. The velvet leaves of Mullein growing
near the railroad tracks.
Be next to it.
Lie down on the ground beside it.
Hold it in your hand.
Feel its rhythm.
Hum to it.
Hold it to the light.
Smell it.
Crumple it.
Press it to your heart.
To your lips.
Hear its song.
When you connect with an herb that vibrates to the same energy rhythm as you do,
make it yours and use it in Ceremony. Welcome it to Your Circle. Welcome yourself
to the larger circle of human kind. And then the larger circle of all life and non-life
forms.

Herbal Magic Procedures
Attunement:
Pour the needed amount of dried herb into a bowl. Sit or stand calmly and gaze into
the herb. Sense its vibrations awaiting within the leaves and flowers and stems; see
them emerging from the plant or lying in wait. Psychics can see the vibrations
leaving the plants in various forms, such as sharp jagged lines, lazy spirals or blazing
comets. Lean toward the bowl and place your power hand within it, touching the
herb. Leave it motionless for a few seconds. Visualize your need strongly.
Enchantment:
Run your fingers through the herb. Still strongly visualizing your need, send it into
the herb. Feel your fingertips charging the herb with energy. If you find trouble
holding the image in your mind chant simple words that match your need, such as:
Yarrow, yarrow, make love grow. Chant this endlessly under your breath. As you run
your fingers through the herb feel them infusing the plant with your need. When the
herb is tingling with power (or when you sense that the enchantment is complete)
remove your hand. The plant has been enchanted.
Sachets:
Herbs to be carried or placed in the house (over doors, windows, etc.) should be made
into sachets. A sachet is a small bag or piece of cloth in which herbs are contained. In
voodoo magic this is often called a 'charm bag' or 'root bag'. They are exceedingly
easy to make. Take a small amount of material (square, round, or triangular shaped) of
the appropriate color. Felt works well and its relatively inexpensive. Place the
enchanted herbs (usually no more than a tablespoon or so) on the center of the
material. Gather the ends together and tie with a piece of cord or yarn of a matching
color. As you knot the cord firmly visualize your need. (In actual fact, do this during
the entire procedure). Make two more knots and the sachet is finished. The smaller
the sachets are, the easier they are to carry in the pocket. Household sachets may be
made larger since they aren't carried.
Poppets:
This is also known as the 'voodoo doll', although it has been in magical use at least
4,000 years and was only lately associated with voodoo. Though they have been made

out of roots, potatoes, lead, bark, paper and other materials, in magical herbalism
poppets are usually fashioned of cloth and herbs. The poppet is a doll made to
represent the person to be aided through magic.
Poppets are most often made to speed healing, and are also fashioned to draw money,
love, and all the various magical needs. For best results do not construct a poppet
representing another person; only yourself. Poppets are easy to make: draw a rough
outline of a human figure (about eight inches long). Transfer this outline to a piece of
cloth doubled-over of the appropriate color. Cut it out so that you have two identical
pieces of cloth. Pin these together and begin to sew them around the edges. When
three-quarters of the doll is stitched, fill it with the appropriate enchanted herbs.
Once the poppet is completed hold it in your power hand and visualize your need.
State in plain words that you have fashioned the poppet to aid you in becoming
healthy, to draw money, etc. The herbs within the poppet will go to work in
manifesting your need. The poppet filled with healing herbs (for example) represents
you 'filled' with health. Place the poppet on the altar. Burn candles of the proper
colors and stare at the poppet, visualizing your need. Store the doll in a safe place
when not in use. After the poppet has done its job, pick it apart and bury the herbs
and cloth.
Infusion:
The infusion is the origin of the 'potion' so identified with Witches.
It is simply a process of soaking herbs in hot water.
There are some refinements, however. Use no metal pots when boiling water or
during the steeping process, for they interfere with the herb's powers. Keep the liquid
covered during infusion so that little steam is lost. Finally, enchant all herbs prior to
infusion.
Use one teaspoon dried herb to every cup of water. Heat water until just boiling. Pour
over herb and cover. Let steep nine to thirteen minutes. Strain and cool before using.
Infusions are drunk as teas, of course, but they are also added to baths, rubbed onto
furniture and floors, and used to anoint the body. Needless to say never make an
infusion of a poisonous plant.
Baths:
Baths are often used in herbal magic, for they are an easy way to spread an herb's
power over the entire body.
There are two methods; one, make a sachet (use about one-half to one cup of the
appropriate enchanted herb) of cheesecloth. Drop this into the warm bath water.
A better method entails the preparation of an infusion. Add the strained liquid to the
tub. Essential oils are also sometimes added to baths. Just a few drops are all that is

needed for most oils; too much may irritate the skin.
Ointments:
An old form of herb magic as well as medicine, an ointment is simply any fatty
substance to which powdered herbs and/or oils have been added. In the past, lard was
generally used as the base, but today vegetable shortening is usually substituted. It
certainly smell better.
To a cup of shortening, add three tablespoons of the enchanted, powdered herb(s).
Pound or mash them together while visualizing until well-mixed, then place in an
air-tight container to store.
An alternative method is to melt the base over low heat. Add the herbs and steep for
about nine minutes or until the herb is 'fried'. Strain and allow the ointment to cool
before use.
A third method is even easier; melt the shortening, add drops of the appropriate oils,
and cool.
Using the ointment is easy: simply apply to the body at the pulse points (wrist, neck,
etc.). Such ointments are best stored in air-tight containers in cool place.
Oils:
Though extracting oils by steam distillation and other methods is almost prohibitively
expensive, we are spared this cost by wide availability of essential oils and synthetics
on the market today. Many so-called 'essential oils' are actually synthetic; this does
not negate their use in magic, however. If they smell good, use them.
Essential oils are used in numerous ways. They are worn on the body, rubbed onto
candles, dabbed onto sachets and poppets, added to baths, burned on charcoal blocks
and smeared onto roots.
Incense:
Incense composition and use is an art form in itself. Basically, an incense is any
combination of plant materials, perhaps combined with essential oils and a base,
which are mixed together and burned or smoldered on charcoal. (This type of incense
is know as 'raw' or 'granular'. It is usually used in magic, rather than the stick or cone
forms).
In magical use, incense is burned for its vibrations alone as a kind of spell, while
visualizing. But it can also be used as a background while performing other types of
magic. In composing your own incense formula remember that 'more' is not always
better. Any recipe requiring over nine substances is probably too complicated. Simply

chose a few plants appropriate to your need. The herbs are reduced to powder form
with a mortar and pestle and then enchanted. The resultant mixture is ready for use.
To use incense, ignite a charcoal block and place in a heat-proof container. An
incense burner is fine, as is a dish half-filled with salt or sand. Sprinkle a small
amount of incense on the glowing charcoal every few minutes during your spell.
Remember, however, that many sweetly-scented plants smell quite different when
burning, so don't be surprised if your incense isn't pleasant. The important factors
here are the vibrations and not the scents.

Herbal Preparations
The use of herbs in all facets of life has been around quite literally since the
beginning of time. Nearly all of commercial based medicine, flavorings, scents, even
cosmetics, have their base in natural sources. Which is why it never fails to surprise
me when I hear the words, "yeah, but does it really work?"
Many of the recipes acquired are written in simple terms that need not be confusing
once you come to understand the terminology most commonly used. This article is
written to simply explain the terms used in herbal preparation so that anyone can
take a recipe and use it to it's full advantage, with insight.
There are quite simply, two basic ways that herbs are used:
1. Internally - such as infusions (most commonly called teas), decoctions (also
referred to as a tea, but with a different preparation explained later), tinctures, and
syrups. There are more internal means, but these are the most common I am asked
for.
2. Externally - Baths (common in aromatherapy), ointments, compresses, poultices,
and liniments. Each of these are explained in simplest terms.
Internal Preparation
Infusion: The most common method of internal herbal preparation, usually referred
to as a "tea".
Infusions are called for when using soft plant parts, such as leaves, flowers or green
stems. If you must use hard plant parts, please refer to Decoction. Fresh or dried herbs
can be used, however, it is important to remember that if the recipe calls for dried
herbs, and you chose to use fresh instead, that's fine, but the measurement will be
different. That amount should be as follows: one part dried herb is equal to three parts
fresh. So if a recipe calls for one teaspoon of dried lavender, for instance, you should
make it three teaspoons of fresh.
When preparing an infusion using an aromatic herb, such as chamomile or lavender,
use a pot with a well sealed lid, so that you don't lose as much of the natural oils in
evaporation, as these are essential to the purpose. (These herbs also tend to be
sensitive to heat, so you may chose to make a cold infusion by simply leaving the
herbs in water for six to 12 hours, preferably in an earthenware pot if you have one
sealed. But that is simply a matter of preference and purpose as well.) Whenever
possible, infusions should be prepared only on an as needed basis, as the shelf life of

the infusions is not a long period of time, varying from recipe to recipe.
To Make An Infusion: Use a china or glass pot, (warmed) and add one teaspoon of
herbal mixture per cup of tea. Add one cup of boiling water per teaspoon of herbal
mixture. Steep for ten to fifteen minutes.
Decoction: Similar to an infusion, but it is more called for when using hard of woody
herbal mixtures, such as bark, roots, wood, nuts or seeds. I find it is best to grind these
to powder form in some instances, in order to release the natural oils. That again, is
up to preference. These herbs require more heat to release the natural oils, therein
lies the difference between infusion and decoction. If your recipe calls for soft herbs
as well as hard herbs, prepare the two separately as a decoction and infusion, and mix
after the decoction is processed. This way, the more sensitive herbs aren't lost to
burning or evaporation, thus losing it's potency.
To Make A Decoction: Use one teaspoon of herbal mixture per cup of water into a pot
or saucepan. If the herbs are dried, they should be powdered or in small pieces. Fresh
herbs should be in small chunks. Add the water called for by the amount of herbal
mixture added, and bring the mixture to a boil. Simmer for the amount of time called
for by the specific recipe or herbs used. I find that it is rarely longer than fifteen
minutes. If you are using aromatic herbs, put a lid on the pot to retain it's potency.
Strain into a teacup or pot and serve while it is hot.
Tinctures: Tinctures are usually alcohol based preparations, with the alcohol acting as
a natural preservative. Although, tinctures are also commonly made using vinegar or
glycerin. Tinctures tend to be much stronger than infusions and decoctions, thus
should be treated accordingly.
If you are going to use alcohol as your base for tinctures, I find it is best to use alcohol
that is at least 30% by volume, or sixty proof. Vodka makes a good base for a tincture.
Tinctures can be used as they are, or mixed with tea, or when called for a bath, foot
bath, oil or ointment. Lozenges can be made with them as well. The most popular
tincture and most common is one made with wine. That would be technically, a
mulled or spiced wine, as it's commonly known. When making a vinegar tincture,
use a natural vinegar, such as apple cider vinegar, not a synthetic one, such as white
vinegar. Vinegar tinctures are gaining in popularity, and are wonderful to cook with,
as well as tend to be very fragrant. Glycerin tinctures tend to be milder to the
stomach, but the drawback is that the resinous or oily herbs do not dissolve as well in
preparation.
To Make A Tincture: Finely chop or grind the herbal mixture into a container with a

tight seal. Use four ounces of herbal mixture to every pint of alcohol, and seal. Keep
the jar in a warm place for two weeks, taking it out daily to shake up the mixture.
When done, take the liquid and pour through a soft muslin cloth into a bowl. Wring
the herbal filled cloth into the bowl to get out the residue. Store the tincture in a dark
bottle, keeping it well sealed.
External Herbal Preparations
Baths: Baths are one of the most pleasant ways to enjoy herbs, as well as your efforts
with infusions and decoctions. A normal sized bath uses approximately one pint of
infusion or decoction added to it. For the most part, aromatic herbs make the better
additives to baths, as the oils are absorbed not only through the skin, but provide
soothing comfort through the aroma. You can use cheese cloth or muslin, making a
pouch of sorts, adding the herbs, and suspend it so that it is directly below the faucet.
The pouring water helps to distribute the herbal mixture evenly throughout the
water. once your bath is drawn, if you feel that it is necessary, let the bag float in the
water to continuously add the mixture during your bath.
Ointments: Also called salves, are preparations that ban be applied to the skin. They
can be anything from greasy to thick in substance, depending on the base that you
use in preparation. Petroleum jelly is a simple ointment base, but I suggest it only
when using naturally irritating oils such as cinnamon. The petroleum will act as a
buffer between the sensitive skin and the oil, allowing you to fully enjoy the aromatic
benefit of the herb, without having as large a chance of irritation. Natural bases are
better in other instances.
Preparation For Making An Ointment: Use two ounces of white wax, three ounces of
lard, three fluid ounces of oil (almond, or olive is great). Melt the wax and lard in the
oil in a double boiler, remove from heat when melted, add almond oil and stir until
cool. Pour the mixture into a container for storage. Of course, you must add the herb
mixture to this base, as it's no good without it.
Poultices And Compresses: Very similar in form, but often used differently. A
compress is used by soaking linen, gauze, or similar fabric in an infusion or decoction
and applied to the affected area. The heat activates the herbs to release the healing
ability. A Poultice is different in the basis that it is the application of the solid herbal
mixture either directly or wrapped in a linen or gauzy material to the affected area.
Dried herbs must be made into a paste in order to be used in a poultice. You can use a
hot water bottle in order to keep a poultice warm while applying it. Poultices are
more commonly used to draw out infection or heat in a wounded area.

Liniments: Liniments are strictly used externally, and are more commonly used in
massage or to stimulate muscles or ligaments. They are usually made with alcohol,
herbal oils, as well as dried and fresh herbs so that they may be more readily absorbed
through the skin. Golden seal and cramp bark are good additives for liniment. The
main ingredient of liniment is usually cayenne.
These are, by no means, the sum total of uses that herbs have, or the limits of
preparation. This article represents the most commonly used ones, as well as the most
common ones about which there seems to be some confusion. Especially with novices
starting out in their quest for understanding the herbal recipes they are trying. I hope
that it makes a difference, adding insight and clearing a path. Enjoy!

Herbal Preparations
Several Ways of Preparing Herbs for Use.
Notes: Always keep a record of the work you do. If using herbs for healing, remember
you are not a doctor, use them only for adjuncts not replacements for medical
treatment. The traditional Herbal Craftsperson will meditate as the work is done and
after it is completed, in this way learning is continued
The Water in the following preparations is brought to boiling then poured over the
herb, the herbs are not boiled in the water, for that would cause a breakdown of the
vitamins and minerals in the herbs that are so vital to the healing process.

Making an Infusion
This process draws the properties you want out of the herb for healing. An infusion is
basically a strong tea. The normal mixture is one pint of water to 1/2 ounce of herb. It
takes experience to learn how long each herb needs to steep, some take longer than
others, the average length of time is 1/2 hour but with practice you'll learn which
take longer and which take less time.
This is the easiest method.

Making a Decoction
This is much the same as an infusion (tea) except you are working with a much more
solid herb such as thick pieces of root or bark which can't be ground up or the
remedy calls for a much stronger dose..
This is the one case where you should boil the herb.
herb In fact that's the whole process.
Make sure that no steam escapes or the vital oils will go away with it. Also (of course)
never use any metal when doing any herbal remedies.
If you will have more than one ingredient in the decoction begin by boiling the
toughest then work down. Start with cold water and after boiling for what you
consider long enough allow it to steep usually for at least thirty minutes.

Making a Poultice
This is used when you need to apply the herbs externally such as for a burn or for
acne. Yes it's messy but often essential for healing
Pour boiling water over the herbs using just enough to dampen them or evenly cover

the plant matter, you're not trying to extract anything from the herb only to moisten
it. When it is all evenly wet remove it with a strainer and place between two pieces
of gauze (cheesecloth also works well if folded several times). You then apply the
gauze with the herbs inside to the affected part and allow the moisture with the herb
essence to pass within the person.

Making an Ointment
This method involves mixing the herb(s) with a fixative such as petroleum jelly or
vegetable fat. This is done by heating the fixative until it is quite warm and adding
the ground herbs to it. Once mixed up the mixture can be heated more than once and
allowed to cool, Once you are satisfied that all the goody has been removed from the
herb the whole mixture should be strained and put into a storage container then
allowed to cool. This is the same procedure used to make salves.

Making a Wash
Same as an infusion (tea) except you use it externally.

Tincture
These are used when long term storage is required. It requires alcohol of at least a
75% grade which can be safely ingested. Place the following in a jar which can be
tightly sealed
1-4 ounces of the herb
8 ounces of alcohol (drinkable!)
4 ounces of water
Seal the jar and keep it safely out of the light for two weeks. Each day at least once,
check it and make sure that you loosed the mass of herb inside the jar by swirling it
about. Continue this process until at the end of the two weeks the alcohol has
extracted all the constituents without need of heat. This process is best begun on the
new moon and completed on the full moon.

Herbal Recipes
Teas
Lemon Upper:
Equal amounts by weight:
 Green yerba mate
 Spearmint
 Lemon balm
 Lemon grass
Night Cap:
Amounts by volume:
 1 part chamomile
 1 part lemon balm
 1 part hops
 ½ part Valerian
 ½ part Vervain
Wow:
Equal amounts by volume:
 Chamomile
 Passion flower
 Hibiscus
 Lemon balm
 Rose hips
 ½ Licorice root
Tonic:
 1 teaspoon dock root
 1 pint water
Boil ten minutes
Add:
 2 teaspoons spearmint
 1 teaspoon eyebright
Steep ten minutes

Smoking Mixtures
(Unless otherwise noted, equal amounts by weight)
Gypsy Tobacco:








Coltsfoot
Eyebright
Wood betony
Thyme
Rosemary
Spearmint

Herb Mix #2:
 Coltsfoot
 Rosemary
 Wood betony
 ½ amount lavender
 ½ amount mullein
 ½ amount sage
Herb Mix #3:
 Coltsfoot
 Knic-Knic
 Sage
 Lavender
 Wood betony
Intoxicating Smoke:
 Damiana
 Gota Kola
 Hops
 Catnip
 ¾ amount spearmint
 ½ amount yohimbe
 ½ amount loebelia
 ½ amount passion flower

Incenses
Purification Incense:
Equal parts by volume:
 Frankincense
 Hyssop
Healing Incense:
Equal parts by weight:
 Heal all (Prunella Vularis)

 Hyssop
 Vervain
 Aloeswood
½ part by weight:
 Dragon’s blood
 Mandrake
 Cinquefoil
Sweet Dreams:
 100 grams powdered charcoal
 25 grams wormwood
 25 grams apple wood (sawdust)
 15 grams lavender
 8 grams saltpeter
 1 ounce lavender oil
 1 ounce patchouli oil
Forest God Incense:
 2 teaspoons charcoal
 2 teaspoons frankincense
 1 ½ teaspoons pine needles
 1 teaspoon must root
 1 teaspoon white sandalwood
 1 teaspoon cascarilla bark
 1 teaspoon benzoin
 ½ teaspoon camphor
 7 drops clove oil
 10 drops musk oil
 9 drops civit oil
 9 drops cedar oil
 8 drops ambergris oil
 5 drops cinnamon oil
Enchanted Dreams:
 2 teaspoons charcoal
 1 teaspoon benzoin
 1 teaspoon orris root
 1 teaspoon camphor
 ½ teaspoon must root
 15 drops musk oil
 10 drops ambergris oil

Arcady Circle Incense:
Finely reduced:
 25 grams frankincense
 17 grams pine needles
 10 grams patchouli
 10 grams mugwort
 10 grams vervain
 1 grams bay leaves (about 10)
Add 1 tablespoon each:
 Musk oil
 Patchouli oil
 Lavender oil
 Vanilla oil
 Honeysuckle oil
 Orange Blossom oil
Add:
 Powdered charcoal to absorb oil
 Approximately 5-10% (by weight) saltpeter
The amount of oils depend upon the strength of the oil. Some are very concentrated,
others not so much. You will have to trust your won senses when it comes to the
amounts.

Herbal Reference Guide
Overview
Herbs are a gift from nature. They include leaves, bark, berries, roots, gums, seeds,
stems and flowers. They have been used for thousands of years to help maintain good
health.
Alfalfa
Aids in healing allergies, arthritis, morning sickness, peptic ulcers, stomach ailments
& bad breath; cleanses the kidneys & removes poisons from the body; neutralizes
acids; is an excellent blood purifier & blood thinner; improves the appetite and aids in
the assimilation of protein, calcium & other nutrients.
Aloe Vera
Helps alleviate constipation, aids in healing burns & wounds, canker sores, cold sores,
ulcers, acne and digestive disorders.
Blessed Thistle
Helps strengthen the heart & lungs; aids in healing urinary, pulmonary & liver
disorders; increases circulation to the brain; aids digestion, reduces fever, expels
worms, helps alleviate menstrual cramps.
Burdock Root
Is an excellent blood purifier and cleanser; aids in healing skin blemishes, arthritis &
rheumatism; promotes healthy kidney function.
Capsicum
Promotes cleansing of the circulatory & digestive system; reduces fever, purifies the
blood; helps prevent muscle aches, tiredness, skin blemishes, headaches, rheumatism,
ulcers & sore throats; helps in regulating your blood pressure and pulse rate.
Cascara Sagrada
Stimulates the secretions of the entire digestive system; helps prevent nervous
disorders, colon & constipation problems.
Chamomile
An excellent cleanser & toner of the digestive tract; aids in calming the nerves; expels
worms & parasites; Improves the appetite & helps eliminate dandruff.

Chapparal
Aids in healing skin blemishes, acne, arthritis & allergies; promotes hair growth; acts
as a natural antibiotic within the body with no side effects.
Comfry
Aids in healing respiratory ailments, anemia, arthritis, fractures, mucous membranes,
lungs & wounds; it is soothing to the gastrointestinal tract; aids in cell proliferation;
helps the pancreas in regulating blood sugar level; helps promote the secretion of
pepsin & is a general aid to digestion.
Echinacea
Is the most effective blood & lymphatic cleanser in the botanical kingdom; its acts as
a natural antibiotic and works like penicillin in the body with no side effects; aids in
reducing fever, infections, bad breath & mucous buildup.
Euphrasia
Aids in reducing skin blemishes, clears bloodshot eyes, and helps with impotence.
Garlic
Is extremely effective in dissolving and cleansing cholesterol from the blood stream;
it stimulates the digestive tract; it kills worms, parasites and harmful bacteria; it
normalizes blood pressure and reduces fever, gas & cramps; it used by athletes for
increasing physical strength & energy.
Ginger
Aids in fighting colds, colitis, digestive disorders, flu & gas; it helps increase the
secretion of saliva; is excellent for the circulatory system and helps increase stamina.
Ginseng
Aids in increasing endurance, longevity & vitality; aids in balancing hormonal
activity; acts as a sexual stimulant, mental & physical stimulant; normalizes blood
pressure levels; helps protect the body against stress; strengthens the endocrine
glands; stimulates the activity of RNA & DNA in your cells, thus helping retard the
aging process.
Gotu Kola
Is an excellent "brain food" which promotes memory & helps alleviate mental fatigue;
excellent for the eyes, impotence, endurance, energy & normalizing blood pressure;
considered to be an excellent nerve tonic.
Hawthorn Berries

Strengthens the muscles and nerves to the heart; aids in relieving emotional stress;
regulates high & low blood pressure; helps combat arteriosclerosis, hypoglycemia and
heart disease.
Hyssop
Regulates blood pressure, purifies the blood & promotes circulation, excellent aid for
the eyes, hoarseness, lungs, mucous buildup, nervous disorders and skin problems.
Licorice
Expels mucous from the respiratory tract aids in healing hoarseness, hypoglycemia,
coughs & constipation; promotes healthy adrenal glands; acts as a sexual stimulant;
helps increase endurance & vitality; helps in reducing skin blemishes (age spots).
Ma Haung
A stimulant of the adrenal glands; helps increase energy level; aids in healing asthma,
bronchitis, lung, coughs & congestive disorders.
Mullein
A bone, flesh and cartilage builder; aids in healing respiratory ailments, asthma,
bronchitis, diarrhea, sinus congestion; soothing to any inflammation and relieves
pain; acts to relieve spasms & clears the lungs.
Rose Hips
Used to fight infection & curb stress. it is the highest herb in Vitamin C content and
contains the entire C-Complex.
Sarsaparilla
Helps cure impotence; relieves inflammation & gas and will increase the flow of
urine; an excellent blood purifier; aids rheumatism, heartburn, hormones, gout, fever
ad mucous buildup; also used to promote perspiration.
Spirulina
Is an algae containing 65-70% protein; it contains twenty-six times the Calcium of
milk; also contains phosphorous & niacin and is far more nutritious than any known
food; used for rejuvenation & weight reduction; an excellent blood and colon
cleanser; very high in Vitamin B12 content.
Yellow Dock
Dock
A nutritive tonic, high in Iron and useful in treating anemia; also nourishes the
spleen and liver, thus, being effective for the treatment of Jaundice, Lymphatic
problems & skin eruptions; strengthens, cleanses & tones the entire body; excellent

for boils, ulcers, wounds, and cleansing the blood.

Herbal Sachets for Healing
Herbal sachets are easy to make. All you need is a white handkerchief, a ribbon, and
herbs. A small picture of the sick person can be placed inside the bundle, or you can
put the bundle on top of the picture. Grind the herbs with mortar and pestle, and
place them in the center of a new, clean, white handkerchief. Empower the herbs in
the magick circle, using your favorite ritual format. You can also add small gemstones
or other natural objects to the bundle. Close the bundle by pulling up each corner,
one at a time, saying:

"From the east -- healing and happiness for (person's name).
From the south -- healing and happiness for (person's name).
From the west -- healing and happiness for (person's name).
From the north -- healing and happiness for (person's name).
From the four corners of the universe, I call for healing for (person's name).
In the name of Apollo, the healing has begun!"
Tie the bundle shut, chanting: "The healing has won, sickness is done!" When you are
finished, say: "So mote it be!"
Give to the sick person as a healing charm, or if you think they would not accept it,
place the bundle on your altar. Burn a white candle to boost the spell. You may wish
to select three or more herbs from the general healing list below. Remember that fire
and air work best together, and earth and water work best together. Because of
certain planets rule more than one sign, or share signs, you may have a choice in
element due to classical associations.

Ash
Ruling Planet: Sun
Element:
Element: Fire

Caraway
Ruling Planet: Mercury
Element: Air/earth

Coriander
Ruling Planet: Mars
Element: Fire/water

Fern

Ruling Planet: Mercury
Element: Air/earth

Geranium
Ruling Planet: Venus
Element: Air/earth

Juniper
Ruling Planet: Sun
Element: Fire

Marjoram
Ruling Planet: Mercury
Element: Air/earth

Nutmeg
Ruling Planet: Jupiter
Element: Fire/air

Oak
Ruling Planet: Sun
Element: Fire

Rue
Ruling Planet: Mars
Element: Fire/water

St. John’s Wort
Ruling Planet: Sun
Element: Fire

Sassafras
Ruling
Ruling Planet: Jupiter
Element: Air/fire

Tansy
Ruling Planet: Venus
Element: Air/earth

Thyme
Ruling Planet: Venus
Element: Air/earth

Walnut
Ruling Planet: Sun
Element: Fire

Herbalism During Pregnancy
I am constantly amazed at the number of women that know little or nothing of herbs,
except to use some cinnamon and cloves and maybe garlic powder now and then
added to salt and pepper. When they become pregnant, they take training in the
Lamaze method, classes in birthing, read lots of books, but when it comes to holistic
health including using herbal teas, they either don't want to listen or are talked out of
it by medical doctors and happily continue to take pills, shots and continue smoking.
This article is intended to be a guide for those who decide to use herbal methods that
predate modern medicine by centuries.
In pregnancy, you are embarking on an adventure that only women can experience.
Your body will go through many changes, the major one being the maturation of a
young human. It is necessary for you to build your health and strength much more
now then before your pregnancy. It is extremely important to keep your system free
of toxins to insure a health child. The burden of responsibility is on you, for no
matter how close you are to the potential father, or the mid-wife or the doctor, it is
your body that is the home for this new life, not theirs. If you haven't stopped
smoking, do so now. If you haven't stopped drinking of all alcohol, do so now. If you
haven't stopped all drugs, do so now. If you haven't begun healthy eating habits, do so
now. If you haven't begun an exercise program, do so now. Yoga stretching exercises
are excellent.
Now as to herbs. First some rules of thumb. Unless otherwise noted, use one to two
teaspoons of herb per cup of water. Pour boiling water over the herb. Leaves and
flowers should be steeped for ten minutes. Roots and stems should be simmered about
ten minutes or steeped when mixed with leaves. Seeds should be bruised or crushed
before steeping.
Caution – Abortaifacts: These are herbs which may cause "spontaneous" abortions.
Some of them are mild but it would be best to avoid all of them. They include, celery,
cotton seed oil and root, ergot (rye smut from which LSD is made), horseradish,
mistletoe, pennyroyal, Peruvian bark (Quinine), shepherds purse and tansy.
If you plan to breast feed, which is now recommended, avoid black walnuts, English
walnuts and sage. These items will cause a decrease in milk flow. They should be used
when you wean your child. Also, wean your child when the moon is moving out of
the sign Cancer and going into Leo.

Herbs that increase milk are: basil, borage, caraway, dill, anise, coriander, fennel and
European vervain.
To ease your time in childbirth, the following herbs are useful: Althea, birthwort,
black cohosh, blue cohosh, cannabix (as a tea), comfrey, raspberry leaves, spikenard
(both kinds), squaw vine, wild red raspberry and wormwood.
In case of toxemia, the following blood purifiers will be helpful: Borage, dandelion
(root in tea and leaves in salads), ephedra and Echinacea root.
If the little one has an upset stomach or colic, he/she can be given spearmint and
fennel seed tea, by teaspoon. One or two teaspoons should do it.
A note of caution is necessary here in regard to the little ones; Chamomile is
generally thought to be a nice, pleasant tea that helps to calm people, but people,
including babies, that have allergies can react violently to it. Chamomile tea is made
from flowers, and it is loaded with pollen.

Herbal Regimen for Pregnancy
I would like to suggest the following tea mixture to be used from the first signs of
pregnancy until after birthing, with the noted changes:
Master Mix (by volume)
Red Raspberry Leaves three parts
Lemon Balm two parts
Rose Hips two parts
Dandelion Root one part
Dock Root one part
Steep one to two teaspoons per cup.
Drink two to four cups per day.
Note: Lemon and/or honey can always be added.
Changes or additions:
For nausea, morning sickness:
Add three parts of Peppermint or Spearmint to the master mix.
During the eight month:
Add three parts each of Althea and Comfrey root to the master mix.

From birthing to weaning:
Make an additional tea mix of equal parts each:
Anise seed, Coriander seed, Dill seed, Fennel seed and Caraway seed. Drink one to
two cups of tea a day, while cutting down on the other tea.
It is hoped that this article will be helpful to you and to your child, so that you both
may grow in health. For further information and for reference in general, I suggest:
The Herb Book
By John B. Lust, ND, DBM
Bantam Books
Paper, 659 pages.

Herbalist in Question
Arthritis
Q. For the past ten years I have been suffering with pain in the knees and hips. Drugs
have not given me relief and the pain is getting worse. The cause so I am told is
inflammation of the joints for which there is no cure.
A. There are many different names given to arthritis and many stages to this disease,
but the cause is the same. The treatment is similar for all types, with variations
depending on the person involved. For instance some people benefit from a hot
compress or poultice, while others need cold packs for relief of pain and
inflammation. A person with gout of the big toe cannot bear anything hot touching
that area, so I would suggest a cold clay compress or poultice which will draw out the
heat.
So you see, without more information on an individual's condition it is difficult to
give a more specific recommendation, but I will make some assumptions and try
anyway! A change of diet is the first step. Acid forming foods such as milk, cheese
and red meats are to be avoided. Uric acid a waste from animal protein is the start of
many problems. This acid is very destructive if not eliminated through the normal
channels. The trouble is we produce much more than we eliminate. This excess burns
out sodium which keeps calcium in solution. This crystallizes calcium deposits in
various parts of the body including joints, causing much irritation and pain.
Herbal teas containing Meadowsweet, Birch, Nettle, Comfrey, Willow Bark, etc. will
reduce inflammation and flush out uric acid. Diaphoretic herbs are sometimes
necessary to draw out uric acid through the skin. The juice of one small raw potato
drunk daily can reduce pain.
Externally a hot cabbage poultice can reduce inflammation if wrapped around joint
and left overnight.
Acne
Q. My daughter is eighteen years old and has a very pretty face but is afraid to go out
with her friends because of acne. This condition has badly scarred her face. She has
tried many types of creams without success. Are there any natural creams or other
treatments that can help her.
A. It may seem to some people that I repeat myself often in these matters and they

would be correct. The cure is in the cause, proper eating habits. I know this is hard
for young people to accept but it is the truth. Junk food (pizza, burgers, fries, chips,
candy etc) along with too much orange juice, milk, cheese, fried foods, red meat, etc.
are eaten almost exclusive of anything else. Avoiding this kind of food goes a long
way to a cure. A diet rich in raw and steamed vegetables, salads, fruits, whole grains
etc is the answer. Along with this program Herbal remedies will assist in elimination
and function.
Many people assume acne is for teenagers only but it can carry on into adult life if not
treated properly. The usual treatment is topical, such as antiseptic salves which kill
bacteria. Some conventional treatments go as far as using anti-biotic creams and pills
along with skin scraping etc. Of course creams can be helpful if they are made with
herbs in a natural base of beeswax and vegetable oils. Internally, alterative herbs are
used to cleanse the blood. Burdock, Echinacea, Calendula, Nettle, Red Clover, along
with diuretics and laxatives such as Parsley and Buckthorne bark help elimination.
This combination is then tonic in action, aiding the blood, lymph, bowels, liver and
kidneys in elimination and purification, carrying waste away from the skin and out
through the normal channels.
A tablespoon of olive oil and fresh lemon juice should be taken every morning one
hour before breakfast.
Colds and flu
Q. For the last four to five years I have been plagued with colds and flu usually twice
a year. The rest of the year I feel tired with low energy and sluggish. Could you
suggest diet changes and perhaps some herbal remedy.
A. Your body is trying desperately to rid itself of excess mucus and toxins. Instead of
suppressing these symptoms with drugs, allow the body to take its natural course. To
do this you must go on a strict eating regime, no milk (heavy mucus) cheese, meat,
eggs or bread. In fact I would suggest a vegetarian diet for 6 to eight weeks before
including fish or chicken. Eat lots of dark green leafy vegetables raw and steamed,
fruits and juices, but stay away from oranges and pineapples, (these tend to upset the
digestive processes). Some grains such as brown rice, millet and oatmeal. A little
whole rye bread can be included. Fasting one day a week (thirty-six hours) with red
grape juice will help in mucus elimination. Eat lots of fresh garlic or take one garlic
capsule four times a day along with 1/2 teaspoon tincture of Echinacea in a little
water four times a day.
If a cold or flu strikes, act quickly and drink an infusion of Elderflower, Linden,

Yarrow and Peppermint, add Licorice if the throat is affected. Drink this infusion
very hot, after taking hot and cold foot baths, then stay in bed. This concoction will
make you perspire, burning out waste, probably ending the cold before it starts
without suppressing it.
When the cold or flu is over, a combination of herbs in an infusion should be taken
for detoxification especially in the spring and fall. Nettle, Dandelion, Burdock, and
Elderflower make a good cleansing tonic, taken three times a day for three to four
weeks.
Fibroids
Q. My doctor sent me to a specialist because of excessive menstrual bleeding. He
found fibroids and recommended an hysterectomy. I have heard that herbs can help
to dissolve them. Is this true?
A. Many women have used herbal treatments with success, depending on the size and
type of fibroid they have. Soft growths are easier to deal with than the hard variety.
I have taken different approaches to this problem using various herbs with success but
I have found clay to be superior in many cases. First make the appropriate dietary
changes to improve circulation and elimination along with blood cleansing herbs.
Use green clay as a poultice externally applied once daily and drink clay every
morning for internal cleansing. For the poultice put enough clay for three to four
days at a time in a glass or ceramic container (never touch clay with metal or plastic).
Pour in distilled or spring water until soaked in, just covering the clay. Put a cloth
over the container and leave near a window, (not in direct sunlight), for twenty-four
hours.
When you are ready to apply the poultice use a wooden spoon and dig out enough
clay to cover the area of the fibroids. Place the clay about one inch thick on to some
gauze or cotton cloth and apply clay directly onto the skin. Leave on one to two
hours, or you can leave it on overnight. The clay will dry out and crumble off. When
the treatment is finished, throw the used clay away, do not let anyone else handle it.
Continue this treatment for three months.
If there is any reaction to clay such as becoming very hot or staying too cold, stop
treatment and try again another day.
For internal use put one teaspoon of clay in a 1/2 glass of pure water and stir. Leave
by window for about one hour, stir and drink one hour before breakfast.

As I mentioned earlier, blood cleansing herbs will help along with herbs for liver
congestion, such as Artichoke, St. Benedict, Dandelion, etc. If the fibroid is not
responding, a liver cleansing treatment of olive oil and lemon juice may be needed.

Herbs
Acacia:
Acacia Protection, Psychic Powers
Adam and Eve Roots:
Roots Love, Happiness
Adder's Tongue:
Tongue Healing
African Violet:
Violet Spirituality, Protection

Agaric: (Poisonous) Fertility
Agaric
Agrimony:
Agrimony Protection, Sleep
Ague Root:
Root Protection
Alfalfa:
Alfalfa Prosperity, Anti-hunger, Money
Alkanet:
Alkanet Purification, Prosperity
Allspice:
Allspice Money, Luck, Healing
Almond:
Almond Money Prosperity, Wisdom
Aloe:
Aloe Protection, Luck
Aloes, Wood:
Wood Love, Spirituality
Althea:
Althea Protection, Psychic Powers
Alyssum:
Alyssum Protection, Moderating Anger
Amaranth:
Amaranth Healing, Protection, Invisibility
Anemone:
Anemone Health, Protection, Healing
Angelica:
Angelica Exorcism, Protection, Healing, Visions
Anise:
Anise Protection, Purification, Youth
Apple:
Apple Love, Healing, Garden Magick, Immortality
Apricot:
Apricot Love
Arbutus:
Arbutus Exorcism, Protection
Asafoetida:
Asafoetida Exorcism, Purification, Protection
Ash:
Ash Protection, Prosperity, Sea Ritual, Health
Aspen:
Aspen Eloquence, Anti-theft
Aster:
Aster Love
Avens:
Avens Exorcism, Purification, Love
Avocado:
Avocado Love, Lust, beauty
Bachelor's Buttons:
Buttons Love
Balm, Lemon:
Lemon Love, Success, Healing
Balm of Gilead
Gilead:
ead Love, Manifestations, Protection, Healing
Bamboo:
Bamboo Protection, Luck, Hex-breaking, Wishes
Banyan:
Banyan Luck
Barley:
Barley Love, Healing, Protection
Basil:
Basil Love, Exorcism, Wealth, Flying, Protection
Bay:
Bay Protection, Psychic Powers, Healing, Purification, Strength
Bean:
Bean Protection, Exorcism, Reconciliations, Potency, Love
Bedstraw, Fragrant:
Fragrant Love

Beech:
Beech Wishes
Beet:
Beet Love

Belladonna: (Poisonous) Safer alternatives are available today and belladonna is best
Belladonna
avoided.
Benzoin:
Benzoin Purification, Prosperity
Bergamon, Orange:
Orange Money
Betony, Wood:
Wood Protection, Purification, Love
Birch:
Birch Protection, Exorcism, Purification
Bistort:
Bistort Psychic Powers, Fertility
Bittersweet:
Bittersweet Protection, Healing
Blackberry:
Blackberry Healing, Money, Protection
Bladderwrack:
Bladderwrack Protection, Sea Spells, Wind Spells, Money, Psychic Powers
Bleeding Heart:
Heart Love

Bloodroot: (Poisonous) Love, Protection, Purification
Bloodroot
Bluebell:
Bluebell Luck, Truth
Blueberry:
Blueberry Protection

Flag: (Poisonous) Money
Blue Flag
Bodhi:
Bodhi Fertility, Protection, Wisdom, Meditation
Bonset:
Bonset Protection, Exorcism
Borage:
Borage Courage, Psychic Powers
Bracken:
Bracken Healing, Rain Magick, Prophetic Dreams
Briony:
Briony Image Magick, Money, Protection
Bromeliad:
Bromeliad Protection, Money

Broom: (Poisonous) Purification, Protection, Wind Spells, Divination
Broom
Buchu:
Buchu Psychic Powers, Prophetic Dreams
Buckthorn:
Buckthorn Protection, Exorcism, Wishes, Legal Matters
Buckwheat:
Buckwheat Money, Protection
Burdock:
Burdock Protection, Healing
Cabbage:
Cabbage Luck
Cactus:
Cactus Protection, Chastity

Calamus: (Poisonous) Luck, Healing, Money, Protection
Calamus
Camellia:
Camellia Riches
Camphor:
Camphor Chastity, Health, Divination
Caper Potency, Lust, Love
Caraway:
Caraway Protection, Lust, Health, Anti-theft, Mental Powers
Cardamom:
Cardamom Lust, Love
Carnation:
Carnation Protection, Strength, Healing
Carob:
Carob Protection Health
Cascara Sagrada:
Sagrada Legal Matters, Money, Protection
Cashew:
Cashew Money

Castor: (Poisonous) Protection
Castor

Catnip:
Catnip Cat Magick, Love, Beauty, Happiness
Cat Tail:
Tail Lust
Cedar:
Cedar Healing, Purification, Money, Protection
Celandine:
Celandine Protection, Escape, Happiness, Legal Matters
Celery:
Celery Mental Powers, Lust, Psychic Powers
Centaury:
Centaury Snake-removing
Chamomile:
Chamomile Money, Sleep, Love, Purification
Cherry:
Cherry Love, Divination
Chestnut:
Chestnut Love
Chickweed:
Chickweed Fidelity, Love
Chicory:
Chicory Removing Obstacles, Invisibility
Chili Pepper:
Pepper Fidelity, Hex-breaking, Love

Berry: (Poisonous) Luck
China Berry
Chrysanthemum:
Chrysanthemum Protection
Cinchona:
Cinchona Luck, Protection
Cinnamon
Cinnamon:
nnamon Spirituality, Success, Healing, Power, Psychic Powers, Lust, Protection,
Love
Cinquefoil:
Cinquefoil Money, Protection, Prophetic Dreams, Sleep
Citron:
Citron Psychic Powers, Healing
ClothCloth-ofof-Gold:
Gold Understanding Animal Languages
Clove:
Clove Protection, Exorcism, Love, Money
Clover:
Clover Protection, Money, Love, Fidelity, Exorcism, Success
Club Moss:
Moss Protection, Power
Coconut:
Coconut Purification, Protection, Chastity
Cohosh, Black:
Black Love, Courage, Protection, Potency
Coltsfoot:
Coltsfoot Love, Visions
Columbine:
Columbine Courage, Love
Comfry:
Comfry Safety During Travel, Money
Copal:
Copal Love, Purification
Coriander:
Coriander Love, Health, Healing
Corn:
Corn Protection, Luck, Divination
Cotton:
Cotton Luck, Healing, Protection, Rain, Fishing Magick
Cowslip:
Cowslip Healing, Youth, Treasure-finding
Crocus:
Crocus Love, Vision
Cubeb:
Cubeb Love
CuckooCuckoo-Flower:
Flower Fertility, Love
Cucumber:
Cucumber Chastity, Healing, Fertility
Cumin:
Cumin Protection, Fidelity, Exorcism
Curry:
Curry Protection
Cyclamen:
Cyclamen Fertility, Protection, Happiness, Lust
Cypress:
Cypress Longevity, Healing, Comfort, Protection

Daffodil:
Daffodil Love, Fertility, Luck
Daisy:
Daisy Lust, Love
Damiana:
Damiana Lust, Love, Visions
Dandelion:
Dandelion Divination, Wishes, Calling Spirits

Datura
tura: (Poisonous) Hex-breaking, Sleep, Protection
Datura
Deerstongue:
Deerstongue Lust, Psychic Powers
Devil's Bit:
Bit Exorcism, Love, Protection, Luck
Devil's Shoestring:
Shoestring Protection, Gambling, Luck, Power, Employment
Dill:
Dill Protection, Money, Lust, Love
Dittany of Crete:
Crete Manifestations, Astral Projection
Dock:
Dock Healing, Fertility, Money
Dodder:
Dodder Love, Divination, Knot Magick
Dogbane:
Dogbane Love
Dogwood:
Dogwood Wishes, Protection
Dragon's Blood:
Blood Love, Protection, Exorcism, Potency
Dulse:
Dulse Lust, Harmony
Dutchman's Breeches:
Breeches Love
Ebony:
Ebony Protection, Power
Echinacea:
Echinacea Strengthening Spells
Edelweiss:
Edelweiss Invisibility
Elder:
Elder Exorcism, Protection, Healing, Prosperity, Sleep
Elecampane
Elecampane:
ne Love, protection, Psychic Powers
Elm:
Elm Love
Endive:
Endive Lust, Love
Eryngo:
Eryngo Traveler's Luck, Peace, Lust, Love
Eucalyptus:
Eucalyptus Healing, Protection

Euphorbia: (Poisonous) Purification, Protection
Euphorbia
Eyebright:
Eyebright Mental Powers, Psychic Powers
Fennel:
Fennel Protection, Healing, Purification
Fenugreek:
Fenugreek Money
Fern:
Fern Rain-making, Protection, Luck, Riches, Eternal Youth, Health, Exorcism
Feverfew:
Feverfew Protection
Fig:
Fig Divination, Fertility, Love
Figwort:
Figwort Health, Protection
Flax:
Flax Money, Protection, Beauty, Psychic Powers, Healing
Fleabane
Fleabane: Exorcism, Protection, Chastity

Foxglove: (Poisonous) Protection
Foxglove
Frankincense:
Frankincense Protection, Exorcism, Spirituality
Fumitory:
Fumitory Money, Exorcism
Fuzzy Weed:
Weed Love, Hunting
Galangal:
Galangal Protection, Lust, Health, Money, Psychic Powers, Hex-breaking

Gardenia:
Gardenia Love, Peace, Healing, Spirituality
Garlic:
Garlic Protection, Healing, Exorcism, Lust, Anti-theft
Gentian:
Gentian Love, Power
Geranium
Geranium:
um Fertility, Health, Love, Protection
Ginger:
Ginger Love, Money, Success, Power
Ginseng:
Ginseng Love, Wishes, Healing, Beauty, Protection, Lust
Goat's Rue:
Rue Healing, Health
Goldenrod:
Goldenrod Money, Divination
Golden Seal:
Seal Healing, Money
Gorse:
Gorse Protection, Money
Gotu Kola:
Kola Meditation
Gourd:
Gourd Protection
Grain:
Grain Protection
Grains of Paradise:
Paradise Lust, Luck, Love, Money, Wishes
Grape:
Grape Fertility, Garden Magick, Mental Powers, Money
Grass:
Grass Psychic Powers, Protection
Ground Ivy:
Ivy Divination
Groundsel:
Groundsel Health, Healing
Hawthorn:
Hawthorn Fertility, Chastity, Fishing Magick, Happiness
Hazel:
Hazel Luck, Fertility, Anti-lightning, Protection, Wishes
Heather:
Heather Protection, Rain-making, Luck

Heliotrope: (Poisonous) Exorcism, Prophetic Dreams, Healing, Wealth, Invisibility
Heliotrope
Black: (Poisonous) Exorcism, as with most poisonous herbs it is simply to
Hellebore, Black
dangerous to use.
Hemlock: (Poisonous) Purification, as with most poisonous herbs it is simply to
Hemlock
dangerous to use.
Hemp:
Hemp Healing, Love, Visions, Mediation

Henbane: (Poisonous) Love, fumes would be poisonous, as with most poisonous herbs
Henbane
it is simply to dangerous to use.
Henna:
Henna Healing
Hibiscus:
Hibiscus Lust, Love, Divination
Hickory:
Hickory Legal Matters

Conqueror: (Poisonous) Money, Love, Success, Happiness
High John the Conqueror
Holly:
Holly Protection, Anti-lightening, Luck, Dream Magick
Honesty:
Honesty Money, Repelling Monsters
Honeysuckle:
Honeysuckle Money, Psychic Powers, Protection
Hops:
Hops Healing, Sleep
Horehound:
Horehound Protection, Mental Powers, Exorcism, healing

Chestnut: (Poisonous) Money, Healing
Horse Chestnut
Horseradish:
Horseradish Purification, Exorcism
Horsetail:
Horsetail Snake Charming, Fertility

Houndstongue:
Houndstongue Tying Dog's Tongues
Housefleek:
Housefleek Luck, Protection, Love
Huckleberry:
Huckleberry Luck, Protection, Dream Magick, Hex-breaking
Hyacinth:
yacinth Love, Protection, Happiness
Hydrangea:
Hydrangea Hex-breaking
Hyssop:
Hyssop Purification, Protection
Indian Paint Brush:
Brush Love
Iris:
Iris Purification, Wisdom
Irish Moss:
Moss Money, Luck, Protection
Ivy:
Ivy Protection, Healing
Jasmine:
Jasmine Love, Money, Prophetic Dreams
Job's Tears
Tears: Healing, Wishes, Luck
JoeJoe-Pye Weed:
Weed Love, Respect
Juniper:
Juniper Protection, Anti-theft, Love, Exorcism, Health
KavaKava-Kava:
Kava Visions, Protection, Luck
Knotweed:
Knotweed Binding, Health
Lady's Mantle:
Mantle Love
Lady's Slipper:
Slipper Protection
Larch:
Larch Protection, Anti-fire
Larkspur:
Larkspur Health, Protection
Lavender:
Lavender Love, Protection, Sleep, Chastity, Longevity, Purification, Happiness,
Peace
Leek:
Leek Love, Protection, Exorcism
Lemon:
Lemon Longevity, Purification, Love, Friendship
Lemon Grass:
Grass Repel Snakes, Lust, Psychic Powers
Lemon Verbena:
Verbena Purification, Love
Lettuce:
Lettuce Chastity, Protection, Love, Divination, Sleep
Licorice:
Licorice Lust, Love, Fidelity
LifeLife-Everlasting:
Everlasting Longevity, Health, Healing
Lilac:
Lilac Exorcism, Protection
Lily:
Lily Protection, Breaking Love Spells

Valley: (Poisonous) Mental Powers, Happiness
Lily of the Valley
Lime:
Lime Healing, Love, Protection
Linden:
Linden Protection, Immortality, Luck, Love, Sleep
Liquidamber:
Liquidamber Protection
Liverwort
Liverwort:
ort Love

Lobelia: (Poisonous) Halting Storms, Love
Lobelia
Loosestrife:
Loosestrife Peace, Protection
Lotus:
Lotus Protection, Lock Opening
Lovage:
Lovage Love
Love Seed:
Seed Love, Friendship

Lucky Hand:
Hand Employment, Luck, Protection, Money, Travel
Mace:
Mace Psychic Powers, Mental Powers
Maguey:
Maguey Lust
Magnolia:
Magnolia Fidelity
Mahogany,
Mahogany, Mountain:
Mountain Anti-lightning
Maidenhair:
Maidenhair Beauty, Love
Male Fern:
Fern Luck, Love
Mallow:
Mallow Love, Protection, Exorcism

Mandrake: (Poisonous) Protection, Fertility, Money, Love, Health
Mandrake
Maple:
Maple Love, Longevity, Money
Marigold:
Marigold Protection, Prophetic Dreams, Legal Matters, Psychic Powers
Marjoram:
Marjoram Protection, Love, Happiness, Health, Money
Masterwort:
Masterwort Strength, Courage, Protection
Mastic:
Mastic Psychic Powers, Manifestation, Lust

Apple: (Poisonous) Money
May Apple
Meadow Rue:
Rue Love, Divination
Meadowsweet:
Meadowsweet Love, Divination, Peace, Happiness
Mesquite:
Mesquite Healing
Mimosa:
Mimosa Protection, Love, Prophetic Dreams, Purification
Mint:
Mint Money, Lust, Healing, Travel, Exorcism, Protection

Mistletoe: (Poisonous) Protection, Love, Hunting, Fertility, Health, Exorcism
Mistletoe
Molukka:
Molukka Protection
Moonwort:
Moonwort Money, Love

Glory: (Poisonous) Happiness, Peace
Morning Glory
Moss:
Moss Luck, Money
Mugwort:
Mugwort Strength, Psychic Powers, Protection, Prophetic Dreams, Healing, Astral
Projection
Mulberry:
Mulberry Protection, Strength
Mullein:
Mullein Courage, Protection, Health, Love Divination, Exorcism
Mustard:
Mustard Fertility, Protection, Mental Powers
Myrrh:
Myrrh Protection, Exorcism, Healing, Spirituality
Myrtle:
Myrtle Love, Fertility, Youth, Peace, Money
Nettle:
Nettle Exorcism, Protection, Healing, Lust
Norfolk Island Pine:
Pine Protection, Anti-hunger
Nutmeg:
Nutmeg Luck, Money, Health, Fidelity
Nuts:
Nuts Fertility, Prosperity, Love, Luck
Oak:
Oak Protection, Health, Money, Healing, Potency, Fertility, Luck
Oats:
Oats Money

Oleander: (Poisonous) Love Never Take Internally
Oleander
Olive:
Olive Healing, Peace, Fertility, Potency, Protection, Lust
Onion:
Onion Protection, Exorcism, Healing, Money, Prophetic Dreams, Lust

Orange:
Orange Love, Divination, Luck, Money
Orchid:
Orchid Love
Oregon Grape:
Grape Money, Popularity
Orris:
Orris Love, Protection, Divination
Palm, Date
Date: Fertility, Potency
Pansy:
Pansy Love, Rain Magick, Love Divination
Papaya:
Papaya Love, Protection
Papyrus:
Papyrus Protection
Parosela:
Parosela Hunting
Parsley:
arsley Lust, Protection, Purification
Passion Flower:
Flower Peace, Sleep, Friendship
Patchouli:
Patchouli Money, Fertility, Lust
Pea:
Pea Money, Love
Peach:
Peach Love, Exorcism, Longevity, Fertility, Wishes
Pear:
Pear Lust, Love
Pecan:
Pecan Money, Employment
Pennyroyal:
Pennyroyal Strength, Protection, Peace
Peoney:
Peoney Protection, Exorcism
Pepper:
Pepper Protection, Exorcism
Peppermint:
Peppermint Purification, Sleep, Love, Healing, Psychic Powers
Pepper Tree:
Tree Purification, Healing, Protection

Periwinkle: (Poisonous) Love, Lust, Mental Powers, Money, Protection
Periwinkle
Persimmon:
Persimmon Changing Sex, Healing, Luck
Pilot Weed:
Weed Protection
Pimento:
Pimento Love
Pimpernel:
Pimpernel Protection, Health
Pine:
Pine Healing, Fertility, Protection, Exorcism, Money
Pineapple:
Pineapple Luck, Money, Chastity
Pipsissewa Money, Spirit Calling
Pistachio:
Pistachio Breaking Love Spells
Plantain:
Plantain Healing, Strength, Protection, Snake Repelling
Plum:
Plum Love, Protection
Plum, Wild:
Wild Healing

Plumerian: (Poisonous) Love
Plumerian
Poke: (Poisonous) Courage, Hex-breaking Do Not Drink
Poke
Pomegranate:
Pomegranate Divination, Luck, Wishes, Wealth, Fertility
Poplar:
Poplar Money, Flying
Poppy
Poppy: Fertility, Love, Sleep, Money, Luck, Invisibility
Potato:
Potato Image Magick, Healing
Prickly Ash:
Ash Love
Primrose:
Primrose Protection, Love

Purslane:
Purslane Sleep, Love, Luck, Protection, Happiness
Quassia:
Quassia Love
Quince:
Quince Protection, Love, Happiness
Radish:
Radish Protection, Lust
Ragweed
Ragweed:
gweed Courage
Ragwort:
Ragwort Protection
Raspberry:
Raspberry Protection, Love
Rattlesnake Root:
Root Protection, Money
Rhubarb:
Rhubarb Protection, Fidelity
Rice:
Rice Protection, Rain, Money, Fertility
Roots:
Roots Protection, Power Divination
Rose:
Rose Love, Psychic Powers, Healing, Love Divination, Luck, Protection
Rosemary:
Rosemary Protection, Love, Lust, Mental Powers, Exorcism, Purification, Healing,
Sleep, Youth
Rowan:
Rowan Psychic Powers, Healing, Power, Success, Protection
Rue:
Rue Healing, Health, Mental Powers, Exorcism, Love
Rye:
Rye Love, Fidelity
Saffron:
Saffron Love, Healing, Happiness, Wind Raising, Lust, Strength, Psychic Powers
Sage:
Sage Immortality, Longevity, Wisdom, Protection, Wishes
Sagebrush:
Sagebrush Purification, Exorcism

Wort: (Poisonous) Health, Protection, Strength, Love, Divination,
St. John’s Wort
Happiness
Sandalwood
Sandalwood:
wood Protection, Wishes, Healing, Exorcism, Spirituality
Sarsaparilla:
Sarsaparilla Love, Money
Savory, Summer:
Summer Mental Powers
Scullcap:
Scullcap Love, Fidelity, Peace
Senna:
Senna Love
Sesame:
Sesame Money, Lust
Shallot:
Shallot Purification
Skunk Cabbage:
Cabbage Legal Matters
Slippery Elm:
Elm Halts Gossip
Sloe:
Sloe Exorcism, Protection
Snakeroot:
Snakeroot Luck, Money
Snakeroot, Black:
Black Love, Lust, Money
Snapdragon:
Snapdragon Protection
Solomon’s Seal:
Seal Protection, Exorcism
Sorrel, Wood:
Wood Love, Lust, Protection
Southernwood:
Southernwood Love, Lust, Protection
Spanish Moss:
Moss Protection
Spearmint:
Spearmint Healing, Love, Mental Powers
Spiderwort:
Spiderwort Love

Spikenard:
Spikenard Fidelity, Health
Squill:
Squill Money, Protection, Hex-breaking
Star Anise:
Anise Psychic Powers, Luck
Stillengia:
Stillengia Psychic Powers
Straw:
Straw Luck, Image Magick
Strawberry:
Strawberry Love, Luck
Sugar Cane:
Cane Love, Luck
Sumbul:
Sumbul Love, Psychic Powers, Health, Luck
Sunflower:
Sunflower Fertility, Wishes, Health, Wisdom
Sweetgrass:
Sweetgrass Calling Spirits
Sweetpea:
Sweetpea Friendship, Chastity, Courage, Strength
Tamarind:
Tamarind Love
Tamarisk
Tamarisk:
arisk Exorcism, Protection
Tansy:
Tansy Health, Longevity
Thistle:
Thistle Strength, Protection, Healing, Exorcism, Hex-breaking
Thistle, Holly
Holly:
ly Purification, Hex-breaking
Thistle, Milk:
Milk Snake-enraging
Thyme:
Thyme Health, Healing, Sleep, Psychic Powers, Love, Purification, Courage
Ti:
Ti Protection, Healing
Toadflax:
Toadflax Protection, Hex-breaking
Toadstool:
Toadstool Rain Making

Tobacco: (Poisonous) Healing, Purification
Tobacco
Tomato:
Tomato Prosperity, Protection

Tonka: (Poisonous) Love, Money, Courage, Wishes
Tonka
Tormentil:
Tormentil Protection, Love
Trillium:
Trillium Money, Luck, Love
Tulip:
Tulip Prosperity, Love, Protection
Turmeric:
Turmeric Purification
Turnip:
Turnip Protection, Ending Relationships
Uva Ursa:
Ursa Psychic Workings
Valerian:
Valerian Love, Sleep, Purification, Protection
Vanilla:
Vanilla Love, Lust, Mental Powers
Venus’s Flytrap:
Flytrap Protection, Love
Vervain:
Vervain Love, Protection, Purification, Peace, Money, Youth, Chastity, Sleep,
Healing
Vetch, Giant:
Giant Fidelity
Vetivert:
Vetivert Love, Hex-breaking, Luck, Money, Anti-theft
Violet:
Violet Protection, Luck, Love, Lust, Wishes, Peace, Healing

Wahoo: (Poisonous) Hex-breaking, Courage, Success
Wahoo
Walnut:
Walnut Health, Mental Powers, Infertility, Wishes
Wax Plant:
Plant Protection

Wheat:
Wheat Fertility, Money
Willow:
Willow Love, Love Divination, Protection, Healing
Wintergreen:
Wintergreen Protection, Healing, Hex-breaking
Winter’s
Winter’s Bark:
Bark Success
Witch Grass:
Grass Happiness, Lust, Love, Exorcism
Witch Hazel:
Hazel Protection Chastity

Bane: (Poisonous) Protection, Invisibility Do not eat or rub any part of this
Wolf’s Bane
plant on the skin; it is virulently poisonous
Wood Rose:
Rose Luck
Woodruff:
Woodruff Victory, Protection, Money

Wormwood: (Poisonous) Psychic Powers, Protection, Love, Calling Spirits
Wormwood
Yarrow:
Yarrow Courage, Love, Psychic Powers, Exorcism
Yellow Evening Primrose:
Primrose Hunting
Yerba Mate:
Mate Fidelity, Love, Lust
Yerba Santa:
Santa Beauty, Healing, Psychic Powers, Protection

Yew: (Poisonous) Raising the Dead
Yew
Yohimbe: (Poisonous) Love, Lust
Yohimbe
Yucca:
Yucca Transmutation, Protection, Purification

Herbs and Plants of Full Moon Rituals
Place upon the altar all nocturnal, white or five-petaled flowers such as the white
rose, night-blooming jasmine, carnation, gardenia, cereus, lily, iris; all pleasinglyscented flowers which shall call forth the Goddess. Camphor is also symbolic.

Herbs and Pregnancy
There are many herbs that can be used to alleviate the symptoms of pregnancy. One
of the advantages of using herbs is that they do not have the side effects of drugs and
are not dangerous to the baby. Here are some of my favorites:
Red Raspberry: This herb is effective in reducing nausea while it also provides
nutrients to the placenta and uterus. Red Raspberry is recommended for a myriad of
feminine complaints. It can be taken in several forms: tea, capsule or a tonic. The tea
and tonic have a tendency to soothe the stomach more quickly. Any health food store
carries the tea. You may even be able to find tonics in the health food store, but I
don't recommend those which are in an alcohol base. Alcohol should be eliminated
from your diet when you are pregnant. You may however, be able to find it in a
glycerin form which is perfectly fine.
Blessed Stinging Thistle: This little herb has remarkable effects when taken during
pregnancy. Thistle is high in vitamin K, which makes it helpful in preventing
hemorrhoids, varicosities and postpartum hemorrhaging. It can also be taken in a
capsule, tonic or tea. You probably will not be able to buy the tea in pre-made bags.
You will have to buy it in bulk, boil it and strain it for a nice tea. It is more effective if
you alternate days between thistle and red raspberry. For each herb, the most
common schedule is two to three times per day, but check your particular product
recommendations.
Vitamin B-6: Although we all know that Vitamin B-6 is not technically an herb, I
could not forget to mention this worthy little essence. Vitamin B-6 is very effective in
eliminating nausea and fatigue. Most women have to take at least 500 milligrams a
day in order to see any change. Make sure you take it in the morning because it has a
tendency to give you a lot of energy and can keep you up at night.
Bright Blessings to you and happy pregnancy. It is the adventure of a lifetime.

Herbs By Use
Here the herb lists are divided according to common uses. This is by no way a
completely comprehensive list, but we did try to list as many as we could. Please
check the Herbs page for a more comprehensive list of uses. Once again, if you feel an
herb should be used for something other than the listed use, go for it.
Animals:
Animals Ambergris, Catnip, Cloth of Gold, Coltsfoot, Sage, Violet, Wormwood
Banishing:
Banishing Anise Star, Bergamont, Clove, Dragon’s Blood, Flax, Garlic, Hyssop
Breaking a Curse/Hex:
Curse/Hex Bamboo, Bergamont, Blessed Thistle, Cedar, Chili Pepper,
Cinquefoil, Datura, Elder Berry, Fennel, Galangal, Huckleberry, Hydrangea, John the
Conqueror, Nettle, Nutmeg, Poke, Red Clover Tops, Rue, Squill, Sulfur Powder
(Brimstone), Thistle, Toadflax, Tobacco, Vetiver, Wahoo, Wintergreen
Beauty:
Beauty Avocado, Catnip, Flax, Ginseng, Maidenhair, Rose, Strawberry, Violet, Yerba
Santa
Clairvoyance
Clairvoyance:
irvoyance Basil, Bay, Eyebright, Lavender, Patchouli, Rose
Communication:
Communication Allspice
Compassion:
Compassion Allspice, Almonds
Consecration
Consecration: Anise, Anise Star, Clover, Frankincense, Myrrh, Pennyroyal, White
Sage
Courage:
Courage Borage, Catnip, Cedar, Columbine, Galangal, Master Wort, Mullein, Must,
Poke, Ragweed, St. John’s Wort, Sweetpea, Tea, Thyme, Tonka Beans, Wahoo,
Yarrow
Determination:
Determination Allspice
Divination:
Divination Anise, Basil, Camphor, Cherry, Corn, Dandelion, Dodder, Fig,
Goldenrod, Ground Ivy, Hibiscus, Jasmine, Lettuce, Meadow Rue, Meadowsweet,
Mullein, Orange, Orris, Pansy, Patchouli, Pomegranate, Rose, St. John’s Wort,
Strawberry, Vervain (Verbena), Willow, Yarrow
Dreams:
Dreams Bracken, Buchu, Camphor, Cinquefoil, Dandelion, Heliotrope, Holly,

Huckleberry, Jasmine, Marigold, Mugwort, Onion, Orris
Employment:
Employment Devil’s Shoestring, Lucky Hand
Energy:
Energy Allspice, Camphor
Fertility
Fertility:
rtility Agaric, Alfalfa, Almonds, Banana, Bistort, Bodhi, Carrot, Chickweed,
Cuckoo-flower, Cucumber, Cyclamen, Daffodil, Date, Dock, Fig, Grape, Hazel,
Mandrake, Mistletoe, Motherwort (childbirth), Musk, Mustard, Narcissus, Nuts, Oak,
Olive, Pine, Patchouli, Peach, Pomegranate, Poppy, Raspberry (pregnancy,
childbirth), Rice, Rose Geranium, Strawberry, Sunflower, Walnut, Wheat, White
Oak Bark
Fidelity:
Fidelity Chickweed, Chili Pepper, Clover, Cumin, Cyclamen, Hawthorn Berry,
Licorice, Magnolia, Nutmeg, Rhubarb, Rye, Spikenard, Vetch, Yerba Mate
Happiness:
Happiness Adam and Eve Root, Catnip, Celandine, Cyclamen, Hawthorn Berry, High
John the Conqueror, Hyacinth, Lavender, Lily of the Valley, Marjoram,
Meadowsweet, Purslane, Quince, Rose, saffron, St. John’s Wort, Witch Grass
Healing/Health:
Healing/Health Allspice, Adder’s Tongue, Amaranth, Anemone, Angelica, Apple,
Balm of Gilead, Barley, Bay, Bittersweet, Blackberry, Burdock Leaf, Bracken,
Burdock, Calamus, Camphor, Caraway, Carnation, Carob, Catnip, Cedar, Chamomile,
Cinnamon, Cinquefoil, Citron, Comfrey, Coriander, Cotton, Cowslip, Cucumber,
Cypress, Dock, Elder, Eucalyptus, Fennel, Figwort, Flax, Flaxseed, Galangal,
Gardenia, Garlic, Ginseng, Goat’s Rue, Golden Seal, Groundsel, Heliotrope, Hemp,
Henna, Honeysuckle, Hops Flowers, Horehound, Horse Chestnut, Ivy, Jasmine, Job’s
Tears, Juniper Berries, Knotweed, Larkspur, Lemon Balm, Life Everlasting, Lime,
Mandrake, marjoram, Mesquite, Mint, Mistletoe, Mugwort, Mullein, Myrrh, Nettle,
Olive, Peppermint, Pine, Plantain, Plum, Potato, Rose, Rose Geranium, Rose Hips,
Rosemary, Rowan, Rue, Saffron, Sage, St. John’s Wort, Sandalwood, Sassafras, Sorrel
Wood, Spearmint, Spikenard, Sumbul, Sunflower, Tansy, Tea Tree, Thistle, Thyme,
Ti, Tobacco, Vervain (Verbena), Walnut, White Oak Bark, Willow, Wintergreen,
Yarrow, Yerba Santa
Love:
Love Adam and Eve Root, Ambergris, Apple, Apricot, Aster, Avens, Avocado,
Bachelor’s Buttons, Balm of Gilead, Barley, Basil, Bean, Bedstraw, Beet, Bleeding
Hart, Bloodroot, Brazil Nut, Caper, Cardamon, Catnip, Chamomile, Cherry Bark,
Chestnut, Chickweed, Chili Pepper, Cinnamon, Clove, Clover, Coltsfoot, Copal,
Coriander, Crocus, Cubeb, Cuckoo-flower, Daffodil, Damiana, Devil’s Bit, Dodder,
Dogbane, Dragon’s Blood, Dutchman’s Breeches, Elecampane, Elm, Endive, Fig,

Fuzzy Weed, Gardenia, Gentian, Ginger, Ginseng, Grains of Paradise, Hemp,
Hibiscus, High John the Conqueror, Houseleek, Hyacinth, Indian Paint Brush,
Jasmine, Joe-pye Weed, Juniper Berries, Lady’s Mantle, Lavender, Leek, Lemon,
Lemon Balm, Lemon Verbena, Lettuce, Licorice, Lime, Linden, Liverwort, Lotus,
Lovages, Love Seed, Maidenhair, Mallow, Mandrake, Maple, Mint, Mistletoe,
Mullein, Narcissus, Nuts, Orange, Orchid, Orris, Pansy, Papaya, Parsley, Pea, Peach,
Pear, Peppermint, Periwinkle, Plumeria, Poppy, Prickly Ash, Primrose, Purslane,
Quassia, Quince, Red Clover Tops, Rose, Rose Geranium, Rose Hips, Rosemary, Rue,
Rye, Saffron, St. John’s Wort, Sarsaparilla, Skullcap, Senna, Snakeroot (black),
Southern Wood, Spearmint, Spider Wort, Spikenard, Strawberry, Sugar Cane,
Sumbul, Tamarind, Thyme, Tonka Beans, Valerian Root, Vanilla, Venus Flytrap,
Vervain (Verbena), Vetivert, Violet, Wild Cherry Bark, Willow, Wormwood, Witch
Grass, Yarrow, Yerba Mate, Yohimbe, Ylang Ylang
Luck:
Luck Allspice, Aloe, Bamboo, Banyan, Bayberry, Bluebell, Buckeye, Cabbage,
Calamus, Caper, Catnip, Cattail, Chamomile, China Berry, Cinchona, Cinnamon,
Corn, Cotton, Cyclamen, Daffodil, Daisy, Damiana, Devil’s Shoestring (gambling),
Dill, Fern, Flax, Garlic, Ginseng, Grains of Paradise, Hazel, Heather, Hibiscus,
Houseleek, Huckleberry, Irish Moss, Job’s Tears, Kava-Kave, Liden, Lucky Hand,
Mace, Moss, Must, Rose, Narcissus, Nutmeg, Nuts, Orange, Pineapple, Pomegranate,
Poppy, Purslane, Red Clover Tops, Rose Hips, Saffron, Snakeroot, Spikenard, Star
Anise, Straw, Strawberry, Tonka Beans, Violet, White Oak Bark
Lust/Sexual Magick:
Magick Avocado, Caper, Caraway, Cardamom, Cattail, Celery,
Cinnamon, Clove, Cyclamen, Daisy, damiana, Deerstongue, Devil’s Bit, Devil’s
Shoestring, Dill, Dulse, Endive, Galangal, Garlic, Ginseng, Grains of Paradise,
Hibiscus, Lemongrass, Licorice, Maguey, Mastic, Mint, Nettle, Olive, Onion, Orris,
Passion Flower, Patchouli, Pear, Periwinkle, Radish, Rosemary, Saffron, Sesame,
Southern Wood, Spikenard (attraction), Sugar Cane, Sumbul, Vanilla, Vetivert,
Violet, Wild Cherry Bark, Witch Grass, Yerba Mate, Yohimbe, Ylang Ylang
Money/Prosperity:
Money/Prosperity Alfalfa, Allspice, Alkanet, Almond, Ash, Banana, Basil, Bayberry,
Benzoin, Bergamont, Blackberry, Bladderwrack, Blue Flag, Briony, Bromeliad,
Buckeye, Buckwheat, Calamus, Camellia, Cascara Sagrada, Cashew, Cat’s Claw, Cedar,
Chamomile, Cinquefoil, Clove, Clover, Coltsfoot, Columbine, Comfrey, Dill, Dock,
Fenugreek, Fern, Flax, Flaxseed, Fumitory, Galangal, Ginger, Goldenrod, Golden Seal,
Gorse, Grape, Grains of Paradise, Heliotrope, High John the Conqueror, Honesty,
Honeysuckle, Horse Chestnut, Irish Moss, Jasmine, Lavender, Lucky Hand,
Mandrake, Maple, Marjoram, Mint, Moss, Nutmeg, Nuts, Oats, Onion, Pine, Orange,
Orris, Passion Flower, Patchouli, Pea, Pecan, Periwinkle, Rice, Pineapple, Pipsissewa,
Pomegranate, Poplar, Poppy, Rattlesnake Root, Rice, Sage, Sarsaparilla, Sassafras,

Sesame, Snakeroot, Spearmient, Tea (riches), Squill, Tonka Beans, Vervain (Verbena),
Vetivert, Wheat, White Oak Bark, Woodruff
Peace:
Peace Acicia, Bayberry, Coltsfoot, Devil’s Shoestring, Gardenia, Ginger, Lavender,
Lily of the Valley, Looestrife, Magnolia, Meadowsweet, Olive, Narcissus, Orris,
Passion Flower, Pennyroyal, Power, Raspberry, Rose, Scullcap, Valerian Root,
Vervain (Verbena), Vetivert, Violet, Ylang Ylang
Protection:
Protection Acicia, African Violet, Agrimony, Ague Root, Aloe, Althea, Alyssum,
Amaranth, Anemone, Angelica, Anise, Arbutus, Asafoetida, Ash, Balm of Gilead,
Bamboo, Barley, Basil Bay, Bean, Birch, Bittersweet, Blackberry, Bladderwrack,
Blessed Thistle, Bloodroot, Blueberry, Bodhi, Boneset, Briony, Bromeliad, Buckthorn,
Buckwheat, Burdock, Cactus, Calamus, Caraway, Carnation, Carob, Cascara Sagrade,
Castor, Cat’s Claw, Cedar, Celandine, Chrysanthemum, Cinchona, Cinnamon,
Cinquefoil, Clove, Clover, Club Moss, Coconut, Corn, Cotton, Cumin, Curry,
Cyclamen, Cypress, Datura, Devil’s Bit, Devil’s Shoestring, Dill, Dogwood, Dragon’s
Blood, Elder, Elecampane, Eucalyptus, Euphorbia, Fennel, Fern, Feverfew, Figwort,
Flax, Flaxseed, Fleabane, Foxglove, Frankincense, Galangal, Garlic, Ginseng, Gorse,
Gourd, Grain, Grass, Hazel, Heather, Hellebore, Holly, Honeysuckle, Horehound,
Houseleek, Huckleberry, Hyacinth, Hyssop, Irish Moss, Ivy, Juniper Berries, KavaKave, Lady’s Slipper, Larch, Larkspur, Lavender, Leek, Lettuce, Lilac, Lily, Lime,
Linden, Liquidamber, Liverwort, Looestrife, Lotus, Lucky Hand, Mallow, Mandrake,
Marigold, Marjoram, Master Wort, Mint, Mistletoe, Molukka, Mugwort, Mulberry,
Mullein, Mustard, Myrrh, Nettle, Nutmeg, Olive, Parsley, Orris, Papaya, Papyrus,
Parsley, Patchouli, Pennyroyal, Peony, Pepper, Periwinkle, Pine, Plantain, Primrose,
Purslane, Quince, Radish, Ragwort, Raspberry, Rattlesnake Root, Red Clover Tops,
Rhubarb, Rice, Rose Geranium, Rowan, Sage, St. John’s Wort, Sandalwood, Sea Salt,
Sloe, Snapdragon, Solomon’s Seal, Southern Wood, Spanish Moss, Squill, Tamarisk,
Thistle, Ti, Toadflax, Turnip, Valerian Root, Venus Flytrap, Vervain (Verbena),
Vertivert, Violet, Wax Plant, Willow, Wintergreen, Witch Hazel, Wolfsbane,
Woodruff, Wormwood, Yerba Santa, Yucca
Psychic Powers:
Powers Acicia, Anise, Althea, Bay, Bistort, Bladderwrack, Bodhi
(meditation), Borage, Buchu, Camphor, Caraway, Celery, Cinnamon, Citron,
Coltsfoot (visions), Damiana (visions), Deerstongue, Elder Berry, Elecampane,
Eyebright, Flax, Flaxseed, Galangal, Grape, Grass, Hibiscus, Honeysuckle, Jasmine
(prophetic dreams), Juniper Berries, Kava-Kave (visions), Lemongrass, Mace,
Marigold, Mastic, Mugwort, Mustard, Rose, Nutmeg, Peppermint, Periwinkle, Rose,
Rosemary, Rowan, Rue, Saffron, Savory/Summer, Spearmint, Star Anise, Stillengia,
Sumbul, Tangerine, Thyme, Urva Uris, Vanilla, Walnut, Wormwood, Yarrow, Yerba
Santa

Purification:
Purification Anise, Alkanet, Arabic Gum, Asafoetida, Avens, Basil, Bay, Benzoin,
Birch, Blessed Thistle, Bloodroot, Camphor, Chamomile, Coconut, Copal, Dandelion,
Elder, Euphorbia, Fennel, Hemlock, Horseradish, Hyssop, Iris, Lavender, Lemon,
Lemon Verbena, Parsley, Peppermint, Rosemary, sage, Sagebrush, Sandalwood, Sea
Salt, shallot, Thistle (holy), Thyme, Tobacco, Turmeric, Valerian Root, White Sage,
Yuca
Remove/Ward Off Negativity:
Negativity Burdock Leaf
Removing Obstacles:
Obstacles Chicory
Sleep:
Sleep Agrimony, Chamomile, Cinquefoil, Datura, Elder, Hops Flowers, Jasmine,
Lavender, Lettuce, Linden, Passion Flower, Peppermint, Poppy, Purslane, Raspberry,
Rosemary, Valerian Root, Vervain (Verbena)
Spirituality:
Spirituality African Violet, Arabic Gum, Cinnamon, Frankincense, Gardenia, Lotus,
Myrrh, Sandalwood
Strength:
Strength Balm of Gilead, Bay, Carnation, Fennel, Master Wort, Motherwort (female
strength), Mugwort, Mulberry, Patchouli, Pennyroyal, Pepper, Plantain, Saffron, St.
John’s Wort, Sweetpeat, Tea, Thistle, Tonka Beans, Yerba Santa
Success
Success:
cess Lemon Balm, Cinnamon, Clover, Ginger, High John the Conqueror, Red
Clover Tops, Rowan, Wahoo, Winter’s Bark, Woodruff
Travel
Travel:
vel Basil (flying), Comfrey (safety during), Kelp, Lucky Hand, Mint, Poplar
(flying)
Visions:
Visions Angelica, Coltsfoot, Crocus, Damiana, Eyebright, Hemp, Nutmeg,
Peppermint, Raspberry
Wisdom:
Wisdom Almond, Balm of Gilead, Bay, Bodhi, Cinnamon, Elder Flowers, Hazel, Iris,
Sage, Sunflower
Wishes:
Wishes Bamboo, Beech, Buckthorn, Dandelion, Dogwood, Ginseng, Grains of
Paradise, Job’s Tears, Peach, Pomegranate, Sage, Sandalwood, Sunflower, Tonka
Beans, Violet, Walnut

Herbs For a Healthy Balance
Easing Those Jangled Nerves, Naturally
When Marissa was ten years old, she stood at the seashore one beautiful summer day,
swung her arms up into the air and twirled on her toes with the sheer joy living. Life
seemed like one delicious bubble! There wasn't a problem in the world. That was
fifteen years ago.
Today Marissa is twenty five years old. She has a college degree and a promising job.
She has accumulated the academic credits that permit her to add a B.S. and an M.B.A.
after her name. She has also accumulated a series of letters in her life that have
nothing to do with her education. Letters like I.B.S. which stand for Irritable Bowel
Syndrome. T.M.D. which means Temporomandibular Joint Disorder. Occasionally
P.M.S., the ubiquitous Pre Menstrual Syndrome. Like millions of other reasonably
healthy, functioning adults, she suffers from stress-caused or stress-aggravated
symptoms that sap her energy, her immunity, her sense of humor, her love life, and
her joy of living.
When do the normal challenges of life deteriorate into the high degree of chronic
stress that destroys emotional and physical health? Why are so many basically
healthy people struggling with symptoms like migraine headaches, blurred vision,
neuralgia, teeth-grinding, bad backs, panic disorders, chronic allergies, repeated
upper respiratory or gastro-intestinal infections, unexplainable joint pains, breathing
problems, depression, low energy, loss of libido, palpitations or insomnia? Many
health care professionals lay the blame on excessive, internalized stress. Although any
disorder requires a thorough medical examination to eliminate potentially serious
underlying causes there are a variety of natural steps to help reduce or even eliminate
many of these symptoms when they are caused basically by the high-level stress of
everyday living. Frequently the entire problem is resolved when a person refocuses
attention on the solution rather than on the problem.
What is the Nervous System?
The nervous system is that part of you that interacts with the world around you. It
interprets incoming messages, reacts, responds. It creates the mystical connection
between the person you are and the environment you live in. It processes information
and responds to perfume and music. It provides the euphoria of falling in love and the
rage of jealousy. In chemical terms, it tenses when a challenge arrives, so that you can
deal with it, and it relaxes when the challenge is over. It is designed to respond to
both the challenge and the ease of living. As renowned Master Herbalist David
Hoffman, member of Britain's prestigious National Institute of Medical Herbalists,

says, in, "The Herbal Handbook, "In no other system of the body is the connection
between the physical and the psychological aspects of our humanity as apparent as in
the nervous system."
The problems surface, however, when the challenges are so continuous, that ease and
relaxation never seem to get a fair chance and the nervous system quite literally
becomes jangled. This is likely to occur when the challenges in your business or social
life are interpreted by you and your nervous system as life-and-death situations.
When you become convinced that if you cannot do the job or maintain the
relationship to the highest degree of perfection, then your value as a human being
disappears and your life force is in serious and real danger. The problems surface, in
other words, when you function out of the conviction that life's normal challenges
are actually continual, death-defying high-wire acts. And there is no net. In almost
every day-to-day situation, that is not the case! However, once these disorders have
appeared, what are the natural options for dealing with them, after you and your
medical practitioner have eliminated serious disease as a cause?
Breathing and Meditation
Your first and easiest line of defense against this degree of nervous tension is usually
the simplest. Breathe! Don't shake your head in disbelief because it seems too simple.
It is a fact that a full portion of oxygen actually feeds and relaxes every cell and
therefore every organ in your body and assures them that they are safe. A full exhale,
in return, releases the toxic carbon dioxide that builds up in your bloodstream, along
with other toxic vapors and a powerful dose of toxic stress. Yogis refer to breathing as
the breath of life, or prana, and the reason is obvious. When you are breathing
completely, you are, indeed, in touch with the life force that resides inside you and
all around you. When you are under stress, however, you are likely to tighten the
muscles in your chest cavity, put pressure on all your passage ways, and take short,
shallow, ineffective breaths. Therefore, a good first line of defense against stress is to
exhale very slowly, allowing all your tension to exit with the air. Give three short haha-ha exhales at the end, and then let the inhale happen, as deeply and thoroughly as
you can, without forcing it. Repeat the procedure two more times, relax your
shoulders, and smile. You have just completed one dose of relaxation therapy and you
are ready to consider meditation!
Meditation is simply the act of taking a little time out of your day to direct your focus
inward, away from the on-going stress and confusion of the external world to a place
of inner peace and health that is always waiting for you. To start, find a comfortable
position in a safe, relaxing place. Do three sets of deep breathing, and allow your
tension to exit your body. Then close your eyes and begin your inward focus. There
are a number of things you can focus on. Sound is an easy one. Try repeating a sound

or mantra with every exhale, such as the well-known, universally-used "Om." Or
select a word or words that have significance to you such as "peace and love", or a
nonsense phonetic that pleases you, or a sequence of numbers.
Instead of repeating a mantra, you might prefer to affix your eyes on a lovely flower
or piece of pottery or the dancing flame of a lit candle, studying it until you have it
securely in your mind's eye. Then close your eyes and see or sense it in your visual
memory for as long as you can.
Or tune your ears to every sound you can hear, and let them enter your body and
gently energize you, blocking out all the nagging messages that usually fill your head.
Once you have decided which mediation is most effective for you, stay with it. Don't
worry about whether you are meditating correctly. Just sitting in meditation is
correct meditation. You do not need to stress yourself by trying to meditate perfectly.
That is just what you are trying to avoid. If thoughts wander in to your meditation,
and they will, tell them, gently, "No trespassing, now. I'm meditating. I'll tend to you
later." Although it is advisable to give yourself twenty minutes of meditation at least
once a day, take whatever time you can. Even a five minute mini-vacation helps to
relieve tension and stabilize your nerves and your immunity system. Generalized
information on healthy breathing and meditation is available in, "Mind Body
Medicine," edited by Daniel Goleman, Ph. D., and Joel Gurin.
SelfSelf-talk
One of the primary reasons that your challenges turn into negative stress is very
likely that the voices in your head are not feeding you healthy messages. It took John,
a young up-and-coming executive, hundreds of hours and thousands of dollars for
therapy to discover that the messages he was feeding himself were fueling his stress
problem. The problem was that these negative messages were being processed in his
subconscious mind so quickly, that he wasn't even aware of them. But his body
certainly was. And so was his behavior. The words to his tape were, "If you make a
mistake, you're dead. You're life is over! If you don't give 120% all the time to every
project, you will never succeed, you will have no friends, you will be fired, you will
be unlovable and valueless." This was his tape, and he believed it! With a tape like
that, ease and relaxation just didn't have a chance! John's nervous system was on the
battle field at all times. The result of all that tension was a host of stress symptoms,
recurring throat infections, and a chronic sense of sadness and impotence. John
realized that his internal tape, which he had learned from various sources along his
life's path, was the true culprit. If anything was going to kill him, it was that. So, he
remade the tape! Six times a day, after doing his breathing exercise, he would say to
himself, "I am always a valuable and lovable person because that is my birthright. My
value as a human being does not lie in my accomplishments. Making a mistake is part

of living and growing. People who are important in my life love and respect me for
who I am, even when I make mistakes or say 'no'!"
Slowly but surely, John's entire nervous system began to believe and respond to his
new tape. His cells calmed down. His vital systems rejuvenated themselves. His
emotions regained their equilibrium. Health and happiness became a natural part of
his life again. He learned the power of prioritizing his efforts. He learned how to say
the words, "I wish I could help you, but I can't this time." He placed his job in proper
perspective, and he learned how to focus fully on one project at a time and give
himself total relaxation periods. Interestingly enough, the promotions still arrived on
schedule and his colleagues told him that they didn't know what he had done, but he
was just a much nicer person to be around.
If you are interested in learning more about the powers of positive self-talk, read Shad
Helmstetter's, "The Self-Talk Solution," and select a positive message that is customtailored to your needs.
Herbs and Aromas
There are a number of herbs and herb scents that relax the nervous system. These
herbs may quiet or nourish the nervous system, eliminate spasms, reduce pain, or
promote sleep. They are not addictive and are considered safe for virtually everyone,
barring individual allergies. (italics) Be aware though, before considering taking
herbs, that women who are pregnant or people who suffer from diseases like diabetes
or hypertension should check with their health care practitioners before using herb
or aroma therapy.
Several herbs that have proven over the years to be highly effective for reducing
stress and helping overcome insomnia are Chamomile, Passion Flower, Catnip,
Lemon Balm and Oat Seed. These can be purchased in tea bag form in health food
stores or supermarkets. Although many people find these beverage teas effective in
reducing their stress symptoms, the dose that herbalists usually suggest for medicinal
purposes is stronger than that which most commercial teabags contain. Traditionally,
for curative purposes, one ounce of dried herbs is steeped in 1 pint of boiled water for
at least five minutes, and the frequently-recommended procedure, for most people, is
to drink a half cup of this tea, two or three times during the day. Chamomile, Lemon
Balm, and Oat Seed are also effective when added to a warm bath, to be absorbed
through the skin, before going to sleep. If you are interested in brewing your own tea,
which often proves to be a therapeutic process in its own right, herbs are available in
bulk at some health food stores or through mail-order catalogs such as the ones
provided by Moonrise Herbs in Arcata, California or Mountain Rose Herbs in
Redway, California. For more information on using or brewing stress-reducing teas,

Lesley Tierra's wonderfully easy-to-understand "The Herbs of Life", Master Herbalist
Debra Nuzzi's "Pocket Herbal Reference Guide" and the famed Penelope Ody's
"Home Herbal" are all highly informative. For stress problems pertaining particularly
to women, look for "Herbal Healing for Women" by lifetime herbalist, Rosemary
Gladstar, founder of the California School of Herbal Studies, who currently conducts
Sage Mountain herb seminars and activities from East Barre, Vermont.
Valerian and Scullcap, two herbs which have helped some women reduce symptoms
of P.M.S. and menstrual cramping, are so helpful in combating insomnia without
being addictive, that herbalists have been known to suggest keeping a tincture of one
or the other, or a combination of both, on the night table alongside a glass of water, to
be taken in the middle of the night, if necessary. A few drops added to the water,
according to the instructions on the bottle, often reduce anxiety and induce a deep,
restful, healthy sleep. A tincture, available in health food stores, is a solution usually
created by extracting the medicinal essence of an herb into an alcohol base. If you
want to avoid ingesting the alcohol, you can evaporate it by adding the drops to
boiled water, or look for tinctures made with vinegar or glycerine or one in which
the alcohol has been dissipated after the tincture was completed. Many herbs are also
available in capsule or tablet form.
St John's Wort is an herb that seems to have been designed by nature specifically to
eliminate the nerve pain often associated with stress. One young woman was being
treated by her doctor for a severe, resistant case of T.M.D., a tooth-grinding condition
commonly exacerbated by stress, that creates a seemingly endless variety of pain and
misery. Despite a specially-designed mouthpiece and prescription pain-killers, she
couldn't seem to find relief, until she read an article about applying St John's Wort
topically. She told me that she had never used an herb before in her life, but out of
desperation she went to the local health food store, bought a bottle of St. John's Wort
tincture, added ten drops to a little olive oil, and massaged it into the painful areas of
her cheek, jaw, and brow. "The degree of relief was amazing," she told me. "I could
actually feel the pain and inflammation breaking up and the muscles relaxing." She
told her friend about St. John's Wort when she developed a neuralgia problem, and
the same easily-made salve had the same happy results.
Be aware that tinctures and essential oils are not the same thing. Essential oils are
many times more potent and should not be taken internally. However, many people
find relief from stress with the aromas of herbal essential oils because of the relaxing
effect they have on the nervous system when inhaled or absorbed through the skin.
Herbal essential oils such as Lavender, Patchouli, Honeysuckle, and Sandalwood are
known for their relaxing capacity. Lavender and Rosemary rubbed onto the temples
often successfully relieve headaches, sometimes even migraines. Because Lavender

has so many restorative properties, as a matter of fact, David Hoffman in "The Herbal
Handbook" suggests," If you get only one oil, let it be Lavender!"
Regarding headaches, there is a wonderful herb called Feverfew, which can be
purchased in capsule or tincture form, and which effectively tones the blood vessels
involved in migraines, those incapacitating headaches caused by a variety of things
such as food allergies, lighting conditions, change of seasons, and, of course, stress! A
number of migraine sufferers have discovered that an ongoing regimen of Feverfew
capsules can actually eliminate these torturous headaches altogether. Although
Feverfew is less successful in erasing a migraine once it has started, some sufferers
claim that they have been able to stop a migraine in its tracks by taking a Feverfew
capsule at the first sign of the pain or visual disturbances associated with migraines.
Be aware, though, that eating the leaf, although some people find a leaf a day has
controlled their migraines very successfully, irritates some people's mouths.
The essential oils of grapefruit, green apple, tangerine, and peppermint are known to
revive flagging spirits and relieve temporary depression. A few drops of these scents,
added to a little gentle oil such as olive oil, sesame oil, or grape seed oil, can be
rubbed onto the skin, added to bath water, or used for massage. Precaution should be
taken, however, in using essential oils, if you are pregnant, as some of them might
induce contractions.
Attend to Yourself
Yourself
Finally, make sure you are practicing normal good health habits. Drink pure water.
Lots of it. Get fresh air every day, deliberately noticing and enjoying the sunshine,
the clouds, the birds, the snow , the rain. Get enough sleep and a reasonable dose of
exercise. Cut down on alcohol and caffeine. Laugh when you're happy, cry when
you're sad, and when you're angry, say so, even if just to your journal, so that your
emotions find a way out of your system. Locking up emotional energy creates
physical tension. Surround yourself, as much as possible, with happy, supportive
people. Wear colors that relax you. Allow yourself to imagine a happy scene, at least
once a day. Eat healthy foods, supplemented by vitamins and minerals, if they are
needed, making sure you are getting enough calcium, magnesium, and B vitamins,
which help in stabilizing overworked nerves. Go for a massage or gently rub sesame
oil, in small gentle circles, all over your skin before showering. Sing. Or if you
absolutely can't sing, hum. Recognize the good things that happen to you.
Acknowledge them and express your appreciation, no matter how small or
insignificant they seem, no matter how big your problems are. Educate yourself as to
the latest holistic information on stress-reduction by reading "New Choice in Natural
Healing" edited by Bill Gottlieb, or treat yourself to the very popular, "Spontaneous
Healing" by Andrew Weill, M.D.

In other words, be your own best friend and caretaker. Stress-related conditions are
not a way of life, but once they establish themselves, they are stubborn. Maintain
your sense of humor and your equilibrium. Marissa and John, if you are reading this
article, I'm talking to you! And all the Marissas and Johns out there. You are not
going crazy, as some stress-sufferers fear. You are not doomed to a life of anxiety
attacks and oddball symptoms. You are, in fact, about to regain control of your
emotional equilibrium. By the time you finish reading this, as a matter of fact, you are
already well on you way to recovery. Good luck to you. Let us know which stressreducing strategies worked for you!

Herbs For Animals
On reflection perhaps I should have called this piece Herbs for Horses! Nearly all of
these remedies were used by the European Gypsies and they have proven their
effectiveness through many generations. I am sure that you too, will them helpful.
Most horses will take herbs when mixed with molasses or honey. Many times a brew
with strong tasting herbs can be disguised with black currant syrup or honey,
particularly if cider vinegar has been added.
Hops (Humulus lupulus)
"Hop tops" young shoots given to colts to condition them. A good tonic. Flowers fed
in fodder to quiet restless animals, one or two cups for young animals, two or three
cups (one cup equals one handful) for adults.
Ivy, Common (Glechoma Hederacea)
Very good for internal cleansing after birth, one to two cups chopped herb for mares
immediately after giving birth. In treating retained afterbirth make a strong brew; in
one pint of water add one to two cups of common Ivy half pint drenches
approximately every three hours. Do not confuse with Poison Ivy please!
Lady's Mantle (Alchemilla vulgaris)
Horses like this herb so do sheep and goats. A good tonic. Parsley piert or Alchemilla
arvensis is a gypsy cure for stones and a tonic after treating colic. It has been said that
should man or animals take this herb on mid summers eve they could become
invisible! I have not tried that one, maybe one would have to take Woad (Ivatis
tinctoria) to bring one back in sight. Of course the bluish hue might startle a few
animals and people!
Meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria)
Used by gypsies as a spring tonic for horses, one to two cups of flowers cut up and
mixed with mash or corn brew in one and a half pints of water.
Nettle, Common (Urtica dioica)
Good forage dried for horses, rich in minerals, lime, sodium, iron, chlorine and a
naturally good in protein value. Nettle juice mixed with nettle seeds is a good hair
tonic: use internally one cup of juice in the animals mash. Use externally to wash the
coat, it will give it a beautiful shine, beneficial for show or racehorses.
Oak (Quercus robur)

Gypsies used the ripe acorns ground and dried them and mixed them with wheat
flour to make a gruel. The green cups are very astringent and made into a strong brew
are used to check bleeding internally and externally, one to two ounces to one and a
half pints water.
Poplar, Black (Populus nigra)
Buds crushed in milk, honey and wine a good tonic for horses. For sores, wounds,
ulcers. Used externally too (by making an ointment with the young buds).
Puffball (Fungus)
Used to stem bleeding and promote healing. Crushed and then applied to wounds.
Quince (Pyrus Cydonia)
Hair tonic for manes and tails. The peel is made into a brew one cup to one pint.
Sanicle (Sanicula europaea)
Used as a talisman on banners and shields to protect war-horses and hopefully their
riders. Good fodder. Effective for internal bleeding and wounds. Whole plant used
make a brew or give one to two cupfuls of the herb in feed.
Scabious (Scabiosa arvensis) (Gypsy Rose)
Cleansing and antiseptic. A brew of the root and herb thickened with borax, removes
old sores and dandruff. Mix about two cups herb and root to one and a half pints
water. Put in one tablespoons of borax powder while still hot and stir well. Apply
when cooled.
Strawberry or Wild Strawberry (Fragaria vesca)
Leaves help prevent abortion, fruit good for nervous or slow horses. Foliage good for
show and racehorses. two cups of leaves or leaves and root daily or handful of berries
daily.
Sweet Cicely (Myrrhus odorata)
Horses love this herb. A good tonic. Crush some or bruise the root and hold in the
hand, they will usually come to one. Native Indians used this trick to catch the wild
horses. Note make sure you catch the right horse!
Tea Plant (Indian tea, China tea), (Thea sinensis)
Make a strong infusion, two parts to one of vinegar, (cider if possible). Soak cotton
cloth when cold and apply. Very good for sun stroke, sunburn, fine burns. Dose
internally: one dessert-spoon cider vinegar to three tablespoons tea mixture. Make
the tea mixture with two tablespoons in ten ounces hot water, add a pinch of

cinnamon or one to two cloves or both. Give cold if possible.
Willow, White (Salix alba)
Young shoots and foliage given by gypsies for cattle and horses as a tonic
Willow (Salix caprea)
Given to goats to calm their hot tempers and cool their blood. I am not sure whether
that means they gave it to the old goats or not. What is good for the animals is good
for man too!
That's all I have space for just now. It's easy to forget that the "beasts of the field"
originally taught us much of our herb law, (by our observations of them). They
deserve more consideration than we often care to give them nowadays. By using
these simple remedies we can do much to make their lives more comfortable and
productive.

Herbs in Magick
Astral Projection
 Dittany of Crete
 Mugwort
 Popular
Beauty
 Avocado
 Catnip
 Flax
 Ginseng
 Maidenhair
 Yerba Santa
Chastity
 Cactus
 Camphor
 Coconut
 Cucumber
 Fleabane
 Hawthorn
 Lavender
 Pineapple
 Sweetpea
 Vervain
 Witch Hazel
Courage
 Cactus
 Camphor
 Coconut
 Cucumber
 Fleabane
 Hawthorn
 Lavender
 Pineapple
 Sweetpea
 Vervain
 Witch Hazel

Divination
 Broom
 Camphor
 Cherry
 Dandelion
 Fig
 Goldenrod
 Ground Ivy
 Hibiscus
 Meadowsweet
 Orange
 Orris
 Pomegranate
Employment
 Devil's Shoestring
 Lucky Hand
 Pecan
Exorcism
 Angelica
 Arbutus
 Asafetida
 Avens
 Basil
 Beans
 Birch
 Boneset
 Buckthorn
 Clove
 Clover
 Cumin
 Devil's Bit
 Dragon's Blood
 Elder
 Fern
 Fleabane
 Frankincense
 Fumitory
 Garlic





























Heliotrope
Horehound
Horseradish
Juniper
Leek
Lilac
Mallow
Mint
Mistletoe
Mullein
Myrrh
Nettle
Onion
Peach
Peony
Pepper
Pine
Rosemary
Rue
Sagebrush
Sandalwood
Sloe
Snapdragon
Tamarisk
Thistle
Witch Grass
Yarrow

Fertility
 Agaric
 Banana
 Bistort
 Bodhi
 Carrot
 Cuckoo-Flower
 Cucumber
 Cyclamen
 Daffodil
 Dock
 Fig
 Geranium






















Grape
Hawthorn
Hazel
Horsetail
Mandrake
Mistletoe
Mustard
Myrtle
Nuts
Oak
Olive
Palm, Date
Patchouly
Peach
Pine
Pomegranate
Poppy
Rice
Sunflower
Wheat

Fidelity
 Chickweed
 Chili Pepper
 Clover
 Cumin
 Elder
 Licorice
 Magnolia
 Nutmeg
 Rhubarb
 Rye
 Scullcap
 Spikenard
 Vetch, Giant
 Yerba Mate
Friendship
 Lemon
 Love Seed
 Passion Flower



Sweetpea

Gossip
 Clove
 Slippery Elm
Happiness
 Catnip
 Celandine
 Cyclamen
 Hawthorn
 High John the Conqueror
 Hyacinth
 Lavender
 Lily of the Valley
 Marjoram
 Meadowsweet
 Morning Glory
 Purslane
 Quince
 Saffron
 St. John's Wort
 Witch Grass
Healing/Health
(to promote)
 Adder's Tongue
 Allspice
 Amaranth
 Angelica
 Apple
 Balm, Lemon
 Balm of Gilead
 Barley
 Bay
 Bittersweet
 Blackberry
 Bracken
 Burdock
 Calamus
 Carnation











































Cedar
Cinnamon
Citron
Cowslip
Cucumber
Dock
Elder
Eucalyptus
Fennel
Figwort
Flax
Gardenia
Garlic
Ginseng
Goat's Rue
Golden Seal
Groundsel
Heliotrope
Hemp
Henna
Hops
Horehound
Horse Chestnut
Ivy
Job's Tears
Life Everlasting
Lime
Mesquite
Mint
Mugwort
Myrrh
Nettle
Oak
Olive
Onion
Peppermint
Pepper Tree
Persimmon
Pine
Plaintain
Plum, Wild

 Potato
 Rose
 Rosemary
 Rowan
 Rue
 Saffron
 Sandalwood
 Sorrel, Wood
 Spearmint
 Thistle
 Thyme
 Ti
 Tobacco
 Vervain
 Violet
 Willow
 Wintergreen
 Yerba Mate
(to maintain)
 Anemone
 Ash
 Camphor
 Caraway
 Coriander
 Fern
 Galangal
 Geranium
 Groundsel
 Juniper
 Knotweed
 Larkspur
 Life Everlasting
 Mandrake
 Marjoram
 Mistletoe
 Mullen
 Nutmeg
 Oak
 Pimpernel
 Rue
 St. John's Wort









Sassafras
Sorrel, Wood
Spikenard
Sumbul
Tansy
Thyme
Walnut

Hexes
 Bamboo
 Chili Pepper
 Datura
 Galangal
 Huckleberry
 Hydrangea
 Poke
 Squill
 Thistle
 Thistle, Holy
 Toadflax
 Vetivert
 Wahoo
 Wintergreen
Hunting
 Fuzzy Weed
 Mistletoe
 Parosela
 Yellow Evening Primrose
Image Magick
 Ash
 Briony
 Mandrake
 Potato
 Straw
Immortality
 Apple
 Linden
 Sage

Infertility
 Walnut
Invisibility
 Amaranth
 Chicory
 Edelweiss
 Fern
 Heliotrope
 Mistletoe
 Poppy
 Wolf's Bane
Legal Matters
 Buckthorn
 Cascara Sagrada
 Celandine
 Hickory
 Marigold
 Skunk Cabbage
Locks
 Chicory
 Lotus
 Mistletoe
 Moonwort
Longevity
 Cypress
 Lavender
 Lemon
 Life Everlasting
 Maple
 Peach
 Sage
 Tansy
Love
(to attract)
 Adam and Eve











































Aloes, Wood
Apple
Apricot
Aster
Avens
Avocado
Bachelor's Buttons
Balm, Lemon
Balm of Gilead
Barley
Basil
Beans
Bedstraw, Fragrant
Beet
Betony
Bleeding Heart
Bloodroot
Brazil Nut
Caper
Cardamom
Catnip
Chamomile
Cherry
Chestnut
Chickweed
Chili Pepper
Cinnamon
Clove
Clover
Cohosh, Black
Coltsfoot
Columbine
Copal
Coliander
Crocus
Cubeb
Cuckoo-Flower
Daffodil
Daisy
Damiana
Devil's Bit











































Dill
Dogbane
Dragon's Blood
Dutchman's Breeches
Elecampane
Elm
Endive
Eryngo
Fig
Fuzzy Weed
Gentian
Geranium
Ginger
Ginseng
Grains of Paradise
Hemp
Hibiscus
High John the Conqueror
Houseleek
Hyacinth
Indian Paint Brush
Jasmine
Joe-Pye Weed
Juniper
Kava-Kava
Lady's Mantle
Lavender
Leek
Lemon
Lemon Verbena
Licorice
Lime
Linden
Liverwort
Lobelia
Lotus
Lovage
Love Seed
Maidenhair
Male Fern
Mallow











































Mandrake
Maple
Marjoram
Mastic
Meadow Rue
Meadowsweet
Mimosa
Mistletoe
Moonwort
Myrtle
Nuts
Oleander
Orange
Orchid
Pansy
Papaya
Pea
Peach
Pear
Peppermint
Periwinkle
Pimento
Plum
Plumeria
Poppy
Prickly Ash
Primrose
Purslane
Quassia
Quince
Raspberry
Rose
Rosemary
Rue
Rye
Saffron
Sarsaparilla
Scullcap
Senna
Snakeroot, Black
Southernwood

 Spearmint
 Spiderwort
 Strawberry
 Sugar Cane
 Sumbul
 Tamarind
 Thyme
 Tomato
 Tonka
 Tormentil
 Trillium
 Tulip
 Valerian
 Vanilla
 Venus' Flytrap
 Vervain
 Vetivert
 Violet
 Willow
 Witch Grass
 Wormwood
 Yarrow
 Yerba Mate
 Yohimbe
(divinations of)
 Dodder
 Lettuce
 Mullein
 Pansy
 Rose
 St. John's Wort
 Willow
(to break a love spell)
 Lily
 Lotus
 Pistachio
Luck
 Allspice
 Aloe
 Bamboo










































Banyan
Be-still
Bluebell
Cabbage
Calamus
China Berry
Cinchona
Cotton
Daffodil
Devil's Bit
Fern
Grains of Paradise
Hazel
Heather
Holy
Houseleek
Huckleberry
Irish Moss
Job's Tears
Linden
Lucky Hand
Male Fern
Moss
Nutmeg
Oak
Orange
Persimmon
Pineapple
Pomegranate
Poppy
Purslane
Rose
Snakeroot
Star Anise
Straw
Strawberry
Sumbul
Vetivert
Violet
Wood Rose

Lust
(to increase or create)
 Avocado
 Caper
 Caraway
 Carrot
 Cat Tail
 Celery
 Cinnamon
 Daisy
 Damiana
 Deers Tongue
 Dill
 Dulse
 Endive
 Eryngo
 Galangal
 Garlic
 Ginseng
 Grains of Paradise
 Hibiscus
 Lemongrass
 Licorice
 Maguey
 Mint
 Nettle
 Olive
 Onion
 Parsley
 Patchouly
 Radish
 Rosemary
 Saffron
 Sesame
 Snakeroot, Black
 Southernwood
 Vanilla
 Violet
 Witch Grass
 Yerba Mate
 Yohimbe

(to decrease)
 Camphor
 Lettuce
 Vervain
 Witch Hazel
Manifestations
 Balm of Gilead
 Dittany of Crete
 Mastic
Meditation
 Bodhi
 Gotu Kola
Mental Power
 Caraway
 Celery
 Eyebright
 Grape
 Horehound
 Lily of the Valley
 Mace
 Mustard
 Periwinkle
 Rosemary
 Rue
 Savory, Summer
 Spearmint
 Walnut
Money/Wealth/Prosperity/Riches
 Alfalfa
 Allspice
 Almond
 Basil
 Bergamot, Orange
 Blackberry
 Bladderwrack
 Blue Flag
 Briony











































Bromeliad
Buckwheat
Calamus
Camellia
Cascara Sagrada
Cashew
Cedar
Chamomile
Cinnamon
Cinquefoil
Clove
Clover
Comfrey
Cowslip
Dill
Dock
Elder
Fenugreek
Fern
Flax
Fumitory
Galangal
Ginger
Goldenrod
Golden Seal
Gorse
Grains of Paradise
Grape
Heliotrope
High John the Conqueror
Honesty
Honeysuckle
Horse Chestnut
Irish Moss
Jasmine
Lucky Hand
Mandrake
Maple
Marjoram
May Apple
Mint



































Moonwort
Moss
Myrtle
Nutmeg
Oak Oats
Onion
Orange
Oregon Grape
Patchouly
Pea
Pecan
Periwinkle
Pine
Pineapple
Pipsissewa
Pomegranate
Poplar
Poppy
Rattlesnake Root
Rice
Snapdragon
Sassafras
Sesame
Snakeroot
Snakeroot, Black
Squill
Tea
Tonka
Trillium
Vervain
Vetivert
Wheat
Woodruff

Peace
 Dulse
 Eryngo
 Gardenia
 Lavender
 Loosestrife
 Meadowsweet










Morning Glory
Myrtle
Olive
Passion Flower
Pennyroyal
Scullcap
Vervain
Violet

Power
 Carnation
 Club Moss
 Devil's Shoestring
 Ebony
 Gentian
 Ginger
 Rowan
Prophetic Dreams
 Bracken
 Buchu
 Ciquefoil
 Heliotrope
 Jasmine
 Marigold
 Mimosa
 Mugwort
 Onion
 Rose
Prosperity
Prosperity
 Alfalfa
 Alkanet
 Almond
 Ash
 Banana
 Benzoin
 Nuts
 Oak
 Tomato
 Tulip

Protection
 Acacia
 African Violet
 Agrimony
 Ague Root
 Aloe
 Althea
 Alyssum
 Amarath
 Anemone
 Angelica
 Anise
 Arbutus
 Asafoetida
 Ash
 Balm of Gilead
 Bamboo
 Barley
 Basil
 Bay
 Bean
 Betony, Wood
 Birch
 Bittersweet
 Blackberry
 Bladderwrack
 Bloodroot
 Blueberry
 Bodhi
 Boneset
 Briony
 Bromeliad
 Broom
 Buckthorn
 Burdock
 Cactus
 Calamus
 Caraway
 Carnation
 Cascara Sagrada











































Castor
Cedar
Celandine
Chrysanthemum
Cinchona
Cinnamon
Ciquefoil
Clove
Clover
Club Moss
Coconut
Cohosh, Black
Cotton
Cumin
Curry
Cyclamen
Cypress
Datura
Devil's Bit
Devil's Shoestring
Dill
Dogwood
Dragon's Blood
Ebony
Elder
Elecampane
Eucalyptus
Euphorbia
Fennel
Fern
Feverwort
Figwort
Flax
Fleabane
Foxglove
Frankincense
Galangal
Garlic
Geranium
Ginseng
Gorse











































Gourd
Grain
Grass
Hazel
Heather
Holly
Honeysuckle
Horehound
Houseleek
Hyacinth
Hyssop
Irish Moss
Ivy
Juniper
Kava-Kava
Lady's Slipper
Larch
Larkspur
Lavender
Leek
Lettuce
Lilac
Lily
Lime
Linden
Liquidamber
Loosestrife
Lotus
Lucky Hand
Mallow
Mandrake
Marigold
Masterwort
Meadow Rue
Mimosa
Mint
Mistletoe
Molluka
Mugwort
Mulberry
Mullein











































Mustard
Myrrh
Nettle
Norfolk Island Pine
Oak
Olive
Onion
Orris
Papaya
Papyrus
Parsley
Pennyroyal
Peony
Pepper
Pepper Tree
Periwinkle
Pilot Weed
Pimpernel
Pine
Plantain
Plum
Primrose
Purslane
Quince
Radish
Ragwort
Raspberry
Rattlesnake Root
Rhubarb
Rice
Roots
Rose
Rosemary
Rowan
Sage
St. John's Wort
Sandalwood
Sloe
Snapdragon
Southernwood
Spanish Moss
























Squill
Tamarisk
Thistle
Ti
Toadflax
Tomato
Tormentil
Tulip
Turnip
Valerian
Venus' Flytrap
Vervain
Violet
Wax Plant
Willow
Wintergreen
Witch Hazel
Wolf's Bane
Woodruff
Wormwood
Yerba Mate
Yucca

Psychism
 Acacia
 Althea
 Bay
 Bistort
 Bladderwrack
 Borage
 Buchu
 Celery
 Cinnamon
 Citron
 Elecampane
 Eyebright
 Flax
 Galangal
 Grass
 Honeysuckle
 Lemongrass


















Mace
Marigold
Mastic
Mugwort
Peppermint
Rose
Rowan
Saffron
Star Anise
Stillengia
Sumbul
Thyme
Uva Ursa
Wormwood
Yarrow
Yerba Santa

Purification
 Alkanet
 Anise
 Arabic, Gum
 Asafoetida
 Avens
 Bay
 Benzoin
 Betony, Wood
 Bloodroot
 Broom
 Cedar
 Chamomile
 Coconut
 Copal
 Euphorbia
 Fennel
 Horseradish
 Hyssop
 Iris
 Lavendar
 Lemon
 Lemon, Verbena
 Mimosa















Parsley
Peppermint
Pepper Tree
Rosemary
Sagebrush
Shallot
Thistle, Holy
Thyme
Tobacco
Turmeric
Valerian
Vervain
Yucca

Rain
 Bracken
 Cotton
 Fern
 Heather
 Pansy
 Rice
 Toadstool
Sexual Energy
 Banana
 Beans
 Caper
 Cohosh, Black
 Dragon's Blood
 Oak
 Olive
 Palm, Date
Sleep
 Agrimony
 Chamomile
 Ciquefoil
 Datura
 Elder
 Hops
 Lavendar











Lettuce
Linden
Passion Flower
Peppermint
Purslane
Rosemary
Thyme
Valerian
Vervain

Snakes
(to call)
 Horsetail
(to enrage)
 Thistle, Milk
(to repel)
 Clover
 Elder
 Juniper
 Lemongrass
 Geranium
 Plaintain
 Rattlesnake Root
 Yellow Evening Primrose
Spirits
 Dandelion
 Pipsissewa
 Sweetgrass
 Thistle
 Tabacco
 Wormwood
Spirituality
 African Violet
 Aloes, Wood
 Arabic, Gum
 Cinnamon
 Frankincense
 Gardenia
 Myrrh



Sandalwood

Strength
 Bay
 Carnation
 Masterwort
 Mugwort
 Mullberry
 Pennyroyal
 Plantain
 Saffron
 St. John's Wort
 Sweetpea
 Tea
 Thistle
Success
 Balm, Lemon
 Cinnamon
 Clover
 Ginger
 High John the Conqueror
 Rowan
 Wahoo
 Winter's Bark
Theft
 Aspen
 Caraway
 Cumin
 Garlic
 Juniper
 Vetivert
Visions
 Angelica
 Coltsfoot
 Crocus
 Damiana
 Kava-Kava

Wind
 Bladderwrack
 Broom
 Saffron
Wisdom
 Bodhi
 Iris
 Peach
 Sage
 Sunflower
Wishes
 Bamboo
 Beech
 Buckthron
 Dandelion
 Dogwood
 Ginseng
 Grains of Paradise
 Hazel
 Job's Tears
 Liquidamber
 Pomegranate
 Sage
 Sandalwood
 Sunflower
 Tonka
 Violet
 Walnut
Youth
 Anise
 Cowslip
 Fern
 Myrtle
 Rosemary
 Vervain

Herbs That Ease the Mind
Sweet dreams valerian,
valerian which grows wild in both North America and Europe, may
be nature's best sleeping pill. While other herbs, like chamomile and hops, for
instance, have traditionally been used as "beddy-bye" aids, modern research gives the
nod to valerian.
At a Swiss research lab, 128 volunteers were given extracts of valerian for three nights
and a sugar pill on other nights. They didn't know which pill they were taking on any
given night, to defeat the effect of pure suggestion.
The herb clearly beat the sugar placebo, with 37 percent saying they fell asleep faster
(vs. 23 percent for the placebo) and 43 percent reporting "better sleep" (vs. 25 percent
for the placebo).
The best results were seen -- no surprise -- with people who considered themselves
poor sleepers.
Among this group, 54 percent got better sleep. And among the older poor sleepers,
good results were reported in 63 percent. a Swedish study showed even better results.
Some 21 of 27 patients said that valerian beat the placebo. In this case, not even the
doctors knew who was taking what till after the experiment. What's more, 44 percent
said that had "perfect sleep," and no side effects were reported.
Why the better results in the Swedish study?
Simple. These were all problem sleepers to begin with. If you're already sleeping like
a baby, in other words, valerian is not going to make you sleep like a fetus. Leave well
enough alone.
If you do take valerian, our advice is to take it only when really needed, not on a
permanent basis. A reasonable dose is a cup or two prepared with a teaspoon of the
dried root. Another reasonable dose would be about 200 to 300 milligrams of an
extract containing 0.8 percent valerenic acid. Don't take more -- it won't work better,
and more may be too much for your system.
As always with herbs, discontinue if you note any unusual symptoms.
One more thing. Valerian stinks. I mean it smells really bad, so don't worry if you
open a bottle of pills and get hit with a nose-spazzing odor.

The miracle of St. John’s.
John’s St. John's wort is another oldie-but-goody herb. "Wort," by
the way, does not mean that St. Johns had warts -- it simply means "plant."
Researchers usually call it hypericum, its Latin name.
A couple of dozen studies have been done using hypericum extracts on depressed
people, and the results have been generally very good.
Roughly two out of three patients with milder forms of depression and symptoms like
fatigue and disturbed sleep were helped with hypericum extract, in carefully
controlled European studies.
Another study from Europe (where herbs are much more commonly used than in the
United States) compared hypericum with imipramine, a drug often used to treat
depression. This research was carried out at 20 different health centers, with 135
depressive patients.
After six weeks of treatment, the St. John's wort extract proved just as effective as the
drug, but with fewer side effects. The same result was achieved comparing the herbal
extract with another drug, maprotiline.
Prevention herbal advisor Varrow Tyler, PhD., points out that St. John's wort has a
generally stimulating effect, so it shouldn't be taken at bedtime. He adds that cases of
severe depression probably won't be helped by the herb -- seek medical attention
without delay.
While the pick-me-up effect of St. John's wort is known best, it also has a knock-itdown effect that could prove far more important.
The herb possesses an unusual ability to take the "bite" out of some viruses. At New
York University Medical Center, it has been shown that a smidgen of hypericin, a
component of St. John's wort, put in a test tube with blood infected with HIV cells
renders the blood free of any active virus.
Some day soon, it may be possible to protect blood stored for transfusion by the single
expedient of adding a bit of hypericin, suggests Daniel Meruelo, PhD., professor of
pathology at NYU. Hypericin is a "broad-spectrum veridical agent," he explains.
In blood samples, besides inactivating AIDS-causing HIV, it can also knock out
hepatitis C. Whereas modern testing has reduced the incidence of HIV in blood
transfusions to an infinitesimal 1 in 450,000 to 660,000, hepatitis C is more common.

Plus, hypercin might also be able to turn off any new viruses that could creep into our
blood supply, the way HIV once did.
As for therapeutic use, the only real results have been achieved with experimental
animals. If given the right after injections with certain strains of leukemia virus,
hypericin completely blocks disease. And combined with AZT, the result is a virus
fighter stronger than either one alone.
Research is under way already to see just how useful this amazing herbal extract will
be in human beings.
The caution with St. John's wort is (a) not to take huge doses (no more than 300 mg. a
day) and (b) not to sunbathe after taking it. That's because hypericin is photreactive,
going into super high gear when exposed to the sun.. Be especially cautious, advises
Dr. Tyler, if you're taking another photoreactive drug already, like tetracycline.
Check with your doctor or pharmacist.

History of the Apothecary Garden
The idea of separating a garden into one for useful plants and another for beauty is a
fairly recent innovation. Until about three hundred years ago, all plants were
considered to be useful either as medicine or food, some in a practical way, others in a
purely symbolic application. Even the beauty of the plants themselves was thought to
be medicinal, contributing to the general health of the individual by strengthening
the spirit. Giving comfort to the soul, and lifting depression of the mood. One must
not lose sight of this principle when approaching the medieval garden, as in a very
real sense, all gardens had their origin in the physic garden.
Aside from the few basic medicinal plants grown by every housewife for the cure of
common minor ills, much like we use the patented medicines of today, the bulk of
the truly curative herbs were originally cultivated in the monastery gardens. Healing
was, from the earliest recorded times granted the distinction of being a religious
practice. Each culture of the Pagan period had its healing gods, and in evolution, one
of the greatest miracles attributed to the god of the new religion was the power to
heal.
The monks were, by and large a literate class of people where the greater population
was not, so it is that the majority of the hard information regarding growth, plant
description, and garden lists has come from them. We can assume that the gardens of
the doctors and apothecaries were similar if on a much smaller scale, as the monks
had greater access to plants imported from other parts of the world than the common
man.
The infirmary garden of a monastery generally consisted of several raised rectangular
beds with walkways between them. Most of the plants were to be found in the
Emperor Charlemagne's list of medicinal herbs which formed a part of his "Capitulare
de Villis" a document from the ninth century which detailed the plants he wished his
gardeners' to plant on his estates and which he encouraged all of his subjects to plant
for the benefit of the nation.
As society reached out of the Middle Ages into the fifteenth century, new plants were
being brought back from the Americas. Master Ion Gardener wrote the practical text,
"The Feate of Gardening". This was a set of instructions on cultivation, grafting, and
the culture of herbs. All of the herbs listed in Master Ion's treatise were old world,
and had been commonly grown all over Europe for hundreds of years. It reached
beyond the folklore of plants and provided a sound scientific base for the gardener to
work from.

In the sixteenth century we find the first wave of dramatic change in the gardening
consciousness of Europe since the beginning of the Crusades. Prior to this there had
been a limited number of herbs that had grown familiar to the herbalist through years
of cultivation and use. Now we have almost daily expansion of the herbalists, as
navigators and explorers carried back new seed and rootstock, along with documents
containing native applications of the medicines of their lands. Most significant in this
influx of new botanicals were those from the Americas.
The feeling of the time is best illustrated by a quotation from Holinshed, a historian
of the sixteenth century. "It is a wonder also to see how many strange herbs, plants,
and annual fruits are daily brought unto us from the Indies, Americas, Taprobane,
Canary Isles and all parts of the world. I have seen in someone's garden to the number
of three or four hundred of them, if not more, the half of those names within forty
years past we had no manner of knowledge."
The first botanic gardens as places of study were founded in Padua Italy 1545 and in
Oxford England 1621. These schools of herbalism effectively took medicine out of the
hands of the monastery and placed it under the control of the educating physicians.
Doctors began to lecture on the healing properties of herbs, and their reliance on
leeching, or bleeding, and chemical alchemy was largely replaced by the study of the
new science of herbal alchemy.
It was in the seventeenth century, following this great influx of herbs, that the largest
number of herbals were published. Many of them included the New World herbs as a
matter of course. Most of these books were written by doctors of medicine, but they
were now leaning more heavily on the botanical properties and characteristics of
plants than on the previous, almost mystical systems of humors, planetary influences,
and doctrine of signatures.
Prior to this time, almost all herbals relied heavily on Dioscorides volume entitled
"De Materia Medica". It required the discovery of new plants to generate original
research and the development of herbal philosophy. There was still a problem in that
many of these authors were writing about plants they had never seen or used. There
existed popular engraving templates for the illustration of herbals, usually created by
artists rather than herbalists, and often from description instead of observation. In
some cases, such as John Gerard's "Great Herbal", or "History of Plants" the wrong
illustration was placed in the text, confusing the reader, and the dilettante herbalist,
who repeated the error in his own book.
In 1577 an herbal of an entirely new type was translated from the Spanish into

English. It was written by Nicholas Monardes, and was entitled, "Joyfull Newes Out
Of The Newe Founde Worlde". This book cataloged and described medicinal plants
from America. Then, in 1629 and 1640 a pair of books were published that changed
the entire face of herb lore. They are often considered to be the greatest English
books on herbs and plants ever published. They were written by John Parkinson, and
are entitled respectively, "Paradisi I Sole Paradisus Terrestris" and "Theatrum
Botanicum: The Theatre of Plants". More than 3,000 plants are described in this
volume, and unlike their predecessors, these books combine history, horticulture,
botany, and pharmacy all in one place. Parkinson is also the first herbal author to
seriously attempt botanical classification into tribes or families of plants, and into
classes.
The herbals of Parkinson and Gerard went to the New World along with the settlers,
and a selection of seed and rootstock for various medicinal herbs accompanied them.
The ships returned to England with native North American plants to be cultivated,
and studied in the European botanical colleges and gardens. The properties of many
of the plants were learned from the Native Indians, which lead to the publication of
John Josselyn's book, "New England's Rarities Discovered" in 1672. This book
included "The Physical and Chyrurgical Remedies Wherewith The Natives
Constantly Use To Cure Their Distempers, Wounds and Sores". In 1728, John Bartram
founded North America's first botanic garden near Philadelphia. In 1765, he was
commissioned 'Botanizer Royal For America' and began to travel and collect plants,
accompanied by his son, who was a major botanical artist. It is through the labors of
these two men that many North American herbs came to the attention of the Swedish
Botanist Carl Linnaeus, and were classified by him.
The study of the herb garden is in itself a study in the evolution of botanical medicine
and its development. In the garden lists we see not just the herbs that were known to
the early doctor, but more importantly, those which were used by him.
A list of the herbs from John Bartram's garden examined in relation to the monastery
garden of the ninth century gives indication of a greater range of subtlety in the
mixing of possible ingredients, and a wider set of applications than those available to
the lay brothers in their time. An asterix marks the New World herbs.
Melissa officinalis, Lemon Balm.
Ocimum basilicum, Sweet Basil
*Mondara didyma, Bee Balm.
*Cimicifuga racemosa, Black Cohosh.
*Eupatorium perfolatum, Boneset.
Borago officinalis, Borage.

Nepeta cataria, Catnip.
Dianthus caryophyllus, Clove Pink.
Vinca major, Periwinkle.
Symphytum officinale, Comfrey.
Digitalis purpurea, Fox Glove.
Cochlearia amoracia, Horseradish.
Pulmonaria officinalis, Lungwort.
*Lobelia siphilitica, Great Lobelia.
Calendula officinalis, Pot Marigold.
Verbascum thapsus, Mullein.
Paeonia officinalis, Peony.
Myrtus communis, Myrtle.
Hypericum perforatum, St. John's Wort.
Teucrium marum, Germander.
Galium odoratum, Sweet Woodruff.
Tanacetum vulgare, Tansy.
Artemisia dracunculus, French Tarragon.
Dipsacus fullonum, Fuller's Teasle.
*Asarum virginicum, Wild Ginger.
*Gaultheria procumbens, Wintergreen.
Acorus calamus, Sweet Flag.
Crocus sativa, Saffron Crocus.
Allium schoenoprasum, Chives.
Lonicora caprifolium, Woodbine Honeysuckle.
Rubus fruticosus, Blackberry.
*Hamamelis virginiana, Witch Hazel.
Lindera benzoin, Spice Bush.
Punica granatum, Pomegranate.
Cassia acutifolia, Alexandrian Senna.
Ilex aquifolium, English holly.
*Populus candicans, Poplar, Balm of Gilead.
Cornus florida, Dogwood.
Sassafras albidum, Sassafras.
Laurus nobilis, Bay laurel.
The following herbs are also to be included in this garden. Latin names can be found
in the previous list:
Chamomile, Lovage, Dill, Fennel, Horehound, Hyssop, French Lavender, Pennyroyal,
Mint, Rosemary, Rue, Agrimony, Sage, Thyme, Yarrow, Madonna Lily, Apothecary's
Rose).

It is likely that this is an optimistic list since weather conditions in Philadelphia
would have made the growth of plants such as Pomegranate extremely difficult,
although most of the herbs would quite handily grow there. As you can see, the
majority of the herbs from the ninth century list are still included, with the many
additions of the New World herbs. Today, many of these herbs are still grown for
their use as pharmaceuticals and even as medicine advances into the "Modern age" it
remains rooted with the herbs, in the origins of the apothecary garden.
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Homemade PH Tester
Ever wondered how to test your soil and never had the time to figure out where your
local county extension is - let alone have the time to get there? Well, here's a home
test of soil that's useful if you just need to know the basics of how acid or alkaline
your soil is.
Put enough skin of either red cabbage leaf or radish into a glass to make the water
turn pink. Be sure to abrade the skin so that it releases that dye. The pinker the
better.
Put about a half cup soil and a half cup water in a separate glass and stir it up well. Let
it sit for about a half hour to settle and steep. Take an eyedropper full of the soil water
and add it, a drop at a time to the cabbage or radish water. If it turns red, your soil is
acid, blue-green - your soil is alkaline. If it stays pink - neutral.
Some plants are excellent indicators of soil PH. Take Hydranga's for instance, they'll
be bright pink or red where the soil leans to acid, and pretty blue-green where the
soil is more alkaline. Strawberries do well in acid soils while snapdragons hate it.
PH factors are quite important in a gardener's life - so a home test seems to be just the
ticket to help the harried gardener cope. Happy testing!

Immunological Disorders: The Response of
Herbal Medicine
Diseases involving a disturbance of the immune system have become major stumbling
blocks to twentieth century medicine. They are on the increase, both in numbers of
people affected, and in the proliferation of previously "un-described" syndromes.
They destroy organs, glands, joints, and even the nervous system. And the chronic,
attenuated course of most of these conditions takes a devastating toll in suffering and
incapacity.
Rheumatoid arthritis, ulcerative colitis, and psoriasis are common. But there are many
other diseases either totally caused by immunologic imbalance or having an autoimmune element in their aetiology. Crohn's disease, multiple sclerosis, chronic
hepatitis, systemia lupus erthymatosis, juvenile onset diabetes mellitus, polymyalgia
rheumatica, glomerulonephritis and even cancer are becoming more widespread.
They all involve over-activity of the immune system - the body's defensive network.
Somehow its normal reaction becomes confused. The body is no longer capable of
distinguishing an invading foreign protein (e.g a bacterium or a virus) from its own
tissues. Most cells are triggered and histamine is released; macrophages engulf large
numbers of healthy cells and the inflammatory response becomes chronic - unable to
be wound down or "resolved". Usually chronic pain accompanies the process and the
accumulation of debris and toxins makes the whole situation even worse.
Closely related to this situation is the opposite one: acquired immune deficiency
syndrome (AIDS), in which the reticula-endothelial system doesn't over-react, but
simply fails to react at all. It becomes incapable of mounting an adequate response to
invading organisms. Consequently the patient succumbs to "opportunistic" infections
- relatively benign bacteria which would normally cause the body little trouble. In
full-blown AIDS, there follows generalized lymphadenopathy or a wasting disease
that pursues its relentless, progressive, downhill course, usually ending in death.
However, there are many degrees of immune deficiency quite apart from AIDS.
Repeated infections and constant colds that cannot be shaken off, for example, often
indicated an immune response that is below par.
How does the body come to lose sight of its sense of proportion in these matters?
What causes the system of macrophages and lymphocytes, normally designed to
protect us, either to fail to operate at all, or to over-react to such an extent that we are

literally eaten alive by our own cells?
Scientific research on the subject has been prolific in recent years. There is hardly a
month that passes when even the Scientific American does not publish an article on
some new "breakthrough" in our understanding of the immune response. Amazing
exploratory techniques using the electron microscope and genetic engineering have
penetrated the darkest recesses of our tissues and they have produced a whole now
language so complex that it can be followed by few other than the specialized
technologist. However, it is doubtful whether any of these efforts have brought us
any greater insight as to our treatment of the pathologies. Perhaps we are now aware
that the whole system depends upon a balanced coding of "helper T cells" and
"suppressor T cells" in the liver and spleen and a series of delicate electro-chemical
bio-feedback mechanisms whose elegance and intelligence staggers the human mind.
But we seem to have done little with our knowledge to prevent environmental
causes. The following factors have for some time been generally acknowledged to
contribute to compromise of the immune system. Their proliferation within the
environment parallels an increase in related diseases over the last 40 years:
Radiation in all its forms has been directly linked to lowering immune response by
destroying the immune system: X-ray (medical and dental), radiotherapy, and atomic
radiation from mounting stockpiles of nuclear waste around reactors [1]. Similarly,
increased exposure to ultraviolet rays of the sun through destruction of the ozone
layer by aerosol sprays, soft foams, egg cartons, coolants in refrigerators and halones
used in industrial/commercial fire extinguishers. (Ozone Protection Campaign - 16-53
Queen Street, Ottawa K1P 5C5 (613) 230-3352).
Corticosteroids suppress not only inflammation but also the normal immune response
as well. Ultimately, after prolonged use, they leave the body incapable of mounting
its own defensive action. Of particular concern is the widespread and indiscriminate
use of these powerful drugs in conditions where their effectiveness is, to say the least,
minimal - e.g. skin problems. Even extended and heavy use by asthma patients in the
form of inhalants is not without it consequences. (Skin problems and asthma respond
excellently to herbal treatment, thus avoiding these dangerous drugs).
Antibiotics too widely used medically and used without any control whatsoever by
farmers in meat production, inevitably present themselves in the human liver for
detoxification-- increasing its already heavy burden and upsetting the fragile balance
necessary for natural immunity.
Surgical intervention Removal of tonsils or appendix (both lymphatic tissue).

Immunization programs are also now being questioned and in many cases considered
to compromise immunity.
Environmental toxins in the form of heavy metals and industrial chemicals in our
water supply, lethal chemicals sprayed onto our crops, fungicides on our fruit and
vegetables, weed killers on our lawns [2] and all the synthetic preservative, artificial
coloring, emulsifiers and stabilizers that form part of most commercially prepared
food, present on-going and dangerous challenges to the immune system. One suspects
that some so-called "food-allergies" may in fact be reactions to these toxins - (e.g.
allergies to wheat). [3]
Refined
Refined carbohydrates another artificial component of the western diet and
especially white sugar and white flour have now been directly associated with
ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, and cancer. [4] Herbalists have long noticed that
patients suffering from rheumatoid arthritis invariably improve when these unnatural
substances are removed from their diet.
Sedentary lifestyle that neglects daily adequate exercise leads to stagnation of the
body's circulatory systems. This is particularly true of the lymphatic and venous
systems which require muscle contraction to promote flow and subsequent removal
of metabolic wastes.
Possible
Possible hereditary factors can be kept in mind and extra care taken to compensate
for them.
Stress is known to lower the efficiency of all body functions, including the immune
response. It can be effectively managed by holistic herbal treatment.
It is clearly evident that compromise of human immunity is closely linked to
environmental insult. The seriousness of the situation is perfectly obvious: our
destruction of the environment has consequences in the extinction of many forms of
life on the planet - chief among them, human kind. It must therefore be emphasized
that any holistic approach to healing immunologic disorders can be no more than
symptomatic unless these more general considerations are acted upon.
The herbalist looks first to the liver. Among its many other functions, including
detoxification the liver has an important role in regulating immunological activity in
the body. "Many practitioners suspect reduced liver function in many diseases of
immunological disturbance, especially the auto-immune diseases". [5]

Herbal medicine uses many plants specific for the liver. Taraxacum officinal Radix
(dandelion root) contains a bitter, taraxacin which acts to restore digestion. But it also
contains a number of enzymatic substances which activate secretions in both liver
and kidney. Bitters stimulate the flow through each hepatocyte from blood to bile,
effectively improving the self cleansing mechanism of the liver. Dandelion root is
completely non-toxic and gently restorative to liver function. Taraxacum officinal
Folia (dandelion leaf) expels uric acid and every other deposit from the tissues,
including heavy metals. A monograph in the French Pharmaceutical Codex of July
1980 indicated a certain anti-viral activity in the leaf as well.
Carduus marianus (milk-thistle or syllibum) works as a hepatic restorative. It also
activates oxygen metabolism in the cells and increases the amount of A.T.P. ( the
common currency of energy within the body) available to the tissues. Cynara
scolymus (artichoke juice) possesses remarkable detoxifying qualities, according to
the French Phyto-therapist, R.L.Nicot. It stimulates liver cell regeneration and
notably augments the anti-toxic function of the liver, according to Mills, by
augmenting the production of co-enzymes and promoting glycuro-conjugation of
bilirubin, folliculin, and many other products of endogenous and exogenous origin.
Clinical experience, in fact, shows that the herbs most useful in treating immunologic
disorders are the bitters, and there are many of them, each specifically designed, so it
seems, for specific tasks. This approach has proved very helpful in the treatment of
arthritis, skin disorders including psoriasis, along with anti-inflammatories and
circulatory stimulants. But bitters have been shown to have an important effect in
stimulating immune activity as well.
In the lowered immune response, Echinacea angustifolia (purple coneflower) has
proved its worth. Echinacea is fungistatic, antibiotic, antimicrobial and bacteriostatic
in its activity. As a tumor inhibitor, it causes regression in several tumor systems in
humans and has been demonstrated to be inhibitory to lymphocyte leukemia and
Walker Carcinoma-sarcoma "256" and "388". But it is chiefly used as stimulant to the
immune system and has been shown by carbon clearance testing to increase the
mitosis rate of "T" lymphocytes and to play a role in the coding of "T" lymphocytes.
It is often used in conjunction with Baptisia tinctoria (wild indigo) by professional
herbalists. This plant is viro-static, Baptisia inhibits multiplication of the virus by
blocking the receptor sites on the cell membrane so that the virus can't invade the
cell. It is advocated by the Anglo-Dutch Herbalist Hein Zeylstra for every viral
infection and disease and by the British Herbal Pharmacopoeia specifically for
lymphadenitis and infections for the upper respiratory tract - both problems in AIDS.
A.W. Priest recommends Baptisia after typhoid inoculation. But it is a herb that must

be used by the qualified medical herbalist only since the very minimal dose level is
crucial and large doses can be emetic.
Another herb with great influence over the lymphatic system is Galium aparine
(cleavers). Here is a cleansing agent for the lymphatic system. It has been used in
carcinoma, T.B. and malignancy of the lymphatic system (Lymphadenoma). Priest
notes that Galium corrects the body's inability to pass normal catabolic wastes.
It is likely also that Calendula officinal is (English marigold) may have a place in the
treatment. It has a long record of use specifically for cancer of the lymphatic system
and is recommended by the B.H.P. for hard inflamed malignant modes, including
lymphadenitis or Hodgkin's disease. Its activity had been demonstrated in the
prevention of metastases. It is also an important anti-inflammatory, anti-bacterial
agent especially against staphylococcus and streptococcus as well as being the best
anti-fungal agent we have, even among chemical pharmaceuticals. Beet root juice is
an old stand-by to stimulate the immune system. And according to recent research,
Vitamins E,A,C, (with bioflavonoid) and zinc are helpful in protecting against
radiation damage. Vitamin E has been shown to reduce D.N.A. damage. Some fibers
in kelps and seaweeds can clear radiation from the system, especially in conjunction
with vitamin C. Pectin, calcium, and magnesium can also bind to a lesser degree with
radioactive ions, given the presence of vitamin C with bioflavonoid. [6]
But a holistic approach will also involve correction of sluggish circulation
(responsible for toxic accumulation), institution of a regime of adequate exercise, a
compete whole food diet, and balancing in the psychological/spiritual herbal
restoratives to overcome the effect of stress and anxiety in lowering resistance.
Understandably, diseases of immunologic etiology are serious health problems and
not for the amateur to treat. It is crucial that anyone thought to be suffering from one
of them should first consult his or her family doctor to obtain an accurate diagnosis.
[7] Because of the nature of these illnesses, drug treatment is often undesirable for
many patients. It is then time to seek a consultation with a qualified medical herbalist
who will be able to use his training and experience to determine which plants will be
most effective in the particular case. Many herbalists prefer to work in consultation
with the family doctor to ensure that the best diagnostic techniques are always
available and progress can be accurately monitored. But it is inadvisable to waste
valuable time with self-medication and dangerous experimentation. In the hands of
the skilled herbalist, clinical records have shown that there is hope for permanent
relief from many auto-immune disorders.
However our attention must still be focused upon eliminating the real causes of these

peculiarly 20th century diseases with a commitment to cleaning up the
environmental toxins that are making us sick.
As Dr. Dorothy Marshall, Executive Director of the Canadian College of Natural
Healing in Ottawa has written:
"The problems are real. They have come to be serious and they could be disastrous if
public interest doesn't become public action. We are facing a challenge as great as
anything that is recorded in history. There can never be too much effort put towards
its solution. Get involved. Help to bring back the future."
Keith Stelling, M.A., Dip.Phyt., M.N.I.M.H.
Keith Stelling is a member of the National Institute of Medical Herbalists of Great
Britain and has a practice of herbal medicine at Stoney Creek, Ontario. Much of this
article is taken from his address to the ":Focus on AIDS" panel at the first Canadian
world congress of complementary medicines held in Ottawa in October.
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Incense, Resin and Essential Oils
Many witches use incense as a representation of the element of Air and the East
quarter. They choose the appropriate scent based on what they want to accomplish
within their circle. Others use it to add some oomph to their spellworkings.
Incense comes in sticks, cones or resin. Some is self-burning; others require the use of
charcoal disks. You can make your own incense using herbs and oils. Add some very
finely ground saw dust to your mixture to make it self-burning.
Essential oils can be added to incense to make them more powerful. They can also be
used in diffusers to enhance the atmosphere. For magick workings, oils can be used to
anoint yourself or your tools, dress candles, mix with herbs, added to talismans, for
ritual baths, ect.
Below are the common uses for the popular incense and oils. If you are using an oil or
incense that is not listed below, but is plant-based (such as sage), you can find uses for
it in the herbs section.
Allspice

Money, luck, physical energy

Amber

Love, comfort, happiness, healing

Ambergris

Psychic ventures, dreams

Anise

Increase clairvoyance

Apple Blossom

Peace, success

Apple

Bring cheer, Samhain, healing

Baby Powder

Calmness, health

Balsam Fir

Strength, break negativity

Bay

Purification, protection, healing, psychic powers

Bayberry

Protection, control

Benzoin

Purification, prosperity, psychic ability

Bergamot

Attract money, uplift spirits

Black Opium

Opening hidden worlds

Blueberry

Ease emotional heart ache

Camphor

Lunar works, chastity

Cardamom

Gain courage for situations

Ceadarwood

Healing, purification, unhexing, protection, spirituality, money

Cherry

Love, spells, divination

Chocolate

Peace, soften strangers

Cinnamon

Purifying, stimulation, money, love

Citronella

Cleansing, warding

Clove

Stimulating, stress relief, memory, protection, exorcism,
purification

Coconut

Protection, chastity

Copal

Love, purification, uplifting, protection, exorcism, protection,
cleansing, spirituality

Cranberry

Uplifting spirits, love

Cypress

Comfort, healing, protection

Dessert Rain

Revitalize, cleansing

Dragon’s Blood

Potency, protection, love, healing

Egyptian Musk

Love, lust

Eucalyptus

Healing, purification

Fern

Banish evil

Frankincense

Astral strength, protection, exorcism, spirituality, love,
consecration

Frangi Pani

Warding off, opening

French Vanilla

Love, psychic abilities

Gardenia

Peace, love, healing

Geranium

Power in rituals/magick

Ginger

Success, empowerment, money

Heliotrope

Psychic power, attract wealth

High John

Strength, confidence, prosperity

Hollyberry

Protection, purify space

Honeysuckle

Money, psychic power

Honeydew

Protection, increase

Hyacinth

Good luck, love, spirit

Jasmine

Love, money, dreams

Juniper

Calming, protection, healing, love, exorcism

Kyphi

Attract love, success, banishing

Lavender

Cleansing, healing, love

Lemon

Psychic/mental clarity, love

Lemongrass

Psychic/mental clarity

Lilac

Warding off, soothing

Lily of the Valley

Peace/comfort, memory

Lime

Energy, fidelity/loyalty, uncrossing

Lotus

Spirituality, healing, meditation, opening, elevation, protection

Magnolia

Harmony, psychic awareness, peace, nature, trees, hair growth

Mulberry

Powerful protection, strength

Musk

Aphrodisiac, prosperity, courage, purification

Myrrh

Hex-breaking, meditative, healing, protection, peace,
consecration, meditation

Myrtle

Love, money, Venus

Narcissus

Earth, grounding, sleep

Neroli

Self-purification, sexual attraction

New Moon Hay

New beginnings, uplifting

Night Queen

Control, change, passion

Oak Moss

Breathing

Orange Blossom

Attracting proposals

Opium

Sexual attraction

Sweet Orange

Attract men, peace, luck

Patchouli

Mastery, growth, love

Peach

Positive thoughts, harmony

Pennyroyal

Purifying, water, gout

Peppermint

Energy, mental stimulation

Pine

Grounding, strength, cleansing, money, healing

Rain

Cleansing, purification

Raspberry

Protection, spirits, death

Rose

Love, house blessing, fertility

Rosemary

Remembrance, energy

Rue

Protection from hexes and curses

Sage

Healing, spirituality

Sandalwood

Protection, exorcism, healing, spirituality

Sweet Clover

Faithfulness, protection

Strawberry

Love, luck

Sulfur

Protection, exorcism

Sweet Pea

Attraction, friendship, strength

Tangerine

Uplifting, energy, strength

Tea Tree

Eliminate confusion, harmony

Temple

Use in sacred space

Thyme

Healing, protection

Tonka

Love, money

Tropical Rain

New beginnings

Tuberose

Sensuality, serenity, calming

Vanilla

Lust, mental powers

Violet

Wisdom, luck, love, protection

Watermelon

Joy, revitalizing, spirits

Ylang Ylang

Euphoria, harmony, love

Indigestion
Indigestion may be the most prevalent complaint people have, outside of the common
cold.
It's little wonder that almost everyone suffers from indigestion and related problems
at one time or another. The stomach does some amazing things to its contents
requiring it to grind like a grist mill and release an acid so powerful it could burn the
skin.
Then what is the answer to indigestion? Well, if you suffer form indigestion
regularly, its time to see a doctor since indigestion can be a symptom of some other
problem.
But, for those with occasional and simple indigestion, there are several natural
remedies, some known for hundreds of years.
It may sound unlikely that bran can heal an upset stomach or indigestion, but an
article in the British Medical Journal indicated that bran might work to soothe the
stomach as well as the colon.
A total of 70 patients with diverticular disease of the colon were given bran to help
their colon problem. Of the 70, 11 of them had complained of nausea and stomach
upset. After taking an average of two tablespoons of bran daily for several weeks,
seven of the 11 said their nausea had disappeared and two others said their symptoms
were relieved. Many cases of heartburn were also relieved by the bran.
Several natural foods and herbs have been shown to reduce stomach distress.
Following are some of them:
Papaya:
Papaya This natural digestive aid helps in digesting protein. If papaya is out of
season, you can purchase papaya supplements at health food stores. Papaya may
relieve gas as well as stomach upsets and indigestion.
Fennel:
Fennel In the famed natural herb book Back to Eden Jethro Kloss says fennel is a
remedy for "gas, acid stomach, cramps, colic and spasms". Many herbalists say a tea
made from fennel seeds is a good treatment for indigestion.
Catnip:
Catnip Tea made from catnip leaves is a traditional remedy for stomach ailments,
particularly among children. Kloss called it "very useful in pain of any kind" and said

it was excellent in eliminating gas and stomach acid.
Anise:
Anise Sometimes an over-acid stomach comes from too many sweets. Herbalists
recommend anise seeds in that case. In his book Nature's Healing Agents, Dr. R.
Swinburne Clymer notes that parents used to give their children cakes covered with
anise seeds during the holiday season to soothe their acid stomachs which came from
eating too many sweets.
Mint:
Mint Both peppermint and spearmint leaves are excellent for making a tea for
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and colon problems. A tablespoon of crushed leaves
steeped in a cup of water for five minutes can help eliminate all sorts of digestive
problems.
Sage:
Sage The slightly bitter tea made from sage leaves is said to be an excellent tonic for
intestinal inflammations, including stomach inflammations.
Yogurt:
Yogurt Milk which has been fermented by one of the yogurt bacteria has been found
to be soothing to the entire digestive tract. In the book Encyclopedia of Common
Diseases by the editors of Prevention magazine, eating yogurt can soothe everything
from an inflames esophagus to colitis. The book quotes a doctor of osteopathy as
saying "If someone comes into my office with a digestive complaint, I ask them to eat
a cup of yogurt a day and come back in a week. Only if their problem exists – and it
often doesn't – do I investigate further."

Kidney Stones
Hydrangea is good for softening kidney stones. Take this for about a week. Two hours
before bedtime take two ounces of olive oil chased by one ounce of fresh squeezed
lemon juice every fifteen minutes for two hours (sixteen ounces olive oil and eight
ounces juice total). Sleep on your back with you legs propped up on pillows. In the
morning the stones should pass without pain. I haven't had this experience
personally, but I attended a conference where I heard many people attest to their
experiences of "a hundred stones", "no pain", "never recurred", etc. Afterward, your
friend might do well to take hydrangea at regular intervals to keep her kidneys clear.
Now that I have your address, would you like me to snail you a copy of my monthly
newsletter containing stuff like this? Just answer on this board.

Magickal Herbs
Aloe:
Aloe Powers - Protection, Luck
Basil:
Basil Powers - Love, Exorcism, Wealth, Flying, Protection
Catnip:
Catnip Powers - Cat Magic, Love, Beauty, Happiness
Cedar:
Cedar Powers - Healing, Purification, Money, Protection
Cinnamon:
Cinnamon Powers - Spirituality, Success, Healing, Power, Psychic Powers, Lust,
Protection, Love
Clove:
Clove Powers - Protection, Exorcism, Love, Money
Coconut:
Coconut Powers - Purification, Protection, Chastity
Cotton:
Cotton Powers - Luck, Healing, Protection, Rain, Fishing Magic
Dandelion:
Dandelion Powers - Divination, Wishes, Calling Spirits
Dragons Blood:
Blood Powers - Love, Protection, Exorcism, Potency
Gardenia:
Gardenia Powers - Love, Peace, Healing, Spirituality
Ginger:
Ginger Powers - Love, Money, Success, Power
Ginseng:
Ginseng Powers - Love, Wishes, Healing, Beauty, Protection, Lust
Hemp:
Hemp Powers - Healing, Love, Visions, Meditation
Honeysuckle:
Honeysuckle Powers - Money, Psychic Powers, Protection
Jasmine:
Jasmine Powers - Love, Money, Prophetic Dreams
Mint:
Mint Powers - Money, Lust, Healing, Travel, Exorcism, Protection
Nutmeg:
Nutmeg Powers - Luck, Money, Health, Fidelity
Parsley:
Parsley Powers - Lust, Protection, Purification
Patchouli:
Patchouli Powers - Money, Fertility, Lust
Peppermint
Peppermint:
rmint Powers - Purification, Sleep, Love, Healing, Psychic Powers
Poppy:
Poppy Powers - Fertility, Love, Sleep, Money, Luck, Invisibility
Rosemary:
Rosemary Powers - Protection, Love, Lust, Mental Powers, Exorcism, Purification,
Healing, Sleep, Youth
Sage:
Sage Powers - Immortality, Longevity, Wisdom, Protection, Wishes
Sesame:
Sesame Powers - Money, Lust
Spearmint:
Spearmint Powers - Healing, Love, Mental Powers
Sunflower:
Sunflower Powers - Fertility, Wishes, Health, Wisdom
Thyme:
Thyme Powers - Health, Healing, Sleep, Psychic Powers, Love, Purification,
Courage

Magickal Planting
Apple Trees
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Pisces, Taurus, or Virgo
Beans
Quarter: Second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Taurus, Pisces, or Libra
Bulbs
Quarter: Third
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces
Cactus
Quarter: None
When the moon is in: Taurus or Capricorn
Corn
Quarter: First
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces
Crocus
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Virgo
Cucumbers
Quarter: First
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces
Daffodils
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Libra or Virgo
Flowers, General
Quarter: First
When the moon
moon is in: Libra, Cancer, Pisces, Virgo, Scorpio, or Taurus
Garlic
Quarter: Third

When the moon is in: Libra, Taurus, or Pisces
Gourds
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, or Libra
Herbs, General
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces
House Plants
Quarter: First
When the moon is in: Libra, Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces
Melons
Quarter: Second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces
Moon Vine
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Virgo
Morning Glory
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, or Virgo
Onion Sets
Quarter: Third
When the moon is in: Libra, Taurus, Pisces, or Cancer
Parsley
Quarter: First
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, or Libra
Peppers
Quarter: Second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Pisces, or Scorpio
Potatoes
Quarter: Third
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, Taurus, Libra, or Capricorn

Pumpkins
Quarter: Second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, or Libra
Roses
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is
is in: Cancer or Virgo
Sage
Quarter: Third
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces
Sunflowers
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Libra or Cancer
Tomatoes
Quarter: Second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, or Capricorn
Shade Trees
Quarter: Third
When the moon is in: Taurus or Capricorn
Trumpet Vines
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces
Turnips
Quarter: Third
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, Taurus, Capricorn, or Libra
Valerian
Valerian
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Virgo or Gemini
Watermelons
Quarter: First or second
When the moon is in: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, or Libra

Magickal Properties in Common Herbs and
Spices
There is strong magick in Herbs. Their use in ritual and ceremonial workings is
invaluable. They may be used to cleanse and purify everything. You can consume
them, burn them on charcoal, bathe with them, or offer them as sacrifice.
Here you will find some of the magical properties associated with common herbs and
spices. Warning not all the herbs listed can be ingested, usually, burning dried herb
on charcoal, making and charging an herb bag is sufficient.
Aloe (Aloe vera): Called the "Burn Plant" because of its effect on burns of all types. It
is the best herb for sunburn. Aloe is also effective in spells for preventing accidents
involving fire or heat. A charged Aloe growing in your kitchen affords not only it's
healing properties, but also protection against kitchen burns and fires.
Anise (Pimpinella anisum): A daily cup of anise tea will preserve youth. Anise burned
on charcoal before bed will promote prophetic dreams.
Balm (Melissa officinalis): Bathe in a bath of Balm to attract love. Add to incense and
sachets for love and to promote healing.
Barley (Hordeum spp.): Sprinkle Barley around the perimeter of your yard [or on
windowsills] to ward off evil. A few grains under your doormat will offer protection
and repel negativity and evil that would enter.
Basil (Ocimum basilicum): Basil oil rubbed on a green candle before burning will
attract wealth. The incense smoke is beneficial for the same, plus banishing,
exorcising and for protection. It also makes one hell of a spaghetti sauce!
Blackberry (Rubus villosus): To work your way through a bramble of blackberries is
damn near impossible - but it is rumored to dispel, and protect from, all disease and
evil.
Caraway (Carum carvi): Use in your wedding cake, and throw caraway seeds after the
ceremony. It promotes lust and fidelity. Of course - it doesn't have to be your
wedding night/cake.
Catnip (Nepeta cataria): Well, we've seen it's effect on our feline friends giving your

cat this herb can help create the psychic link needed for a familiar. Add catnip to
your sachets to attract love (but keep it away from your cat_.
Cayenne (Capsicum annuum): Eat a meal hot with cayenne before a night of
Bacchanalian celebrating - it will curb drunkenness.
Chamomile (Anthemsis nobilis): Ancient Egyptians associated Chamomile with Ra
for its healing powers. Even other plants in your herb garden will benefit from this
herb, as it repels insects & promotes healing. Chamomile also has the properties of
attracting wealth.
Cinnamon (Cinnamomum zeylanicum): First cultivated and used in the East,
Cinnamon was burned to purify the temple. It also promotes health, vigor and libido.
Clove (Caryophyllus aromaticus): Burned smoked or ingested, clove promotes visions.
Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale): If you see a puff off a dandelion, but there's no
wind, rain is on the way. Also used to make a great wine, or tea.
Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare): Ingested, Fennel promotes virility, fertility, and libido
in general. Also acts as a protective herb.
Garlic (Allium sativum): Ropes of garlic are used to ward off evil. Garlic is also known
as a lustful herb when ingested.
Lavender (Lavendula officinale): Especially useful in attracting men. Lavender
promotes happiness and harmony in the home, whether burned or simply used in
potpourri and sachets.
Marigold (Calendula officianis): Use as a visionary herb. Burn when doing a
divination for love.
Marjoram (Origanum majorana): Use to dispel negativity and promote love &
happiness.
Onion (Allium cepa): Ingested, onions can promote prophetic visions and dreams.
Onion also promotes virility and libido.
Parsley (Retroselinum sativum): Promotes communion with the Maternal Aspect.
Peppermint (Mentha piperita): Burn before bed for prophetic dreams. Peppermint tea

aids in divination.
Rosemary (Rosemarinus officinalis): Increases memory and protects against evil. It
has been used in conjunction with juniper berries for centuries to purify the air.
Sage (Salvia officianus): Promotes strength, courage, longevity and wisdom. It also
banishes negativity and evil.
Thyme (Thymus vulgaris): Burn when asking advice of loved ones who have passed
on.
Valerian (Valeriana officinalis): The herb of Witches. Use for cleansing and selfpurification. Ingest with care. This can have side effects, and can make some people
ill.
Vervain (Verbena officinalis): One of the Seven Sacred Herbs of the Druids. Aids in
visionary work. The Welsh called it 'llysiaur hudol' - or enchanting herb. It promotes
love, lust and sexual fulfillment. Use when performing sexual magic. An herb of
artists - use before any artistic performances.
Willow (Salix alba): An herb of immortality.
Wintergreen (Gaultheria procumbens): Use to remove jinx. Also good for protecting
children.
Witch Hazel (Hamamelis virginica): Excellent for making divining rods - which can
be used to find more than just water.
The following is a list of common witches' herbs and magickal properties:
Acacia:
Acacia divination
Adder’s Tongue:
Tongue divination
Angelica:
Angelica exorcism, healing, and protection against evil influences.
Avens:
Avens soul purification.
Basil:
Basil exorcism, love spells and protection against evil influences.
Bay:
Bay clairvoyance, healing, good luck and protection against evil influences.
Bergamot:
Bergamot prosperity.
Camphor:
Camphor divination.
Catnip:
Catnip love spells.
Carnation:
Carnation psychic healing.
Cedar:
Cedar healing, prosperity and sanctification.
Chamomile:
Chamomile sleep potions.

Cinnamon:
Cinnamon clairvoyance, healing and love spells.
Cinquefoil:
Cinquefoil prosperity.
Cloves:
Cloves divination, exorcism, love and spiritual purification.
Clover:
Clover anti-sorcery, counter spells and protection against evil influences.
Coriander:
Coriander love spells.
Dill:
Dill anti-sorcery and protection against evil influences.
Dragon's Blood:
Blood exorcism and love spells.
Elder:
Elder aphrodisiac, love spells and prosperity.
Fennel:
Fennel healing and purification.
Fern:
Fern exorcism and spells to attract rain.
Frankincense:
Frankincense consecration, divination, exorcism, healing, love spells and spiritual
purification.
Gardenia:
Gardenia healing and love spells.
Garlic:
Garlic exorcism, protection against evil influences and purification.
Ginger:
Ginger aphrodisiacs and love spells.
Hawthorn Flowers:
Flowers clairvoyance and divination.
Hazel:
Hazel aphrodisiacs and love spells.
Honeysuckle:
Honeysuckle divination.
Hops:
Hops healing and sleep potions.
Jasmine:
Jasmine aphrodisiacs and love spells.
Juniper:
Juniper aphrodisiacs, exorcism, healing, love spells and protection against Evil
influences.
Lavender:
Lavender aphrodisiacs and love spells.
Lemon
Lemon Balm:
Balm healing and love spells.
Lemon Grass:
Grass divination.
Lilac:
Lilac exorcism.
Lovage:
Lovage aphrodisiacs and love spells.
Mace:
Mace divination.
Mallow:
Mallow exorcism.
Mandrake Root:
Root aphrodisiac, cursing enemies, love spells, protection against evil
influences and spells to increase psychic powers.
Marjoram:
Marjoram prophetic dreams and protection against evil influences.
Mint: exorcism and healing.
Mugwort:
Mugwort astral projection, clairvoyance, divination, prophetic dreams, and Spells to
increase psychic powers.
Myrrh:
Myrrh consecration, exorcism, healing and meditation.
Myrtle:
Myrtle sleep potions.
Nutmeg:
Nutmeg divination and healing.
Orris Root:
Root clairvoyance and divination.
Passion Flower:
Flower sleep potions.
Patchouli:
Patchouli invocation of elemental powers.

Peony Root:
Root anti-sorcery and protection against evil influences.
Pine:
Pine prosperity.
Rose:
Rose divination, healing and love spells.
Rosemary
Rosemary:
semary counterspells, healing, love spells and purification.
Rue:
Rue exorcism and hexing of enemies.
Saffron:
Saffron love spells.
Sandalwood
Sandalwood:
ood consecration, healing and protecting against evil influences.
Sassafras:
Sassafras prosperity.
Serpentaria Root:
Root aphrodisiacs and love spells.
Solomon's Seal:
Seal exorcism.
Thistle:
Thistle exorcism.
Thyme:
Thyme divination and healing.
Tonka:
Tonka love spells and prosperity.
Vervain:
Vervain anti-sorcery, astral projection and sleep potions.
Violet:
Violet Healing and love spells.
Willow:
Willow healing.
Wood Aloe:
Aloe prosperity.
Woodruff
Woodruff:
odruff prosperity.
Wormwood:
Wormwood clairvoyance, divination and good luck.
Yarrow:
Yarrow divination, exorcism, love spells, prophetic dreams, and spells to increases
psychic powers.
Yerba Santa:
Santa healing.
Dangerous Plants
Never Eat or Ingest Any of the Following
Avoid experimenting with any the plants in this section. Some of them possess highly
potent medical properties and should only be used by the truly experienced witch or
herbalists. Many are poisonous in part or in whole and cause serious illness or death if
not used properly.
Aconite
Bittersweet
Black nightshade
Blue flag
Burning bush
Calabar bean
Calico bush
Camphor
Castor oil plant (seeds)
Celandine
Christmas rose (root)
Cowbane

Daffodils
Deadly nightshade
Dog's mercury
Elkweed
Ergot
Flag lily
Foxglove
Gelsemium
Hemlock (Everyone should know this is a deadly poison!)
Hellebore
Henbane
Holly (seeds)
Honeysuckle (vine and fruits)
Horse balm
Ilex
Impatiens pallida
Indian arrowroot
Inkberry
Jack-in-the-pulpit (root)
Jerusalem cherry
Jimsonweed
Laburnum (seeds)
Laurel (seeds)
Mandrake
Mayapple (roots, leaves, seeds)
Monkshood (fine as a rub - The smallest amount is deadly if used internally)
Mistletoe (seeds)
Poinsettia
Poison Dogwood, Flag, Hemlock, Ivy, Oak, and Sumac
Poke root
Rosebay
Springle tree (seeds)
Spurge
Swallow wort
Thorn apple
Tobacco (Believe it! This is a deadly poison if concentrated and eaten)
Wahoo
Wake-robin
Water dropwort
White hemlock
White bryony

Winter rose
Wood anemone (seeds)
Yellow jasmine
Yew (seeds and berries)

Manomin: The Story of Wild Rice
For most of us, wild rice remains a gourmet food delicacy which we only have the
opportunity to enjoy on rare, special occasions. We relish the unique flavor as part of
a dish mixed with regular white or brown rice or as one of many ingredients in a
turkey stuffing at Thanksgiving or Christmas. Few of us are aware of its longevity and
significance in the diverse and little discussed history of the Native peoples of North
America.
Wild rice is in fact a misnomer for a grain bearing aquatic plant identified
scientifically as belonging to the family Gramineae, the genus Zizania and the species
aquatica or palustris. It is a very distant relative of the domesticated, Asian white or
brown rice we eat regularly. Fossilized wild rice pollen dates back to 500 B.C.E. while
archaeological evidence indicates that there were inhabitants of wild rice areas as
early as 7000 B.C.E. The importance of wild rice in the diet of North American Native
Indians certainly dates back into prehistory.
Wild rice or wild oats were the non-Native names given to a food stuff the Native
Ojibwa population called manomin. Manomin derives from Manitou, the name of the
Great Spirit, and Meenum which means delicacy. Ojibwa elders refer to it as Manitou
gi ti gahn or food from God's garden. Manomin has shared a wide variety of names
given it by numerous Native tribes such as the Dakota (Sioux), the Miami, the
Omaha, the Osage, the Potawatomi, the Seminole (Florida), and the Seneca (New
York) who all have used it as a food staple.
Wild rice is the only naturally occurring grain in North America. Other grains such
as wheat, barley and oats were imported from the Old World (Europe). It is the single
most nutritive food the Native Indians consumed in their traditional diet although it
was not sufficient in itself to maintain good health over long periods of time.
Wild Rice Habitat - Originally, before the onslaught of European settlement, wild
rice grew naturally over a fairly large portion of North America, from the Atlantic
Ocean to the Rockies and from the Gulf of Mexico to near the Hudson Bay (above the
50th parallel). The expansive wild rice habitat shrunk rapidly with the non-Native
population expansion which saw the conversion of land from wilderness to farms,
industrial growth and changes in water quality. The most concentrated regions are in
Northwestern Ontario and Manitoba west and north of Thunder Bay to Winnipeg, in
the upper two-thirds of Wisconsin and east of the Mississippi River in Minnesota.
These regions still produce wild rice today. Wild rice has also been carried to and
seeded in Saskatchewan and Alberta. Wild rice grown in California is not naturally

occurring. (It is produced through artificial paddy seeding of a hybrid form of the
original species which is fertilized and sprayed with pesticides.)
The Plant - Wild rice reseeds itself naturally in areas of circulating mineral-rich
water. Water levels vary from one to twelve feet. It will not grow in stagnant or fast
moving waters. It requires dense alluvial mud deposits for its roots to hold. The seeds
are heavy and sink. The barbed end anchors the seed firmly in the soft muddy
bottom. Aeration of the bed occurs in the spring when the ice floats to the top of the
melting river or lake bringing up the old roots and plants which afterwards sink
again.
The best areas for wild rice are the headwaters of major rivers. The naturally
occurring stands are found in the undulating channels. The rice bed spreads gradually
downstream. In the mid 1800's, wild rice stands were recorded as stretching for
thousands of acres near the Winnipeg River. Today, the larger stands are 320 acres of
dense crop.
Following seed germination with the snow melt, the wild rice plant develops a
straight root and grows long leaves under water to derive energy from the sun. By the
end of May, these leaves are 1 to 5 feet long and have reached the water's surface. By
late June, new leaves have grown and float on the water surface. Within two more
weeks, aerial leaves are formed. In early July, the stalk appears above water and
begins to form fruit primordial which develop into pale yellow green blossoms,
delicately shaded with reddish purple. The stalk resembles bamboo and can grow as
much as eight feet above water. By mid July, a shoot emerges from each stalk and in
August, each stalk terminates in a panicle with male pollen-filled flowers below
female flowers. When wind pollinated, the upper flowers develop into the seed or
grain which is harvested over a three week period usually beginning the last week in
August.
Manomin is a sensitive plant. It does not tolerate chemical pollutants or great changes
in water level during its growth cycle between germination in mid April and its full
ripe stage in late August or early September. The introduction of hydro dams in the
mid-nineteenth century was devastating to the wild rice stands as was the wide
spread slaughter of beavers for their pelts. The slow currents downstream from beaver
dams were ideal for the plant.
The profitable harvesting and sale of wild rice by non-Natives led to widespread
premature harvesting using techniques which seriously damaged the plant stalks and
reduced the reseeding because the grain was not ripe enough to germinate. Insect,
bird and weather damage have not been nearly as significant a destructive force upon

the existence of wild rice as has Non-Native interference in the name of growth,
development and profit.
Wild Rice As Food- Wild rice or manomin was a significant part of the secured
traditional subsistence of the Ojibwa Indians over the past three centuries.
Ethnographers observed in the first half of this century that the Ojibwa increased
their numbers considerably during the past two hundred years while other tribes
suffered gruesome decimation. This they attributed to their close connection to a
secure subsistence basis provided by the wild rice district. Wild rice was the principle
staple of Indians in the rice district, particularly the Ojibwa, as the number of plant
foods they used was one of the lowest for Great Lakes tribes.
Wild rice was more nutritious than any other food consumed by the Indians
containing high levels of protein, potassium and magnesium and significant amounts
of a variety of trace minerals and vitamins. It was eaten as a porridge or in
combination with venison, moose, blueberries or maple syrup. It was also used to
thicken soups. Processed manomin was ground into flour and mixed with oats to
make bread. Babies were weaned with manomin at about ten months of age.
During the harvesting season, families would indulge in many meals of manomin
including eating some freshly harvested green (unprocessed rice). The remaining rice
was immediately cured and preserved for use for the rest of the year. Sometimes,
during a naming ceremony feast, the wild rice was popped like popcorn and served
with maple sugar as a special treat. The popped rice was sometimes carried by the
men when they were out hunting or fishing.
The Spiritual Significance of Manomin - Ojibwa life elevates manomin above being
simply food. It is a sacred food which is harvested, processed and eaten with a deep
respect and reverence. Wild rice is deeply imbedded in the mythology and ceremony
of the Ojibwa.
Ojibwa legends make it clear that manomin was intended especially for the Native
Indian people. The story of Nanabojo's discovery of manomin confirms this. Nanabojo
is sent on a vision quest by his grandmother and discovers a beautiful plant in the
lake he is canoeing in. He plants some of the seeds with his grandmother in other
lakes and then discovers that he can eat the seeds after learning that the roots made
him sick.
Manomin is eaten in celebration at the annual Pow-wow thanksgiving feast and at
numerous other ceremonies. The thanksgiving ceremony ensured that the spirits
would continue the bounty in future years. Smaller family feasts around naming and

curing ceremonies also included manomin. In the Drum Dance, the wild rice was first
blown in the four cardinal directions "on the wind to be carried to the Great Spirit".
Manomin was used as part of the food offering at the graves of deceased relatives. The
grave had a house on top with a window on one side into which food was inserted at
regular intervals for years. Those who were in a year of bereavement were restricted
from ricing without a taboo release. This involved their being spoon fed some of the
first food (manomin) gathered.
Manomin was seen as a special gift. This is reflected not only in its use in ceremony
but as well its use as a medicine to promote recovery from sickness. Failure of the
crop was attributed to supernatural causes.
Non-natives started to grow wild rice scientifically about the time the traditional
legends celebrating the importance of manomin to the native peoples were on their
way to becoming extinct.
The Traditional Harvest - The traditional Native Indian lifestyle was one oriented to
seasonal activities, not necessarily the legal statutes of the dominant society. The
gathering and processing of wild foods, particularly manomin, required the
participation of the entire family. At the beginning of the harvesting season, there
was a mass movement of the Band community to the location of the rice stands.
Camps were established to allow processing to take place immediately following the
harvesting of the green rice.
Traditional harvesting and processing took place in six distinct stages. These were: the
binding of the rice plants, the knocking of the ripe grain into harvesting canoes, the
drying of the rice, the smoking or parching of the grain, the hulling of the seed and
the winnowing of the rice to remove the chaff. A certain quantity of processed
manomin was stored in caches for the latter part of winter and the next summer.
Two or three weeks before harvest, the Band women would go out into the rice
stands and bind the rice stalks in preparation for harvesting. A special curved stick
was used to pull down the 4 to 5 foot tall stalks which were then wrapped with
"Indian" string made from the inner bark of cedar torn into narrow strips and rolled
into balls. This elaborate system included a birch bark ring sewn onto the woman's
garment at the shoulder which allowed the string to run through smoothly. A group
of stalks was bent into an inverted "U" and required up to 12 feet of string for
binding.
Stalk binding served several functions including: the protection of rice kernels from

the wind, birds and ducks; increasing the harvest yield from more efficient knocking
of the seed into the boat; the provision of channels for boat travel during the
harvesting process and the delineation of family ricing territories by the color and
type of string binding done in a specific rice stand.
Rice binding was abandoned by the period of the First World War. In certain areas,
economic alternatives such as guiding, lumber mill work and sale of cranberries could
have decreased the number of harvesters while store bought food increasingly
replaced traditional food sources. Clearly, the "white" influence led to a breakdown of
ricing traditions including the violation of customary property rights within the rice
stands as economic motives led to premature harvesting and increased numbers of
harvesters in some areas. This in turn resulted in the decline of the rice fields because
of this disregard for "proper" ricing techniques. Today, only "free" (unbound) rice is
harvested.
Until 1940, 10 to 12 foot birch bark canoes or dug outs were specially made for rice
harvesting. The boats were cleaned and lined with blankets or canvass to gather the
ripe manomin. Since then, wooden boats, aluminum or fiberglass canoes and more
recently motorized canoes and mechanical air boats have been used. Motorized boats
have damaged the crops by uprooting the plants. The manually propelled boats
needed one of the two occupants to pole the boat through the dense rice stand and
possibly shallow water. Eight foot long poles were specifically carved with a hard
wood fork on the lower end to do this task.
Until this century, women did the rice harvesting. The woman poling the canoe
usually stood at the rear of the boat while the woman in the front of the boat knocked
the ripe rice kernels into the boat using a specially carved set of knocking sticks. The
sticks were 2 to 3.5 feet long, tapered and made of light weight white cedar. One stick
would pull or hold down the rice stalks while the other stick was used to brush the
ripe rice into the boat. These roles were alternated as the canoe would be poled down
the channel in the stand and rice was gathered on either side. Bound rice was
sometimes shaken into the boat.
Between 100 and 200 pounds of rice could be collected in a canoe on a good day.
Once the boat was full it went back to shore where it was unloaded into winnowing
trays. The same area could be harvested again four days later. Unfortunately, as one
Native Indian put it: "Nowadays, people go out and rice, they just murder the rice."
Back at the camp, everyone in the family was busy processing rice. "The community
was transformed into a swarming anthill." The green or unprocessed manomin was
laid out to dry for a few hours. After this, it was either smoked over fires on wooden

or reed racks or it was parched by stirring the rice with a paddle in a metal tub over a
fire. Parching only started with the fur trade when traders introduced metal tubs. At
Rat Portage near Kenora, Ontario the rice was both parched and then fire dried.
Once this curing process was complete, the manomin needed to be de-hulled. The
strenuous work was done by treading or dancing on the rice in clay lined tramping
pits further lined with elk skin or wooden slats. The pit or jig hole was knee deep and
cone shaped, with a two to three foot diameter at the top and could hold about a half
bushel of rice. Men or young boys would tread the rice for up to 45 minutes using
clean wrap around moccasins or canvas wrapped around their feet. Small boys were
good at this task because they were light in weight and this reduced rice breakage. A
pair of poles tied together in a `V' around the hole were used for balance. In some
Bands, women de-hulled the manomin using large pestles, one in each hand.
After the hulling was done, the rice was either spread on blankets or mats and fanned
by hand to remove the chaff or it was tossed in the birch bark winnowing trays while
standing sideways to the wind. The trays were specifically designed to facilitate this
tossing and removal of the chaff.
Finally, after the processing was completed, at least one-third of the family's supply,
usually five bushels (100 kg), was packed in cedar bark rice bags or sacks made from
fawns or young buffalo and stored in caches six or seven feet underground below the
frost line (about one pound per person per day). Until recently, laying a winter's
supply was a habitual concern in fall. The manomin could keep indefinitely as long as
it wasn't exposed to moisture. An unwritten law prevented stealing from neighbors.
Nonetheless, it was demoralizing to the Natives that white traders stole from Indian
caches.
The Native North American period of wild foods was one characterized by sharing, a
respect for the natural environment and a desire to live in balance and harmony with
nature. Tragically, the "white" settlement of North America led to the corruption of
many Native traditions by a non-Native, profit-oriented, industrial society which has
valued monetary growth above the needs of nature and humankind. The Native
peoples and their diversified cultures have been decimated in the same way as the
formerly wide ranging wild rice stands. Perhaps a greater knowledge and
appreciation of the Native traditions will help us to preserve these rich cultures and
our fine natural resources including manomin.
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Medicinal Herbs
For eons herbs have been used for their medicinal, topical and aroma therapeutic
properties. Most can be consumed dried or fresh, all can be burned, extracted into
oils, ointments, tinctures, poultices and dozens of other applications. They can be
grown easily on a sunny windowsill, and are guaranteed to make you feel better - the
simple exercise of growing and harvesting your own herbs is very rewarding, let
alone their healthy (not to mention tasty) attributes.
From Aloe to Yarrow, following is a compendium of herbs and their medicinal
attributes and applications. I have tried to concentrate on common and culinary herbs
here, but in the future you can expect to see an expanded list. As an obvious
disclaimer, please seek medical attention if you are seriously ill. My personal
suggestion is if you have it for more than a week and your remedies aren't working,
see a physician.
I have only included one "warning" herb: Valerian root is the best for sleep disorders
and nervousness. Mash the root, which grows to just above soil level, and insert into
gel capsules (obtainable at your local health food store) and take with beverage. Do
not take more than three capsules at one time, and don't repeat that dosage again for
at least 4 hours. When taken with responsibility, Valerian root can be a beneficial
addition to you herbal medicine cabinet.
Concoctions:
Decoction Mixes (herbs boiled in water): Strong = 1 ounce herbs to 2 pints water,
simmer 10 minutes, steep 15 minutes; Moderate = 2/3 ounce herbs to 2 pints water,
simmer 10 minutes, steep 15 minutes; Weak (Tea) = 1/3 ounce herbs to 2 pints water,
simmer 8 minutes, steep 15 minutes.
Infusion Mixes (boiling water poured over herbs): Strong = 1 ounce herbs to 1 pint
water, steep 30 minutes; Moderate
Moderate = 2/3 ounce herbs to 1 pint water, steep20
minutes; Weak (Tea) = 1/2 ounce herbs to 1 pint water, steep 15 minutes.
Tincture: Place 4 ounces herbs, 4 ounces water, and eight ounces 75% grain alcohol
(Everclear) in container and cap very tightly. Store out of any light for two weeks. At
least once a day (I do it twice) mix up the herb inside and make sure all is being
saturated. At the end of two weeks, drain herbs, cap tightly, and store out of sunlight.
Will store a long time.
Ointment: Place herbs in sesame oil over low flame until warm and oils are extracted.

This process may be repeated over and over, but be careful not to heat it up too much.
Drain, allow to cool, and store for external use. Will keep for approximately one
month if kept in a cool dark place.
Poultice: Pour boiling water just to wet herbs, but not drown them. Place wet herbs
between two sheets of cheesecloth or gauze and apply externally to affected area.
The Herbs:
Aloe: Internally for ulcers, but ask a pharmacist about an over-the-counter type
(powder), and use according to directions. Externally for general antibiotic superficial
wound care, excellent for burns - use gel directly from the plant.
Anise: Internally for general lung ailment, headache, colic, relieves flatulence.
Externally as an antiseptic, relief from insect bite, and as an aromatic oil.
Balm: Internally for colds, congestion, fever and flu. As a mild stimulant, will also
help to relieve the dragging sleepy feeling that goes with colds/flu.
Barley: For centuries it's been used it soup. Here's why: When taken internally, is a
nutritive, reduces the risk of cancer, acts as an expectorant, and keeps our lower pipes
working the way they should.
Basil: Internally for headache and general pain, nausea and stomach ache, soothes
nerves. Externally as an antiseptic and aromatic.
Blackberry: Internally for diarrhea, flu, whooping cough, sore throat/laryngitis,
anemia, is a nutritive and provides vitamins. Can be ingested liberally in almost any
form you desire. Externally as an astringent and for skin irritations if you don't mind
the lingering but truly temporary tattoo it leaves.
Caraway: Internally aids digestion and stomach ache. Externally as an aromatic.
Catnip: Internally for relief of colic, fever and chills, headache, stomach ache, soothes
nerves yet is a mild stimulant, aids in relief of nightmares, promotes menstrual
discharge.
Cayenne: Internally for colds, relieves chills, is a mild stimulant, source of vitamin C.
Chamomile: Internally for colic, diarrhea, stomach ache, earache, toothache,
heartburn, soothes nerves, aids in relief of nightmares, aids digestion, promotes
menstrual discharge, in large doses induces vomiting. Externally as an antiseptic and

astringent.
Cinnamon: Internally for nausea, stomach ache, colic, relieves flatulence, is a mild
stimulant. Externally as an astringent and antiseptic.
Cloves: Internally stomach ache, bronchitis, colic, acts as an expectorant, aids
digestion, relieves nausea, relieves flatulence. Externally for toothache (oil), as an
anesthetic, antiseptic, and aromatic.
Dandelion: Internally for bladder infections, constipation, jaundice, acts as a diuretic,
aids gall bladder kidneys and liver, is a mild stimulant. Externally for skin irritations,
acne, as an astringent. Source of vitamins A and E, potassium, iron, magnesium and
copper.
Fennel: Internally for stomach ache, aids in digestion, relieves flatulence. Externally
as an aromatic.
Garlic: Internally for asthma, bronchitis and lung ailments, is an expectorant, is a
diuretic, is a mild stimulant. Externally as an antiseptic.
Lavender: Internally for bronchitis, headaches, toothache, soothes nerves. Externally
as an aromatic.
Marigold: Internally is a mild stimulant and strengthens pulse, reduces discomfort of
measles. Externally for skin irritations.
Marjoram: chew a fresh leaf to relieve the pain of toothache. Externally for bruises
and sprains.
Onion: Internally is a diuretic. Externally as an antiseptic.
Parsley: Internally for colic, jaundice, aids kidneys and liver, is a diuretic, is a mild
sedative.
Peppermint: Internally for colds, flu, chills, stomach ache, colic, relieves flatulence,
promotes menstrual discharge. Externally as an anesthetic, antiseptic, and an
aromatic. Source of magnesium.
Rosemary: Internally for stomach ache, colic, colds, soothes nerves yet is a mild
stimulant. Externally for hair conditioning, shine and growth stimulation, is also an
aromatic.

Sage: Internally for colic, colds, sore throat (gargle), aids in digestion, is an
expectorant, promotes menstrual discharge, reduces discomfort of measles. Externally
is antibacterial, antiseptic, and is an aromatic.
Thyme: Internally for stomach ache, colic, colds, cough, is an expectorant. Externally
is antiseptic.
Valerian: Internally for sleep disorders, is a diuretic.
Vervain: Internally for asthma, bronchitis, aids kidneys, spleen and liver, promotes
menstrual discharge. Externally as an astringent.
Willow: Internally for easing pain, diarrhea (bark). Externally as an astringent.
Wintergreen: Internally for chills, cramps and menstrual discomforts, is a diuretic, is
a mild stimulant, promotes menstrual discharge. Externally as an astringent, as an
aromatic.
Witch Hazel: Internally is a mild sedative. Externally as an astringent.
Yarrow: Internally to stop bleeding, for colds and fever. Externally as an astringent
and an aromatic. Rumored to keep baldness at bay when used on the scalp.

More Ways to Prepare Herbs
To make an infusion
1. Take a china or glass teapot which has been warmed and put one teaspoonful of the
dried herb or herb mixture into each for each cup of tea that you wish to brew.
2. Put a cup of boiling water in for each teaspoonful of herb that is already in the pot
and put the lid on. Leave to steep for 10-15 minutes and then pour through a strainer
into you cup.
To make a decoction
1. Put one teaspoon of the dried herb or three teaspoons of fresh herb for each cup of
water into a pot or saucepan. Dried herbs should be powdered or broken into small
pieces, while fresh herbs should be cut into tiny pieces. The container should be glass,
ceramic or earthenware. If using metal it should be enameled. Never use aluminum.
2. Add the appropriate amount of water to the herbs in the pan.
3. Bring to a boil and simmer for the time given for the mixture or specific herb,
usually ten-fifteen minutes. If the herb contains volatile oils put a lid on the
saucepan.
4. Strain the tea while it is still hot.
To make an alcoholic tincture
1. Put four ounces of finely chopped or ground dried herbs into a container that can
be closed tightly. If fresh herbs are used, twice the amount should be used.
2. Pour one pint of 30% (60 proof) vodka on the herbs and then close the container
tightly.
3. Keep the container in a warm place for two weeks and shake it well twice a day.
4. After decanting the liquid pour the residue into a muslin cloth suspended in a
bowl.
5. Wring out all of the liquid. The residue makes excellent garden compost.

6. Pour the tincture into a dark bottle. Keep it well stoppered.
To fill a capsule
1. Place the powdered herbs in a flat dish and take the halves of the capsule apart.
2. Move the halves of the capsules through the powder, filling them in the process.
3. Push the two halves together.
To make a lozenge
1. Soak one ounce tragacanth or Acacia*in water for 24 hours, stirring as often as
possible. Boil one pint of water. Mix in tragacanth.
2. Using a wooden spoon, beat the mixture to a uniform consistency. Force it through
a muslin container to make a mucilage.
3. Mix enough of your chosen herb (in dried, powdered form) into the mucilage to
make a paste. Add unrefined brown sugar if you like.
4. Dust a pastry board and rolling pin with icing sugar or cornflower to prevent
sticking and roll out the paste to a layer about ½ inch thick.
5. When the paste has cooled slightly, cut the paste into lozenges, in any shape and
size you like. Leave to dry. Store in an airtight tin.
*Tragacanth or Acacia is an edible gum that can be found in any health food store or
herbal pharmacy.

Of Gathering Flowers, Herbs and Plants
Before cutting with the Bolline, attune with the plant through visualization. Feel its
energies. As you cut, say these or similar words:

“O little plant of (name, such as hyssop, etc.) I ask that you give of your bounty that it
may aid me in my work. Grow stronger by my stroke, stronger and more powerful, O
plant of (name)!”
If it is a tree, substitute the appropriate word (tree of oak). Gently cut only what you
need, and never from very young plants or more than twenty-five percent of the
growth. At the base of the plant leave an offering: a silver coin, a bright jewel, a bit of
wine or milk, grain, a quartz crystal and so on. Cover the offering and it is done.

Offerings
To the Goddess:
All watery and earthy flowers and seeds such as camellia, lily, water lily, willow
stalks; those flowers used in Full Moon rituals; white or purple blooms such as
hyacinth, magnolia, heather and lilac; sweet-scented herbs and flowers; those
dedicated to Venus or to the Moon; rue, vervain and olive; or others that seem
suitable.
To the God:
All fiery and airy herbs and flowers such as basil, chrysanthemum, snapdragon,
clover, lavender, pine; strongly-scented, clean or citrusy herbs and flowers; those
ruled by Mars or the Sun; yellow or red blooms such as sunflower, pine cones, seeds,
cacti, thistles and stinging herbs; orange, heliotrope, cedar, juniper and so on.

PMS
Although I am not an expert on PMS, as I feel no man could be, even in this day and
age, I would like to share some notes from the April 1990 Vegetarian Times on
treating the symptoms of it. Again, the information and advice is not mine.
Breast Tenderness:
Tenderness: Caffeine should be avoided. Supplemental vitamin E may help.
The following herbs are mentioned to be consumed - Black Currant, Borage, Dong
Quai, Feverfew. The application of Evening Primrose oil is also suggested.
Cramps: Avoid consuming Alcohol and fatty foods. Supplements of Magnesium and
calcium is suggested. The Following herbs are suggested - Black Currant, Borage,
Chamomile, Chaste Berry Tree, Cramp Bark, Dong Quai, Feverfew, Motherwort,
Scullcap and wild yams.
Emotional Upsets: Avoid Fats and sweets, increase the intake of carbohydrates.
Supplements of Magnesium, Vitamin B complex, Vitamin B6. Herbs Suggested Chamomile, Chaste Tree Berry, Dong Quai, Feverfew, Motherwort, Sarsaparilla,
Scullcap and Wild Yams. Exercise may also be helpful.
Water Retention: Avoid salts. The following herbs are suggested - Chamomile,
Chaste Tree Berry, Dandelion, and Wild Yams.

Purslane
Purslane (Portulaca oleracea), which is commonly regarded as a troublesome garden
weed today, has been used as a succulent food crop for more than 2000 years. The
plant is native to the area of India and Persia, from which it has spread to Europe, the
America's, and almost every other corner of the world. The reason for its worldwide
distribution is two fold; first the plant is prolific, second if cooked properly it's
delicious.
My favorite recipe comes from Mexico, where purslane is called "Verdolagas" and is
sold in most markets as a potherb.
Pick the tender young leaves and stems, wash well and chop coarsely, then stew cook (or Microwave) until tender. This recipe calls for one to two cups of cooked
purslane. Do not overcook, purslane will become very "slippery" if cooked too long.
Then, separately, make a chili sauce by heating three tablespoons of olive oil and
brown three tablespoons of flour.
To the browned flour add two cups of vegetable broth, two tablespoons of chili
powder, one teaspoon salt and 1/8 teaspoon garlic powder. Stir well and simmer for
about 10 minutes, if you wish you can thicken the chili sauce with a little corn starch.
After the sauce is ready add the cooked, chopped purslane (one to two cups), and one
cup of grated Monterey Jack or Colby cheese. Simmer for an additional 5 minutes to
allow the cheese to melt, then serve at once, enjoy!

Raising a Plant Familiar
The purpose of this technique is to raise, or grow, a plant as a "familiar" (serving
spirit) or as a magical plant. In ancient times, a small circle of stones was set around
the chosen plant, to "bind" the numen there. Then a hole was dug down toward the
roots (carefully) and a chosen power stone was set in place, to "charge" the plant.
Today the technique has been expanded, but is still true to the original intent. You
can begin with a seed, or young sprout. Simply prepare the soil for planting, in a
secluded area, which is suited to the physical needs of the plant. Place a stone or
crystal of your choice about three inches deep into the soil. Quartz crystals are a good
choice, but you may wish to consult a table of correspondences for various stones, etc.
Next fill in the soil over the stone, and plant the seed (or sprout) as is appropriate.
Then lay a circle of eight stones around the plant site. At each of the four elemental
quarters place a crystal of the same type as the one you buried (these four are part of
the eight forming the circle). The other stones may be of any kind you wish, as long
as they compliment each other, in relationship to their occult nature. Space the stones
to allow for the growth of the plant.
I will give two techniques for the raising of a plant familiar. These will show you
how to establish contact with the plant numen, and how to communicate your
purposes to the plant familiar. In this way the plant will become charged, and
conscious of your needs. Then you will have a physical and spiritual helper, for your
works of magic and healing.
This technique is important to magical work involving herbs. Dry herbs in an herb
store are not charged (in most cases) and can only serve through their remaining
physical properties. There is, however, the placebo effect to consider, as well as
coincidence, and self-delusion. These have been used successfully for quite some
time. I will not deal with these here, as most popular Authors are doing an excellent
job of passing this off on us as authentic spells. I intend to give you the actual
techniques which empower herbs, and whose effects were the basis for the powers
attributed to herbs from ancient times. No Con, just the facts.
Method 1:
If planting by seed, wait seven days after the sprout appears to proceed with the
following (if a young plant, wait seven days after planting it). Remove the stones
between the quarter stones, and plant a seed at each point. Next bury the quarter
stones where they lay, at least an inch deep. The seeds may be of the same type as the
plant within the circle, or an assortment. Each day, place both palms upon the ground

within the circle, forming a triangle with fingertips (index fingers touching & thumbs
touching). The stem of the plant will be in the open area of the triangle, centered
between your hands.
Using your imagination & visualization abilities, sense your power flowing out
through your arms, from your personal power center (just below the navel for
women, and at the solar plexus for men). You must also talk to the plant and send it
visuals, communicating your needs and desires through mental images. You must take
good care of the plant from this point on, and keep it from harm. To create a strong
bond with your plant familiar, you can add three drops of your own blood to a quart
of water, and use this to water the plant as needed.
Magically, you have first increased the level of the numen through the crystals.
Secondly, you have extended its power and influence to the other plants. This is
because these plants became alive under the influence of the center crystal and plant.
They were also bathed in a cross quarter current of energy, controlled from the center
entity, through the quarter crystals. If you need the physical parts an herb for your
spells, potions or whatever, then use only the plants enclosed within the original
circle of stones, and never the center plant. The center plant IS the familiar, and the
others are merely extensions of it.
The final step in creating this plant familiar, is to establish your "link" and your
"rapport". To do this, you must sit comfortably before the plant, and stare at it. Allow
your eyes to lose focus and your vision to blur. In this state, observe the shape of the
plant, trying to leave your mind blank. The plant will "send" you an image as you
stare. You will receive this as a distortion of the plant's shape, so that it will begin to
resemble some other creature such as an animal or an insect. This new shape is the
spirit of the plant, and you will employ this image as you work with the familiar.
The familiar can give you extra power in any magical work, whenever you summon
it. "House plants" can become protective entities for your home through plant magic.
Plants can be given as gifts, charged for a special purpose.
To summon the familiar, you simply imagine your plant in it's setting, and visualize it
becoming the spirit creature. Mentally call it to yourself, and allow it to enter into
your personal power center.
To empower through the familiar, mentally send in into any herbs which you are
charging (instructing it as to the desired effect) and imagine that it passes power to
them, imagine them glowing after contact with the familiar. When you are finished,
always return the familiar to the plant.

Reflections on Ayurvedic Medicine
Ayurveda, the science of life, has its origin in the Indian subcontinent. The main
emphasis of Ayurvedic Medicine is to prevent loss of harmony in the person and to
regain it if disharmony has occurred. From the dawn of history, dating back many
thousands of years, Ayurveda has practiced pharmacy, surgery and psychology.
The principles of Ayurveda may be summarized as follows:
1. Regulation of the daily regimen of life
1.1 Elimination.
1.2 Cleaning and washing. (Cleaning teeth and mouth, washing the body and the
application of oil, care of the hair, beard, nails etc).
1.3 Meals. Time when meals are to be taken. Drinking copious amount of clear water,
(rain water being the best), after meals. Types of food - cereals, fruit, vegetables, nuts,
spices. Legumes and lentils and the best kinds of meats (eg) birds.
1.4 Exercise, massage, baths, rest and sleep.
1.5 Regulation of sexual intimacy (eg) days and time etc.
2. Diet
Taste of food while eating. Taste during and after digestion are important. The
potency of articles consumed and their food types. Food articles and their effect on
the person are crucial for health, (eg) foods that upset the harmony of life are those
producing excessive fermentation or flatulence; bitter taste in the mouth, after food
or otherwise, is considered as a cardinal symptom; excessive secretion of phlegm. Diet
changes are necessary according to the change of seasons. Diet must also be modified
so as to be based on the constitution of the person.
3. Clothing and footwear.
Clean clothes and head dress and well fitting footwear are recommended. Jewels and
garlands are known to have strengthening effects on the vital power of the person.
4. Wholistic Health.
Ayurvedic Medicine while emphasizing the importance of physical and mental
health, deals with health in a comprehensive wholistic manner. Along with diet,
exercise, rest etc, acquiring right and proper knowledge, temperance (self control)
and mental concentration (meditation) are recommended. Mistakes of the mind
include uncontrolled passion, expression of extremes of grief, anger, fear, pride,
jealousy, stealing, feelings of attachment or solitude and an unruly tongue. Keeping
company with people of virtuous life is important for health.

5. Diagnosis
Diagnosis mainly is made by observation, palpation, percussion and auscultation;
pulse, respiration, the look of eyes, color of skin, tone of voice, nature of bowel
movement, urine (color, smell, etc) taste and color of tongue, and sleep are generally
the main indicators of health and illness. The taking of a personal history is very
important for proper diagnosis.
6. Treatment
Diseases are classified into curable and incurable. Curable ones are further grouped
into curable by easy methods; neither easy nor difficult; or difficult methods.
In the treating of disease, regimen of life and diet play an important part and work in
conjunction with any drugs used. Medicines are prepared from the vegetable, animal
and mineral kingdoms and are; (1) taken internally; (2) applied externally. Surgery is
reserved for conditions which cannot be treated with medicine. Common surgical
procedures used are excision, incision, puncture, drainage, extraction, suturing,
correcting deformities and treating deviations due to injuries.

Rose Meanings
Red: Love, beauty, courage and respect, romantic love, congratulations, "I Love You",
"Job Well Done", sincere love, respect, courage and passion
Red (Dark): Unconscious beauty
Red (Single): "I Love You"
Deep Burgundy: Unconscious beauty
White:
White: Purity, Innocence, silence, secrecy, reverence, humility, youthfulness, "I am
worthy of you", heavenly
White (Bridal): Happy love
Pink: Appreciation, "Thank you", grace, perfect happiness, admiration, gentleness,
"Please Believe Me"
Dark Pink: Appreciation, gratitude, "Thank You"
Light Pink: Admiration, sympathy, gentleness, grace, gladness, joy, sweetness
Yellow: Joy, gladness, friendship, delight, promise of a new beginning, "Welcome
Back", "Remember Me", jealousy, "I care"
Yellow with Red Tip: Friendship, falling in love
Orange: Desire, Enthusiasm
Red and White: Given together, these signify unity
Red and Yellow: Jovial and happy feelings
Peach: Appreciation, closing the deal, "Let's Get Together", sincerity, gratitude
Pale Peach: Modesty
Coral: Desire
Lavender: Love at first sight, enchantment
Orange: Enthusiasm, desire, fascination
Black*: Death, farewell
Blue*: The unattainable, the impossible
Single (Any Color): Simplicity, gratitude
Red Rosebud: Symbolic of purity and loveliness
White Rosebud: Symbolic of girlhood
ThornThorn-less Rose: "Love at first sight"
*These roses do not actually exist in nature. They are created artificially.
Roses by the Numbers
 A single rose of any color depicts utmost devotion
 Two roses entwined together communicate "Marry me"
 Six Roses signify a need to be loved or cherished
 Eleven roses assure the recipient they are truly and deeply loved
 Thirteen roses indicate a secret admirer

Sabbat Herbs
Typically these herbs are placed around the home, alter and circle in conjunction
with the Sabbat.
Samhain: Chrysanthemum, wormwood, apples, pears, hazel, thistle, pomegranates, all
grains, harvested fruits and nuts, the pumpkin, corn.
Yule:
Yule: Holly mistletoe, ivy, cedar, bay, juniper, rosemary, pine. Place offerings of
apples, ranges, nutmegs, lemons and whole cinnamon sticks on the Yule tree.
Imbolc: Snowdrop, rowan, the first flowers of the year.
Ostara: Daffodil, woodruff, violet, gorse, olive, peonny, iris, narcissus, all spring
flowers.
Beltaine: Hawthorn, honeysuckle, St. John's wort, woodruff, all flowers.
Midsummer: Mugwors, vervain, camomile, rose, lily, oak, lavender, ivy, yarrow, fern,
elder, wild thyme, daisy, carnation.
Lughnasadh:
Lughnasadh: All grains, grapes, heather, blackberries, sloe, crab apples, pears.
Mabon: Hazel, corn, aspen, acorns, oak sprigs, autumn leaves, wheat stalks, cypress
cones, pine cones, harvest gleanings

Sacred Herbs of the God
Adonis: myrrh, corn, rose, fennel, lettuce, white heather
Aesculapius: bay, mustard
Ajax: delphinium
Anu: tamarisk
Apollo: leek, hyacinth, heliotrope, cornel, bay, frankincense, date palm, cypress
Attis: pine, almond
Ares: buttercup
Bacchus: grape, ivy, fig, beech, tamarisk
Baldur: St. John's wort, daisy
Bran: alder, all grains
Cupid: cypress, sugar, white violet, red rose
Dagda: oak
Dianus: fig
Dionysus: fig, apple, ivy, grape, pine, corn, pomegranate, toadstools, mushrooms,
fennel, all wild and cultivated trees
Dis: cypress
Ea: cedar
Eros: red rose
Gwydion: ash
Helios: oak
Horus: horehound, lotus, persea
Hypnos: poppy
Jove: pine, cassia, houseleek, carnation, cypress
Jupiter: aloe, agrimony, sage, oak, mullein, acorn, beech, cypress, houseleek, date
palm, violet, gorse, ox-eye daisy, vervain
Kernunnos: heliotrope, bay, sunflower, oak, orange
Kanaloa: banana
Mars: ash, aloe, dogwood, buttercup, witch grass, vervain
Mercury: cinnamon, mulberry, hazel, willow
Mithras: cypress, violet
Neptune: ash, bladderwrack, all seaweeds
Odin: mistletoe, elm, yew, oak
Osiris: acacia, grape, ivy, tamarisk, cedar, clover, date palm, all grains
Pan: fig, pine, reed, oak, fern, all meadow flowers
Pluto: cypress, mint, pomegranate
Poseidon: pine, ash, fig, bladderwrack, all seaweeds
Prometheus: fennel
Ra: acacia, frankincense, myrrh, olive

Saturn: fig, blackberry
Sylvanus: pine
Tammuz: wheat, pomegranate, all grains
Thoth: almond
Thor: thistle, houseleek, vervain, hazel, ash, birch, rowen, oak, pomegranate,
burdock, beech
Uranus: ash
Woden: ash
Zeus: oak, olive, pine, aloe, parsley, sage, wheat, fig
As the Craft, we will take only that which we need from the green and growing
things of the Earth, never failing to attune with the plant before harvesting, nor
failing to leave a token of gratitude and respect.

Sacred Herbs of the Goddess
Aphrodite: olive, cinnamon, daisy, cypress, quince. orris (iris), apple, myrtle
Aradia: rue, vervain
Artemis: silver fir, amaranth, cypress, cedar, hazel, myrtle, willow, daisy, mugwort,
date palm
Astarte: alder, pine, cypress, myrtle, juniper
Athena: olive, apple
Bast: catnip, Vervain
Bellona: belladonna
Brigit: blackberry
Cailleach: wheat
Cardea: hawthorn, bean, arbutus
Ceres: willow, wheat, bay, pomegranate, poppy, leek, narcissus
Cybele: oak, myrrh, pine
Demeter: wheat, barley, pennyroyal, myrrh, rose, pomegranate, bean, poppy, all
cultivated crops
Diana: birch, willow, acacia, wormwood, dittany, hazel, beech, fir, apple, mugwort,
plane, mulberry, rue
Druantia: fir
Freya: cowslip, daisy, primrose, maidenhair, myrrh, strawberry, mistletoe
Hathor: myrtle, sycamore, grape, mandrake, coriander, rose
Hecate: willow, henbane, aconite, yew, mandrake, cyclamen, mint, cypress, date
palm, sesame, dandelion, garlic, oak, onion
Hekat: cypress
Hera: apple, willow, orris, pomegranate, myrrh
Hina: bamboo
Hulda: flax, rose, hellebore, elder
Irene: olive
Iris: wormwood, iris
Ishtar: acacia, juniper, all grains
Isis: fig, heather, wheat, wormwood, barley, myrrh, rose, palm, lotus, persea, onion,
iris, vervain
Juno: lily, crocus, asphodel, quince, pomegranate, vervain, iris, lettuce, fig, mint
Kerridwen: vervain, acorns
Minerva: olive, mulberry, thistle
Nefer-Tum: lotus
Nepthys: myrrh, lily
Nuit: sycamore
Olwen: apple

Persephone: parsley, narcissus, willow, pomegranate
Rhea: myrrh, oak
Rowen: clover, rowen
Venus: cinnamon, daisy, elder, heather, anemone, apple, poppy, violet, marjoram,
maidenhair fern, carnation, aster, vervain, myrtle, orchid, cedar, lily, mistletoe, pine,
quince
Vesta: oak

Sacred Plants of the Winter Solstice
Evergreens
Symbolizing: Continuity of Life, Protection, Prosperity
Types: Pine, Fir, Cedar, Juniper, other evergreens
Forms: boughs, wreaths, garlands, trees
Divinities: Green Goddesses & Gods; Hertha; Cybele, Attis, Dionysius (Pine);
Woodland Spirits Traditions: Roman, Celtic, Teutonic, Christian
Holly
Symbolizing: Old Solar Year; Waning Sun; Protection; Good Luck
Forms: boughs over portals, wreaths
Divinities: Holly King; Old Nick; Saturn; Bacchus; Wood Spirits; Holly Boys
Traditions: Roman, Celtic, English, Christian
Oak
Symbolizing: New Solar Year; Waxing Sun; Endurance, Strength, Triumph,
Protection, Good Luck
Forms: Yule log, acorns, wood for sacred fires
Divinities: Oak King; Oak Spirit; Sky Gods including Thor, Jupiter, Zeus
Traditions: Teutonic, Celtic, Christian
Mistletoe
Symbolizing: Peace, Prosperity, Healing, Wellness, Fertility, Rest, Protection
Forms: boughs, amulet sprigs above doorways, kissing balls
Divinities: Oak Spirit; Frigga and Balder
Traditions: Celtic, Teutonic
Ivy
Symbolizing: Fidelity, Protection, Healing, Marriage, Victory, Honor, Good Luck
Forms: crowns, wreaths, garlands
Divinities: Dionysius; Bacchus; Great Goddess; Ivy Girls
Traditions: Greek, Roman, English, Christian
Frankincense
Symbolizing: Sun, Purification, Consecration, Protection, Spiritual Illumination
Forms: incense, oils
Divinities: Sun Gods, Ra at Dawn, Bel
Traditions: Babalyonian, Assyrian, Egyptian, Jewish, Greek, Roman, Christian

Myrrh
Symbolizing: Healing, Death and Afterlife, Purification, Inner Peace
Forms: incense, oils
Divinities: Isis, Ra at Midday
Traditions: Egyptian, Jewish, Christian
Wheat
Symbolizing: Sustenance, Abundance, Fertility, Good Luck
Forms: grain, straw figures and symbols, cookies, cakes, breads
Divinities: Earth Goddesses; Saturn & Ops; Goat Spirit; Fairy Folk
Traditions: Roman, Celtic, Scots, Teutonic, Swedish, Christian
Celtic Tree Calendar's Sacred Trees of Winter Solstice
Yew: Last Day of Solar Year; Death.
Silver Fir: Winter Solstice Day; Birth.
Birch: Month following Winter Solstice; Beginnings.

Safety With Herbs
I want to talk to you about Safety. There are a lot of common misconceptions out
there regarding herbal healing, and I hope with this to be able to clear some of those
up. Safety with any treatment is essential for overall health and well-being, whether
it be allopathic or alternative in nature.
Herbs Are Medicine!! They should be treated with the very same respect that most of
us give to prescription drugs. Many herbs can be harmful in large or prolonged
dosages, as can most anything in this life, I might add. Many herbs can be addictive
after long term improper use. Some are poisonous. Some can have toxic side effects if
not properly balanced with herbs that counteract those effects. They should not ever
be used indiscriminately without the proper guidance of a health care professional.
They should not ever be used on a daily basis without the proper guidance of a health
care professional. Many people feel that just because herbs are natural, they can't be
hurt by them. Nothing can be further from the truth.
More Is Not Better!! Many people feel that if a little makes me feel better, a lot will
make me feel fantastic. This is not the case with herbs. Dosages need to be carefully
controlled, as with any medicine. You wouldn't swallow a whole bottle of antibiotics
at one time to kill a bacterial infection. Apply the same caution to herbal medicines.
It is possible to overdose! Herbs work slowly, with the body and its own natural
defenses. You must give herbs time to work before changing your dosages. In this
modern world of a "pill for everything", folks have come to expect instant cures,
instant relief. You should note that with chronic illness, even prescription drugs take
time to work. The same applies with herbal medicines. Give them time to work.
Support them with a proper diet, with exercise, and with proper attention to yourself.
If the herbs aren't working for you, then you either have the wrong combinations,
the wrong dosages, or you aren't adhering to a proper healing regimen. Contact a
health care professional for guidance as to what works for you.
One Dose Does Not Fit All! You wouldn't give a small child the same amount of
cough syrup you give an adult. The same applies with herbal medicines. The dose
must fit the individual. The dosages need to be based on the illness treated, your past
and present medical history, your age, your weight, and several other factors.
Combinations must be chosen so as not to interfere with any specifics with your
particular body, and so as not to further aggravate that which is being treated. A
health care professional can help you choose the proper combinations and dosages for
your unique body and health concerns.

Tell Your Doctor What You Are Taking!! You wouldn't hide the fact that you are a
smoker or a drinker or have a heart condition from your physician. You shouldn't
hide the fact that you are using herbal medicines, either. Some herbs can have serious
adverse reactions when improperly mixed with prescription drugs. Just because they
are natural doesn't mean there can't be reactions! Many chemical drugs are derived
from healing plant constituents. So you could be causing a serious problem for
yourself if you are getting far too much of something that is supposed to be helping
you. There is no reason to hide. Herbal healing is becoming much more mainstream
today, and many physicians are learning about herbs as medicine. If yours isn't, then
help educate him or her. Or find a doctor that can help you work with your herbs.
Most communities have herbal professionals, naturopathic doctors, Chinese Medicine
practitioners, and other professionals that are trained in the proper uses of the healing
herbs. Seek one out before you make some major mistakes with your precious body.
But The Drug Companies Are Recommending Herbs!! Indeed, there are growing
numbers of drug companies that are jumping on the natural health bandwagon.
However, this does not give you license to just use whatever you see in hopes that it
will improve your condition. Again, most herbs should not be used on a daily basis
over the long term. That can actually do more harm than not using an herb at all.
Educate yourself before reaching for that one-a-day herb. You may not need it for
what you think you do. Just because it has a "name" behind it does not make it safe
for continued daily use. Seek guidance if you are confused or unsure of what to do
with these new products.
Following these guidelines will help you to get the most from your herbal treatments.
You will be healthier and happier if you don't fall for media hype. Stick to what is
known. Don't indiscriminately choose an herb without knowing exactly what to
expect from it, good and bad. Always treat your herbal medicines with respect, and
they will do the same for you.

Sanicle
Common names: Black snakeroot, pool root, American Sanicle, wood Sanicle.
Features: Sanicle, of the parsley family, is an indigenous perennial common to the
U.S. and Canada. The fibrous root is aromatic in taste and odor, with a smooth
reddish furrowed stem, 1-3 feet high. The leaves are digitate, mostly radical, and on
petioles, 6-12 inches long, nearly three inches across, glossy green above, less color
underneath. The flowers bloom in June and July. They are mostly barren white,
sometimes yellowish, the fertile ones sessile.
Medicinal Parts: Roots, leaves.
Solvent: Water
Bodily Influence: Vulverary, astringent, alterative, expectorant, discutient,
depurative.
Uses: Used by Native Americans in intermittent fevers and for treating a variety of
skin conditions. The action upon the system very much resembles that of valerian,
possessing nervine and anodyne properties. This is one of the herbs that could well be
called a "Cure All" because it possesses powerful cleansing and healing virtues, both
internally and externally. It heals, stops bleeding, diminishes tumors, whether of a
recent or long-standing nature. The properties, when administered, seem to seek the
area most in distress, be it the throat, lungs, intestines, renal tract, reproductive
organs, etc. You name it, sanicle will find it. It's qualifications are many as a cleansing
and healing herb of both man and animal.
Homeopathic: Amenorrhea, asthma, bee stings, boils, borborygmus coccyx, conyloma
conjunctivitis, constipation, ulceration of the cornea, cough, dandruff, debility,
diabetes, diarrhea, digestion, dropsy (during pregnancy), eczema, emaciation,
enuresis, excoriations, foot sweat, gastritis, suppressed gums, itching, leucorrhoea,
liver soreness, lumbago, melancholy, thin milk, mouth sores, neuralgia, neurasthenia,
night terrors, nose crusting, ophthalmia (tarsi), dilated uteri, rheumatism, rickets,
scurvy, seasickness, sore throat, ringworm or burning of the tongue, toothache,
vomiting, boils on wrist.

Spring Herb Walks
For those who love to go for walks in the forests and meadows to see the wild flowers
in bloom, here is a calendar with reference to approximate blooming dates. This list
does not include all the wild flowers, but a selection of plants that are used as herbs
(medicinal/edible). Of interest, I have included some poisonous plants as well to keep
you on your toes! Blooming dates can vary in different localities, this reference is for
Toronto and vicinity.
Flowers to look for include:
April
April
Bloodroot - Sanguinaria canadensis
Coltsfoot - Tussilago farfara
Prickly Ash - Zanthoxylum americanum
Early May
Skunk Cabbage - Symplocarpus foetidus
Wild Ginger - Asarum canadense
Violets - Violas sp.
Dandelion - Taraxacum officinalis
Blue Cohosh - Caulophyllum thalictroides
Mid May
Shepherds Purse - Capsella bursa-pastoris
Trilliums - Trillium sp.
Marsh Marigolds - Caltha palustris
Ground Ivy - Glechoma hederacea
Late May
Common Chickweed - Stellaria medica
Mandrake - Podophyllum peltatum
White Baneberry - Actaea alba
Red Baneberry - Actaea rubra
Solomon Seal - Polygonatum pubescens
Hawthorn - Crateagus sp.
Chokecherry - Prunus virginiana
False Elder - Sambucus pubens
I urge you, to make sure that you have identified the plant correctly. Knowledge of
basic botany is essential, along with a field guide book that will aid you in proper

identification. This requires practice and patience and attending herb walks
conducted by an experienced herbalist, will advance you further in this study.
It is also very important never to over pick the herbs, beginners tending to do this,
being over-enthusiastic. You can quickly eradicate a species over a short period of
time and then wonder later, why you cannot find that plant. I encourage you to
cultivate the wild flowers as many of them are easy to propagate. You will be doing us
all the good service of increasing supply, as well as introducing new and rare species
to your area.
One of the harbingers of Spring is the flowering of Bloodroot and Coltsfoot. The
white, delicate flowers of Bloodroot bloom very quickly, so do not be disappointed
when you see the petals already fallen on the ground. It is not very common in many
areas. Although it looks delicate, the root is potent and not often used by herbalists
today. A bright red juice will stain your hands when the root is cut.
Coltsfoot's yellow flowers bloom earlier than the Dandelion. Both look similar but
upon closer inspection the reddish scaly stem will differentiate between the two. Also
the flowers bloom before the leaves appear. Coltsfoot prefers disturbed, open spaces
such as gravel pits, creek banks and road sides. This is a very useful herb, the flowers
can be made into wine or syrup, and the leaves make a pleasant tasting tea. Excellent
for expelling mucus from the lungs in cases of asthma, colds and other pulmonary
conditions.
Another early bloomer is the Prickly Ash with its inconspicuous greenish-yellowish
flowers. This shrub or small tree bears thorns, and is a more effective barrier than a
barbed-wire fence. Do not confuse this shrub with a Locust tree. The bark is used
mainly as a stimulant for poor circulation. It is one of the few herbs that creates a
tingling - like sensation in the mouth (some others are the Echinaceas and Aconite).
By May 1st two most unusual flowers have appeared; the Skunk Cabbage with its
purplish inflorescence and the Wild Ginger with its reddish brown cup shaped
flower. The Skunk Cabbage smells skunky when bruised. It is a very distinctive plant
of the marshlands with huge cabbage-like leaves that grow up to 2 feet long. The
roots have been used as an expectorant and combined with other herbs for spasmodic
conditions. It is an acquired taste and belongs in the family Arum (Araceae) which
also includes the Jack-in-the-Pulpit. Arum comes from the Arabian word ar, meaning
fire. The fresh roots contain calcium oxalate crystals which when eaten, cause an
intense burning sensation in the mouth. So here is one example of a herb (Skunk
cabbage) that should be thoroughly dried before using.

Wild Ginger is a jewel of the woods, newcomers are delighted when they smell and
taste the ginger roots. Makes a good syrup being diaphoretic, very warming but
emetic in large quantities. This is one wild flower that will grow well in the garden.
The romantic Violets are familiar to everyone. Few people are aware that the leaves
of the blue flowered varieties can be made into an ointment. Superb for cleansing old
wounds, they have strong drawing-out properties. Do not pick all the leaves from a
Violet plant for it is slow growing. The Birdfoot Violet (Viola pedata) is rare, so
please, try not to pick this variety.
At this time the first Dandelions are blooming. Before they bloom, harvest the leaves
and eat them. Together with Violet leaves, this will be your first wild green salad along with a handful of chives from the garden. An excellent spring tonic and highly
nutritious. Your Dandelion roots should have been harvested by now and made into a
tincture or dried. Spring roots are bitter tasting and good for the liver whereas the
Fall roots are sweet tasting and good for blood sugar conditions.
Blue Cohosh is sometimes tricky to find. It blends in well with the Wild Sarsaparilla
and Red and White Baneberries. All these plants produce berries and they all bloom
in Spring, growing in shady woodlands. With practice you will be able to see the
bluish hue of the Cohosh, the tiny flowers greenish-yellow, the berries dark blue. The
roots are used for female disorders, the Native peoples appropriately naming this
plant Squaw Root or Papoose Root. Caution is required with this herb. It effects the
blood pressure and is toxic in larger doses.
By now I'm wondering if I can complete the list of herbs, there are so many to
mention! It is the middle of May, and the Shepherds Purse is growing strong and will
bloom from now till fall time. This herb has a distinctive sulfur-like scent. Very
popular among midwives for its astringency, it is a herb that is best used fresh.
Birth Root or the Trillium is a delightful spring flower symbolizing gladness and the
fresh hope of Spring. North American natives used the root to strengthen the uterus
and aid childbirth. It is illegal to pick this plant, it being the provincial emblem of
Ontario. Try growing the Trillium in your garden.
I've included the Marsh Marigolds because when the vibrant yellow flowers are
blooming, this is a sure sign that the fiddleheads from the Ostrich fern (Pteretis
pensylvanica) are soon ready to be picked. Please do not over pick and do not confuse
it with the Bracken fern which is not as palatable.
I'm positive you will be mowing your lawn now. For those who have a wild cultured
lawn with everything growing in it, I'm sure you will be cutting the Ground Ivy as

well. Low growing, this mint variety with purple flowers has a distinctive musky-like
scent. The Common Chickweed is another lawn loving plant with tiny white flowers.
Both of these herbs are astringent, the Chickweed also having demulcent properties.
Of course there are the poisonous plants! How about the Red and White Baneberry.
Their berries are very bright and showy, but certainly not edible. I might as well
include the False Elder shrub, whose flowers are also white. The birds will eat the red
berries but don't you try them. It is important to distinguish between the False and
the medicinal Common Elder shrub (Sambucus canadensis). Basically, the Common
Elder have flat-topped flower clusters and purplish-black berries while the red
berried False Elder has elongate flower clusters and blooms way before the Common
Elder.
A graceful lily, the Solomon's Seal grows in shady woodlands, and with its greenish
white bell-like flowers it is quite attractive. The rhizomes have been used at one time
in cosmetics for toning the complexion and also eaten as a starchy food. I find it too
pretty to pick, but if you grow this plant in your garden you will have ample supply.
Often found growing close by is the False Solomon's Seal (Smilacina racemosa), its
roots are demulcent and expectorant. Both of these plants are rarely used these days.
By the last week in May most of the fruit trees are blooming. To refresh your memory
it was 25 degrees C on May 30 of last year. The Hawthorn shrub is blooming now, a
very useful herb. Too bad the red berries are often wormy, you can never pick
enough. It is a popular European remedy, (a heart tonic) and is rich in vitamin C.
Chokecherry bark is another heart remedy but different in its effect. It is not a
remedy to take for a long period of time. The bark is also used in cough remedies for
its anti-spasmodic effect.
So I hope I have given you an idea of what you can find in bloom at Springtime.
Remember, it is your responsibility to identify these herbs correctly taking care with
their preparation and using the proper dosage. It is important that we learn to
recognize the flowers and plants that are found in nature, in order to become more
self-reliant and in tune with our environment. Plants are a part of the life force and
only when we become aware of their presence in their natural habitat will we be able
to share in and absorb, their true power and vitality.

Ten Rules of Edible Flowers
The culinary use of flowers dates back thousands of years to the Chinese, Greek and
Romans. Today there is a resurgence of interest in edible flowers. Are all flowers that
aren't poisonous edible? Definitely not. Listed below are a few simple rules to follow
before sampling flowers.
1. Eat flowers only when you are positive they are edible. If uncertain, consult a
good reference book on edible flowers prior to consumption.
2. Just because flowers are served with food does not mean they are edible. It's easy
and very attractive to use flowers for garnish on plates or for decoration, but avoid
using non-edible flowers this way. Many people believe that anything on the
plate can be eaten. They may not know if the flower is edible or not and may be
afraid to ask.
3. If pesticides are necessary, use only those products labeled for use on edible crops.
4. Do not eat flowers from florists, nurseries or garden centers. In many cases these
flowers have been treated with pesticides not labeled for food crops.
5. Do not eat flowers picked from the side of the road. Once again, possible
herbicide use eliminates these flowers as a possibility for use.
6. Remove pistils and stamens from flowers before eating. Eat only the flower petals
for most flowers.
7. Different flavors occur in plants when grown in different locations because of soil
types, fertilization, and culture. Environmental conditions play a big role as well.
What has excellent flavor at one time may taste different at the end of the season
or the next year.
8. Introduce flowers into your diet in small quantities one species at a time. Too
much of a good thing may cause problems for your digestive system.
9. If you have allergies, introduce edible flowers gradually, as they may aggravate
some allergies.
10. Enjoy the different flavors and colors that edible flowers add to many foods.
Collect flowers at the optimum time. Pick fully open flowers in the cool of the day.
Flowers that are not fully open (unless buds are desired) or those starting to wilt
should be avoided. Sample a flower or two for flavor before harvesting. Remove the
pistils and stamens because the pollen can detract from the flavor of the flower as
well as cause allergic reactions in susceptible individuals. After harvest, place longstemmed flowers in water and then in a cool location. Short stemmed flowers should
be placed between layers of damp paper toweling or in a plastic bag in the
refrigerator. Immediately before using, gently wash the flowers to remove dirt and
check for insects. Before washing, test one flower for colorfastness. Some tend to

discolor in water.
Only the petals of some flowers such as rose, tulip, yucca and lavender are edible.
Separate the flower petals from the rest of the flower just prior to use to keep wilting
to a minimum. Roses, dianthus, English daisies, and marigolds have a bitter white
area at the base of the petal where it was attached to the flower. Break or cut off this
portion before using.

The Apothecary
Disclaimer: The following information is supplied for interest only and is not
intended as a medical guide. Any individual who chooses to use them does so of his
or her free will, and I will not be held responsible for the effects of these remedies on
anyone who uses them. If you are sick, please visit a medical practitioner. What
works for me may not work for you.
A note about Tea Tree Oil (Melaleuca alternifolia or M. leucodendron): This is a
superb healing and antiseptic oil which can be used undiluted on the skin. It's
fantastic for acne - just dab on the spots when you think of it. I've seen it do
marvelous things with athlete's foot, flaky skin rashes, and boils. We also use it as an
antiseptic wash for cuts and sores, diluted with water (a few drops oil in a tablespoon
of water). It can also be used in water as a disinfectant wash for bathroom surfaces.
Colds
Colds and Flu
As soon as I feel the slightest sniffle or hint of a sore throat, I take 1000 milligrams of
vitamin C, 800 milligrams of echinacea, and two Blackmores horseradish and garlic
tablets, and I take them three times a day until the sniffles are gone. I cook lots of
pasta dishes with tomatoes, onions and garlic, and I drink lots of orange juice and
herbal tea. I also like to take a hot bath with a handful of herbs tied in a calico bag
and soaked in the water (eucalyptus leaves, rosemary, pennyroyal is one of my
favorites). Sipping pineapple juice throughout the day will ease a sore throat, and
makes a pleasant change from orange juice.
Keeping this up for a day or two usually means my cold never gets past its initial
stage. I haven't had a bad cold since I've started using this cold-chasing technique.
Stress can aggravate sickness, though. If you have a cold, please stay home from work
if at all possible, so that you do not spread your cold to other people and cause them
to lose work time too.
Herbal teas for colds: yarrow, rosemary, pennyroyal (but not during pregnancy!) or
peppermint.
Bath for colds: two drops thyme oil, two drops tea-tree oil, four drops lemon oil, one
drop eucalyptus oil. Swish round in the bath water before getting in. Don't use if
you're nauseous or running a high fever.
Ginger Tea
Use one tablespoon fresh grated ginger root per cup of water. Simmer, covered, for 20

minutes and sip throughout the day.
Headaches
Equal parts of marjoram and lavender oils, used in an oil diffuser or rubbed gently
into the temples, often cure my tension headaches.
Headache teas: Chamomile, sage, rosemary, peppermint, wormwood; any of these
made into a tea and drunk will ease a headache.
Jeanne Rose's Headache Inhaler: In a small vial (preferably of dark or opaque glass)
mix ten drops lavender oil, ten drops peppermint oil, ten drops marjoram oil, ten
drops rose oil, five drops clove oil. Carry with you and inhale to cure a headache.
Sore Throat
Sore throat: Sip pineapple juice during the day; it soothes the sore tissues without
giving the gluggy coated feeling your throat gets during bad head colds.
Sore throat tea: equal parts of sage and rosemary, with a spoonful of honey.
Pennyroyal tea with honey is also good, but do not take during pregnancy.
Tired Eyes
Tired eyes: cover the eyes with any of the following and lie down in a darkened
room. Be sure to keep the eyes closed! Cold tea bags, raw potato slices, raw cucumber
slices.
Indigestion
Drink peppermint tea, or an infusion of half peppermint and half rosemary. An
infusion of equal parts peppermint, chamomile and lemon balm is also useful. Make a
tea of anise, caraway and peppermint.
Feet: Care and Problems
Athlete's Foot: Apply diluted tea-tree oil (half oil, half water) several times a day.
Apply cider vinegar directly to the area. Soak feet in a warm infusion of red clover.
Tired Feet: Soak in a warm footbath with any of the following added:
1. Two tablespoons bicarbonate of soda
2. One tablespoon each of bicarbonate of soda, and sea salt. Add four drops rosemary
oil.
3. One drop each lavender, rosemary and cypress oil.

Boils
Apply neat tea tree oil, or undiluted lemon juice.
Bread poultice to draw a boil: Put breadcrumbs in a calico bag, or between two layers
of gauze. Dip into boiling water and wring out. Apply to the boil and cover to keep
hot. Have a second poultice ready to apply when the first one cools.
Cooked, hot mashed onion can also be used as a boil poultice.
Cuts and Scrapes
Yarrow is good to stop a bleeding cut incurred by shaving; just bruise a fresh leaf and
press it to the spot for a few minutes.
Wound Wash: In 1/2 cup water mix five drops each lavender and tea tree oil. Dip
cotton wool in the mixture and swab the area until clean of dirt and other impurities.
Insomnia
Use catnip, chamomile or valerian root tea.
Sleep Pillows can be effective; use a small pillow a few inches square, stuffed with the
appropriate herbs and slipped inside the pillowslip on top of your regular pillow.
Failing that, a few drops of essential oil on a cotton wool ball or scrap of cotton can be
placed inside the pillowslip. Neroli, chamomile, marjoram, lavender or rose are my
suggestions.
Jeanne Rose's Herbal Sleep Pillow To Rekindle Energies During the Night: eight parts
rose petals, four parts mint, four parts rosemary, one part crushed clove.
My Small but Strong Sleep Pillow: Approximately equal quantities of rose petals,
chamomile, mint and rose geranium. Add a few drops of neroli essential oil (and I like
a drop of clary sage too). This one's quite strong and floral.
Interesting Dreams Pillow: Stuff your pillow with mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris)! It
produces truly spectacular technicolor dreams. I like to add a drop or two of clary
sage oil to help me get to sleep, and because it has the quality of being able to open
the third eye. It also produces euphoria… but don't overdo it because in large
quantities it can cause headaches.
Insect Bites
For mosquitoes, etc, apply a dab of undiluted lavender oil or tea tree oil to the bite. If
there are many bites, take a bath containing half a cup of cider vinegar, ten drops

lavender oil, five drops thyme oil. Apply lavender or tea tree oil to all bites after the
bath. You can also dab on witch hazel, or a potion of bicarbonate of soda dissolved in
water.
Herbal Bath to Soothe Insect Bites: some or all of rosemary, orange peel, chamomile,
alfalfa, comfrey, eucalyptus, mint, lemon balm, parsley.
Sunburn
Prevention is much better than cure! Wear an SPF 15-plus sunscreen every day of the
year.
Sunburn Soother Lotion
Chop an unpeeled cucumber into milk and simmer. Cool and apply to the affected
area.
Sunburn Lotion
Squeeze a washed, chopped, unpeeled cucumber through cloth to extract the juice.
Mix equal parts of cucumber juice, milk, strong tea and witch hazel and apply to the
affected area.
Cold chamomile tea, watermelon juice, slices of cucumber laid on the area, or cold
black tea will soothe sunburn.
Herb Baths
Directions for all herb baths: Soak about 1/2 cup of herbs in water overnight.
The next day, simmer for about ten minutes and strain the liquid into the bath water.
Or: Place about 1/2 cup of herbs into a drawstring bag made of fairly loosely woven
material (cheesecloth is ideal), or place in the center of a circle of material, and secure
tightly. Tie the bag on the tap so that hot water from the tap flows through it.
For Insomnia: equal quantities lemon balm, chamomile, catnip, hops. To relieve
eczema: equal quantities comfrey, lemon grass, nettle, dandelion, peppermint.
For bruises, swellings and sprains: thyme, marigold (calendula), comfrey.
Aching muscles and joints: chamomile, comfrey root, sage, nutmeg.
Or: thyme, nettles, rue, chamomile, dill, mugwort, comfrey.
Rejuvenating bath: Comfrey, alfalfa, parsley, orange peel.
To heal sores: Comfrey, nettle, red clover, rosehip, lemon grass.
Another healing bath: Yarrow, rosemary, chamomile, comfrey.
Antiseptic bath: Peppermint, rosemary, thyme, eucalyptus.
After a workout: bay leaf, rosemary, hyssop, lavender.

Itchy skin bath: lavender, orange peel, thyme, mint, sage, rosemary, comfrey root,
cloves, rose leaf.
Hangovers
Drink heaps of water before going to bed, and drink more every time you wake up
during the night.
I found this remedy on Usenet somewhere, but as I haven't had a hangover for a
while I can't vouch for its efficacy: Rub both armpits with lemons.
Essential Oil Blend for Hangovers: Two drops Geranium, Two drops Peppermint or
two drops Sandalwood, two drops Juniper, two drops Grapefruit. Both these blends
are designed to reduce nausea, refresh and uplift.
Aches and Pains
Add half a cupful of bicarbonate of soda to your bath to soothe aching muscles and
joints.
Aching Bodies Massage Oil
Add to 100 milliliters carrier oil (grape seed, macadamia, almond or olive) 20 drops
lavender oil, ten drops rosemary oil, ten drops eucalyptus oil, five drops peppermint
oil. Shake well to mix and leave several days to blend.
Simple Massage Oil
Take a handful of chamomile flowers and add to 100 milliliters carrier oil. Leave the
oil in a warm place for two weeks, and use as a massage for sore, aching bodies. You
can also make this oil by adding 40 drops essential oil of chamomile to 100 milliliters
carrier oil. The scent will also ensure you a good night's sleep.
Aching Back Massage Oil
Mix one part lavender oil with four parts carrier oil and use to massage the aching
back.
Herbal Bath for Aching Joints
Use a large handful each of chamomile, eucalyptus, sage and comfrey root. Simmer
for 15 minutes in a liter of water, strain and add the liquid to a warm bath.
Soak yourself for half an hour.
Essential Oil Blends
I use one of those little oil burners (you know, the things with a cup containing water
and essential oils heated gently over a candle), and here are some of my favorite

blends for creating different moods and effects. Please use only true essential oils,
they smell so much better and have true therapeutic effects. Also, the fakes usually
smell awful and leave nasty lingering scents in your burner.
Mind and Air Freshener: Two drops Rosemary, two drops Cedarwood, two drops
Lemon. Creates a nice fresh scent that gets rid of odors and is quite masculine.
Another Mind Refresher: Two drops Rosemary, two drops Juniper, one drop Lemon.
Like deep breaths of fresh air.
Cheer-up Oil: Two drops Geranium, three drops Bergamot. This is a flowery,
cheering blend to balance the emotions. If you don't mind using expensive oils you
can add two drops Rose.
Headache Remover: Three drops Lavender, three drops Marjoram.
Sleep Oil: One drop Lavender, one drop Marjoram, one drop Sandalwood, two drops
Clary Sage. A lot of people find this scent mildly unpleasant, so you could add
something like neroli or chamomile to sweeten it. I like it, but then I really like clary
sage oil.
Expensive Sleep Oil: Two drops Chamomile, two drops Rose, one drop Marjoram.
Romantic Blend: Two drops Grapefruit, two drops Rose Geranium, two drops
Patchouli, one drop Lavender. This is a very musky, heavy floral blend.
Antibacterial Blend: Equal amounts Lemon and Tea Tree. I use this in an oil burner
and also add some to water for an air spray. It smells fresh and pleasant as well as
fighting nasties in the air, and has good room deodorizing qualities as well.
General Instructions
Infusion: This is made like a tea. Cover 30 grams of dried herb, or 60 grams fresh,
with 500 milliliters of boiling water. Cover and leave to steep.
Decoction: Instead of leaving the herb to steep, simmer it gently in the water.
Please see your health care practitioner before making any changes to your method of
health care.
The Bookshelf: Bibliography
Jeanne Rose, Herbs and Things. This was actually the first book on herbs I read, when

my mother borrowed it from the library. It has lots of recipes for sleep pillows,
aphrodisiacs, cosmetics and herbal remedies for everything under the sun. Lingering
elements of the sixties, with small sections for spells and magick, psychedelic
sacraments, and the language of flowers. A fascinating read.
John Lust, The Herb Book. An encyclopedic listing of herbs with descriptions,
remedies, and information on dyeing, cooking, brewing, etc, with herbs. Rather
American-biased but a must-see nonetheless. Maude Grieve, A Modern Herbal. This
one's rather England-biased, full of snotty comments about the inferior quality of
herbs and oils produced elsewhere, but absolutely packed with information. It
includes information on the properties of fruits, tea and coffee, and some vegetables.

The Balefire
If you wish to build a fire for an outdoor ritual, it can be composed of all or any
combination of the following woods:
 Rowan
 Dogwood
 Mesquite
 Poplar
 Oak
 Juniper
 Pine
 Cedar
 Apple
If these are unavailable, use native woods. Rites run on the seashore can be
illuminated with balefires of dried driftwood collected prior to the rite.

The Celebrant
Wear fresh flowers and herbs in your hair and on your body, if you prefer, during the
rites. Crowns or caplets of flowers are always appropriate for spring and summer rites.
Wear oak and pine during the winter rituals.
You may wish to wear a necklace of herbs and seeds, such as tonka beans, whole
nutmegs, star anise, acorns and other seeds and nuts, strung on a natural fiber. Strings
of small pine cones may also be worn.
For Full Moon rituals held at night, wear night-blooming, fragrant flowers to suffuse
yourself with Lunar energies.

The Circle
The magick circle may be fashioned with garlands of flowers sacred to the Goddess
and God. Alternately, flowers can be scattered around the perimeter of the circle. The
point stones may be ringed with fresh flowers and herbs suitable to the elements,
such as:
North: corn, cypress, fern, honeysuckle, wheat, vervain
East: acacia, bergamot, clover, dandelion, lavender, lemongrass, mint, mistletoe,
parsley, pine
South: basil, carnation, cedar, chrysanthemum, dill, ginger, heliotrope, holly, juniper,
marigold, peppermint
West: apple blossoms, lemon balm, camellia, catnip, daffodil, elder, gardenia, grape,
heather, hibiscus, jasmine, orchid
Fresh flowers may be present on the altar or, if none are available, greens such as
ferns may be used.
When casting the circle around a tree, you can use the fruit, leaves, nuts or flowers of
that tree to mark out the circle, if desired.
All of these can be used in addition to the cord and stones.

The Cosmetic Apothecary
Important:
Important I recommend a patch test beforehand to make sure you are not allergic to
any of the ingredients. Apply a little to an inconspicuous place, such as the inside
elbow, and leave for 24 hours. If there is reddening, itching or other adverse effects,
do not use. None of the recipes on this page are intended for internal use.
Disclaimer:
Disclaimer The information on this page is provided for personal interest only; any
individual who uses these recipes does so of his or her free will, and I will not be held
responsible for the effects of these recipes on other people. I myself have used most
of these with great success, but what works for me may not work for you.
A Quick Word About Beauty Care
I don't claim that any of these ideas will produce miracles. There is only so much a
cream or scrub or mask can do for you, whether it's one you make yourself or one
that comes out of a bottle for a hundred dollars. And no matter what you put on your
skin or hair, beauty will always be affected by your diet, stress levels, the amount of
sleep you're getting and any number of environmental factors.
There will always be people who don't have the time or inclination to make their
own products, or who'll just prefer the convenience of buying something off the shelf
that looks pretty, smells pretty and doesn't need to be kept in the fridge, and that's
fair enough. There will always be people like my friend who claims that expensive
products feel so much nicer than cheap ones. Another friend of mine, who was using
Chanel beauty products at the time, went to a dermatologist about an acne problem,
and the dermatologist told her the best thing she could use to moisturize and cleanse
was plain Sorbolene cream.
My point is that the only thing a moisturizer can ever do is to hold the moisture in
your skin longer; it can't erase wrinkles or make you younger, no matter what the
commercials claim. The only thing a scrub can do is to remove dead skin cells from
the face and cleanse it thoroughly. What I do believe is that these home-made recipes
can perform those functions as efficiently as those you can buy.
Skin Care
The Most Important
Important Skin Care Advice of All
The most important and helpful thing you can do right now to stop your skin aging is
to wear an SPF 15+ sunscreen every single day of the year. Most of what we consider
damage due to old age - wrinkles, dry skin, etc - is in fact damage caused by the
elements. Of course a skin that's been exposed to the sun and wind for seventy years

is going to be more damaged than one which has had only twenty years of exposure.
If you wear a sunscreen you will filter out most of the rays that cause this damage,
and greatly lessen your chances of skin cancer as well.
Cleansers
I haven't used soap on my face since I was twelve; soap dries the skin and disturbs its
natural PH mantle. If you have oily or acne-prone skin, soap will make your
sebaceous glands overproduce oil, and if you have dry skin, soap will make it feel
drier and tighter. Instead of using soap, try making your own cleanser from natural
ingredients.
The AllAll-Time Best Oily Skin Cleanser
Get a piece of unbleached calico, muslin or some other soft, fairly loose-weave
material. Make a little drawstring bag about two inches square. Fill the bag with
oatmeal and tie closed. Now, whenever you would normally wash your face with
soap, use the oatmeal bag instead. Get it nice and squishy under warm water and rub
it over your face as if it were a bar of soap. You'll get a milky lather from the oatmeal;
massage this into your face well. Now rinse the oatmeal off using warm water. That's
it. Oats are a gentle yet thorough cleansing agent and will remove the tiniest particles
of dirt and oil while refining the pores and controlling the skin's production of oil. Be
sure to empty your oatmeal bag and wash it well after every few uses, to make sure
it's always fresh and clean. This, along with a few simple herbal infusions, got rid of
my adolescent acne.
Quince Gel Cleanser - for all skin types
Add one teaspoon quince seeds to an enamel saucepan containing 250 milliliters of
distilled water or herbal infusion. Bring to the boil and simmer gently for 15 minutes,
stirring to prevent sticking. The mixture should thicken into a gel. Strain. To use, add
enough finely ground oatmeal to the gel to make a smooth paste. Rub over the face
and neck, leave a few minutes, then rinse with warm water (not hot!)
Violet Milk Cleanser
Add one teaspoon violet petals to 1/4 cup milk. Heat gently until nearly simmering,
and keep heating gently until the milk is strongly violet-scented. Strain, bottle, keep
in the fridge and use within three or four days. This makes a soothing oil-free
cleanser.
Milk and Honey Cleanser
Mix one teaspoon warm runny honey with 1 tablespoon milk. Use immediately. Very
soft and soothing.

Toners and Lotions
Simple Herbal Washes
The ultimate lazy person's hint for herbal face preparations: if you drink pure herbal
tea (not the kind with added flavorings!), stroke the tea-bag over your face after
you've taken it out of the cup and wrung the water out. No waste, and no large
quantity of infusion waiting to go off.
Peppermint: Fantastic for acne, especially the itchy underground type. In fact, it
soothes itchy skin in general.
Chamomile: Soothing and healing.
Lime Flower (linden): Soothing and softening, refines skin texture. Also supposed to
remove wrinkles.
Yarrow infusion makes a great problem skin wash. It's a good astringent, but do
watch out because it has been known to cause photosensitivity in some people. Test
on the arm or something first.
The two infusions I used to get rid of my teenage acne were lemon balm and parsley
(separately). I just applied one with a cotton ball several times per day, and also used
the oatmeal bag.
Oily Skin Refining Lotion
Peel very thinly oranges and lemons, being careful to get as little white pith on the
peel as possible. Pack the peel into a glass jar and cover with water. Leave the peel to
steep overnight. The next day, strain and filter the liquid, add a few drops tincture of
benzoin (as a preservative) and keep in the fridge (label carefully!). The benzoin
tincture will turn the lotion milky. Apply two or three times per day and leave on.
This improves the texture of oily skin and clears dingy, dull skin, and the essential
oils from the peel help heal and prevent pimples.
Sage AntiAnti-Acne Lotion
Make a sage infusion and add half as much cider vinegar as you have infusion. Apply
several times a day.
Herbal Pimple Lotion
Simmer 25 grams lavender flowers, the peel of half a lemon (no white pith), and 25
grams thyme in 200 milliliters distilled water. Add ten drops each lavender oil and tea
tree oil. Dab on spots as needed. It should keep at least a week in the fridge.
Almond Milk

This will keep the skin soft and refine the pores. Pour 500 milliliters distilled water
over 25 grams almond meal and 1/2 teaspoon sugar and leave overnight to soak. Strain
and filter, add six drops tincture of benzoin as a preservative, bottle and label. Apply
morning and night.
You can make this into milk of roses by using rosewater instead of distilled water.
Moisturizing and Hydrating
I don't generally use moisturizing creams on a regular basis. I feel that the sunscreen I
wear every day of my life provides enough moisture during the daytime, and in the
evening I wash it off and apply a simple rosewater and glycerin lotion. Once or twice
a week I use a nourishing moisturizing mask, and this seems to keep my skin quite
healthy. However, occasionally my skin gets a little dry, maybe from over-exposure
to sun or wind, or from being in a heated or air-conditioned environment too long;
on those occasions I do use a moisturizing cream. All moisturizers should be applied
to slightly damp skin, since they work by keeping existing moisture in the skin.
Moisture Lotions
Many of these won't keep very long, which is why I advocate making very small
quantities and storing them in the refrigerator. But they are all made of fresh
ingredients and will feed and soften your skin beautifully.
Rosewater and Glycerin
Simply mix rosewater and glycerin until the proportion is pleasing to you; I like about
one-third glycerin to two-thirds rosewater. As a general rule, the oilier your skin the
less glycerin you need. This one doesn't need refrigeration. I find it's the ideal thing
to moisturize the two patches on my cheeks that are flaky if not moisturized but get
inflamed if I use heavy creams. Do attempt a patch test first, as some people are
allergic to glycerin.
Citrus Milk
Slice up half an orange and half a grapefruit or lemon, and simmer very gently in a
cupful of milk. Strain, bottle and refrigerate. This is a very light toning moisturizer
which when applied regularly makes the skin silky and bright.
Rich Honey Lotion
Add 1 teaspoon of clear, warmed and melted honey to 100 milliliters milk. Stir
briskly until the honey has dissolved and then add one egg yolk, whisking until wellblended. Bottle and refrigerate.
Peaches and Cream Lotion

Peel and mash one very ripe peach. Strain through a sieve to get all the juice out. Mix
with an equal quantity of pure cream, then mix the peach-and-cream mixture with an
equal volume of cooled elderflower infusion. This is a lovely soothing lotion for hot
weather - keep it in the fridge.
Moisturizing Creams
Rich Moisturizing Cream
This is very rich and heavy, so don't use it if you have oily or sensitive skin. I advise
doing a patch test beforehand as some people are allergic to lanolin. I use macadamia
oil because it's very light; if it's unavailable in your area or you don't like it, substitute
almond oil. Both these ingredients are close to the natural composition of the oils
produced by human skin. Take one tablespoon anhydrous lanolin (wool fat). Put it in
a jar in a bath of hot water and stir until it melts. Then add one tablespoon
macadamia oil, stirring constantly. You may prefer less or more oil; if the consistency
is wrong when the cream solidifies, simply remelt and add more lanolin or oil. When
the lanolin and oil have melted together, remove from heat and stir in five drops of
your preferred true essential oil to cover the sheepy smell of the lanolin. Squeeze in
the contents of one vitamin E capsule and stir thoroughly until cool. Keep in an
opaque or dark glass jar and in a cool place.
Cold Cream
Pour 84 milliliters olive oil and 28 grams beeswax into a jar or basin and stand in a
pan of hot water on the stove. Warm gently (do not boil!) until the wax is just melted.
Warm 30 milliliters rosewater. Stir the oil and wax together and while stirring, add
the rosewater gradually. Remove the jar from hot water and stir vigorously until cool.
To make a cream which is effective in fighting wrinkles and scars, add the contents of
one or two vitamin E capsules (prick the capsule and squeeze the contents out).
Hand Cream
Beat together (preferably in blender) one egg yolk and two teaspoons lemon juice.
Slowly add 1/4 cup almond, carrot or other vegetable oil, while still beating. Beat in 6
drops tincture of benzoin, to preserve, and 6 drops lavender, rose or lemon oil, to
perfume. Keep this refrigerated and it will last a long time. It will soften hands, feet,
elbows and legs.
Masks and Facials
The best place to apply any facial is in the bath, where you needn't worry about drips
and interruptions.
Oatmeal and Honey Mask
Mix oatmeal, either cooked or raw, with enough honey to make it sticky. Apply,

leave for twenty minutes or so, and rinse off with plenty of water. It will tone oily
skin, refine the texture of the pores, and gently lift a face that's in general poor
condition, especially after illness or depression.
Honey Mask
Honey is a lovely mask. Massage it into your skin, and keep adding more and patting
it on till your face is very tacky. Rinse it off, and your skin will look fresh and
glowing. Honey is antiseptic, hydrating and cleanses the pores. However, if you're
prone to odd pimples, don't use this before a big night - sometimes its ability to suck
impurities out of the skin means you get a zit.
A beaten egg also makes a great nourishing mask.
AvocadoAvocado-Honey Moisturizing Mask
Mash up two tablespoons avocado, mix with two tablespoons honey and one egg yolk.
A very rich mask.
Prune Porridge
This mask sounds and looks disgusting but is very soothing and good for a face
tormented by sore underground pimples. Pour 1/2 cup boiling water over two dried
prunes in a bowl and leave until soft. Mash prunes. Use any leftover prune water in
cooking about 1/2 cup oatmeal. Mix oatmeal with mashed prunes and enough honey
to make a sticky mash that will adhere to the face. Apply while still warm (but not
hot), leave 20 minutes and rinse off with warm water.
Yogurt Mask
Use natural, unflavored yogurt; you can add honey and/or oatmeal if you like. The
gentle acids in the yogurt are very good to help restore the natural acid balance of the
skin.
Fruit Mask
You can also make masks from mashed fruit pulp, alone or mixed with oatmeal and/or
honey till you get the right consistency. Good fruit to try:
Tomato: astringent and a good blackhead remover. Pulp it up and mix with oatmeal,
or slice and lay on the face on its own.
Apple: grate an apple and mix with honey to make a mask that soothes and heals
acne, and makes your skin look great. Strawberry: a good oily skin mask. Pulp it up,
smear it on the face, wash off. Makes the skin look soft and fine. A good use for overripe or bruised berries.

Avocado: Moisturizing. I find it's too oily for my skin, but I've heard good reports
from others.
Banana: Also a moisturizer.
Carrot: Grate a carrot, add honey, use as a facial for oily skin. Or you can mash up a
cooked one.
Peach: A nice, good-smelling mask for dry or normal skin.
Cucumber: On its own, is cleansing, astringent and cooling during hot weather. Juice
a cucumber and wipe the juice over the face. It will reduce shine and the appearance
of wrinkles.
Creamy Green Mask
This mask feels wonderful and does great things to cleanse and hydrate the skin, and
acts as a mild exfoliate as well as a mask. Mash one tablespoon ripe avocado, add 1/2
teaspoon honey and mix. Stir in a little almond meal until the whole thing is of a
pleasant creamy consistency. Apply to clean skin, leave on for 15-20 minutes and
wash off with lukewarm water, massaging gently as you remove to exfoliate the skin.
Hair Care
Herbal Shampoo
For this I generally use castile soap. This is a very pure and mild liquid soap made
from olive and coconut oils and is very good for the hair and skin.
Unfortunately any shampoo made by this method will be very runny; I haven't yet
worked out a way to thicken the shampoo satisfactorily. I keep mine in a plastic
bottle; when I have to use it I squeeze some shampoo into the lid and pour it onto the
top of my head.
Basic Castile Shampoo
Mix one part liquid castile soap to two parts herbal infusion. Add one teaspoon
glycerin per 200 milliliters shampoo, if desired; it facilitates mixing.
Shampoo for Blondes: use chamomile or calendula marigold infusion
Shampoo for Brunettes: use rosemary or sage infusion
For Oily Hair: use yarrow, lemon balm, thyme or lemongrass infusion.
For Dry Hair: use chamomile, red clover, comfrey or chamomile infusion.
For all hair types: parsley, linden (lime flower), rosemary or nettle.
Essential oils can also be added to shampoos, both for scent and for their herbal
properties. Some to try are: rosemary, basil, marjoram, lemongrass, lemon and
lavender.
Conditioners

Apple Cider Vinegar Conditioner
The best conditioner you can use after a gentle herbal shampoo is a weak vinegar
rinse. Add a tablespoon of apple cider vinegar to a liter of water and use this as the
final rinse. It works even better if you can catch the run-off in a bowl and use the
vinegar water several times. It restores the PH balance of the hair and leaves all hair
types soft and shining. Use the following herbal vinegar recipe to add the properties
of herbs to your rinse.
Herbal Vinegar for Hair
Fill a jar or bottle about half full with a combination of some or all of the following
herbs: rosemary, sage, chamomile, catnip, yarrow, lemon peel, orange peel, basil,
lavender. Fill the bottle or jar to the top with vinegar - use a good quality apple cider
vinegar or white wine vinegar. Seal and shake every day for a few weeks. Strain and
use a tablespoonful in your final rinsing water.
Essential Oil Conditioner
After towel drying the hair, put a few drops of rosemary oil in the palm of your hand.
Coat your brush or comb with the oil by rubbing it in your palm, and comb the hair
with it. Rosemary oil is very good for the hair, and the strong green scent fades as the
hair dries. As it is a volatile oil, it does not leave the hair oily. You can mix the
rosemary oil with either lavender or basil oil.
Hot Oil Treatment for Damaged Hair
This is to be used before shampooing, once a week. Simply warm a little olive or
coconut oil and apply to the scalp; work well through the hair to the tips. Wrap head
in a warm damp towel (dip it in hot water and wring out) and then in a large shower
cap to prevent loss of heat. If the towel cools down, reheat it.
Leave on for 20 minutes and then shampoo well.
Yogurt Conditioner for Dry and Flyaway Hair
Whisk together four tablespoons of natural, unflavored yogurt and one egg. Apply
after shampoo and massage thoroughly into the hair, leaving on at least five minutes.
Rinse out thoroughly with plenty of lukewarm water (not too hot, or you'll end up
with cooked egg in your hair!)
Herbal Rinses
Hair can be kept soft and shiny with herbal rinses. Pour the infusion over the hair
after washing it and rinsing thoroughly. It's even better to use a bowl to catch the
infusion in as it runs off the hair, and to pour it over the hair several times. Regular
use of some of these infusions will add tints and highlights to the hair.

For Brunette Hair: Use an infusion of rosemary, sage, parsley or catnip. Rinsing with a
pot of black tea will darken the hair if used over a period of time, and a tablespoonful
of lemon juice in the final rinse will eventually add highlights.
For Blonde Hair: Use an infusion of chamomile or marigold. A tablespoonful of lemon
juice in the final rinse will help lighten the hair over time, but also tends to be
drying.
For all hair colors and types: Yarrow, catnip, nettle and parsley make excellent rinses
to improve shine and condition.
Beautifying Bath
Herbal Baths
Make a small drawstring bag from unbleached calico or another natural, loose-weave
fabric. Fill with the bath ingredients, draw closed and hang the bag over the tap
where the bathwater will run through it. Or else just toss the bag into the bath, let
the water run over it, and swoosh it around.
Astringent: lemon grass, sage, yarrow, nettle, comfrey root.
Oily skin cleansing bath: lemongrass, geranium leaves, yarrow.
Another oily skin bath: lemon grass, mint, yarrow, witch hazel.
Or: rosemary, lemon verbena, geranium leaves, lemon grass, lovage.
Moisturizing bath: equal parts chamomile and rose petals.
Skin softening bath: linden (lime flowers), rose petals, elder flowers, honeysuckle
flowers.
Skin toning bath: lavender, yarrow, mint, thyme.
Jeanne Rose's Aphrodisiac Bath for Girls: equal quantities rose buds, acacia flowers,
orange buds, jasmine flowers, bay leaf, rosemary, myrtle, thyme.
Other great ingredients for bath bags are: ground oatmeal, orris root powder, ground
almonds, dried milk powder. All will soften and smooth the skin.
You can make your own bath formula from herbs available to you in the following
categories:
For oily skin: rosemary, yarrow, lemon verbena, white willow bark, lemon grass,
geranium leaves, strawberry leaves, mint, orange leaves, lemon leaves, pennyroyal,
patchouli, lavender, eucalyptus leaves, comfrey root, thyme, witch hazel leaves (or
decoction).
For dry skin: chamomile, rose petals, rose leaves, orange flowers, elder flowers, clover

flowers, fennel, honeysuckle, linden (lime flowers).
Soap Balls (Washing Balls)
The advantage of these little balls is that you can make them to suit your own skin
and purposes, and they can be made out of all the little soap scraps that end up in the
bottom of the soap dish. I keep my soap scraps in an empty ice-cream container till I
have enough, or if I can't wait I grate up a cake of pure unscented soap to add to the
scraps.
Oatmeal and Honey Soap
Put a cupful of grated soap scraps into a saucepan, add enough cold water to cover,
and let stand for 24 hours. Add about a tablespoon of honey and simmer gently,
stirring now and then, until the soap has melted. The mixture should be just a little
thicker than thickened cream. Take off the heat and stir in a tablespoon of glycerin
and about 1/4 cup of finely ground oatmeal, mixing well. Add a few drops of any
essential oil; I like orange or vanilla. The mixture should be malleable enough to
work into balls. Cover your hands with ground oatmeal and shape. Put aside for about
a month in a dry place before using. It's best to wrap the balls in unbleached calico or
cheesecloth until they're hardened.
Oatmeal and Chamomile Soap
Make the recipe called for above, but use chamomile infusion instead of water. Dry
the chamomile flowers used in the infusion and pulverize. When you add the
oatmeal, include the pulverized chamomile as part of the 1/4 cup.
Herb Soap
Pulverize finely 2-3 tablespoons of dried herb. Put a cupful of grated soap scraps into
a china basin and set the basin in a pan of boiling water. Add a little boiling water to
help the melting process and let the pan of water simmer until the soap has become a
gel. Add the dried herb gradually and mix well. Let cool enough to handle and form
into balls, or pour into a mold (cut-down milk cartons are good). Let it harden for a
few weeks before using; the scent of the herb will improve and increase with age.
You can add a few drops of essential oil to the mixture.
Suitable herbs to add to this soap:
Chamomile
Lime flower (linden)
Rose petals (and use rosewater instead of plain water to soften)
Mint (eau-de-cologne mint is lovely)
Thyme
Orris root powder

You can also add dried milk powder, powdered meals such as oatmeal and almond
meal, or resins such as powdered benzoin. Just be sure everything is finely powdered
with no sharp twigs, leaves, etc.
Bath Salts
You can make your own bath salts simply and economically, and formulate your own
scents from essential oils for therapeutic or beautifying purposes. Here are four basic
recipes to which you can add essential oils (or perfume) and food coloring. Be sure to
add the coloring drop by drop and to stir well after every drop! It takes only one or
two drops to color a cupful of salts.
Bath Salts 1
Mix 2/3 cup sea salt (ground to even sized crystals) with 1/3 cup Epsom salts.
Add 1/2 teaspoon glycerin.
Bath Salts 2
Mix kitchen salt and bicarbonate of soda in equal quantities.
Bath Salts 3
Mix one cup Epsom salts, four drops glycerin.
Bath Salts 4
Grind washing soda crystals to small, evenly sized crystals.
Bubbling Bath Salts
Combine several drops essential oil with 1/2 cup cornstarch. Add 1/2 cup citric acid
and one cup bicarbonate of soda. This mixture will froth and bubble when added to
water.

The Herbal Code
In old magickal recipes and spells, strange ingredients were often called for that
cannot always be taken literally. In one ancient Greco-Egyptian spell, the recipe
called for “the navel of a male crocodile”, which really meant pondweed; “the heart of
a baboon” meant oil of lily. The “sacrifice” in folklore was usually an egg buried in the
ground.
Dead man: Ash or mandrake root carved in a crude human shape or poppet
Adder’s tongue: Plantain
Bat’s wing: Holly leaf
Bat’s wool: Moss
Blood: Elder sap
Bloody fingers: Foxglove
Bodily fluids: Houseleek
Brains: Congealed gum from a cherry tree
Bull’s blood: Horehound
Corpse
Corpse candles: Mullein
Crocodile dung: Black earth
Dragon’s scales: Bistort leaves
Ears of an ass: Comfrey
Ears of a goat: St. John’s Wort
Eyes: Eyebright
Fingers: Cinquefoil
Hair: Maidenhair fern
Hand: The expanded frond from a male fern used to make the true hand of glory,
which is nothing more than a candle made of wax mixed with fern
Heart: Walnut
Lion’s tooth: Dandelion
Skin of a man: Fern
Skull: Skullcap
Snake: Bistort
Snake’s blood: Hematite stone
Tongue of dog: Hound’s tongue
Tooth or teeth: Pinecones
Unicorn horn: True unicorn root
Worms: Gnarled, thin roots of a local tree

The Herbs of the Sabbats
To be used as decorations on the altar, round the circle, in the home.
Samhain:
Chrysanthemum, wormwood, apples, pears, hazel, thistle, pomegranates, all grains,
harvested fruits and nuts, the pumpkin, corn.
Yule:
Holly, mistletoe, ivy, cedar, bay, juniper, rosemary, pine. Place offerings of apples,
oranges, nutmegs, lemons and whole cinnamon sticks on the Yule tree.
Imbolc:
Snowdrop, rowan, the first flowers of the year.
Eostara:
Daffodil, woodruff, violet, gorse, olive, peony, iris, narcissus, all spring flowers.
Beltane:
Hawthorn, honeysuckle, St. John's wort, woodruff, all flowers.
Midsummer:
Mugwort, vervain, chamomile, rose, lily, oak, lavender, ivy, yarrow, fern, elder, wild
thyme, daisy, carnation.
Lughnasadh:
All grains, grapes, heather, blackberries, sloe, crabapples, pears.
Mabon:
Hazel, corn, aspen, acorns, oak sprigs, autumn leaves, wheat stalks, cypress cones,
pine cones, harvest gleanings.

The Heritage Seed Program
At the turn of the century, a scientist compiled a list of 8,000 apple varieties available
in the United States. When a new list was prepared in 1981, only 1,000 of those
varieties could be found. This story can be repeated with the rest of our food crops.
How is it that we have lost so much of the rich agricultural heritage bequeathed to us
by our ancestors?
A serious situation is occurring around the world because people are no longer
growing the old varieties of crops that have been grown for generations. Instead, they
are growing the new hybrids offered by the seed companies. When the old varieties
are no longer grown they become extinct and we suffer a loss in the genetic diversity
of our food crops.
The safety of our future food supply depends on maintaining this genetic diversity. If
we have problems with disease or climate changes, we must have on hand varieties
that carry a resistance to these problems and which can be used to breed resistance
into our commercial varieties. Already, scientists are looking for varieties which show
tolerance to acid rain and high ozone levels, as these conditions are causing billions of
dollars worth of damage to crops in North America each year.
The Heritage Seed Program was started by the Canadian Organic Growers to help
preserve our agricultural heritage. The Program consists of a network of growers
dedicated to growing and exchanging the seeds of endangered varieties of vegetables,
fruits, grains, herbs, and flowers. It is different from a seed company because when
members adopt a variety, they take responsibility for growing, maintaining,
multiplying it and saving seed to share with others. In this way, the survival of these
endangered varieties is assured.
Fortunately, herbs have fared better than vegetables, fruits and flowers. I would still
like to make them an important part of our Program. Over the years we have the
potential for building up a rich collection of different species and varieties of herbs.
We can share information on their properties and the best conditions for their
growth. We can seek out rare and unusual varieties, and try to obtain seeds and
cuttings of some of the old strains from long established herb gardens in North
America and possibly Europe. If you are interested in helping this come about, I
would invite you to become involved.
To become a part of the Program, people pay a yearly membership fee and can
become members even if they do not want to be growers. Our December publication

will contain a list of the varieties being offered by our members, as well as
information on seed saving techniques and the efforts being made by various people
and organizations to preserve our genetic heritage

The Home Circle
Magickal plants growing outside the home in containers can be placed around the
circle or on the altar during ritual. If you primarily work indoors, choose an oddnumbered selection of sacred plants and grow these in your ritual area. If they need
more sunlight, simply move them outdoors and bring inside during ritual. Give them
energy and love, and they'll aid you in your worship and magick.
Though any but poisonous plants can be used, such plants as these are recommended:
 African Violets
 Red Geraniums
 Cacti (all types
 Rose
 Ferns (all types)
 Rose Geranium
 Holly
 Rosemary
 Hyssop
 Ti (Cordyline terminalis)
 Palms (all types)
 Wax Plant (Hoya carnosa)

The Magickal Herb Garden
Here you will find magickal lore and correspondences for many herbs and plants,
gathered from a vast number of sources. The common name of each herb is followed
by its botanical name, its planetary association, and its corresponding element (if any)
Angelica (Angelica archanegelica): Sun, Fire. The root carried in a blue cloth bag is a
protective talisman. Was considered to be under the guard of angels and therefore a
good preventative charm against the plague. Put the whole root in a blue or white
cloth bag and hang in the window as a protection against evil.
Anise (Pimpinella anisum): Jupiter, Air. Used for protection. A pillow stuffed with
anise seeds is reputed to keep away nightmares.
Apple (Pyrus malus): Venus, Water. Used in love spells for hundreds of years. Cider
can be used in place of blood or wine where called for in ancient spells and rites. The
wood is made into wands used for love spells and rituals. In Cornwall, a large apple
was given to each member of the household to be eaten at Samhain (Halloween) for
good luck.
Asafetida (Ferula foetida): Saturn, Fire. Due to its disgusting odor it used to be known
as devil's dung. Is used in exorcism rites and incenses. During the Middle Ages a small
piece was worn around the neck to guard against plague.
Ash (Fraxinus excelsior): Sun, Water. A protective tree used to make brooms and
healing wands. Ash leaves beneath the pillow are reputed to induce psychic dreams.
In England, is believed to be a dangerous tree to shelter under during storms, as it
draws lightning. The winged seeds of the ash, ash-keys, can be carried to prevent
overlooking or ill-wishing. Ash leaves are considered lucky, but an even ash leaf (one
with an equal number of divisions on either side) is especially lucky. An even ash leaf
should be gathered with the following rhyme: 'Even ash, I do thee pluck/ Hoping
thus to meet good luck/ If no good luck I get from thee/ I shall wish thee on the tree'.
Carried in a buttonhole or in the pocket, the leaf is supposed to bring good fortune.
Balm of Gilead (Populous candicans): Saturn. The buds can be carried to mend a
broken heart. Can be added to love and protection charms.
Basil (Ocimum basilicum): Mars, Fire. Used in wealth and prosperity rituals. Carrying
basil in your pockets is supposed to attract money into them. A wife can supposedly
stop her husband being unfaithful by dusting her upper body with powdered basil.

Bay Laurel (Lauris noblis): Sun, Fire. The leaves can be burned or chewed to induce
visions. Worn as an amulet to ward off negativity and evil. Leaves under the pillow
are supposed to induce prophetic dreams. Can be used in protection and purification
rituals. Growing near a house, it was supposed to protect those within from infection
and storms. Z. Budapest gives a spell using bay laurel for use in games of chance: take
three laurel leaves and three pieces of parchment. Write on each paper the names of
the Triple Goddess: Diana, Isis, Hecate. Keep the leaves and parchment in a red
flannel bag in your pocket, and before starting your game of chance say: 'Isis of the
Thousand Breasts, make my chance the best one yet'.
Benzoin (Styrax benzoin): Sun, Air. Used in purification incenses. A few drops of
tincture of benzoin helps to preserve oils and preparations.
Betony (Stachys officinalis): Jupiter, Fire. Add to incenses of protection and
purification. Sleep on a pillow stuffed with Betony to prevent nightmares.
Chamomile (Anthemis noblis): Sun, Water. Use in prosperity charms and rituals.
Induces sleep. The tea brings peace and tranquility for those times when you need to
do a ritual but are seething with anger or hurt. If you wash your face and hair with
chamomile, it will attract a lover.
Caraway (Carum carvi): Mercury, Air. Used in love charms to attract a lover.
Carnation (Dianthus caryophyllus): Sun, Fire. Once worn by witches to prevent
capture and hanging. Produces added energy in ritual when used in incense.
Catnip (Nepeta cataria): Venus, Water. Creates a psychic bond between cat and
'owner'. Used in love charms and incenses.
Celandine (Chelidonium majus): Sun, Fire. Helps the wearer escape unfair
imprisonment and entrapment. If worn, cures depression.
Cinnamon (Cinnamonum zeylanicum): Sun, Fire. Use in incenses for healing,
clairvoyance, high spiritual vibrations. Reputed to be a male aphrodisiac. Use in
prosperity charms.
Cinquefoil (Potentilla canadensis): Jupiter, Earth. Hang on house entrances as
protection. Use in spells and charms for prosperity, purification and protection.
Clover (Trifolium spp.): Mercury. Associated with the Triple Goddess. Used in rituals

for beauty and youth. Four-leafed clovers are carried to see fairies, heal illness, avoid
military service, avoid madness, and as a general good-luck charm. To dream of clover
is considered very fortunate, especially for young people.
Clove (Caryopyllus aromaticus): Sun, Fire. Worn to drive away negativity and stop
gossip. Cloves strung on a red thread can be worn as a protective charm.
Comfrey (Symphytum officinale): Saturn, Earth. A herb of Hecate, used in rituals to
honor the Goddess in her Crone aspect.
Coriander (Coriandrum sativum): Mars, Fire. Used in love spells and charms. An old
coriander spell is to take seven grains of coriander and grind them in a mortar, saying
'Warm seed, warm heart, let them never be apart' three times. Drop the seeds into
wine and share with your lover.
Cowslip (Primula veris): Venus. Cattle were once hung with cowslips to encourage
healthy milk production. Cowslip flowers were believed to bring luck in love to the
wearer. In Suffolk, milkmaids would wash their faces in milk in which cowslip petals
had been infused on Beltane, believing that it would make their faces glow and attract
their beloved during the Beltane celebrations. Were traditionally woven into funeral
wreaths to be laid on the deceased one's grave at the full moon, for thirteen moons
after his or her death. Posies of cowslips, placed under the pillow, were said to allow
contact with the dead in dreams.
Cypress (Cupressus spp.): Saturn, Earth. Connected with death in all its aspects.
Cypress smoke can be used to consecrate ritual objects.
Daisy (Bellis perennis): Decorate the house with daisies on Midsummer's Eve to bring
happiness to the home and to win the favor of the faeries. Daisies should also be worn
on the person at Midsummer for luck and blessings.
Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale): Jupiter. A herb of Hecate, used in Samhain rituals.
It is said that if you rub yourself all over with dandelion you will be welcome
everywhere and all your wishes will be granted.
Dill (Anethum graveolens): Mercury, Fire. Used in love charms. Hang in children's'
rooms to protect them.
Dragon's Blood (Daemonorops draco or Dracaena draco): Mars, Fire. Used in love and
protection spells. A piece under the bed is reputed to cure impotency. Place in
drawers and cupboards you don't want people looking in, with the incantation:

'Dragon's blood, watch and ward, as the dragon guards its horde'. Carry a piece with
you for good luck. Dissolve a little in the bath for a strong purification bath.
Elecampane (Inula helenium): Mercury, Earth. Was said to have sprung from the
tears of Helen which fell to the ground when Paris abducted her. Called elf dock in
Denmark. Once used to raise and sustain the spirits. As an incense, can be burned as
an aid to meditation.
Elder (Sambucus canadensis): Venus, Air. Branches can be used for wands and staves.
Stand beneath the elder to be protected from lightning; sleeping under the elder tree
will bring drugged and dangerous dreams of Faeryland, from which one might
awaken either mad, or not at all. In the Middle Ages it was considered unlucky to
burn elder, or to bring it into the house. It was only considered safe to cut an elder
tree if one had first asked permission; the tree dryad would grant consent by keeping
silence. Elder leaves gathered at Beltane Eve and attached to the door are said to keep
away evil.
Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus): Moon, Air. Used in healing rituals and charms of
all kinds. Surround blue candles with the leaves and burn for healing vibrations.
Hang green pods around the neck to cure colds and sore throats.
Eyebright (Euphrasia officinalis): Sun, Air. Anoint eyelids with the infusion daily to
induce clairvoyant visions.
Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare): Mercury, Earth. Connected with mother's milk and
breastfeeding; traditionally brought for new mothers and hung near the cradle to
keep away flies.
Fern: Saturn, Earth. Extremely powerful protectants; grow in the house and include
in vases of cut flowers. Are supposed to protect any house that contains them from
damage by storms.
Frankincense (Boswellia carterii): Sun, Fire. A very powerful scent which aids
meditation and induces a spiritual frame of mind. Burn as a general protective
incense.
Gardenia (Gardenia spp.): Moon, Water. Wear the flower to attract love.
Garlic (Allium sativum): Mars, Fire. Extremely protective herb. Carry the bulb with
you on trips over water to prevent drowning. Hang in the home to protect. Also used
in exorcisms.

Hawthorn (Crataegus oxyacantha): Mars, Fire. Used in protection sachets. In ancient
Greece and Rome, was associated with happiness in marriage and carried by brides;
the Romans put hawthorn leaves into babies' cradles to protect them against evil.
Sitting under a hawthorn tree on Beltane, Midsummer's Day or Samhain supposedly
puts one in danger of being abducted by fairies. It is considered ill-omened to fell a
hawthorn. Burn hawthorn berries as an incense when you feel the need for energy
and dynamism in your life, and meditate on the areas of life that need changing.
Hazel (Corylus spp.): Sun, Air. Good wood for all-purpose wands. Forked branches
can be used as divining wands. Tie two hazel twigs together with red or gold thread
to make a solar cross as a good-luck charm.
Henbane (Hyoscyamus niger): Saturn, Water. Poisonous! Carried to attract the love of
a woman.
High John the Conqueror root (Impomoea purga): Saturn, Earth. Add to candle
anointing oils, charms and sachets to increase their potency.
Holly (Ilex aquifolium): Mars, Fire. If planted around the house acts as good
protection. Leaves and berries can be carried to heighten masculinity.
Honeysuckle (Lonicera caprifolium): Jupiter, Earth. Use in prosperity spells and
charms.
Hops (Humulus lupulus): Mars, Water. Used in healing incenses and charms. Hops in
a pillow will induce sleep. It is unwise to use hops if depressed, since they are
believed to engender melancholy.
Hyssop (Hyssopus officinalis): Jupiter, Fire. Use in purification baths and protection
spells. Was a common strewing herb during the Middle Ages, and used in the
consecration of Westminster Abbey. Associated with serpents and dragons, and can
be burnt as incense or thrown on the fire to tap into dragon energy.
Ivy (Hedera spp.): Saturn, Water. Guards and protects the houses it grows over. Often
given to newlyweds, in conjunction with holly, as good-luck charm.
Jasmine (Jasminum officinaleor Jasminum odoratissimum): Jupiter, Earth. Used in
love spells and charms.
Juniper (Juniperus communis): Sun, Fire. If a sprig of juniper is worn it will protect

the wearer from accidents. The berries can be dried and strung as a charm to attract
lovers. Can be used in anti-theft spells, and grown at the doorstep as protection from
thieves.
Lavender (Lavendula vera or Lavendula officinale): Mercury, Air. Used in purification
baths and incenses. Thrown onto fires and Midsummer as tribute to the Gods and to
bring visions and inspiration. Add to healing baths and sachets, carry to attract men.
The scent will induce sleep. Excellent for bringing clarity and coherence to magickal
workings and for focusing visualization.
Lemon Balm (Melissa officinalis): Drink as an infusion to soothe away the emotional
pains after a relationship break-up; considered useful in recovery from trauma and
sexual assault. Has long been considered to drive away melancholy and low spirits. Is
said to increase fertility, and has been used in love potions and aphrodisiacs.
Lemon Verbena (Lippia citriodora): Venus, Air. Wear as a love charm, and to increase
one's attractiveness. Add to charms to increase their power. Hang a sprig around your
neck to stop you from dreaming.
Linden (Tilia europaea): Jupiter. Associated with conjugal love and longevity.
Lovage (Levisticum officinale): Sun, Water. Add the root to cleansing baths. Carry to
attract love.
Mandrake (Mandragora officinarum): Mercury, Earth. A powerful protective charm
for the home. The root can be carried by women who want to conceive, and men
who want to cure impotency. In the Middle Ages it was thought to give off a shriek
when it was pulled up that was so unearthly all who heard it went mad or died. To
charge a mandrake root with your personal power, sleep with it in the bed for three
nights during the full moon. Carry it for courage.
Marigold (Calendula officinalis): Sun, Fire. In a vase, renews energy of everyone in
the room where the vase is placed. Symbolizes constancy and endurance in love. To
dream of marigold flowers is supposed to presage coming wealth. It was said that if
you wore marigold flowers, you would be able to tell who had stolen from you.
Marjoram (Origanum majorana): Mercury, Air. Add to love charms. Place a bit of the
herb in every room in the house for protection.
Meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria): Jupiter, Water. A sacred herb of the Druids.
Arrange fresh Meadowsweet on the altar when mixing love charms or performing

love spells. Strew around the house for love and peace; a garland of Meadowsweet
will protect the house from evil influences. Wear garlands of Meadowsweet at
Lammas to join with the essence of the Goddess.
Mistletoe (Viscum album): Worn as a protective amulet, or to help conceive. An antilightning charm.
Mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris): Venus, Air. Put into the shoe for protection and to
prevent fatigue on long journeys. Mugwort tea will induce clairvoyance. Rub fresh
leaves on magick mirrors and crystal balls to strengthen divinitory powers. Add to
scrying, clairvoyance and divination incenses. In the Middle Ages it was considered
one of the strongest protective plants. Hanging it in the house is reputed to protect
against lightning, while putting it under the doorstep is supposed to ensure that no
unwelcome person will enter. A pillow filled with mugwort will induce vivid dreams.
The name, Artemisia, refers to the goddess Artemis, who was a protector of herbal
practitioners.
Mullein (Verbascum thapsus): Saturn, Fire. Has been called hag's tapers, Jupiter's staff,
our lady's candle. Wear to develop courage and as protection from wild animals. Was
believed to have power to drive away evil spirits. Mullein can be used to clear a
psychic space after work, by washing tools, floor and altar with mullein infusion.
Used on crystal balls for scrying.
Myrrh (Commiphoria myrrha): Sun, Water. Purifying and protective incense. Can be
used to consecrate tools.
Myrtle (Myrica cerifera): Venus, Water. Sacred to Venus and used in love charms and
spells of all kinds. If grown indoors it brings good luck. Carry myrtle leaves to attract
love, or the wood to preserve youth. Make magic charms from the wood. Wear fresh
leaves whilst making love charms.
Nettle (Urtica dioica): Mars, Fire. Stuff a poppet with nettles to send bad vibrations
and curses back to the sender. Sprinkle around the room as protection, or add to
protection charms. Considered to instill courage if carried. Was once considered an
antidote to many poisons. Builds up the fire element in an individual, used to thaw
frozen emotions and connect with the fiery warrior aspect.
Nutmeg (Myristica fragrans): Jupiter, Air. Carry a nutmeg to strengthen clairvoyant
powers and to prevent rheumatism. To dream of nutmegs foretells changes in the
dreamer's life.

Oak (Quercus alba): Sun, Fire. Sacred tree in many, many cultures, long associated
with royalty; rites were often performed in groves of oak trees, and mistletoe that
grew on oak was considered the most powerful. It has long been considered unlucky
to fell an oak. Burn oak leaves as purification. The wood is used for all-purpose
wands. Acorns are carried as fertility charms, to preserve youthfulness, and to ward
off illness. Hang in windows to protect the house. Men can carry acorns to increase
their sexual attractiveness and prowess.
Olive (Olea europaea): Sacred to Athena. Regarded as a symbol of peace and wealth,
and a sign of safe travel.
Onion (Allium cepa): Mars, Fire. Used in protection and healing. Place cut onions in a
room to absorb illness, leave overnight and throw away in the morning.
Orange (Citrus sinesis): Sun, Water. The dried peel is added to love and fertility
charms and used in Solar incenses. A traditional Chinese symbol of good luck and
prosperity.
Orris root (Iris florentina or Iris germanica): Venus, Water. Add to love charms, baths
and incenses.
Parsley: In ancient Greek and Roman times, parsley was considered symbolic of
death.
Patchouli (Pogostemon cablin or Pogostemon patchouli): Sun, Earth. Both sexes can
carry as an aphrodisiac and to attract lovers.
Pennyroyal (Mentha pulegium): Venus, Earth. Put in shoe to prevent weariness; once
it was carried by seafarers to prevent sea-sickness. Used in protection rituals. Under
no circumstances use Pennyroyal while pregnant.
Pepper (Capsicum spp.): Mars, Fire. Use in protective charms.
Peppermint (Mentha piperata): Venus, Air. Use in healing incenses and charms; good
in a healing bath. Burn as a winter incense. Any mint infusion can be sprinkled
around the house as a cooling-off influence after arguments.
Periwinkle (Vinca major): Venus, Water. Hang on house entrances as protection.
Pimpernel (Pimpinella magna): Mercury, Air. Wear to detect falsehood and prevent
others lying to you.

Pine (Pinus spp.): Mars, Earth. Burn as a purifying winter incense. Pine nuts are eaten
and carried as fertility charms. Pine needles can be added to healing or cleansing
baths.
Poppy (Papaver spp.): Moon, Water. Eat poppy seeds as a fertility charm. Carry the
seeds or dried seed-pod as a prosperity charm.
Rose (Rosa spp.): Venus, Water. Carry roses to attract true love. Drink a tea of rose
petals for divinatory dreams. Add to charms and incenses for sleep, love and healing.
To dream of roses is fortunate, foretelling success in love, unless the roses are white.
Drink the tea to promote beauty without and within, and mix the petals with regular
tea to attract love.
Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis): Sun, Fire. Use in protection charms, incenses and
baths. Used to be thought of as preventative against the plague. Wear to aid memory
and learning. Is used in sea rituals and sea magick. Wash hands with rosemary
infusion before performing magick, as a substitute for a ritual bath. Drink the tea
before exams or interviews to make the mind alert. Can be made into a protection
wreath. In mediaeval times was worn at weddings, as it was linked with fidelity, love
and happy memories. Brides often wore a chaplet of rosemary. sometimes gilded.
Placed under the pillow, was supposed to ward off bad dreams. Smelling rosemary is
supposed to keep a person merry, young and in good spirits.
Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia): Sun, Fire. Tie two twigs together with red thread as a
general protection and luck charm. Use as divining stick. The berries are used as a
good luck amulet. A necklace of the berries can be used as a healing charm.
Rue (Ruta graveolens): Sun, Fire. Was once worn to guard against plague. Added to
charms designed to keep illness away. The smell of the fresh herb clears the mind of
emotional clutter. In mediaeval times rue was considered an antidote against all kinds
of poisons; judges carried it as a precaution against jail fever. A sprig of rue can be
dipped into water and used to sprinkle an area for magickal purification.
Saffron (Crocus sativus): Sun, Fire. Used in prosperity and healing rituals, charms and
incenses.
Sage (Salvia officinalis): Jupiter, Earth. Used in healing and prosperity charms.
Regarded as a great safeguard of health, and has a reputation for promoting longevity.
Is supposed to grow best in the gardens of the wise.

St. John's Wort (Hypericum perforatum): Sun, Fire. Used in protective charms of all
kinds. Wear to ward off fever and illness. Burn as a banishing or exorcism incense.
Gather on Midsummer's Eve, pass through the smoke of bonfires to purify, and hang
in the house as protection. Wear to instill courage and strengthen the will, and drink
a tea of the herb to cure melancholy. Hang bunches of the herb over the bed or by the
bedroom door to drive away nightmares.
Sandalwood (Santalum album): Moon, Air. Used in purifying, protective and healing
incenses.
Sunflower (Helianthus annus): Sun, Fire. Brings the blessings of the Sun into any
garden in which it is grown. The seeds can be eaten by women who wish to conceive.
Thyme (Thymus vulgaris): Venus, Air. Burn as a purifying incense. Use in magickal
cleansing baths. Inhale the scent for refreshment and renewed energy. Wear to
protect oneself from negativity and grief at funerals. Is thought to inspire courage
when worn.
Valerian (Valeriana officinalis): Mercury, Water. Use the herb in love charms and
spells, and in purification baths.
Vanilla (Vanilla aromatica or Vanilla planifolia): Jupiter, Fire. The bean can be carried
in a love charm, and the oil worn as an aphrodisiac.
Vervain (Verbena officinalis): Venus, Water. A herb sacred to the Druids and used by
the Romans as a ritual cleansing plant. Used in magical cleansing baths, purification
incenses, safety amulets. Hang above the bed to keep away nightmares. Used in love
and protection charms. Burn for a good purification incense. Use in prosperity
charms. In incenses it brings good luck and inspiration.
Violet (Viola tricolour): Venus, Water. Mix with lavender for a powerful love charm.
A violet compress can aid headaches. Carry the flowers as a good-luck charm. To
dream of violets foretells a change for the better in the dreamer's circumstances.
Violets are supposed to absorb ill-will and evil spells. The scent is said to soothe and
clear the mind.
Walnut (Juglans regia): Sun, Fire. Carry the nut as a charm to promote fertility and
strengthen the heart.
Willow (Salis alba): Moon, Water. Willow wands can be used for healing. The
Willow will bring the blessings of the Moon upon those who plant it or have it on

their property. Willows can be used to bind together witch's brooms.
Wormwood (Artemisia absinthum): Mars, Air. Was once burned to raise spirits. Used
in divinatory and clairvoyance incenses. Burn on fires at Samhain to gain protection
from roaming spirits. Used in initiation rites and for tests of courage and endurance.
Should not be used by those suffering from grief or shock, as it has affinity with the
world of the dead; give to the dying to enable them to let go and find peace.
Yarrow (Achillea millefolium): Venus, Water. Used in love and marriage charms, and
reputed to keep a couple together for seven years. Was once given to newlyweds as a
charm. Wards off negativity when worn. Drink yarrow tea prior to divination to
enhance the powers of perception. In ancient China yarrow had a reputation as a very
spiritual plant, hence its use in casting the I Ching.

The Nervous System: Healing with Medicinal
Plants
Herbalism is sometimes maligned as a collection of home-made remedies to be
applied in a placebo fashion to one symptom or another provided the ailment is not
too serious and provided there is a powerful chemical wonder-drug at the ready to
suppress any "real" symptoms.
We often forget, however, that botanical medicine provides a complete system of
healing and prevention of disease. It is the oldest and most natural form of medicine.
Its history of efficacy and safety spans centuries and covers every country on the
planet. Because herbal medicine is holistic medicine, it is, in fact, able to look beyond
the symptoms to the underlying systemic imbalance; when skillfully applied by the
trained practitioner, herbal medicine offers very real and permanent solutions to very
real problems, many of them seemingly intractable to pharmaceutical intervention.
Nowhere is the efficacy of herbalism more evident than in problems related to the
nervous system. Stress, anxiety, tension and depression are intimately connected with
most illness. And the herbalist finds his success accelerated by including in his
treatment, medicine to free the body from the vicious cycle of interference from
worry and nervousness that so often takes its toll on otherwise healthy systems.
Few health practitioners would argue with the influence of nervous anxiety in
pathology. We know that the Xth Cranial Nerve, the Vagus, travels down from the
medulla oblongata at the brain stem to innervate the pharynx, heart, bronchi, lungs
and gastro-intestinal tract, including the small intestine, caecum, appendix and colon,
supplying both motor and sensory fibres. It is not surprising that nervous stress can
interfere directly in digestion. Nervous tension is generally acknowledged by
pathologists to contribute to duodenal and gastric ulceration, ulcerative colitis,
irritable bowel syndrome and many other gut-related pathologies. We know also
from physiology that when a patient is depressed, the secretion of hydrochloric acid,
one of the main digestive juices, is also reduced so that digestion and absorption are
rendered less efficient. Anxiety, on the other hand, can lead to the release of
adrenalin and stimulate the over-production of HCL and result in a state of acidity
which may exacerbate the pain of an inflamed ulcer. In fact, whenever the voluntary
nervous system (our conscious anxiety) interferes with the autonomic processes, (the
automatic nervous regulation that in health is never made conscious), pathology is
the result.

But few other health professionals have access to the scope of botanical remedies with
their fine subtlety in rectifying this type of human malfunction. The medical
herbalist knows, for example, that a stubborn dermatological problem can best be
treated by using alternatives specific to the skin problem, circulatory stimulants to aid
in the removal of toxins from the area, with re-enforcement of the other organs of
elimination (liver and kidney); but above all he will achieve the excellent results for
which phytotherapy is famous, by using herbs which obviate nervous interference in
the situation and allow the patient to relax, perhaps for the first time in many
months.
Curiously this is an approach which has never been taken up by orthodox medicine.
There, the usual treatment of skin problems involves suppression of symptoms with
steroids. Our subtle, non-invasive botanical nervines are not available in synthesized
form. And the use of anti-histamines or benzodiazepines by the orthodox profession
often achieves less lasting benefit to the patient than an additional burden of
"impairment of intellectual function",[1] drowsiness, further toxicity for an already
compromised metabolism, and often life-long drug dependence.
Botanical nervines, on the other hand, are free from toxicity and habituation. Because
they are organic substances and not man-made synthetic molecules, they possess a
natural affinity for the human organism. They are extremely efficient in balancing
the nervous system. Restoring a sense of well-being and relaxation is necessary for
optimum health and for the process of self-healing.
Herbal medicine can justifiably boast of Valeriana officinalis (Valerian), the ideal
"tranquillizer". The rhizomes of this plant contain a volatile oil (which includes
valerianic acid), volatile alkaloids (including chatinine), and iridoids (valepotriates)
which have been shown to reduce anxiety and aggression and even to counteract the
effects of ethanol [2]. So effective is Valeriana in cutting out the interference of
anxiety while maintaining normal mental awareness, that it enables the patient to
continue the most complicated mental exercise without drowsiness, loss of
consciousness or depression. Valerian has been usefully taken even before an
examination or a driving test!
Verbena officinalis (Vervain) on the other hand, is not only effective against
depression, but also strongly supports the detoxifying function of the liver. Its French
name is still "Herbe Sacre"; an old English name is "Holy Wort"; for Vervain was one
of the seven sacred herbs of the Druids. (Significantly Druidic medicine worked very
much upon the psychological background to the disease, attempting to revitalize the
psyche before healing the body). To-day we know that the antispasmodic qualities of
Verbena are largely due to the glycoside verbenalin. Recent Chinese research has

linked the plant with dilation of arteries in the brain: a likely explanation of its
usefulness in treating migraine, especially when this problem is accompanied by liver
congestion. It is certainly indicated for hysterical, exhausted, or depressive states.
Hypericum perforatum (St. John's Wort) is an analgesic and anti-inflammatory with
an important local application to neuralgia and sciatica. Systemically, its sedative
properties based on the glycoside hypericin, (a red pigment), make it applicable to
neurosis and irritability. Many English herbalists use it extensively as a background
remedy.
Melissa officinalis (Lemon Balm) being both carminative and antispasmodic, is active
specifically on that part of the vagus nerve which may interfere with the harmonious
functioning of the heart and the stomach. Recent experiments at the University of
Heidelberg have confirmed that the action of the volatile oil begins within the limbic
system of the brain and subsequently operates directly upon the vagus nerve and all
of the organs that are innervated by it. Accordingly, neurasthenia (complete nervous
prostration), migraine, and nervous gastropathy are amenable to its healing power.
The great herbal restoratives of the nervous system are Avena sativa (Oats),
Scutellaria lateriflora (Scullcap) and Turnera diffusa (Damiana). Oats contains a
nervine alkaloid which also helps to restore the heart (again the vagus connection).
According to Canadian research, Avena is helpful in angina and in cardiac
insufficiency. Moreover in an article in Nature in 1971, Gonon outlined its usefulness
in the treatment of addiction to morphine, narcotics, tobacco and alcohol, a use
which is still current in British hospitals.
But the list does not stop here. Rosmarinus officinalis (Rosemary) helps the
circulation to the brain and is therefore useful in geriatric senility; Lavandula
officinalis (Lavender) exerts a cardio-tonic and anti-migraine action; Tilia europea
(Linden or Lime Flowers) is an antispasmodic particularly suited to problems of
venous congestion and arteriosclerotic states, but gentle enough for an anxious child.
There is great scope for the development of herbal medicine in the area of nervous
diseases and of its application in so-called "mental illness" where pharmaceuticals
seem at best to be applied for their "management" effect. And this is an area where
the benefits of a whole food diet and holistic life-style are badly neglected.
Among the more outstanding serious problems that have been recorded at the Clinic
of Herbal Medicine in Balham, London, England, (the teaching clinic of the National
Institute of Medical Herbalists), are: the control of Parkinson's disease in a 59-year
old man; the elimination of epileptic seizures in a 14-year old girl; the removal of

clinical depression in a 46-year old woman; the eradication of frequent migraine
attacks in many patients; and the regulation of the wide mood swings and other
distressing symptoms that accompany both menopause and premenstrual stress in
countless women patients. (These are just cases which I myself have witnessed over a
period of 10 months).
Understandably, the choice of a nervine most suitable to an individual patient must
be based upon a thorough health assessment and the experience and training of a
qualified herbal practitioner. But even the layman can do much to alleviate stress and
sooth frayed nerves. Drinking Chamomile, Lemon Balm or Linden tea (long the
custom in Europe). is the prudent choice instead of coffee for anyone having sleeping
difficulties or anyone who wishes to achieve a greater sense of inner calm. Twenty
minutes out-of-breath exercise (walking, swimming, or cycling) will go a long way as
a natural antidote to the pent-up tension that results from a stressful day at the office.
And it will have the unexpected bonus of improving circulation, increasing metabolic
rate and enhancing heart and lung function. The B-vitamins as found in whole-wheat
bread, wheat germ, torula or brewer's yeast and liver (organically produced) provide
ideal nourishment for the nervous system and can be wisely substituted for the
stimulant foods such as white flour, sugar, junk foods and their myriad harmful
chemical additives.

The Small Herbal Encyclopedia
Aloe Vera
Medicinal: The gel of the inner part of an aloe leaf is used to treat burns, skin rashes,
and insect bites, as well as chafed nipples from breastfeeding, when applied to the
affected area externally. Internally it can be used to keep the bowels functioning
smoothly, or when there is an impaction, although it can cause intestinal cramping
when taken internally, and there are other herbs that do this job better. It aids in
healing wounds by drawing out infection, and preventing infection from starting.
The fresh gel is best to use, rather than "stabilized" gels found in the stores. The fresh
gel was used by Cleopatra to keep her skin soft and young.
Magickal: Growing an aloe vera plant in the kitchen will help prevent burns and
mishaps while cooking. It will also prevent household accidents, and guard against
evil.
Growing: Best grown indoors in pots. Those living in the deep South, as in southern
Texas or southern Florida, can grow aloe outdoors. Remember that Aloe is a
succulent, not a cactus, so it needs water to keep the leaves fleshy and juicy.
Amaranth
Medicinal: Amaranth is used to battle stomach flu, diarrhea, and gastoenteritis. It was
used by Native Americans to stop menstruation and for contraception. Applied
externally, it can reduce tissue swelling from sprains and tick bites. Not to be used by
pregnant or lactating women.
Magickal: Amaranth is used to repair a broken heart. It is also associated with
immortality, and is used to decorate images of gods and goddesses. It is sacred to the
god Artemis. Woven into a wreath, it is said to render the wearer invisible. Also used
in pagan burial ceremonies.
Angelica
Medicinal: Angelica is a good herbal tea to take for colic, gas, indigestion, hepatitis,
and heartburn. It is useful to add in remedies for afflictions of the respiratory system.
Angelica should not be used by pregnant women or diabetics.
Magickal: Grow it in your garden as a protection for garden and home. The root is
often used as a protective amulet, and has been used to banish evil by burning the
leaves. It is also used to lengthen life, and is used in protection against diseases.
Adding it to a ritual bath will break spells and hexes.

Growing: Angelica needs rich, moist garden soil in partial shade. It prefers wet
bottomlands and swamps. Prefers the cooler northern regions to grow best. It is a
perennial that can reach up to six feet tall.
Anise
Medicinal: Another good herb for colic, gas, and indigestion. It can also be used in
herbal remedies for coughing, as it aids in loosening phlegm. It is the mildest of the
herbs used for these purposes.
Magickal: Anise mixed with bay leaves provides an excellent bath additive prior to
ritual. Using anise in potpourri around the house wards off evil, and anise in your
sleeping pillow at night will chase away the nightmares. The essential oil is used in
ritual baths prior to any divination attempts. It is believed that hanging an anise seed
head on your bedpost will restore lost youth.
Growing: Anise likes warm, sunny areas with well-drained, rich sandy soils. It is
suitable for all areas of North America. It is an annual, and grows 1-2 feet high. It
needs 120 days to produce fully ripened seed heads.
Apple
Medicinal: Apples are used to treat constipation. The pectin in fresh apples can help
to lower cholesterol levels, an aid in treating heart disease. Crushed apple leaves can
be rubbed on a fresh wound to prevent infection.
Magickal: Apple blossoms are used in love and healing incenses. An apple should be
given to a lover as a present-you should eat one half, the over the other. It is given as
an offering on Samhain to the dead, since it is a symbol of immortality. Apple wood is
used to make Magickal wands. Pouring apple cider on the ground in your garden
before you plant gives the earth life.
Growing: Apple trees grow over most of North America. They need a cool winter
period, making them unsuitable for low desert or tropical regions. Check with your
local nursery for varieties best suited to your area and Growing conditions.
Astragalus
Medicinal: Astragalus strengthens metabolism and digestion, raises metabolism, and is
used in the healing of wounds and injuries. It is often cooked with broths, rice, or
beans for a boost tot he healing energies during those illnesses that prevent one from
eating normally.

Basil
Medicinal: Basil is used to treat stomach cramps, vomiting, fevers, colds, flu,
headaches, whooping cough, and menstrual pains. It is also used to reduce stomach
acid, making it a valuable part of any treatment for ulcers, and a valuable addition to
any recipe using tomatoes for those with sensitive stomachs. Externally, it can be
used for insect bites, to draw out the poisons. It has been used in other countries to
eliminate worms from the intestines, and the oil from basil leaves is applied directly
to the skin to treat acne.
Magickal: Basil protects from evil and negativity, and aids in attracting and keeping
love. It is used for purification baths, and in wealth and prosperity rituals. Carrying a
basil leaf in your pocket brings wealth, and if powdered basil is sprinkled over your
mate while they sleep, it is supposed to eliminate infidelity from your marriage.
Growing: Basil will grow in any well-drained, fairly rich soil, and full sun. It can be
grown throughout most of North America. It is an annual, which reaches 2-3 feet tall.
Pinch off the tips to promote bushiness and flower buds to maintain growth.
Bayberry
Medicinal: Bayberry, taken in small doses, increases the vitality of your total body
systems, improving circulation. It can also be used as a poultice over varicose veins to
strengthen the blood vessels. A douche made of the tea is used for vaginal infections.
Tea made of Bayberry is a good gargle for sore throat and tonsillitis.
Magickal: The oil of Bayberry will bring prosperity and luck.
Bay Laurel
Magickal: The leaves are burned to enhance psychic powers and to produce visions.
Worn in an amulet, it will provide protection from evil and negativity. The leaves are
used as decorations during the Yule season, and placed in your window it will protect
against lightning striking your house. Write a wish on a bay leaf and then burn it if
you want the wish to come true. Sprinkling the crushed leaves in your cupboards will
keep out cockroaches and other insect pests.
Bistort
Medicinal: Bistort root, when ground and mixed with echinacea, myrrh, and
goldenseal, is a great dressing for cuts and other wounds. It is also a powerful
astringent, used by mixing a teaspoon in a cup of boiled water, and drunk several
times a day, as a treatment for diarrhea and dysentery. The same mixture can be used
as a gargle for sore throats. Bistort is good to drive out infectious disease, and is
effective for all internal and external bleeding.

Magickal: An amulet fashioned of the root of Bistort is carried when one wishes to
conceive.
Growing: Bistort prefers damp soils, such as in cultivated fields. It is native to Europe,
but has been grown in Nova Scotia and as far south as Massachusetts. It is a perennial
that reaches up to thirty inches tall. Sprinkle an infusion of bistort around your home
to keep out unwanted visitors of the mischievous variety, such as poltergeists, sprites,
etc.
Black Cohosh
Medicinal: Black Cohosh is useful in all conditions dealing with arthritis. It improves
blood circulation, and is used in treating delayed and painful menstruation, and is
often used in conjunction with other herbs in treating menopause symptoms. It
should not be used during pregnancy. Black Cohosh can be poisonous in large doses.
It contains a chemical much like estrogen, so those advised by their doctor's not to
take the Pill should avoid using this herb.
Magickal: Black Cohosh leaves laid around a room is said to drive away bugs, and to
drive away negativity.
Growing: Black Cohosh grows in open woody areas. It needs good soil and partial to
mostly shade to do well. It has been grown as far south as Georgia, and as far west as
Missouri. It is a perennial which reaches 3-8 feet tall.
Blessed Thistle
Thistle
Medicinal: Blessed Thistle is used to strengthen the heart, and is useful in all remedies
for lung, kidney, and liver problems. It is also used as a brain food for stimulating the
memory. It is used in remedies for menopause and for menstrual cramping. Blessed
Thistle should never be taken alone, nor should it be used during pregnancy.
Growing: Blessed Thistle is generally found along roadsides and in wastelands. It is an
annual, and reaches to two feet tall. Most folks consider this a pesky weed, so
cultivation is not common. Try gathering some for yourself from the wild.
Blue Cohosh
Medicinal: Blue Cohosh is used to regulate the menstrual flow. It is also used for
suppressed menstruation. Native Americans used this herb during childbirth to ease
the pain and difficulty that accompany birthing, as well as to induce labor. This herb
should not be taken during pregnancy, and should be taken in very small amounts in
conjunction with other herbs, such as Black Cohosh.

Growing: Blue Cohosh grows best in deep, loamy, moist woodlands. The berry of this
plant is poisonous, and the plant itself can irritate the skin. The root is the part used
in herbal medicine. It has a range from southern Canada, as far south as the Carolinas,
and as far west as Missouri. This herb is best purchased from the stores, rather than
cultivated.
Burdock
Medicinal: Burdock Root is used to treat skin diseases, boils, fevers, inflammations,
hepatitis, swollen glands, some cancers, and fluid retention. It is an excellent blood
purifier. A tea made of the leaves of Burdock is also used for indigestion.
Magickal: Used to ward off all sorts of negativity, making it invaluable for protective
amulets and sachets. Add to potpourri in the house.
Caraway
Medicinal: Caraway aids digestion, can help promote menses, can increase a mother's
milk, and is good to add to cough remedies as an expectorant.
Magickal: Carry Caraway in an amulet for protection. Carrying caraway seeds
promotes the memory. It can also guard against theft. It is said to promote lust when
baked into breads, cookies, or cakes.
Growing: Caraway can be found in meadows, woods, and rocky areas. It prefers a rich
soil. Native to Europe, Asia, and Africa, it also grows wild here in North America. It is
a biennial that reaches 1 ½-2 feet high.
Catnip
Medicinal: Catnip is effective alone or in herbal remedies for colds, flu, fevers, upset
stomach, and insomnia. Particularly good for children with upset stomachs in a very
mild infusion.
Magickal: Use the large leaves, well dried, to mark pages in Magickal books. Use in
conjunction with rose petals in love sachets. It will also create a psychic bond
between you and your cat. Grow near your home to attract luck and good spirits.
Growing: Catnip will grow in most soils, and tends to enjoy a bit of the dry spells
once it is established. It grows throughout North America, and is a perennial reaching
to three feet high.
Cayenne

Medicinal: Cayenne, also called capsicum, is very effective added to liniments for all
sorts of arthritis and muscle aches. It benefits the heart and circulation when taken
alone or added to other remedies. It is also used to stimulate the action of other herbs.
It will stop bleeding both externally and internally, making it excellent for use with
ulcers. It is used in antibiotic combinations, for menstrual cramps, and as a part of
treatment for depression.
Magickal: Cayenne pepper scattered around your house will break bad spells. Adding
it to love powders will ensure that your love will be spicy, and can inflame the loved
one with passion.
Growing: Cayenne pepper plants like a good, rich soil, plenty of water, and full sun.
The peppers are dried after ripening. For herbal use, the peppers are usually ground
into a powder and mixed with other powdered herbs in capsules.
Cedar
Magickal: Cedar chips used in rituals or burnt attracts money, and is also used in
purification and healing. It is a symbol of power and longevity. Hung in the home it
will protect against lightning. Juniper can be used in place of cedar.
Chamomile
Medicinal: Use the tea for nerves and menstrual cramps. The tea is also useful for
babies and small children with colds and stomach troubles. Also used to calm the
body for inducing sleep in insomniac conditions. It is also a good wash for sore eyes
and open sores.
Magickal: Chamomile is used in prosperity charms to attract money. Added to
incense, it will produce a relaxed state for better meditation. Burned alone it will
induce sleep. Added to a ritual bath, it will attract love. Sprinkle it around your
property to remove curses and bad spells.
Growing: Chamomile is an annual that adapts to most soils, likes lots of water and full
sun. It grows up to twenty inches tall.
Cinnamon
Medicinal: Add cinnamon to remedies for acute symptoms, as this herb is a stimulant
to other herbs and the body, enabling herbal remedies to work faster. It is also a blood
purifier, an infection preventer, and a digestive aid. Do not ingest cinnamon oil.
Magickal: Burned in incense, cinnamon will promote high spirituality. It is also used
to stimulate the passions of the male. It should also be burned in incenses used for

healing. The essential oil is used for protection.
Clover
Medicinal: Red Clover is used as a nerve tonic and as a sedative for exhaustion. It is
used to strengthen those children with weak systems, and is used with children for
coughs, bronchitis, wheezing, as it is mild to their systems. It is often used in
combination with many other drugs in the treatment of cancer. It is also used for skin
eruptions (acne).
Magickal: Clover brings luck, prosperity, and health. Carrying a three-leaf clover
gives you protection. Worn over the right breast it will bring you success in all
undertakings.
Growing: Grow clover as you would lawn grasses. Clover is an excellent cover crop,
planted in fallow areas and turned under in the fall, it makes an excellent fertilizer for
poor soils.
Cloves
Medicinal: Clove oil will stop a toothache when it is applied directly to the cavity. It
is very warm and stimulating to the system, and is very useful with people who have
cold extremities. Cloves will promote sweating with fevers, colds, and flu. It is often
used in remedies for whooping cough. Cloves are also safe and effective for relieving
vomiting during pregnancy.
Magickal: Cloves worn in an amulet will drive away negativity and hostility, and stop
gossip. It is often carried to stimulate the memory, and can be added to attraction
sachets. Clove oil is also worn as an aphrodisiac, and the buds when eaten are said to
stir up bodily lusts. It is placed in sachets with mint and rose to chase away
melancholy and to help one sleep soundly. Carried, it can also bring comfort to the
bereaved and mourning.
Comfrey
Medicinal: A poultice of comfrey heals wounds, burns, sores, and bruises. It is a
powerful remedy for coughs, ulcers, healing broken bones and sprains, and is used in
treating asthma. Large amounts or dosages can cause liver damage, but there are no
problems with using it externally. Used internally, it is best and safest to use a tea,
rather than capsules.
Magickal: Carrying comfrey during travel will ensure your safety. Put some in your
luggage to prevent it being lost or stolen. It will also bring luck to the carrier.

Growing: Comfrey prefers well-drained soils and partial shade. It grows from Canada
to Georgia, as far west as Missouri, in the wild. It is a perennial that grows to three
feet high. It can be started form seed, but you will be more successful with cuttings.
Once established, it will spread vigorously. Harvest leaves when the flowers bud, and
roots in the autumn after the first frost.
Cornflower
Medicinal: Juices from the stems of this plant are used externally to treat wounds and
cuts.
Magickal: Cornflower is used to promote and enhance psychic sight, as well as normal
eyesight.
Growing: Cornflower is adaptable to many soils and conditions. It is an annual that
grows 1-2 feet tall.
Cramp Bark
Medicinal: Cramp Bark is one of the best female regulators in the herb world. It is a
uterine sedative, aiding in menstrual cramps and afterbirth. It helps to prevent
miscarriage, as well as internal hemorrhaging.
Damiana
Medicinal: Damiana is used to regulate the female cycles. I t is also used to stimulate
the sexual appetite. It is good for urinary problems and nervousness, as well as
hypertension.
Magickal: Damiana is used in infusions to incite lust, and is burned to produce
visions.
Dandelion
Medicinal: Dandelion benefits all aspects of the liver. It clears obstructions and
detoxifies poisons. It will also promote healthy circulation. The juice From a broken
stem can be applied to warts and allowed to dry; used for three days or so it will dry
up the warts. It is also used to treat premenstrual syndrome, as it is a diuretic.
Magickal: It is a sign of rain when the down from a ripened dandelion head falls
without wind helping it to do so. To blow the seeds off a ripened head is to carry your
thoughts to a loved one, near or far.
Growing: Dandelion is a common yard, garden, and roadside weed. Do not gather
where chemicals have been used, and don't gather those near roadsides, as they have

been contaminated from exhausts.
Dill
Medicinal: Dill is used to treat colic, gas, and indigestion.
Magickal: Dill is used in love and protection sachets. The dried seed heads hung in
the home, over doorways, and above cradles provides protection. Add dill to your
bath to make you irresistible to your lover.
Growing: Dill grows in most regions of North America. It needs sun and a welldrained soil, and frequent waterings. It is a hardy annual, biennial in the deep
southern regions, that reaches 2-3 feet tall. Dill matures quickly, and self-sows for the
following year. Plant in six week intervals for a season-long supply of fresh dill.
Dragon's Blood
Medicinal: The resin of Dragon's Blood is used externally as a wash to promote
healing and stop bleeding. Internally it is used for chest pains, post-partum bleeding,
internal traumas, and menstrual irregularities.
Magickal: Added to love incenses and sachets, it increases the potency of other herbs
used. A piece of the plant is often used under the mattress as a cure for impotency. It
is also used in spells to bring back a loved one. A pinch added to other herbs for
Magickal purposes will increase their potency.
Echinacea
Medicinal: Echinacea, also known as Purple Coneflower, is a natural antibiotic. It
increases the production of white blood cells, and improves the lymph glands. The tea
from this herb should be used in all infections, and has been used in treating skin
cancers and other cancers.
Magickal: Echinacea is used as an offering to the spirits or gods and goddesses to
strengthen a spell or ritual.
Growing: Echinacea likes the prairies and other open, dry places. It adapts to most
soils, in full sun, except wet ones. It grows over most of North America. It is a
perennial, and reaches to about two feet tall. The root is used ground, and the leaves
are used for teas.
Elder
Medicinal: Elder flowers mixed with mint and yarrow blossoms are excellent internal
cleansers when fighting flu and colds. A tea of the elder flowers and sassafras is a

remedy for acne. Elder flower oil is a remedy for chapped skin. Should not be used
internally by pregnant or lactating women.
Magickal: The branches of the sacred elder are used to make Magickal wands for
ritual. Scattering the leaves in the four winds will bring protection. Elderberry wine,
made from the berries, is used in rituals. In Denmark, it is believed to be unlucky to
have furniture made of elder wood. Grown near your home, elder will offer
protection to the dwellers. It is used at weddings to bring good luck to the
newlyweds. Flutes made form the branches are used to bring forth spirits.
Growing: Elder is a tree or shrub, Growing to 30 feet tall. It prefers moist areas
throughout North America. The leaves, bark, and roots of the American varieties
generally contain poisonous alkaloids and should not be used internally.
Elecampane
Medicinal: Elecampane is used for intestinal worms, water retention, and to lessen
tooth decay and firm the gums. It gives relief to respiratory ailments. It is usually used
in combination with other herbs. Externally it is used as a wash for wounds and
itching rashes. It is burned to repel insects.
Magickal: Add this herb to love charms and amulets of all kinds. Used with mistletoe
and vervain, it is especially powerful. Use when scrying for better results.
Growing: Elecampane enjoys roadsides and damp fields and pastures. Plant it in full
sun in a damp, but not soggy, location. It is a perennial that grows 3-6 feet tall. The
root is most commonly used.
Eucalyptus
Medicinal: Eucalyptus oil is a powerful antiseptic, and is used to treat pyorrhea (gum
disease), and is used on burns to prevent infections. The oil breathed in will help clear
the sinuses, as will the steam from boiling the leaves. When mixed with water or
vegetable oils, it makes a good insect repellant. A small drop on the tongue eases
nausea.
Magickal: Healing energies come from the leaves. A branch or wreath over the bed of
a sick person will help spread the healing energies. The oil is added to healing baths,
and for purifications.
Growing: Eucalyptus reigns among the tallest trees in the world, capable of reaching
heights of over 250 feet tall. It thrives only in areas where the average temperature
remains above sixty degrees, and is adaptable to several soil conditions.

Evening Primrose
Medicinal: Evening Primrose oil stimulates to help with liver and spleen conditions.
In Europe, it has been used to treat Multiple Sclerosis. It lowers blood pressure, and
eases the pain of angina by opening up the blood vessels. It has been found to help
slow the production of cholesterol, and has been found to lower cholesterol levels.
Used with Dong Quai and Vitex, it is a valuable part of an herbal remedy for treating
the symptoms of pre-menstrual syndrome (PMS) and menstrual cramping.
Growing: The American variety is found throughout North America. It enjoys dry
soils and full sun. It is a biennial, and grows 3-6 feet tall. The seed oil is the most
commonly used portion of the plant. Some nurseries sell evening primrose, but they
are actually a small, showy hybrid of the perennial Missouri Primrose, and does not
have the same Medicinal uses.
Eyebright
Medicinal: Eyebright stimulates the liver to remove toxins from the body. It has been
used internally and externally to treat eye infections and afflictions, such as pink-eye.
The herb strengthens the eye, and helps to repair damage.
Magickal: Eyebright is used to make a simple tea to rub on the eyelids to induce and
enhance clairvoyant visions.
Growing: Eyebright is adaptable to many soil types in full sun. It is a small annual,
Growing 2-8 inches high. It attaches itself by underground suckers to the roots of
neighboring grass plants and takes its nutrients from them. To be cultivated, it must
be given nurse plants on whose roots it can feed.
False Unicorn
Medicinal: False Unicorn is very soothing for a delicate stomach. It also stimulates the
reproductive organs in women and men. This herb is very important for use during
menopause, due to its positive effects on uterine disorders, headaches, and depression.
Fennel
Medicinal: Fennel helps to take away the appetite. It is often used as a sedative for
small children. It improves digestion, and is very helpful with coughs. It is also used
for cancer patients after radiation and chemotherapy treatments.
Magickal: Use for scenting soaps and perfumes to ward off negativity and evil. Grow
near the home for the same purpose.

Growing: Fennel prefers dry, sunny areas. It is a perennial that can reach 4-6 feet tall.
Fenugreek
Medicinal: Fenugreek is used to soften and expel mucous. It has antiseptic properties
and will kill infections in the lungs. Used with lemon and honey, it will help reduce a
fever and will soothe and nourish the body during illness. It has been used to relax
the uterus, and for this reason should not be taken by pregnant women.
Magickal: Adding a few fenugreek seeds to the mop water used to clean your
household floors will bring money into the household.
Growing: Fenugreek likes dry, moderately fertile soil in a sunny location. It is an
annual, and grows to 1-3 feet tall.
Feverfew
Medicinal: Feverfew is used to treat colds, fevers, flu, and digestive problems. It is
often used to end migraines and other headaches.
Magickal: Feverfew is carried for protection against illnesses involving fever, as well
as for preventing accidents.
Growing: Feverfew bears a resemblance to chamomile. It prefers dry places, will
tolerate poor soil, and is a hardy biennial or perennial, Growing to 2 ½ feet. It prefers
full sun.
Frankincense
Medicinal: Frankincense relieves menstrual pains, and treats rheumatic aches and
pains. Externally it is used for liniments and for its antiseptic properties.
Magickal: Frankincense is burned to raise vibrations, purify, and exorcise. It will aid
meditations and visions. The essential oil is used to anoint Magickal tools, altars, etc.
Garlic
Medicinal: Garlic is a powerful natural antibiotic. It can stimulate cell growth and
activity. It reduces blood pressure in hypertensive conditions. A main advantage to
using garlic for its antibiotic properties is that it does not destroy the body's natural
flora. It is excellent for use in all colds and infections of the body. When ingesting the
raw cloves, a sprig of parsley chewed immediately after will freshen the breath.
Magickal: Peeled garlic cloves placed in each room is said to ward off disease. It is
hung in new homes to dispel negativity and evil, and (don't laugh!) to ward off

vampires. It is a strong protective herb. Place a clove under the pillow of sleeping
children to protect them.
Growing: Garlic is a perennial herb that likes moderate soil and lots of sun and
warmth. The plant grows to two feet tall. The bulb is the most common used portion,
although the greens are often used in salads.
Ginger
Medicinal: Ginger is an excellent herb to use for strengthening and healing the
respiratory system, as well as for fighting off colds and flu. It removes congestion,
soothes sore throats, and relieves headaches and body aches. Combined with other
herbs, it enhances their effectiveness. It is also very effective in combating motion
sickness.
Magickal: Ginger is used in passion spells, to "heat up" the relationship. It is used in
success spells, and to ensure the success of spells.
Growing: Ginger grows through most of North America. It reaches to six inches high,
and is a perennial. The dried ground root is the part used for healing.
Ginseng
Medicinal: Ginseng stimulates the body to overcome all forms of illness, physical and
mental. It is used to lower blood pressure, increase endurance, aid in relieving
depression, and is a sexual stimulant. The dried root is used for healing purposes. It
has been used throughout ancient times to the present day for use in conjunction
with most herbs in treating all sorts of illnesses, including cancers, digestive troubles,
and memory.
Magickal: Ginseng is carried to guard your health and to attract love. It will also
ensure sexual potency. Ginseng can be a substitute for mandrake.
Growing: Ginseng can be very difficult to grow. Germination of disinfected seeds (to
kill mold, which plagues ginseng at all stages of growth) can take up to a year or
more. Plant in early autumn in raised beds of very humus-rich soil. Plants must be
shaded at all times. Roots are not harvested until the plants are at least six years old.
Take care during harvesting and drying not to break off any of the "arms" of the root.
Dry for one month before use.
Goldenseal
Medicinal: Goldenseal is another natural, powerful antibiotic. It should not be used
by pregnant women. The herb goes straight to the bloodstream and eliminates

infection in the body. It enables the liver to recover. When taken in combination
with other herbs, it will boost the properties for the accompanying herbs.
Magickal: Goldenseal is used n prosperity spells, as well as healing spells and rituals.
Growing: Goldenseal prefers rich soils in partial shade. It is a perennial herb that
grows 6-18 inches high. The dried ground root is the part most often used, although
the dried leaves are used in teas. It is difficult to grow successfully, and the plants
need to be at least 6 years old before harvesting.
Gotu Kola
Medicinal: Gotu Kola is and excellent mental stimulant. It is often used after mental
breakdowns, and used regularly, can prevent nervous breakdown, as it is a brain cell
stimulant. It relieves mental fatigue and senility, and aids the body in defending itself
against toxins.
Magickal: Gotu Kola is used in meditation incenses.
Hawthorn
Medicinal: Hawthorn is effective for curing insomnia. Hawthorn is used to prevent
miscarriage and for treating nervousness. Hawthorn has been used for centuries in
treating heart disease, as regular use strengthens the heart muscles, and to prevent
arteriosclerosis, angina, and poor heart action.
Magickal: The leaves are used to make protection sachets. They are also carried to
ensure good fishing. In Europe, Hawthorn was used to repel witchcraft spells.
Bringing branches of it into the home is supposed to portend death. It is incorporated
into spells and rituals for fertility. It will protect the home from damaging storms.
Growing: Hawthorn is a deciduous tree or shrub, that can reach forty feet tall. It
grows throughout North America. It is tolerant of most soils, but prefers alkaline,
rich, moist loam. Consult a nursery for the best species to use in your area. The fruit is
the part used in healing.
Hazel
Magickal: Hazel's forked branches are used for divining, and the wood makes
wonderful wands. Hazel nuts hung in the house will bring luck, and can be carried to
cause fertility. Eaten, the nuts bring wisdom.
Growing: Hazelnut trees do best when planted in a well-drained, fertile, slightly acid
soil. They do best where the winter temps are above -10.

Heather
Medicinal: A tea made of heather blossoms is used to suppress coughing, and as an aid
for sleeplessness.
Magickal: Heather is carried as a guard against rape and violent crime. In potpourri, it
adds protection. When burned with fern, it will bring rain.
Growing: Heather prefers rocky or sandy soils and full sun. It is an evergreen shrub
that grows 1 -2 feet tall.
Henbane
Henbane
Medicinal: Henbane stops pain, and lessens perspiration. Henbane is very toxic, so it
should not be used by pregnant women or the weak or children, and should be used
in only extremely small amounts for external use only, and not on a regular basis. A
poultice of leaves is used briefly to remove pain from wounds.
Magickal: Henbane is sometimes thrown into the water to bring rain. In olden times,
it had many more uses, but is seldom used today due to its poisonous nature.
Growing: Henbane grows wild throughout temperate North America. Due to its toxic
nature, it is not advisable to grow in the home garden.
Holly
Magickal: Holly is used as a protective plant, and used as decoration during the Yule
season. Planted outside the home, it will also afford protection. Sprinkle holly water
on newborn babies to protect them.
Growing: Holly likes slightly acid soils, and can tolerate poor, sandy soil. It needs full
sun, and grows to about four feet tall.
Hops
Medicinal: Hops is a sedative. Therefore, it is useful in treating insomnia and nervous
tension. It is mild and safe. It is used in brewing beer and ales. Hops is also used for
treating coughs, bladder ailments, and liver ailments. Externally it is used to treat
itching skin rashes and hives. It also removes poisons from the body.
Magickal: Hops is used in healing incenses. Sleep pillows often include hops to induce
sleep and pleasant dreams.
Growing: Hops prefers full sun, and will adapt to many soils. It is a perennial vine

that reaches to 30 feet in length. The portion of the plant used in healing are the
dried flowers.
Horehound
Medicinal: Horehound is used in children's cough remedies, as it is a gentle but
effective expectorant. It acts as a tonic for the respiratory system and stomach. In
large doses it acts as a laxative.
Magickal: Horehound is used in incenses for protection. It is also used in exorcisms.
Growing: Horehound likes dry sandy soils and full sun. It is a perennial (except in
very cold climates) that reaches to three feet tall. It is a vigorous grower and can
become a pest if not carefully controlled. It needs little water, tolerates poor soils, and
does best in full sun. It blooms during its second year.
Horsetail
Medicinal: Horsetail is used in treating urinary tract infections. It aids in coagulation
and decreases bleeding. It will also help broken bones heal faster, and will help brittle
nails and hair, due to its high silica content. It has also been used as part of a
treatment for rheumatoid arthritis. Do not use if pregnant or nursing.
Magickal: Whistles made form the stalks of Horsetail are used to call the spirits.
Growing: Horsetail needs swamps and damp places to grow, in full sun to partial
shade. It grows to 1-2 feet tall. The plant itself is used in healing.
Hyssop
Medicinal: Hyssop is used in treating lung ailments. The leaves have been applied to
wounds to aid in healing. The tea is also used to soothe sore throats. It has been used
to inhibit the growth of the herpes simplex virus.
Magickal: Hyssop is used in purification baths and rituals, and used to cleanse persons
and objects.
Growing: Hyssop prefers dry conditions, tolerates most soils, and full sun. It is a
member of the mint family. It is a perennial shrubby plant Growing to 3 feet tall.
Iceland Moss
Medicinal: Iceland Moss, a lichen, has been used for centuries to treat all kinds of
chest ailments. It is used to nourish the weak, elderly, and weakly children.

Growing: Iceland Moss grows in cold, humid mountain areas and wooded areas. It
grows to four inches tall.
Ivy
Magickal: Ivy is grown to grow up the outside of the home to act as a guardian and
protector. It is worn by brides to bring luck to the marriage.
Growing: Ivy has many different varieties, and most will adapt to many different soil
and Growing conditions. It grows throughout North America.
Jasmine
Magickal: Jasmine is used in love sachets and incenses. It is used to attract spiritual
love. A drop of the essential oil in almond oil, massaged into the skin, is said to
overcome frigidity. Carrying, burning, or wearing the flowers attracts wealth and
money. If burned in the bedroom, Jasmine will bring prophetic dreams.
Growing: Jasmine is best grown indoors in pots. It is an evergreen vine. It likes bright
light, but no direct sun, some support such as a trellis, lots of water, and occasional
fertilizing.
Jojoba
Medicinal: Jojoba oil from the seed has been used to promote hair growth and relieve
skin problems for centuries. It is effective in treating dandruff, psoriasis, dry and
chapped skin.
Juniper
Medicinal: Juniper has been used to clear uric acid from the body. It is high in natural
insulin, and has the ability to heal the pancreas where there has been no permanent
damage. It is useful for all urinary infections and for water retention problems.
Juniper is used externally as a compress to treat acne, athlete's foot, and dandruff.
Magickal: Juniper is used to protect from accidents and theft. Grown at your doorstep,
it will offer you protection. It is used in incenses for protection.
Growing: Junipers of all species are adaptable to many Growing conditions. They are
low-maintenance plants. Choose a species suited to your landscape needs, to avoid
problems later, as some folks plant them with no regard for their eventual size, and
sometime find they have a nuisance on their hands as the plant matures. If you want
berries, you must plant a male and a female juniper.
Kelp

Medicinal: Kelp is used to strengthen and promote the glands. It controls the thyroid
and regulates metabolism. It is a sustainer to the nervous system and the brain, and is
a terrific boost for pregnancy and the developing child. It contains over 30 minerals
and vitamins.
Growing: Best found in stores, as this is a seaweed that grows in the ocean.
Lavender
Medicinal: Lavender tea made from the blossoms is used as an antidepressant. It is
used in combination with other herbs for a remedy for depression and nervous
tensions. It is also used as a headache remedy.
Magickal: Lavender is used in purification baths and rituals. It is used in healing
incenses and sachets. Carrying the herb will enable the carrier to see ghosts. The
essential oil will heighten sexual desire in men. Lavender water sprinkled on the head
is helpful in keeping your chastity. The flowers are burned to induce sleep, and
scattered throughout the home to maintain peaceful harmony within.
Growing: Lavender likes light sandy soil and full sun. It grows to eighteen inches. It
should be mulched in colder climates for winter protection for this perennial.
Licorice
Medicinal: Licorice Root is a great source of the female hormone estrogen. It is used
for coughs and chest ailments. It is an important herb to use when recovering from an
illness, as it supplies needed energy to the system.
Magickal: Licorice root was buried in tombs and caskets to help the soul pass easily
into the Summerland. Chewing on a piece of the root will make you passionate. It is
added to love sachets, and an ingredient in spells to ensure fidelity.
Growing: Licorice is a perennial that reaches three to seven feet tall. Hard freezes will
kill it, so it grows best in warm sunny climates.
Lovage
Medicinal: Lovage root eases bloating and flatulence. It is also used with other herbs
to counteract colds and flu.
Magickal: Lovage is added to baths to clean the psychic portion of the mind. Added to
baths with rose petals will make you attractive to the opposite sex.
Growing: Lovage is a perennial that grows 3-7 feet tall. It is adaptable to many

conditions, and does best in full sun.
Mandrake
Medicinal: Mandrake is a very strong gland stimulant. It is used to treat skin
problems, digestion, and chronic liver diseases. It is most often combined with other
herbs. It is very powerful and should be used with caution, as well as in very small,
small dosages. Pregnant women should not use this herb. It is potentially very toxic if
improperly used. Do not use this herb without the proper guidance from a
professional!
Magickal: Mandrake is used in the home as a powerful protection. It is carried to
promote conception, and men carry it to promote fertility and cure impotency.
Marigold
Marigold
Medicinal: Marigold is a great first aid remedy. It relieves headaches, earaches, and
reduces fevers. It is excellent for the heart and for the circulation. It is also used
externally to heal wounds and bruises.
Magickal: Fresh marigolds in any room heightens the energy within. Placed under
the pillow before bed, it induces clairvoyancy. Planted in rows with tomatoes, it will
keep pests from them and other vegetables. Planted near the porch/deck, it will keep
mosquitoes away. It is also used to attract and see the fairies. Scattered under the bed,
they protect during sleep. Add to bathwater to win the respect of everyone you meet.
Growing: Marigold is an annual plant that comes in many sizes and colors. It is
adaptable to many soils. Give plenty of water and full sun.
Marjoram
Medicinal: Marjoram is useful for treating asthma, coughs, and is used to strengthen
the stomach and intestines, as well as used with other herbs for headaches.
Magickal: Marjoram should be added to all love charms and sachets. A bit in each
room will aid in protection of the home. If given to a grieving or depressed person, it
will bring them happiness.
Growing: Marjoram is a perennial herb Growing 1-3 feet tall. It likes all kinds of soils,
and prefers full sun and rich soil. It is grown as an annual or wintered indoors in cold
regions.
Marshmallow
Medicinal: Marshmallow aids in the expectoration of difficult mucous and phlegm. It

helps to relax and soothe the bronchial tubes, making it valuable for all lung ailments.
It is an anti-irritant and anti-inflammatory for joints and the digestive system. It is
often used externally with cayenne to treat blood poisoning, burns, and gangrene.
Growing: Marshmallow needs marshes and swamps to grow. It is a perennial Growing
to 4 feet tall.
Mugwort
Medicinal: Mugwort is used in all conditions dealing with the nervousness, shaking,
and insomnia. It is used to help induce menses, especially combined with cramp bark.
It should not be used by pregnant women. Fresh juice form the plant is used to treat
poison ivy.
Magickal: Add to divination incenses. It is carried to prevent poisoning and stroke.
Fresh leaves rubbed on Magickal tools will increase their powers. An infusion made
of mugwort is used to cleanse crystals and scrying mirrors. Placed beneath your
pillow, it will promote astral travel and good dreams.
Growing: Mugwort likes dry areas in full sun. It is a perennial shrubby plant that
grows 1-6 feet tall, depending upon Growing conditions.
Mullein
Medicinal: Mullein is a terrific narcotic herb that is not addictive or poisonous. It is
used as a pain killer and to bring on sleep. It loosens mucous, making it useful for
treating lung ailments. It strengthens the lymphatic system.
Magickal: Mullein is worn to give the carrier courage. The leaves are also carried to
prevent animal attacks and accidents when in the wilderness. In a sleeping pillow it
will guard against nightmares. Use as a substitution in old spells for "grave dust".
Growing: Mullein is adaptable to many soils. It prefers full sun. It is a biennial plant
Growing to eight feet tall. It is a prolific self-sower.
Myrrh
Medicinal: Myrrh is a powerful antiseptic, being a remedy second only to Echinacea.
It is a strong cleaning and healing agent, soothing the body and speeding the healing
process. It is often used with goldenseal. It is most often used in mouthwashes,
gargles, and toothpastes for fighting and preventing gum disease.
Magickal: Myrrh is burned to purify and protect. It is used to consecrate and purify
ritual tools and objects needing to be blessed. It is a standard Magickal herb to be

included in the tools of everyone.
Myrtle
Medicinal: Myrtle is used to treat bronchitis, bruises, bad breath, wounds, colds,
sinusitis, and coughs.
Magickal: Myrtle is burned as an incense to bring beauty, to honor Diana and to
Venus, and is a symbol of glory and happy love. Myrtle tea will make you look
beautiful to your loved one. A distillation of the leaves and flowers combined will
make a wonderful beauty wash for the face, and is known as "angel water". It is used
in spells to keep love alive and exciting. Grow on each side of the house to preserve
and protect the love within.
Growing: Myrtle is an evergreen plant that prefers warm climates. It has small
pointed leaves, and grows to about twelve feet high. Its blossoms are small, white, and
in clusters. The leaves are gathered and dried for use in August.
Nettle
Medicinal: The plant is used for high blood pressure, gout, PMS, rheumatism, and
ending diarrhea, scurvy, liver and prostate problems. Externally it is used as a
compress to treat neuralgia and arthritis.
Magickal: Sprinkle nettle around the room to protect it. It is also burned during
ceremonies for exorcism. Stuffed in a poppet and sent back to the sender of a curse or
bad spell, it will end the negativity. Nettles gathered before sunrise and fed to cattle is
said to drive evil spirits from them.
Growing: As nettle is considered a bothersome weed, it is best to purchase this herb
from a store. The spines on a nettle plant can cause painful stinging, so it is not a good
idea to include it in your herbal garden.
Nutmeg
Medicinal: A small amount of nutmeg, about the size of a pea, can be taken once daily
over a long period (six months to a year) to relieve chronic nervous problems, as well
as heart problems stemming from poor circulation. Added to milk, and baked fruits
and desserts, it aids in digestion, and relieves nausea. Large doses can be poisonous,
and may cause miscarriage for pregnant women.
Magickal: Carried, nutmeg will help with clairvoyancy, and ward off rheumatism. It
is included in prosperity mixtures. Nutmegs are carried as good luck charms.

Oak
Medicinal: Oak bark is used to treat diarrhea, dysentery, and bleeding. For external
use the bark and/or leaves are boiled and then applied to bruises, swollen tissues,
wounds that are bleeding, and varicose veins.
Magickal: The oak is the most sacred of all the trees. The most powerful mistletoe
grows in oaks. The leaves are burned for purification, and the branches make
powerful wands. The acorn is a fertility nut. It is carried to promote conception, ease
sexual problems, and increase sexual attractiveness. The leaves and bark are used in
binding spells. Planting an acorn in the dark of the Moon will bring you money. Oak
wood carried will protect from harm, and hung in the home it will protect the home
and all within.
Oats
Medicinal: Oats are a traditional food for those recovering from an illness. It also
supplies necessary fiber in the diet. Oats made into packs and pastes clear up many
skin disorders, such as acne.
Magickal: Oats are used in prosperity and money spells, and in rituals to the harvest.
Growing: Oats are an annual grass that grows up to four feet tall. Easiest to purchase
from a health food store, as much is needed to be beneficial, and takes up more room
than the average gardener has available. It does make a pretty ornamental grass in the
garden and around foundations.
Onion
Medicinal: Onion is used externally as an antiseptic. Internal, it can alleviate gas
pains, reduce hypertension, and reduce cholesterol.
Magickal: Has been used as a charm against evil spirits. Halved or quartered onions
placed in the home absorb negativity. An onion under your pillow will give you
prophetic dreams. Magickal swords and knives are purified by rubbing them with an
onion half.
Growing: Onion is a perennial herb that grows from a bulb. It prefers rich garden
soils and plenty of water. The greens above ground can be used alone, and the bulb
harvested by pulling from the ground, and allowing the tops to dry before storing in a
dry location, with temperatures between 35 and 50 degrees F.
Orange
Magickal: The dried peel is added to love charms. The fresh or dried orange flowers

added to the bath makes you attractive. The fruit itself hinders or banishes lust.
Orange juice is used in rituals in place of wine.
Growing: Oranges prefer a rich, sandy soil, and warm year-round temperatures. For
most of us, that means Growing them indoors as house plants.
Oregano
Medicinal: Oregano is used to promote perspiration as a treatment for colds, flu, and
fevers. A tea of oregano is often used to bring on menses and relieve associated
menstrual discomfort. It is also used in baths and inhalations to clear lungs and
bronchial passages.
Magickal: Oregano is used to help forget and let go of a former loved one, such as a
former spouse, boyfriend, girlfriend, etc. Burn in incenses or drink the infusion to aid
in spells for letting go.
Growing: Oregano is a perennial that prefers well-drained, slightly alkaline soil and
full sun. It is propagated by seed, root division, or cuttings. Harvest just as the plant is
about to bloom for Medicinal use.
Patchouli
Medicinal: Patchouli is used to treat dysentery, diarrhea, colds without fevers,
vomiting, and nausea.
Magickal: Patchouli is a powerful oil worn to attract the opposite sex. It is a sensual
oil, and it can ward off negativity and evil. It is also burned in incenses to aid
divination and clairvoyance.
Pennyroyal
Medicinal: Pennyroyal removes gas from the digestive system. It is also used as a tea,
taken a few days before menstruation to aid a suppressed flow. It's strong minty smell
makes its essential oil useful for externally repelling insects such as mosquitoes, fleas,
and flies. It should not be taken by pregnant women. Large internal doses have been
known to cause convulsions and coma. Pennyroyal oil is an effective insect repellant.
Magickal: Pennyroyal placed in a shoe will prevent weariness on long walks and
hikes, or journeys. It is also added to protection and exorcism incenses. It aids in
making favorable business deals. It is given to arguing couples to cease their fighting
and restore harmony in the relationship.
Growing: Pennyroyal is a perennial that grows to 1 ½ feet high. It tolerates most

soils, and prefers direct sun. Grow as you would any member of the mint family.
Peony
Medicinal: Peony root treats menstrual cramps and irregularities. It is also used in
combination with other herbs to ease emotional nervous conditions.
Magickal: Dried Peony roots are carved and/or made into bracelets and necklaces for
protection, as well as for breaking spells and curses. Peonies planted outside the home
guard against storm damage and demons. A chain of beads cut from the dried root
was worn as a protection against illness and injury, and to cure insanity.
Growing: Peonies are a perennial shrub-like plant, Growing 2-4 feet high. They
prefer rich, humousy, well-drained soils, and full sun.
Peppermint
Medicinal: Peppermint cleans and strengthens the body. It acts as a sedative on the
stomach and strengthens the bowels. It is also mild enough to give to children as
needed for chills and colds.
Magickal: Peppermint is used in charms to heal the sick, as well as in incenses in the
sickroom of the patient. It is burned to cleanse the home, and is used in sleep pillows
to aid in getting to sleep. Placed beneath the pillow, it can bring dreams that give a
glimpse into the future. The essential oil is used in spells to create a positive change in
one's life.
Growing: Peppermint is a perennial grown in full sun, is tolerant of most soil types,
and grows to three feet tall.
Periwinkle
Medicinal: Periwinkle is used made into a tea or salve for external use to treat skin
problems such as dermatitis, eczema, and acne.
Magickal: Periwinkle can help restore memory when it is gazed at or carried. It is also
hung on a door to protect all within, and to prevent a witch from entering a home.
Growing: Periwinkle is a perennial plant that spreads by putting out runners, mostly
used for a ground cover in partial to full shade. It prefers moist, well-drained soils.
Plantain
Medicinal: Plantain is used to clear mucous from the body, and to neutralize poisons.
As a mild tea it is used to treat lung problems in children, and as a stronger tea is used

to treat stomach ulcers. It is also used for diarrhea, bladder infections, and for treating
wounds.
Magickal: Plantain is hung in the car to guard against evil spirits.
Growing: Plantains are common weeds, some varieties being annual and some
perennial. They are found in all soil types, and prefer full sun.
Poppy
Medicinal: Poppy is used for pain, insomnia, nervousness, and chronic coughs.
Magickal: Poppy seed pods are used in prosperity charms. The seeds are added to food
to aid in getting pregnant. To find the answer to a question, write it in blue ink on a
piece of white paper. Place the paper inside a poppy seed pod and put it beneath your
pillow. The answer will come to you in a dream.
Growing: Poppies are perennials that like poor to average soils that tend toward
dryness. There are varieties that will grow most anywhere in North America. Their
foliage tends to die off by July, after a spectacular showing of flowers in the spring,
but the foliage begins rejuvenation around September, which waits until spring to
begin Growing again.
Queen Anne's Lace
Medicinal: Queen Anne's Lace is used for treating gallstones and kidney stones, as
well as water retention and strains and sprains.
Growing: Queen Anne's Lace is found throughout most of North America. It is a
wildflower, distinguished by the one red flower in the center of a cluster of many
tiny white flowers. It is a biennial that grows to three feet tall.
Raspberry
Medicinal: Red Raspberry is one of the most proven female herbs. It strengthens the
uterine wall during pregnancy, reduces the pain of childbirth, and helps to reduce
false labor pains. After childbirth it is used to decrease uterine swelling and cut down
on post-partum bleeding. It is used to ease menstrual cramps and to regulate the flow
during menstruation. It is also good for vomiting in small children, and dysentery and
diarrhea in infants.
Magickal: Raspberry is served as a love-inducing food. The brambles are hung at the
entrance to the home to prevent unwanted spirits from entering.

Growing: Red Raspberry is a biennial or perennial, depending on the variety,
Growing 3-6 feet tall. They need a cold winter and a long cool spring, so they do not
do well in the South. They aren't too picky about soil, so long as they get plenty of
water.
Rose
Medicinal: Rose hips are very nourishing to the skin, as well as containing vitamin C.
It is used as a blood purifier, and for treatment of infections, colds, and flues.
Magickal: Rose water is used in gourmet dishes and in love potions. Petals are used in
healing incense and sachets, and burned to provide a restful night's sleep. The
essential oil is used in ritual baths to provide peace, love, and harmony within the
self. The hips are strung like beads and worn to attract love. Rose petals sprinkled
around the home will calm personal stress and upheavals in the home.
Growing: Roses of all varieties are adaptable to most soils as long as they have
adequate water, and are occasionally fed through the Growing season. There are
varieties that will grow throughout North America. Plant them where you can enjoy
their beauty and fragrance.
Rosemary
Medicinal: Rosemary is a stimulant of the circulatory system. It is used to treat bites
and stings externally. Internally it is used to treat migraines, bad breath, and to
stimulate the sexual organs. It is also used to treat nervous disorders, and is used to
regulate the menstrual cycle and to ease cramps. Mix the crushed leaves generously
into meats, fish, potato salads, etc. at your next picnic to prevent food poisoning.
Magickal: Rosemary in all of its forms is used for protection and banishment.
Rosemary leaves under your pillow do away with evil spirits and bad dreams. It is
hung on porches and doors to keep thieves out. Rosemary is grown to attract elves.
Growing: Rosemary is a perennial that prefers mild climates, so it needs to be grown
indoors where the winters are harsh, or very heavily mulched. It reaches 2-4 feet in
height, and is tolerable of poor soils. Cut back after flowering to keep it from
becoming leggy.
Rue
Medicinal: Rue is used in small amounts to expel poisons from the system, such as
those from snake bites, scorpion, spider, or jellyfish bites. It should not be taken with
meals, and it should never be used by pregnant women. Juices from the fresh plant
can cause the skin to blister. It is used internally and externally as a remedy for

tendonitis.
Magickal: The herb is used in sachets and amulets to ward off illness. The smell of the
fresh, crushed herb will chase away thoughts or envy, egotism, and love gone wrong.
Rue leaves placed on the forehead will chase away headaches. Added to baths, rue
drives away spells and hexes placed on you. Rue is said to grow best if it is stolen.
Growing: Rue is a bushy perennial Growing to 2-3 feet tall. It is found in in average
to poor soils throughout North America, and prefers full sun.
Saffron
Medicinal: Saffron is used as a preventative for heart disease, as it prevents the buildup of cholesterol. It is also used to soothe the membranes of the stomach and colon. It
is not to be taken in large doses, nor should it be taken by pregnant women.
Magickal: Saffron is used to clean the hands before rituals. It is used in healing
mixtures. The essential oil is used to induce clairvoayancy. Thrown into the air, it can
bring the winds.
Growing: Saffron grows from a bulb commonly known as a corm. It is a perennial.
Plant in the fall, 3 inches deep in light, well-drained soil where it will receive plenty
of sun. The three-pronged stigmas that remain after flowering is the part to harvest
for healing use.
Sage
Medicinal: Sage is used to relieve excess mucous buildup. It is beneficial to the mind
by easing mental exhaustion and by strengthening the concentrating abilities. In a
lotion or salve, it is useful for treating sores and skin eruptions, and for stopping
bleeding in all cuts. Chewing the fresh leaves soothes mouth sores and sore throats, as
will sage tea. It is good for all stomach troubles, diarrhea, gas, flu and colds. As a hair
rinse, it removes dandruff. Sage combined with peppermint, rosemary, and wood
betony provides an excellent headache remedy. It is used to regulate the menstrual
cycle, to decrease milk flow in lactating women, and is used as a deodorant.
Magickal: Sage is used in healing amulets, incenses, and sachets, and is also used in
the same manner for bringing prosperity. Sage burned at the altar or in sacred space
consecrates the area. Burned in the home, it removes impurities and banishes evil, as
well as providing protection.
Growing: Sage is an evergreen perennial, Growing to 2 feet tall. It does best in sandy,
limey soil in full sun.

St. Johnswort
Medicinal: St. Johnswort is useful for bronchitis, internal bleeding, healing wounds,
and for dirty, septic wounds. It is used to ease depression, headaches, hysteria,
neuralgia, as well as symptoms that occur during menopause. It is useful in swellings,
abscesses, and bad insect stings. Studies are showing that it may be effective in
combating AIDS by increasing the immune functions of the body. Do not go into the
sun if using this herb, as it causes blistering sunburns, especially in fair-skinned
people.
Magickal: St. Johnswort is hung around the neck to prevent fevers. Wearing the herb
aids you in war and other battles, including those of the will and indecision. Burnt it
will banish evil and negativity. Hung in the home or carried, it will prevent spells of
others from entering, and it is used in exorcisms. If you pick the plant on the night of
St. John and hang it on your bedroom wall, you will dream of your future husband.
Growing: St. Johnswort is a perennial reaching thirty-two inches tall. It is grown
throughout much of North America. It prefers rich to moderately rich soils, and full
sun. It is not long-lived, so replant every few years. Harvest the leaves and flower
tops as they bloom and store in air-tight containers.
Sandalwood
Medicinal: Sandalwood oil is used to cool the body during fevers and heat stroke. It is
also used to aid in the passing of kidney and gall stones, and for infections in the
urinary tract.
Magickal: Sandalwood oil is massaged on the forehead and between the eyes to help
center and calm the mind. It is used in healing oils and sachets. It is burned as a
purifying agent in every room of the home, and as a protective agent.
Scullcap
Medicinal: Scullcap is a food for the nerves. It supports and strengthens as well as
giving immediate relief from all chronic and acute diseases that affect the nerves. It is
used to regulate sexual desires, and is very useful in remedies for feminine cramps and
menstrual troubles. It reduces fevers and aids in easing insomnia and restlessness. It is
also used to lessen the affects of epilepsy.
Magickal: Scullcap is used in spells that bring about peace, tranquility, and relaxation.
Growing: Scullcap prefers moist well-drained soils. It is a perennial that reaches to 3
feet in full to partial shade. It is not long-lived, so replant every few years.

Slippery Elm
Medicinal: Slippery Elm is used to neutralize stomach acids. It is used to boost the
adrenal glands, draws out impurities and heals all parts of the body. It is most useful
for the respiratory system. Externally it is an excellent healer for burns, skin cancers,
poison ivy, and wounds.
Magickal: Slippery elm is burned to stop gossip.
Growing: The inner bark of the slippery elm is the portion used for healing. It is a
deciduous tree that grows 50-80 feet tall. It needs full sun and good soils. It is found
from Canada to Florida, west to the Dakotas and Texas.
Solomon's Seal
Medicinal: Solomon's Seal is used to treat tuberculosis, diabetes, and wasting diseases.
It is also used as a kidney tonic, and as a healer of broken bones.
Magickal: It is added to protection sachets and incenses. It is also used for exorcisms
and cleansing mixtures.
Growing: Solomon's Seal is a perennial herb that grows from 1-3 feet high. It prefers
moist woods, thickets, and roadsides. It prefers full to partial sun.
Spearmint
Medicinal: Spearmint is a valuable herb for stopping vomiting during pregnancy. It is
gentle enough to use for colic in babies, while aiding in curing colds, flu, and gas.
Magickal: Spearmint is added to healing incenses and sachets to aid in healing lung
diseases and other afflictions. Place some in a sleeping pillow for protection during
sleep.
Growing: Grow Spearmint as you would any other member of the Mint family. It is a
perennial growing to three feet tall and is tolerable of many different growing
conditions.
Squawvine
Medicinal: Squawvine is most beneficial in childbirth. It strengthens the uterus, helps
prevent miscarriage, and relieves congestion of the uterus and ovaries. It's antiseptic
properties make it valuable for treating vaginal infections, and is a natural nerve
sedative. It is most often used in combination with Raspberry.

Growing: Squawvine is a perennial evergreen creeper that grows on forest floors.
Taheebo
Medicinal: Also known as Pau d' Arco. Taheebo is found in South America. It is a
powerful herb with antibiotic and virus-killing properties. It gives the body the
energy needed to defend itself and to help resist diseases. It is used in South America
to battle cancer and leukemia. It is useful in aiding all chronic diseases.
Thyme
Medicinal: Thyme is a powerful antiseptic. It is used in cases of anemia, bronchial
ailments, and intestinal disturbances. It is used as an antiseptic against tooth decay,
and destroys fungal infections as in athlete's foot and skin parasites such as crabs and
lice. It is good for colic, flatulence, and colds.
Magickal: Thyme is burnt to purge and fumigate Magickal rooms and spaces, as well
as to bring good health. Thyme in a sleeping pillow repels nightmares.
Growing: Thyme is a perennial that loves warm, sunny fields, and is found
throughout North America. It grows to fifteen inches tall, and makes an excellent
ground cover on dry slopes. Trim it back after flowering to prevent it from becoming
woody.
Uva Ursi
Medicinal: Uva Ursi strengthens and tones the urinary tract. It is especially useful for
kidney infections, bladder infections, and inflammatory disease of the urinary tract. It
is used as a diabetes remedy for excessive sugar in the blood. It is used for postpartum
women to return the womb to its natural size, as well as to prevent infection of the
womb after childbirth. It should not be used by pregnant women.
Magickal: Add to sachets to increase psychic powers.
Growing: Uva Ursi rarely grows more than a few inches tall. It is best propagated
from cuttings. It takes an unusually long time to root, so consider instead buying
small plants from nurseries. It does poorly in rich soil, as it prefers poor soils in full
sun. Once established, it spreads and becomes an attractive, hardy ground cover,
surviving temperatures of -50.
Valerian
Medicinal: Valerian is a relaxer, and is very effective for insomnia. It is often used as a
tranquilizer, but it leaves no sluggish effects on the user. It is used for nervous
tension, pain relieving, and for muscle spasms. It should not be taken over a long

period of time, as it can cause mental depression in some people after long-term
steady use.
Magickal: Valerian is used to get fighting couples back together, in spells of love, and
in purification baths.
Growing: Valerian is a perennial plant that grows to three feet tall. It prefers full sun,
and average to rich well-drained soil. Root cuttings are best for propagation, and once
the plants are established, they self-sow and spread by root runners. Valerian has a
similar effect on cats as catnip, so you may need to protect your patch with chicken
wire. Harvest roots for Medicinal use in the fall of their second year.
Vervain
Medicinal: Vervain is used to treat the liver and diseases related to the liver, as well as
painful or irregular menses. It will also help increase the flow of a mother's milk.
Magickal: Vervain is used for cleansing incenses and baths. Buried in a field, it will
make your crops abundant. It is burned to attract wealth, and hung above a bed to
prevent nightmares, and above a baby's crib (out of reach!) to offer protection for the
little one, and will enable the child to grow up with a love of learning and a happy
outlook. Hung in the home it offers protection from negative spells, and is used as a
pledge of mutual faith when given to a friend.
Growing: Vervain is a perennial herb that grows 1-2 feet tall. It prefers full sun,
average to rich soils, and is grown throughout temperate North America. It is rather
short-lived, but self-sows. Harvest leaves and flower tops as the plants bloom.
Violet
Medicinal: Violet is effective in healing internal ulcers. It is used both internally and
externally for pimples, abscesses, tumors, and swollen glands. It is useful in treating
malignant growths, as well.
Magickal: Violet in a pillow will help ease headaches away. Carrying the flowers
brings a change in luck, and mixed with lavender makes a powerful love sachet.
Growing: Violets are a perennial, prefer partial shade, average to rich well-drained
soil, and grow to eight inches tall.
Walnut
Medicinal: Walnut bark is used to treat dysentery and skin diseases. The nut is used to
promote strength and weight gain. The hull of the nut is used to treat skin diseases,

herpes, head and body lice, and internal parasites. Walnut leaf is used to treat eczema,
hives, and boils.
Magickal: The nut still in its shell is carried to promote fertility. To discover if a
Witch is in your midst, legend has it that you should drop a walnut still in its shell
into the lap of the person suspected, and if that person is truly a Witch, they will be
unable to rise from a sitting position as long as the walnut is in their laps.
Growing: Walnuts are trees that grow to sixty feet tall. They prefer full sun, deep and
well-drained soil, and regular water. They grow well in areas such as the eastern and
Midwestern United States.
Wild Cherry
Medicinal: Wild Cherry Bark is a very good expectorant. It is therefore useful for all
illnesses that have related lung congestion. The bark is boiled down into a syrup,
which is safe to use even for children.
Willow
Medicinal: Willow works like aspirin. In fact, aspirin was derived from willow bark.
It is also used to cleanse and heal eyes that are infected or inflamed. It is safe to use,
and is mild on the stomach and leaves no after-effects.
Magickal: Willow trees are planted near the home as a guard. Its branches have been
used for the bindings on a witch's broom, and as healing wands. It is also used to
bring the blessings of the moon into your life.
Growing: Willows prefer damp, low spaces, as a long rivers and streams, or areas that
receive regular water. They grow throughout North America. It grows to seventy feet
or more.
Witch Hazel
Medicinal: Witch Hazel is used externally for insect bites, burns, bleeding wounds,
hemorrhoids, and varicose veins. Internally it will stop bleeding from internal organs,
treats bronchitis, flu, and coughs as well as promotes healing of stomach ulcers. It is
often used as a mouthwash for conditions of the mouth and throat, and for bleeding
gums.
Magickal: The forked twigs of the Witch Hazel are used for divining. It will help heal
a broken heart and cool passions when carried.
Growing: Witch Hazel is a shrub or small tree that grows 5-15 feet. It ranges

throughout the eastern half of North America. It prefers full sun, and average soils.
Wormwood
Medicinal: Wormwood is used for all problems within the digestive system, as well as
liver and bladder ailments. It promotes menstruation and will help with menstrual
cramps. Do not give to small children, and use only in very small quantities for very
short periods of time, as the FDA considers this a poisonous plant.
Magickal: Wormwood is burned to raise your spirits to a higher level, enabling easier
divination and clairvoyance. Thrown on the fire at Samhain, it will protect from the
spirits that roam that night.
Growing: Wormwood grows mainly in temperate regions of the eastern portion of
North America. It is a perennial shrub that reaches to four feet tall, and prefers full
sun and average to poor soils.
Yarrow
Medicinal: Yarrow is used to stimulate and regulate the liver. It acts as a blood
purifier and heals the glandular system. It has been used as a contraceptive, and as a
part of diabetes treatment, as well as treating gum ailments and toothache. Pregnant
women should avoid this herb.
Magickal: Since Yarrow has the ability to keep a couple together for seven years, it is
used in love sachets as well as a gift to give to newlyweds. When worn it wards off
negativity, and if held in your hand it repels fear.
Growing: Yarrow is a perennial, and its various varieties range from eight inches to
three feet tall. It prefers full sun, and average to poor dry soils.
Yellow Dock
Medicinal: Yellow Dock is a powerful blood purifier and astringent. It is used in
treating all diseases of the blood and skin. It is very high in iron, making it useful for
treating anemia. It nourishes the spleen and liver.

The Study of Herbs
Angelica:
Angelica (Sun, fire) The root, carried in a blue cloth bag, is a protective talisman.
Was considered to be under the guard of angels and a preventive against plague. The
whole root in a blue or white cloth bag protects against evil.
Anise:
Anise (Jupiter, air) Protection. A pillow stuffed with anise seeds keeps evil away.
Apple:
Apple (Venus, water) Love spells. The wood is fashioned into wands and used for
love spells and rituals. A large apple eaten at All Hallows brings god luck.
Asafetida:
Asafetida (Saturn, fire) Called Devil's Dung for it's disguising odor. Used in exorcism.
A small piece worn around the neck guarded against plague.
Ash Tree:
Tree (Sun, water) Protective, used to make brooms and healing wands. Leaves
placed beneath pillow induce psychic dreams. The winged seeds are carried to
prevent overlooking or ill-wishing. Leave are lucky, especially even ones. Leaves
should be gathered saying:

"Even ash, I do thee pluck,
hoping thus to bring good luck.
If no good luck should come from thee
I shall wish thee on the tree."
Balm of Gilead:
Gilead (Saturn) The buds can be carried to mend a broken heart. Can be
added to love and protection charms.
Basil:
Basil (Mars, fire) Wealth and prosperity. Carrying basil in pockets attracts money to
them. A wife can dust her upper body with powdered basil to keep her husband
faithful.
Bay Laurel:
Laurel (Sun, fire) The leaves can be burned or chewed to induce visions. Worn
as an amulet to ward off evil. Leaves under the pillow induce prophetic dreams. Can
be used for protection and purification. Growing near a house, it protects occupants
from infection and storms.
Benzoin:
Benzoin (Sun, air) Used in purification. A few drops of tincture preserves oils and
preparations.
Betony:
Betony (Jupiter, fire) Protection, purification. Stuff a pillow to prevent nightmares.

Chamomile:
Chamomile (Sun, water) Used in prosperity charms and rituals. The tea brings peace
and tranquility. Wash face and hair with it to attract a lover.
Caraway:
Caraway (Sun, fire) Worn by witches to prevent capture and hanging. Produces
added energy in ritual when used as an incense.
Catnip:
Catnip (Venus, water) Creates psychic bond between cat and owner. Used in love
spells and incenses.
Celandine
Celandine:
ine (Sun, fire) Helps wearer escape unfair imprisonment or entrapment. Cures
depression.
Cinnamon:
Cinnamon (Sun, fire) Used in incenses for healing, clairvoyance, high spiritual
vibration. Used as a male aphrodisiac.
Cinquefoil:
Cinquefoil (Jupiter, earth) Hang on house entrances for protection. Use in spells and
charms for prosperity, purification and protection.
Clove:
Clove (Sun, fire) Worn to drive away negativity and stop gossip. Cloves strung on red
thread can be worn as a protection charm.
Clover:
Clover (Mercury) Associated with the Triple Goddess. Used in rituals for beauty and
youth. Four leafs are carried to see faeries, heal illness, avoid military service, avoid
madness and for good luck.
Comfrey:
Comfrey (Saturn, earth) An herb of Hecate, used in rituals to honor the Crone.
Coriander:
oriander (Mars, fire) Used in love spells and charms. An old spell is to take seven
grains of coriander and grind them in a mortar, saying three times:

"Warm seed, warm heart.
Let them never be apart."
Drop seeds into wine and share with lover.
Cowslip:
Cowslip (Venus) Brings luck. Posies of cowslips placed under the pillow allows
contact with the dead in dreams.
Cypress:
Cypress (Saturn, earth) Connected with death in all aspects. The smoke can be used
to consecrate ritual objects.
Daisy:
Daisy Used to decorate the house on Midsummer's Eve to bring happiness and win
the favor of faeries. Worn on the person on Midsummer's Eve for luck and blessings.

Dandelion:
Dandelion (Jupiter) An herb of Hecate, used in Samhain rituals. If you rub yourself
all over with it, you will be welcomed everywhere you go and all your wishes will be
granted.
Dill:
Dill (Mercury, fire) Used in love charms. Hand in children's rooms to protect them.
Dragon’s Blood:
Blood (Mars, fire) Love and protection spells. A piece under the bed cures
impotency. Place in drawers or cupboards you don't want people looking in with the
incantation:

"Dragon's blood, watch and ward
and the dragon guards his hoard."
Carry a piece for good luck. Dissolve in water for a strong purification bath.
Elecampane:
Elecampane (Mercury, earth) Said to have sprung from the tears of Helen when Paris
abducted her. Used to raise and sustain the spirits. Can be burned as an incense to aid
meditation.
Elder:
Elder (Venus, air) Branches can be used for wands and staffs. Stand beneath it to be
protected from lightning. Sleeping beneath it will bring drugged and dangerous
dreams of fairyland where one might awaken mad or not at all. Unlucky to bring into
house. Leaves attached to door on Beltane eve keeps away evil.
Eucalyptus:
Eucalyptus (Moon, air) For healing charms of all kinds. Surround blue candles with
leaves and burn for strong healing vibrations. Hang green pods around neck to cure
colds and sore throats.
Eyebright:
Eyebright (Sun, air) Anoint eyelids with the infusion daily to induce clairvoyant
visions.
Fennel:
Fennel (Mercury, earth) Connected with mother's milk and breastfeeding.
Fern:
Fern (Saturn, earth) Powerful protectant. Grow in house and in flower vases.
Protects house from storm damage.
Frankincense:
Frankincense (Sun, fire) Aids meditation, induces spiritual frame of mind. General
protection.
Gardenia:
Gardenia (Moon, water) Wear flower to attract love.
Garlic:
Garlic (Mars, fire) Extremely protective, carry the bulb with you on trips over water

to prevent drowning. Hand in home to protect. Used in exorcisms.
Hawthorne:
Hawthorne (Mars, fire) Used in protection sachets. Associated with happy marriage.
Put into cradles to protect babies. Sitting under the tree on Beltane, Midsummer's
Day, or Samhain puts one in danger of being abducted by fairies. Never cut the tree.
Burn Hawthorne berries for energy and mediation on change.
Hazel:
Hazel (Sun, air) Makes good all purpose wands. Can be used as divining rods. Tie two
hazel twigs together with red or gold thread to make the Solar Cross, a good luck
charm.
Henbane:
Henbane (Saturn, water) Poison Carried to attract the love of a woman.
High John the Conqueror Root:
Root (Saturn, earth) Add to candle anointing oils, charms
and sachets to increase their potency.
Holly:
Holly (Mars, fire) Plant around house for protection. Leaves and berries can be
carried to heighten masculinity.
Honeysuckle:
Honeysuckle (Jupiter, earth) Use in prosperity spells and charms.
Hops:
Hops (Mars, water) Healing incenses and charms. Placed in a pillow will induce
sleep. Unwise to use if depressed.
Hyssop:
Hyssop (Jupiter, fire) For purification baths and protection spells. Associated with
serpents and dragons, it can be burned to tap into dragon energy.
Ivy:
Ivy (Saturn, water) Protects the house it grown over. Often given (with holly) to
newlyweds.
Jasmine:
Jasmine (Jupiter, earth) Used in love spells and charms.
Juniper:
Juniper (Sun, fire) Protects wearer from accidents. Berries can be dried and strung to
attract a lover. Can be used in anti-theft spells and grown at doorstep to protect from
thieves.
Lavender:
Lavender (Mercury, air) Purification baths and incenses. Thrown onto fires at
Midsummer in tribute to the Gods and to bring visions and inspiration. Carry to
attract men. Scent induces sleep. Brings clarity and focus to workings.
Lemon Balm:
Balm Brink as an infusion to soothe away emotional pains after a breakup.

Useful in recovering from trauma and sexual assault. Drives away low spirits,
increases fertility.
Lemon Verbena:
Verbena (Venus, air) Wear as a love charm and to increase attractiveness.
Add to charms to increase their power. Hand sprig around neck to stop dreaming.
Linden:
Linden (Jupiter) Conjugal love and longevity.
Lovage:
Lovage (Sun, water) For cleansing baths. Carry to attract love.
Mandrake:
Mandrake (Mercury, earth) Strong protection for home. Carried by women who
want to conceive and men to cure impotency. Sleep with it in the bed for three nights
under a full moon. Carry for courage.
Marigold:
Marigold (Sun, fire) Renews energy wherever vase is placed. Wear flowers to see
who has stolen from you.
Marjoram:
Marjoram (Mercury, air) Add to love charms. Put a bit in every room.
Meadowsweet:
Meadowsweet (Jupiter, water) Arrange fresh flowers on altar when mixing love
charms or performing love spells. Wear garland at Lammas to join the essence of the
Goddess.
Mistletoe:
Mistletoe Protective, anti-lightning.
Mugwort:
Mugwort (Venus, air) Put into shoe for protection and to prevent fatigue. Mugwort
tea induces clairvoyance. Rub fresh leaves on scrying mirrors or crystal balls to
strengthen divination. Add to scrying, clairvoyance and divination incenses. One of
the strongest protectants. Hang in house to guard against lightning. Place under
doorstep to keep unwanted people out. Fill pillow to induce vivid dreams.
Mullein:
Mullein (Saturn, fire) Wear to develop courage and protect from wild animals.
Drives away evil.
Myrrh:
Myrrh (Sun, water) Purification, protection. Used to consecrate tools.
Myrtle:
Myrtle (Venus, water) Sacred to Venus, used in love charms and spells. Grown
indoors, it brings good luck. Carry leaves to attract love or the wood to preserve
youth. Make magick charms from wood. Wear fresh leaves during love spells.
Nettle:
Nettle (Mars, fire) Stuff a poppet with mettles to send bad vibrations or curses back

to the sender. Carry for courage, add to protection charms. An anti-toxin.
Nutmeg:
Nutmeg (Jupiter, air) Carry one to strengthen clairvoyant powers and prevent
rheumatism.
Oak:
Oak (Sun, fire) Sacred tree. Burn leaves for purification. Make wands from wood.
Carry acorns for fertility, youth and wellness. Hang in windows to protect house.
Men can carry acorns to increase sexual attractiveness and prowess.
Olive:
Olive Sacred to Athens. Symbol of peace and wealth, sign of safe travel.
Onion:
Onion (Mars, fire) Protection, healing. Place cut onions in a room to absorb illness.
Leave overnight, discard in the morning.
Orange:
Orange (Sun, water) Dried peel is added to love and fertility charms and used in solar
incense. Good luck.
Orris Root:
Root (Venus, water) Add to love charms, baths and incenses.
Parsley:
Parsley Symbolic of death.
Patchouli:
Patchouli (Sun, earth) Carry as an aphrodisiac and to attract lovers.
Pennyroyal:
Pennyroyal (Venus, earth) Put in shoe to prevent weariness. Carry to prevent seasickness. Highly abortive.
Pepper:
Pepper (Mars, fire) Protection.
Peppermint:
Peppermint (Venus, air) Healing, good in bath. Used to cool off arguments.
Periwinkle:
Periwinkle (Venus, water) Hang in house for protection.
Pimpernel:
Pimpernel (Mercury, air) Wear to detect falsehoods and to prevent others from lying
to you.
Pine:
Pine (Mars, earth) Burn as a winter incense. Nuts are eaten and carried for fertility.
Needles can be added to healing and cleansing baths.
Poppy:
Poppy (Moon, water) Eat seeds for fertility. Carry for prosperity.
Rose:
Rose (Venus, water) Carry to attract true love. Drink tea of petals for divinatory

dreams. Add to charms for sleep, love and healing. Drink tea to promote beauty. Mix
petals with regular tea to attract love.
Rosemary
Rosemary:
semary (Sun, fire) Protection. Wear to aid memory and learning. Used in sea
rituals and sea magick. Wash hands with infusion before magick as a substitute for a
ritual bath. Drink tea to make mind alert. Linked to fidelity, love and happy
memories. Place under pillow to ward off nightmares.
Rowan:
Rowan (Sun, fire) Tie two twigs together with red thread for good luck and
protection charm. Use for divining. Berries can be used in a good luck amulet.
Rue:
Rue (Sun, fire) Add to charms to keep illness away. A sprig can be dipped in water
and used to sprinkle an area for purification.
Saffron:
Saffron (Sun, fire) Prosperity and healing.
Sage:
Sage (Jupiter, earth) Prosperity and healing. Safeguards health, promotes longevity.
Grows best in the gardens of the wise.
St. John’s Wort
Wort: (Sun, fire) Protective. Wards off fever and illness. Burn as a
banishing or exorcism incense. Wear to instill courage and strengthen the will. Drink
tea to cure melancholy. Hang branches over bed to prevent nightmares.
Sandalwood:
Sandalwood (Moon, air) Use in purifying, protection and healing incenses.
Sunflower:
Sunflower (Sun, fire) Brings blessings of the Sun into the garden. Seeds can be eaten
by a woman who wants to conceive.
Thyme:
Thyme (Venus, air) Purifying incense. Use in magickal cleansing baths. Sniff for
refreshment and renewed energy. Wear to protect self from grief during funerals.
Valerian:
Valerian (Mercury, water) Use in love charms and spells and in purification baths.
Vanilla:
Vanilla (Jupiter, fire) The bean can be used in a love charm. The oil can be worn as
an aphrodisiac.
Vervain:
Vervain (Venus, water) Sacred to the Druids, used for cleansing. Hang above bed to
keep away nightmares. Used in love and protection charms. Incense brings good luck
and inspiration.
Violet:
Violet (Venus, water) Mix with lavender for a powerful love charm. Violet cures

headaches and absorbs ill-will and evil spells.
Walnut:
Walnut (Sun, fire) Carry to promote fertility and strengthen heart.
Willow:
Willow (Moon, water) Make wand for healing. Brings moon blessings when on your
property.
Wormwood:
Wormwood (Mars, air) Burn to raise spirits. Used in divinatory and clairvoyant
incenses. Burn in fire on Samhain to protect against roaming spirits. Give to the dying
to enable them to go in peace.
Yarrow:
Yarrow (Venus, water) Love and marriage charms. Keeps a couple together for at
least seven years. Wards off negativity when worn. Drink tea to enhance the powers
of perception.

Thoughts on the Cooking of Roots
For most occasions there is an ancient Chinese proverb. The gem in mind for his
endeavor is: "Only those who can savor the most unpalatable of vegetable roots know
the meaning of life." The angle of the dangle to be pursued focuses on the word
"savor." The proverb can mean more than simply eating life's turnips when dished,
but enjoying them. (Indigenous turnip lovers are encouraged to substitute their least
favorite root.) Much depends on the cooking. Cooking, if the metaphor is allowed to
be expanded on all sides, is that process which makes biological events human,
cultural, and to varying degrees personal. Some recipes are tastier than others. The
question becomes what is the best way to cook those unpalatable roots? What spice
might suffice?
Let us examine a particularly nasty root which is generally served only two ways,
with a garnish of barbed wire, or drowned and glazed in a thick sweet syrup. The root
is human nature. First of all, what is it before cooking?
Biologically, what is the nature of a human being? A bipedal hairless ground ape,
large brain, long dependent infancy, dexterous hands, social. Instincts? precious few.
Infants seem to know how to suckle and are wired to learn walking and language.
Good? Bad? Kind? Cruel? These are not biological questions. Can it be asked if a lion
is cruel, or a honeybee is kind, or an hippopotamus is good?
The answer if given would depend not on the nature of the beast, but on the cultural
sauce with which it is served. Is the chicken Kiev, or Caccitore? The answer tells
nothing about chicken nature, which is okay in the context of deciding whether or
not to attend an otherwise boring banquet, but decisions based on a platter of
prepared human nature root, which will effect the content, spices, condiments,
entrees and dessert of the banquet of life, ought to be given a more rigorous and
caring examination.
One may begin with the most prevalent recipe in world cuisine and see how this taste
effects the entire meal. The main spice has various names, one of the old favorites
being original sin.
This bitter herb flavors everything with a sharp flaw. Human beings are by nature
sinful greedy competitive murderous self-indulgent lusting power hungry lazy SOB's,
who if not restrained by higher faculties and institutions would soon destroy
everyone and everything within their power. To counter and mask this horrendous
taste there are some marvelous and ingenious sauces which depend interestingly

enough on the awful underlying taste for flavor and effectiveness. The sublime flavor
of law would be empty and tasteless without crime.
Human nature may be criminal (in this cuisine,) but law gets to decide which
behaviors in the available repertoire are crimes. The sauce in effect defines and
counter invents the horrible flavor it seeks to mask and control. This is not to argue
that law causes crime but rather that the two are insufferably linked in an over
determined and self-stoking system.
That which we would now call crime has its historic roots in the accidental unequal
distribution of productive and reproductive resources, the technology and talent to
use those resources.
Although the current World culture has cooked up a stratified layer cake in which
those lucky enough to control resources also get to control those who do not; this is
not the only solution to maldistribution. There have been and still are, societies
whose definition of crime, of the causes of conflict, was the person who tried to get
ahead and control resources and thereby kin and neighbors. "The horse is fat which
eats by night." Another Chinese proverb.
This is another barbed wire recipe often invoking sorcery instead of law, and
preventing the formation of capital. The point however is not that it is better to be
Dobuan or Mixtec, but that whichever way historic maldistribution is treated, it
counter-creates its justification in root human nature, which in turn distorts
distribution.
Example: The US bulges with surplus food. Farm commodity prices are depressed.
The US and the world have no severe shortage of hungry people. Even if ownership
payment transport and storage problems could be surmounted; and food is in the
hands of putatively benevolent institutions, there are great culinary difficulties in
distribution. Since humans are, in this recipe, lazy and greedy; it is necessary to have
some filtering procedure to insure that no freeloaders get lunch. To achieve this goal
clerks, paper, and policies are necessary. Clerks can not be allowed to make subjective
judgments less they stuff their own and their friends larders. Therefore there must be
rigorous standards of qualification: means tests, database searches for bank accounts
in the applicants name as well as the names of spouses and progeny. Does the
applicant own anything? If so, he or she must be decapitalized and the funds used for
subsistence before assistance can be made available, etc. The resulting budget can be
anywhere from thirty to ninety percent administrative costs, and it is nonetheless
predictable that some will still manage to cheat the system, and far worse; many of
the morally entitled will not meet the rigid criteria for qualification.

The sticky sweet recipe for the big root appears more on the menu than on the plate.
The spice is Edenic and asserts that the species is by nature good kind loving generous
and redeemable. The noble savage, corrupted by civilization, or knowledge, or Satan,
or neurosis; can emerge washed clean of mucky stench by some belief, the blood of
the bull; or by tinkering with governmental educational or economic institutions, or
by migration to space, or drugs sex and rock n' roll, or shamanism, or communicating
with dolphins, or psychotherapy, or some other praxis seeking to empathize the
eschaton and bring on the golden age.
The problem with these visions of humanity is that they are equally untrue, and
unlike the barbed wire cuisine they can not be cooked into a consistent meal. The
bitterness always sneaks in.
While aficionados of the beastly nature (a slander of the beasts) of this planet's
sentient beings can explain "good" behavior in a reduced scenario of economics or
inclusive fitness, ideologies of the divine or pristine nature have difficulty explaining
"bad" behavior without recourse to corruption or weakness, which brings the barbed
wire back into the soup.
A grope for a new Recipe
A combination of two old ideas. One from scholasticism, the other from the Gita. The
fist is the concept of natural law which when debarred of the ecclesiastical, advances
the proposition that ethics can be deduced from the natural world. The second is an
argument by Krishna to Arjuna which proposes that an action must be performed and
justified by its own qualities and not by its intent or the hypothesized consequences
of short or long-term goals. First to natural law: The only overriding value in
biological systems is equilibrium. The greatest equilibrium is obtained by buffering
the basic energetic and chemical inputs to the system through the largest possible
diverse and flexible biomass. Not so much a "greatest good for the greatest number,"
but rather the greatest complexity for the greatest biomass; an attempt at running all
the possible phenotypic variations, fugues, figures, palindromes, and canons on the
genetic themes available, given the chemo-energetic budget. On the species level and
on the level of a sentient unit, the process is often served with the "nature red in
tooth and claw" sauce while on an ecological level it taste more like a complex net of
negotiated settlements. Stable ecological niches are deals cut and ratified by and with
the biological community; deals which hold while variables remain within norms the
system can equilibrate. The greater the number and complexity of the deals, the
better the system can buffer and adjust to micro and macro changes.
The rain forests are fortunately a popular concern in these times. A prime example of

the above rule. A rain forest is so massive and complex that it controls a large portion
of its own chemo-energetic input. Given sufficient sun, water, minerals, and
beginning genetic base, a climax stage rain forest not only controls its own water and
nutrient cycle, but exports nutrients, fresh water, and oxygen to the rest of the
biosphere and serves as a climatologically buffer. Few things can bring a rain forest
down. For a new ice-age to do it, it would have to be a whopper. If equatorial zones
remain frost free, the reduction of sea level by water locked in glaciers would permit
forest expansion. A real bang-up nuclear winter might do it, but the forests have
suffered dinosaur bombs before and came back strong. A different community to be
sure, but the flexibility and diversity was in place so that enough survived to put it
back together. Perhaps the forest will figure out a way to cut a deal with the chain
saw and the bulldozer.
The prescription to attach not to the fruits of action from the Gita ties systemically
into biological values. Action, or inaction in the biological sphere while being in
accordance with physical law in terms of mass and velocity and forces, are also
messages and information in a vast system in which component parts and subsystem
have their own interpreting coding and decoding priorities processes and history;
their own hierarchy of logical typing, and their own errors.
Few inhabitants of this our verdant globe have not had the experience of having a
message blow up; the off times small phrase or deed which while of benevolent or
innocent intent is interpreted by another as a cause for major rhubarb, hurt feelings
and retaliation. Information evaluation processing and transmittal is a major portion
of all living events, yet the consequences of such events, especially new events for
which deals are yet to be cut, are often only marginally statistically predictable, if at
all.
Needless to say, this causes great problems both within the human community and
within the biosphere at large. H. sapiens, with that marvelous capacity for abstraction
and projection, is forever setting goals and making plans: the "of mice and men"
phenomenon. The problem is that the words and acts go one way and the goals and
plans another. If you get there at all, it is not where you wanted to be. Indeed the
means, the actions designed to attain the goal preclude the goal because the context is
not shared and means will be (I suspect correctly) interpreted by others as ends in
themselves and meanings modified according to particular context. Anything which
can be understood in one context, can be misunderstood in another, and even given a
shared goal and context; the focus of action on an end dilutes the examination and
evaluation of means so that actions which could not pass ethical muster on their own,
slip expediently by, justified by the inflated context of the goal.

Of Gooses and Ganders
It can be hoped that the sauce with which you bathe the root, yours and others; will
be the sauce by which your root by others is bathed. In formulating your recipe,
endeavor to use those condiments which complixify rather than simplify. The many
complex deals of humanity with nature are tastier than the war against nature. The
war is an aberration, a temporary failure of diplomacy. Peace can be made
incrementally and completely with small and particular spicing each delicious in and
of itself while eschewing grandiose prepackaged mixtures. Let every act be a spice,
and if the flavor seems wrong; if it reduces the flexibility and diversity of life
including human life, don't do it and don't use it. Keep in separate bowls the refined
and elaborate sauces and condiments by which intrahuman niches are stir fried baked
and stewed. Use most sparingly only if life's flexibility and diversity would suffer
without it.

Tree Medicine
Birch - this tree is indicative of cleanliness & determination in overcoming adversity.
Use when wanting to make a fresh start & ridding yourself of bad influences
Alder - is a water-loving tree, the God linked with this tree is Bran the blessed, is for
spiritual protection & prophecy.
Willow - medicine stands for female & lunar rhythms of life. She is water-seeking
like the alder. Offers protection against damp diseases & modern herbal Practioners
extract salicin from the bark to be used to ease illnesses like rheumatic fever. The gift
of fertility is also represented here.
Ash - The World Tree, it has deep penetrating roots which change the chemistry of
the soil, making undergrowth difficult for other vegetation. Helps link the earthly
and spiritual. Good medicine for meditation.
Hawthorn - Small tree with dense, many-branched body. Best used for cleansing &
chastity, bringing protection from the inner magical realms.
Oak - The Oak's place in Celtic lunar calendar is seventh among thirteen months.
The Oak has protected England through the use of his timbers for the building of
ships. Oaks are used as boundary marker. Oak medicine is best used for securing your
pursuits, protecting while attaining your goals. It is essential protection for those less
able, who require security in order to strengthen their characters.
Holly - a white-wooded tree with almost invisible grain, looks much like ivory. Holly
is associated with the death and rebirth symbolism in both Pagan & Christian lore. In
Arthurian legend, Gawain (Representing the Oak King of summer) fought the Green
Knight, who was armed with a Holly club to represent winter. Holly medicine may
be used with difficulties in sleep and to ease the passage of death.
Hazel - Hazel embodies many talents: poetry, divination, and the powers of
meditation. In Celtic tradition, the Salmon of knowledge is said to eat the nuts
dropped into its sacred pool from this tree growing beside it. Each nut eaten by the
salmon becomes a spot on its skin. In Europe and North America Hazel is used to gain
knowledge, wisdom & poetic inspiration.
Apple - A dense, fine grained, rosy colored wood with a sweet smell. Apple is
associated with choice. This is good medicine to use when your are having difficulty

in making decisions, whether they are work or relationship oriented.
Vine - This is used in the development of prophetic powers, best when used while
trying to reach deeper state of consciousness and when doing healing work.
Ivy - Represents the spiral of the self and the search for self. The maze of the
labyrinth is also linked to Ivy, since it symbolized the wondering soul, circling
inward and outward, seeking nourishment from within & without, leading you to
enlightenment.
enlightenment A wonderful aid if helping others on a spiritual journey.
Reed - Helps create spiritual weapons - gives you direction. Best when used before
beginning healing work or soul retrievals.
Blackthorn - is a wintery tree. Fruits, known as sloes, only ripen after the first frost.
The Gaelic word "staif" has links with English word "strife". Wood of Blackthorn is
traditionally used with the Irish shillelagh. It represents the strong action of fate or
outside influences in your life. Blackthorn should not be used by the novice.
Elder - is linked to eternal turnings of life and death, birth and rebirth. It represents
the end/beginning and beginning/end. Significant of creativity and renewal.. new
beginnings.
Silver Fir - is used to bring knowledge of your present and past lives into now. The
color sliver links you to your silver thread symbolizing your awareness of the
progress of your spiritual journey. Best used when searching for gift of insight.
insight
Heather - used for Solitary healing work (going within) Heather along with mistletoe
create powerful healing medicine in both spiritual and physical aspects.
White Poplar - concerns with earthly and material aspects of Life. Also with finding
the spiritual determination to face hardship we have to endure. This tree has the
ability to resist and to shield, also an ability with languages and speech with close
relationship with the winds.
YewYew mostly found in ancient cemeteries. In Breton Legend, the tree is said to grow a
root into the open mouth of each corpse buried in the graveyard. This root is the
symbol of rebirth. Good medicine when used in working with past life issues and
regression.
Grove - tree of All Knowledge. The grove represents a sacred place where all is linked
and becomes clear. Helps you look beneath the surface of things.. whether situations

or people. Medicine works with your hidden knowledge, helping you to manifest it at
the appropriate time.
Spindle - completion of tasks. Ability to complete something to its end, no matter
how difficult. Good for progressing in certain areas of your life which are of difficulty
to you
Honeysuckle - helps you to distinguish what is real from what is false, and what is of
real value on your journey. The honeysuckle will help you tread safely - remaining
true to your quest.
Beech - Beech wood is close grained and easy t work with - smooth and even surface.
Beech medicine can tell you about yesterday and how it is relevant today. Handling
old objects or visiting a place connected to your past will bring understanding of
people, incidents, reviving the memories within that are needed.

Trees and Their Magickal Uses


Almond
 Business
 Clairvoyance
 Divination
 Loans
 Money
 Wisdom



Apple
 Healing
 Love
 Perpetual Youth
 Prosperity



Ash
 Protection
 Sea Magic (when performing spells far away from the ocean.)



Apricot
 Love



Aspen
 Protection



Balsa
 Psychic Awareness



Birch
 Fertility
 New Beginnings
 Protection
 Purification



Cedar
 Healing
 Longevity
 Prosperity
 Protection



Purification



Cherry
 Love



Coconut
 Chastity
 Healing
 Purity



Cypress
 Past Life Workings
 Protection



Elder
 Healing
 Prosperity
 Protection
 Spirituality



Elm
 Protection



Eucalyptus
 Healing



Fig
 Energy
 Fertility
 Health
 Strength



Hawthorn
 Cleansing
 Love
 Marriage
 Protection



Hazel
 Divination
 Love





Marriage
Protection
Reconciliation



Hemlock
 Not Recommended For Use



Juniper
 Protection



Lemon
 Chastity
 Divination
 Healing
 Neutrality
 Top of Page



Lime
 Chastity
 Divination
 Healing
 Neutrality



Linden
 Protection



Maple
 Divination
 Love
 Money



Mulberry
 Divination
 Knowledge
 The Will
 Wisdom



Oak
 Healing
 Longevity
 Money



Strength



Olive
 Fidelity
 Fruitfulness
 Marriage
 Money
 Peace
 Security



Orange
 Love
 Marriage



Palm
 Strength



Peach
 Divination
 Love



Pine
 Exorcism
 Fertility
 Fortune
 Health
 Money
 Prosperity
 Purification



Rowan
 Protection
 Strength



Walnut
 Healing
 Health
 Protection



Willow
 Blessings of the Moon









Easy delivery of babies.
Enchantments
Healing
Protection
Psychic Awareness
Wishing

Yew
 Not Recommended For Use

Vitamins and Their Uses
The following list represents several months of reading and general research into the
topic of improved health through preventive vitamin intake. The sources are
numerous, but a large part comes from several books on Herbology, Medications &
vitamins by Richard Alan Miller. I present this as a personal collection of notes and
note as an authoritative medical paper.
A: Protective against sterility. Works hand-in-hand with E. Also used to treat prostate
and menstrual disorders.
B 1 (Thiamine): Deficiencies of this can result in nervous manifestations and mood
swings, fatigue, depression, anxiety and apathy.
B 2 (Riboflavin): Necessary for healthy skin, and avoiding depression. Found in green
vegetables, milk, eggs & wheat germ.
B 3 (Niacin): Early signs of its depletion is the loss of a sense of humor. cleans the
bloodstream of poisons, carbohydrate buildup etc. Has been used to reduce the effects
on the circulatory system from smoking. Note that for a day or two after taking this
alcohol tolerance level is reduced drastically so that very small quantities can produce
lightheadedness etc. Niacin can also produce shortly after taking a 'flush' effect on the
skin and overheating so use in small dosages at a time only.
B 5 (Pantothenic Acid): Fortifies white blood cells and avoidance of hair graying.
B 6 (Pyridoxine): Promotes healthy teeth, gums and skin; assists in the manufacture
of hemoglobin & certain hormones. It also prevents excess fluid retention, especially
in females.
B 12 (Cyanocobalamin): Essential for formation of red blood cells. Found only in eggs,
liver, kidneys, beef, milk, spiraalina & brewers yeast.
B 17 (amygdalin or laetrile): May be effective against certain types of cancer; is an
effective contraceptive for women. Papaya seeds and apricot kernels are the main
sources for it. (To use as a contraceptive large quantities are needed).
C (Ascorbic Acid): Besides that which is generally known, some recent studies
published in medical journals have shown that maintaining high levels of vitamin C
can reduce the possibility of contracting AIDS if exposed. (These studies are not yet

confirmed by the FDA or AMA and are thus considered ongoing research).
Folic Acid (folacin): Helps to produce antibodies vs. infection and maintains the
functions in the lower intestinal tract.
E (Mixed Tocopherols): Positively influences the production of male sex hormones
and help breaks up arterial cholesterol. 400 to 1600 units daily is the safe dosage.
women on oral contraceptives require high supplements of vitamin E and Folic acid.
Lecithin: Must be replaced after male orgasm; increases the quality & Quantity of
sperm. Found in vegetable oil, unroasted nuts and eggs.
Zinc: Important for prostate gland health and the reproductive system.
The above are all notes taken from my own Pagan's Grimoire of information for
survival in today’s society/world and are to be considered to be personal opinion for
legal purposes. I am not a medical professional, but all of the above was from original
medical sources and studies. Use them as you will.

Witchcraft Herbal Lore and Flying Ointments
Some of the earliest records that make reference to the use of substances to affect the
mental and physical condition have been about Witches and Witchcraft.
The practitioners of this craft, most often women, were frequently consulted by
individuals who desired a potion or charm that would ward off evil, attract love or
heal an illness.
Their knowledge of the uses and misuses of plants was renown and many modern
writers acknowledge that it is these individuals who developed and retained through
history, the herbal lore which has been extensively employed by modern medicine
and pharmaceutical companies.
Often we are unaware of the history of the drugs we take so much for granted in our
lives. A brief review of the origins of drugs such as Aspirin and Digitalis demonstrates
that these drugs have plant origins and were in use long before modern medicine
discovered and isolated them.
Foxglove for instance, (also known as Fairyglove and Witchesglove), was the source
of Digitalis, the drug which has saved the lives of many people suffering heart
conditions. Digitalis was discovered by Dr. William Withering, in his book, 'An
Account of Foxglove and its Uses', (1785), he acknowledges his debt to Witchcraft
herbal lore in leading him to the use of Foxglove for assisting those with Heart
conditions.
Tradition has it that Witches would often go out on nights of a full moon to collect
strange plants. Rather than being an obscure magical ritual, the collecting of plants at
night-time and when the moon is full has a basis in plant biology. Many of the plants
employed by Witches have their highest active drug content at these times. If one
were to remove some of the more obscure magical aspects of Witchcraft, a deep
understanding of Herbal Lore, Medicine and Psychology is revealed.
Our society, modern medicine and the multimillion pound pharmaceutical industry,
owe much to the traditions of Witchcraft and the knowledge passed through the
centuries by these practitioners of an ancient and persecuted art.
Unguentum Sabbati.
Nights of the full Moon are associated with Witches and as indicated above it was

often at these times when plants were collected. The full Moon has special
significance for Witches and at certain times of the year it coincides with the
"Witches Sabbath", when Witches are said to gather to worship their god or goddess.
During these meetings it is reported that ritual ointments, made principally of plant
substances, were and are employed to promote particular experiences.
Another common theme in Witchcraft folklore is Witches flying on broomsticks to
go about their nocturnal deeds. In a number of texts there are frequent references to
Witches flying and meeting the incarnation of their particular Goddess/God. While
some may argue that these accounts were extracted by the cruel tortures of their
persecutors, for instance the 'Malleus Maleficarum (1486). There are some that appear
to reflect what many Witches believe they have actually experienced.
A number of written accounts are available which speak of the use of Ointments or
Unguents to enable a Witch to fly. They include; ''The Book of the Sacred Magic of
Abremelin The Mage', (1458), by Abraham the Jew, and 'De Miraculis Rerum
Naturalium', (1560) by Giovanni Battista Porta, (both these texts are in the British
Library however access to them is restricted). In the account of Abraham the Jew, he
is provided an unguent by a young Witch that after rubbing on the principal pulses of
the feet and hands, created a sensation of flying. Porta's account has a section which
is entitled 'Laiarum Unguenta', "Witches Unguents", in this he describes the recipe of
flying ointments.
An investigation of these accounts and the ceremonial ointments used by Witches at
their Sabbaths, reveal a number of plants which have extreme physical and
psychological effects when taken internally or rubbed on the skin. Many of them are
extremely poisonous and the reports of their use by rubbing into specific areas of the
body or all over, demonstrates a recognition of the lethal properties of these plants if
taken internally.
The use of plants to promote a sense of flying, "out of body experience" and the
ability to convene with the Spiritual World, is a recurrent theme in many ancient
religious practices. The Shamans of America and priests and priestesses of religions
throughout the world share the Witches use of specific plants to extend the normal
boundaries of human experience.
While there are a number of recipes for Flying ointments, there are many difficulties
in identifying the plants exactly. There was no universal plant classification system
during these times, many plants share common names or are confused with others,
finally the chances of mistranslating from these ancient texts are high.

Despite these problems a number of plants were known to be associated with Witches
and even the common names of some plants provide a clue to their uses. Certain
plants occur regularly in recipes of Flying Ointments and Witches Sabbath ointments.
These include:
Deadly Nightshade. (Atropa Belladonna).
Monkshood. (Aconitum Napellus).
Henbane. (Hyoscyamus Niger).
Others that appear include:
Thornapple. (Datura stramonium).
Poplar.
Foxglove.
Poppy.
Cinquefoil.
Smallage.
Woody Nightshade.
Hemlock and Water Hemlock
Parsley.
Wild Celery. (Apium graveolens).
At times there is mention of more exotic elements, for instance the fat of human
babies and bats blood. These are most likely sensationalist reports or there to "spice"
up the magical aspect of the recipe. However the use of a fat, probably from an
animal, was employed to provide an oily base for the crushed plants, enable its
application on the skin and as a medium to prevent the rapid evaporation of the
volatile plant alkaloids.
Despite many Witches being aware of Mushrooms and Fungi that promote altered
states, they have not been mentioned in any of the texts on Flying/Sabbath
ointments. (A discussion on the range of hallucinogenic fungi is provided later).
The reproduction of Flying ointment recipes and their application has promoted
similar experiences of flying, out of body experience and meeting fantastic gods and
demons. Dr Erich Peuhart, of the University of Gottingen, Germany conducted
experiments on himself and a colleague to investigate the effects of Flying ointments,
his subsequent report was similar to the accounts provided by Witches, and included
flying through the air, landing on a mountain top, orgiastic rites and the appearance
of monsters and demons.
A more recent experiment was conducted on the night of the 30th April, the

Walpurgis Sabbath, 1992, by an individual known to this writer, who we will call
Richard, it was described as follows; The unguent was rubbed on the pulse points of
the hands and feet, after five minutes, a great feeling of tiredness and coldness
overcame me and I lay down, my breathing slowed and I began to feel a bit panicky
that I would die, however I convinced myself that if I did go into respiratory collapse
or heart failure the instructions I had left with a friend who was attending me would
enable him to provide artificial respiration and call an ambulance. My understanding
of time became impossible so I could not decide how long my experiences lasted.
Eventually I stopped being fearful and my mind seemed to be becoming detached
from its normal state, there was still a feeling of coldness then I seemed to be floating
upwards. I found myself soaring above the rooftops of London and my body was no
longer human it had become amorphous like a giant squid, with its tentacles
streaming behind it. With a little concentration I could change my body into
virtually any shape I so desired. I seemed to be heading West and eventually came to
a hillside, there I met a number of other people who informed me that the meeting
place was not on this world but in the stars. I immediately shot into the sky towards a
very bright star, I was not alone and as I flew towards the star many others were with
me, our bodies seemed to melt into each other and I remember intense sensations of
pleasure running up and down my body, which at the same time was not my body
but everyone's, it's difficult to describe. Eventually I came to an enormous hall and
walked upon its cold floor towards a flight of steps, either side of the hall were
enormous pillars that stretched up so high I could not see a ceiling. As I came to the
top of the steps I saw a hooded figure of a woman, she looked at me though her face
was hidden by the hood. I suddenly felt an incredible sensation of power emanating
from the woman and I became very frightened. The woman began to remove her
hood and through fear I averted my gaze, a voice in my head told me to look up, I did
and the face of the woman shone so brightly it hurt, not just my eyes but my whole
body. I then remember a sensation of falling and cannot remember anything else.
The report of the friend who attended Richard made notes, these notes were as
follows;
1. 10:55 pm. Pulse 75 beats per minute, Blood pressure 110/70, Temperature 34C
2. The unguent was applied to the hands and feet at 11pm.
3. Pulse at 11:02 was 85 beats per minute.
4. 11:10, Richard is getting very drowsy, incoherent and reports feeling cold. Pulse 92
5. 11:20, He has fallen sleep, pulse is 95 beats per minute and strong, Breathing is
regular and slow.
6. 11:30, pulse 97, he feels clammy. Temp 38 degrees C
7. 12:00, Breathing is slow, long and regular, pulse 102.
The accounts from 12am until 9am were of a gradual reduction in pulse rate to

normal until Richard awoke and immediately wrote down his experiences. Apart
from an intense feeling of thirst and a headache no negative effects could be
discerned straight after or for a month following the experiment. The attendant who
monitored Richard said, that apart from being petrified that Richard would die on
him when the pulse just seemed to be rising and rising the first hour, nothing
untoward happened.
Many of these experiments have been conducted by medically trained individuals,
current practitioners of Witchcraft and a number of people seeking interesting and
novel experiences. It is uncertain if the similarities of their experiences are a feature
of the plant substances used or their expectancies before they used the drug. Richard
choosing a known Witches Sabbath date to conduct the experiment perhaps set up in
his own unconscious mind a potential script of what he would experience.
The ready availability of many of the plants containing the active constituents of
Flying Ointments, are a potential danger to individuals who have a desire to
experiment on themselves. Given the lethal properties of these plants and the
inability to ascertain dose, it is an activity left to the experienced, trained or foolish. It
should be noted the internal administration of most of these plants is extremely
dangerous, this point being reflected in their use externally by Witches.
Belladonna
Belladonna, (Atropa Belladonna), or commonly known as deadly nightshade is
relatively rare in the UK. In Britain it is usually found in chalky soils, shaded areas
and waste ground or old ruins.
It is extremely poisonous and has been employed for many centuries for beneficial
and less beneficial purposes. According to folklore it is a plant that belongs to the
Devil, who tends it. being diverted from this duty only on the night of the Walpurgis
night Witches Sabbath.
The name Belladonna, "Beautiful Lady", is thought to derive from its use by Italian
ladies, to dilate the pupil of the eye to make them more attractive. The generic name,
"Atropa", is derived from the Greek, Atropos, one of the fates that held the shears to
cut the thread of human life.
The properties of Belladonna depend on the presence of Hyoseyamine and Atropine,
the root is the principle source of preparing tinctures, however, the whole plant
including the berries contain these alkaloids.

Atropine has been used in ophthalmology for the dilation of the pupil and was used as
an antidote to opium.
It was also used to lessen pain and inflammation. It has anti spasmodic activity and
was used for asthma and whooping cough.
It increases the rate of the heart by approximately 20 - 40 beats per minute.
In poisonous doses it causes paralysis and excitement and delirium.
Woody Nightshade (solamum Dulcamara)
Bittersweet.
A very common plant in the U.K. growing in hedgerows and shaded areas which has
frequently been confused with Deadly Nightshade.
Its active constituent is Solamine which acts narcotically, in large doses it causes
paralysis. It slows the heart and respiration, reduces temperature and causes vertigo
and delirium, eventually convulsions and death.
Woody Nightshade was used widely for a number of ailments including rheumatism,
fever, inflammation and jaundice.
It was believed to guard against the evil eye and has been revered for thousands of
years - a necklace of the berries was found in Tutenkahmun's tomb.
Aconite (Aconitum Napellus) Monkshood
Aconite is a plant which was introduced to England long ago. Reports of it are
included in manuscripts of the tenth century downwards. it is found growing wild in
western counties of England and South Wales and was popular as a flowering garden
plant.
The poisonous properties of aconite have been used to coat arrowheads for use on
humans and animals.
Its medical uses was mainly restricted for the alleviation of muscular and rheumatic
pain. Applied externally to the affected area.
A number of alkaloids have been identified within aconite but the group which is

believed responsible for its medical and poisonous activity are the Aconitines.
Aconite is extremely poisonous and the symptoms of poisoning begin with numbness
in the mouth, crawling sensations on the skin, vomiting, stomach pains, labored
breathing, irregular and weak pulse, giddiness and staggering, eventual cardiac arrest
or asphyxiation. The mind remains clear.
In cases of poisoning artificial respiration and stimulants are indicated.
Hemlock (Conium maculatum)
Hemlock is a common plant in the U.K. found in meadows, banks and hedge banks.
It has some similarities to Parsley but is distinguished by blood red markings/spots on
its stem and root.
All parts of the plant contain a very strong poisonous alkaloid called conium.
Conium (produced by extraction of the juice of hemlock) is a narcotic, sedative and
antispasmodic. Its medical use in the past was to treat coughing, epilepsy or any over
activity of the muscles.
In poisonous doses it produces loss of sensation, complete paralysis of striated muscle,
loss of speech, the respiration slows and eventually stops. Death results from
asphyxiation. During this process the mind remains clear and unaffected.
The most famous account of the use of Hemlock is the poisoning of the ancient Greek
philosopher, Socrates.
Conium is a highly volatile plant alkaloid and loses its potency rapidly. Heat destroys
it.
In cases of poisoning artificial respiration and the use of stimulants are indicated.
The possible inclusion of Hemlock or Water Hemlock which shares similar
paralyzing properties could.
Thornapple (Datura Stramonium) Solanaceae
Relatively uncommon in England, but common in America Thornapple is strongly
narcotic and doses lead to dilation of the pupils, giddiness, delirium and mania.

The active constituents are the same as Belladonna, i.e.. hyoseyamine and atropine,
but in smaller concentrations and its medical uses are the same as Belladonna. Its
effects on coughing and respiratory conditions being slightly stronger.
Henbane (Hyosyamus niger) Solanaceae
It is relatively common in the UK. growing in shaded areas and has a long history of
use and mythology. In Greek legend the dead in Hades were crowned with Henbane
as they wandered beside the Styx.
The plant was used in magic and diabolism for its power of causing delirium and
hallucinations. In poisonous doses poor vision, dizziness, sleepiness is followed by
delirium and convulsions.
The active constituents are Hyoseyamine, Atropine and Hyoseine. Similar to
Belladonna in its medicinal uses, however the added presence of Hyoscine gives it the
properties of reducing secretions and relax spasm of involuntary muscles. It has been
employed in hysteria, pain and rheumatism.
Henbanes sedative action does not give rise as much rise to the delirium associated
more with high concentrates of Atropine. It was also used extensively in insane
asylums for treating mania and delirium tremens.
Foxglove (Digitalis purpured) Serophularcacere
Common in England growing best in sunlight this plant has extremely powerful
action on the heart. Digitalis containing a number of glucosides, three of which are
cardiac stimulants; digitoxin, digitalin and digitalun. The other glucoside is digitonin,
a cardiac depressant.
Digitalis has been used from early times for its properties on the heart and circulation.
Its first action is to increase blood pressure due to contraction of the heart and
arteries. The pulse slows and regulation of an irregular pulse.
In toxic doses it causes disturbances of the senses, blurs the visual field. Low dose
poisoning leads to slow and irregular pulse. Higher concentrations of poisoning leads
to rapid heart beat and arrest.
Tradition has it that Foxglove is a plant of women and of the Goddess Diana

This investigation into the early records of drug use is taking a lot of time and more
information will be provided as my researches continue.
I strongly urge people not to experiment with any of the plants mentioned, as they
are extremely poisonous.

Wood Uses
Tree

Attributes

Alder

The "Battle Witch", protection, truth, purification, regeneration,
resurrection, solar tree

Apple

Prophesy, love, Celtic tree of life, youth, fairy tree, fertility, romance,
creativity, healing, immortality

Apricot

Love

Ash

Guardian tree, runic tree, justice, longevity, protection, prosperity,
health, the sea

Bamboo

Protection, luck, hex-breaking

Beech

Divination, holy tree, visions, insight

Birch

Goddess tree, beginnings, new ventures, to make cradles, birth,
rebirth, protection, banishing, purification

Blackthorn

Fairy communication, divination, magick, dreams

Cherry

Love, divination

Chestnut

Love, strength, money, healing

Cypress

Longevity, healing, comfort, protection

Dogwood

Wishes, protection

Elder

Goddess tree, witch and wizard tree, protection, healing regeneration,
used for astral travel broomsticks, banishing, protection, healing,
wards off attackers, prosperity, sleep. Note: Some Wiccan traditions
believe that the elder is sacred to the Goddess and therefore should
not be cut or used; however, the leaves and berries are used in spells

Fig

Divination, fertility, love

Elm

Vulnerability, sensitivity, empathy, creativity

Fir

Rebirth, feminine energy, endurance, lunar tree, used to mark ley
lines on the land

Hawthorn

Fairy tree, divination, prophesy, wisdom, fertility, happiness

Hazel

Wisdom, insight, vision, prophesy, fertility, creativity, luck,
protection, wishes, anti-lightening

Hickory

Longevity, legal matters

Holly

Protection, luck, dream magick

Juniper

Protection, love, banishing, health, anti-theft

Laurel

Oracle tree, divining, victory, honor

Madrone

Mother tree, protection, healing, strength, love, regeneration, growth

Magnolia

Fidelity, enjoyment, riches

Maple

Love, money, longevity

Mesquite

Healing

Mimosa

Protection, love, dreams, prophecy, purification

Mulberry

Protection, magickal focus, strength

Oak

Forest king, endurance, fertility, ancestry, love, fairy tree, longevity,
rebirth

Orange

Love, money, luck, divination

Peach

Love, fertility, wishes, banishment, longevity

Pear

Love

Pine

Life cycles, rebirth, solar tree, inspiration, healing, protection,
banishment, money, anti-hunger

Plum

Healing

Poplar

Money, success, personal riches

Redwood

Strength, ancestry, purification, regeneration

Rowan

Sorcerer's tree, enchantment, spell casting, witch and fairy tree

Walnut

Health, mental powers, wishes

Willow

Flexibility, enchantment, dreams, water power, the stars, astral travel,
inspiration, divination, love, protection, healing

Yarrow

Divining, healing, creativity

Yew

Shelter, protection, defense

Woods: Their Types and Uses
The ancient Celtic tree alphabet was used by the followers of the Old Religion to
construct a language of the trees that could be used in conjunction with the occult
symbolism of each of the trees. When translated from the ancient tongue we find the
following trees referenced often: Elm, Birch, Hazel, Oak, Aspen, Alder, Ivy, Yew,
Rowan, Ash, Pine, Willow, Elder, and Spindle. These trees, along with others, will be
covered. From early times, there have been the sacred groves and the sacred tree.
Individual trees of particular species have been revered, the kind varying with the
divine force represented. Oak and Cedar are obvious examples of father emblems as
Willow and Hazel are mother emblems. The androgynous Pine and the world bearing
Ash also have their place in our folklore. The symbolism of the woods are very
important in the construction of any magical tool. A complete description of the
various woods and their uses is impossible in a limited space but we will cover as
much as possible.
Oak: The oak tree is the tree of Zeus, Jupiter, Hercules, The Dagda (The Chief of the
Elder Irish gods), Thor and all other Thunder Gods. The royalty of the Oak needs no
enlarging upon. The Oak is the tree of endurance and triumph, and like the Ash, is
said to count the lightings' flash. The Oak is a male wood which is ideal for the
construction of any tool that needs the male influence such as Athames, certain
wands and staffs. The midsummer fire is always Oak and the need fire is always
kindled in an Oak log.
Occult Aspects: Endurance, triumph, strength, power, dominion, prosperity, sacrifice,
guardian, liberator.
Birch: With the exception of the mysterious elder, the Birch is the earliest of the
forest trees. The Birch is used extensively in cleansing rituals. Throughout Europe,
Birch twigs are used to expel evil spirits. Birch rods are also used in rustic rituals to
drive out the spirits of the old year.
Occult Aspects: Controlled by the Lunar influences. Birth, healing, Lunar workings,
and protection.
Hazel: The Hazel is a tree of wisdom. In England, all the knowledge of the arts and
sciences were bound to the eating of Hazel nuts. Until the seventeenth century, a
forked Hazelstick was used to divine the guilt of persons in cases of murder and theft.
We have retained the practice of divining for water and buried treasure.

Occult Aspects: Wisdom, intelligence, inspiration, wrath.
Alder: The Alder is the tree of fire. In the battle of the trees, the Alder fought in the
very front line. It is described as the very "battle witch" of all woods, the tree that is
hottest in the fight. from the alder, you can make three different dyes, red from its
bark, green from its flowers, and brown from its twigs; this symbolizes the elements
of fire, water and earth. The Alder wood is the wood of the witches. Whistles may be
made of this wood to summon and control the four winds. It is also the ideal wood for
making the magical pipes and flutes. To prepare the wood for use, beat the bark away
with a willow stick while projecting your wishes into it. The Alder is a token of
resurrection.
Occult Aspects: Controlling the four winds, banishing and controlling elementals,
resurrection. Making magical dyes.
Ivy/Vine: The Ivy was sacred to Osiris as well as to Dionysus. Vine and Ivy come next
to each other at the turn of the year, and are jointly dictated to resurrection.
Presumably, this is because they are the only two trees that grow spirally. The Vine
also symbolizes resurrection because its strength is preserved in the wine.
Occult Aspects: Vine: Faerie work, Joy, Exhilaration, Wrath, Rebirth. Ivy: Fidelity,
Constancy, Love, Intoxication.
Yew: The Yew is known as the death tree in all European countries. Sacred to Hecate
in Greece and Italy. Yew wood makes excellent bows, as the Romans learned from
the Greeks. This strengthened the belief that Yew was connected with death. Its use
in England is recalled in Macbeth where Hecate's cauldron contained:"... Slips of
Yew, slivered in the moon eclipse." The Silver Fir of birth and the Yew of death are
sisters. They stand next to each other in the circle of the year and their foliage is
almost identical.
Occult Aspects: Destructive workings concerning death. Not recommended for
magical tools "...for I am the tomb to every hope."
Rowan: The Rowan is seen as the tree of life. It is also known as Mountain Ash,
Quickbeam, The Witch or Witch Wand. In the British Isles, Rowa is used as a
protection against lightning and magical charms of all sorts. In ancient Ireland, the
Druids of opposing forces would kindle a fire of rowan and say an incantation over it
to summon spirits to take part in the battle. The Rowan is also used for many healing
purposes. The "Quickbeam" is the tree of quickening.

Another use was in metal divining. In Ireland, a Rowan stake was hammered through
a corpse to immobilize the spirit.
Occult Aspects: Divination, healing, astral work, protection.
Ash: The Ash is sacred to Poseidon and Woden. The Ash is considered to be the
father of trees. The Ash is the tree of sea power, or of the power resident in water.
Special guardian spirits reside in the Ash; This makes it excellent for absorbing
sickness. The spirally carved druidical wand was made of Ash for this purpose.
Occult Aspects: Seapower, karmic laws, magical potency, healing, protection from
drowning.
Pine: External symbol of life and immortality. It is one of the few trees that are
androgynous. It was also worshiped by the ancients as a symbol of fire because of its
resemblance to a spiral of flame. It is regarded as a very soothing tree to be near.
Occult Aspects: Strength, life and immortality, rejuvenation
Willow: The Willow was sacred to Hecate, Circe, Hera, and Persephone, all death
aspects of the Triple Moon Goddess, and was often used by the Witches in Greece.
The moon owns it. Female symbol. It is the tree that loves water most and is sacred to
the Moon Goddess who is the giver of dew and moisture, generally. The Willow is
the tree of enchantment. Can be made into a tool to make wishes come true.
Occult Purposes: Moon magic, psychic energy, healing, inspiration, fertility
Elder: A waterside tree, the Elder has white flowers that bloom to their peak in
midsummer (as is also true for the Rowan) thus making the Elder another aspect of
the White Goddess. The Elder is also said to be the crucifixion tree. The inner bark
and the flowers have long been famous for their therapeutic qualities.
Occult Aspects: Witchcraft, banishment, magical art, waters of life.
Hawthorn: The Whitethorn or Hawthorn or May Witch takes its name from the
May. It is a generally unlucky tree and its name, translated from the Irish Brehon
Laws, had the meaning "harm". The Goddess, under the name Cardea, cast spells with
the Hawthorn. In many cultures, the month of the Hawthorn (May) is a month of bad
luck for marriages. The Hawthorn blossom, for many men, has the strong scent of
female sexuality and was used by the Turks as an erotic symbol. The monks of
Glastonbury perpetuated it and sanctified it with an approving tale that the staff of

Joseph and the Crown of thorns were made of Hawthorn.
Occult Aspects: Purification, enforced chastity, male potency, cleansing.
Holly: Holly means "holy". The identification of the pacific Christ with the Holly is
poetically inept a it is the Oak king, not the Holly king that is crucified on a T shaped
cross. The Holly has many uses form making a dye from its berries to being used as an
aphrodisiac.
Occult Aspects: Holiness, consecration, material gain, physical revenge, beauty
White Popular: The tree of the Autumn Equinox and of old age, is the shifting leaved
White Popular, or Aspen, The shield makers tree. Heracles bound his head in
triumph with popular after killing the giant Cacus (the evil one). The Black popular
was a funeral tree sacred to the Mother Earth. Plato makes a reference to the use of
Black popular and Silver Fir as an aid in divination. The Silver Fir standing for hope
assured and the Black Popular for loss of hope. In ancient Ireland, the coffin makers
measuring rod was made of Aspen, apparently to remind the dead that this was not
the end.
Occult Aspects: Hope, rebirth, divinations. This concludes trees referenced to be in
use in Europe. However, I thought there may be interest in a few local trees.
Almond: Almond has a very sweet natural being. Aids in self protection.
Occult Aspects: Fruitfulness, virginity
Apple: It is an old English custom to drink to the health of the Apple tree with a good
glass of cider all in hopes of encouraging the tree to produce a good crop next year.
Occult Aspects: Fertility
Coconut: The Coconut is feminine and very fertile. The shell represents the womb,
and the milk, fertility.
Occult Aspects: Protection from negative psychic forces.
Fig: The Fig is androgynous. The fruit representing the feminine and the triple lobed
leaves suggest the masculine force.
Occult Aspects: Balance

Mistletoe: The mistletoe was sacred to the Druids and to the Norse. It was considered
to be the great healer and has both male and female qualities. It was so well regarded
by the Norse (because it was sacred to Freya) that they refused to fight in the vicinity
of Mistletoe. The custom of hanging Mistletoe in the house to promote peace comes
from this. Generally regarded today as a symbol of love and purity.
Occult Aspects: Love, fertility, sexual potency.
Palm: Is regarded as particularly powerful because of its incredible durability and
because it is self renewing, never changing its leaves. Aids in rejuvenation.
Occult Aspects: Resurrection, and the cycle and matrix of life
Peach: The Peach is an emblem of marriage.
Occult Aspects: Abundance, fruitfulness, happiness
This concludes this short treatise on the various woods, their types and uses. This
information was passed to me through various sources, and no claim is made as to its
accuracy.

Wormwood (Artemisia Absinthium)
Wormwood is a classic herb for the Samhain season. In October the wheel of the year
stops for a magical three day interlude before the feast of Samhain, which ushers in
the death and rebirth of the seasonal wheel of the year.
At Samhain we place gifts of food on our altars, and out-of-doors, extending
hospitality to the disembodied ancestors who are surely among us. We light dark
candles and call our dear departed, especially those most recently dead.
Wormwood, when added to herbal incense, is an aid in opening the psychic centers.
When these centers are open and receptive, we may better communicate with those
who have "passed over". Its been written that wormwood and sandalwood (an herb of
purification and high spiritual energy) burned together near a gravesite will summon
the spirit of the departed.
Wormwood is a banishing herb, used to rid a person or an area of anger and
negativity.
In ancient Mexico, women enacted a ritual dance in honor of the Goddess of Salt
where they wore garlands of wormwood in their hair.
To divine the face of your future lover, take dried majoram, thyme, and wormwood,
grind them to a powder and cook them gently with honey and vinegar to make a
paste. Anoint your third eye center with the mix and ask three times that a vision of
your lover's face be granted to you in your sleep. Wear the mixture to bed.
Wormwood is strewn behind furniture, under pillows and in corners to repel fleas. It
is laid among woolens and furs to repel moths.
On Samhain strew it in your ritual fire as a protection against malevolent spirits.
Herbal Uses
Wormwood tea is used as a liver remedy to dispel the symptoms of jaundice and to
remove depression and melancholy.
A light infusion of the flowers and fresh leaves promotes digestion, increases the
appetite, and strengthens the stomach - if nausea results, the dose ahs been too strong.
Wormwood was once used in the production of Absinthe, a liqueur, and some home

brewers still add it to mead (honey wine). Used occasionally it will soothe the nerves
and balance the mind. Caution: as with all mind altering substances it can easily be
abused. Persons who become addicted to absinthe experience giddiness and even
convulsions.
The flowers and buds are the best part for medicinal use. One ounce of the flowers
can be tinctured in a pint of brandy for six weeks, strained, and used for the relief of
gravel and gout. The dose is one tablespoon twice a day. One ounce of the flowers
and buds can be covered with a pint and a half of boiling water and steeped for 12
hours. The dose is two tablespoons three times a day for a week, then followed by a
daily dose for maintenance. Do this to promote digestion.
The dried and powdered herb is used as a vermifuge (gets rid of worms - thus the
source of its name). Use the infusion to promote menstruation and as an antiseptic
wash for wounds and skin irritations.
The tea is used to help alleviate the bail of childbirth.
The oil is used to relieve the pain of arthritic rheumatism and neuralgia. Caution: The
oil is pure poison and should only be used externally! Never take this herb for more
than a few weeks.
Additional Notes on this Herb from
from Richard Alan Miller’s Book: The Magical and
Ritual Use of Herbs(C) 1983 by Destiny Books
Family: Composite (Sunflower or Aster family)
Synonyms: Absinth, green ginger.
Geographical Locales: all over the world, from US to Siberia
Habitat: Roadsides, waste places, and near the sea.
Botanical Description: The herb is a silky perennial plant supported by a woody
rootstock producing many bushy stems that grow two to four feet in height. The
stems are whitish covered closely with fine silk hairs. The leaves are hairy also,
shaped with many blunt lobs of irregular symmetry. The flowers are small with
globular heads of greenish-yellow color that are arranged on an erect leafy flower
stem. The Leaves and the flowers have a very bitter taste and characteristic color.
Chemistry: Absinthe (a dimeric guaranolide) is the principle agent, anabsinthin and
thiyone (a volatile oil) are also present. Absinthine is listed as a narcotic analgesic in

the same group as codeine and dextromethorphan hydrobromide (Romilar).
Primary Effects: Narcotic-analgesic. It depresses the central medullary part of the
brain, the area concerned with pain and anxiety.

